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ecording and distributing your
own music has never been more
affordable or accessible. However, if

you're new to the subject, or are returning
to recording after abreak, you may find it all
abit intimidating.

BEYON

Music production techniques have
developed hugely over the last few decades.
Most professional and project studios now
have acomputer ( laptop or desktop) at
the heart, running DAW (Digital Audio
Workstation) software capable of combining

If there is one problem with all this

multitrack recording and mixing with MIDI

technology, it is that the flexibility,

sequencing, awide range of add-ons

complexity and power of even the simplest

such as effects, processors, samplers and

systems can be initially overwhelming.

synths, not to mention pitch-correction and

Although you can learn by reading manuals

mastering software. Most cheap DAWs

and experimenting, it's much faster if you

(even the freebies that come pre- installed

have someone to guide you through those

on your PC) can effortlessly outperform

confusing early stages. That's where this

analogue systems. Power and performance

guide comes in. I'll introduce you to the

previously unthinkable in an analogue

essential components of amodern recording

studio can be realised with this continuing

system, explaining the recording process
in an easy-to-follow way and demystifying

advance in technology.

the inevitable jargon as it crops up, as

Aside from the obvious cost and space
benefits, DAWs can do much more than

well as giving you practical advice

simply replace analogue hardware. They

for your project studio. It's my

can record and automate fader and control

hope to inspire confidence in

movements, while the audio itself can be

you to get the best out of your

manipulated and edited in countless ways.

digital gear, and set it up

This would have been impossible with

in the most suitable way

tape. You can even buy DAW software for

in your, recording space

iPhones, iPads and other portable devices,

so that you can make

enabling you to take your studio with you.

professional recordings

With aDAW it's possible for absolutely

at home. Let the

anyone to produce high-quality recordings

adventure begin!

in their own bedroom! All it takes is abit
of time and patience.
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Buying Music Gear? Experience the

Moreno!

Sweetwater is your best source for music gear and technology. Why? Because we give you more
than just great products at great prices. We're here to help you find exactly what you need and to
get it to you when you need it. Plus, we're here for you after the purchase, with industry-eading
service and support, outstanding online resources, and our own exclusive free 2- year warranty.

Huge Inventory A
Need it fast? We get it to you fast. In fact,
most orders ship the same day! Our enormous
warehouse is stocked with all the latest,
greatest gear, so you get easy access to the
best products available.

Friendly, Expert Staff
When you call Sweetwater, you get one-onone communication with experts! Our Sales
Engineers are musicians and engineers who
can relate to you and your needs, so you get
valuable advice and personal service from
someone who knows the gear inside and out.

Call Sweetwater today for the trusted
service you deserve!
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When you visit Sweetwater.com,
you won't believe how easy it is

Check out our amazing

to find great gear — and find out

Guitar Gallery and take

more about it. Our product pages

aclose-up, multiple-

showcase detailed images,

angle look at the guitar

in-depth descriptions, helpful

you want.

demo videos, and more.
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Stay Connected
Connect with Sweetwater on YouTube, Facebook, and Twitter,
and get daily updates on new gear releases, savings offers,
exclusive product demos, and more.

You
YouTUbecom/SweetwaterSound

pr

Facebook.com/Sweetwater

Twitter. com/SweetwaterSound

This unbeatable combination of

coverage, service, and selection

is all about you, and it's only at Sweetwater. Check us out today.
e
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FREE
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www.sweetwater.com/support

SHIPPING

Instant 24/7 Access

No MINIMUM PURCHASE
.4117 01.00,0 CPYTACT.1.0i.Pif 0.0

Free 2-year Warranty

Free Shipping

Outstanding Online Resources

Wart even more value for your money? You'll

We add value to your purchase with free

At Sweetwater.com we offer ahuge pool

love the Total Confidence Coverage TM free

shipping. You get what you want, when you
want it. It's the best shipping deal you'll

of online guides, video demos, tech tips,

2-year warranty we add to your purchase.
It's aSweetwater exclusive!

find anywhere!

access 24/7.

and other resources, all of which you can

Industry- leading Service and Support
Great value doesn't end with the sale. Sweetwater is here for you
after your purchase, with afactory- authorized service department and
top- tier tech support. When you have questions about "our gear or
software, we're here to help.
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(800) 222-4700 • Sweetwater.com
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INTRODUCTION

S
THIS GUI E
Whether you're abeginner wanting to delve into the

world of music technology for the very first time, or
you've already got astudio and are looking to further
your knowledge and skills, there's plenty here to spur
you on in your musical adventures.

B

efore you get stuck in to this guide,
there are some things you should

know in order to get the most out of
the information contained within its pages.

Sections
You'll notice from looking at the contents
page that this Smart Guide has been split

in that particular chapter. These are
usually manufacturers whose products
we have tested and reviewed in the
pages of Sound On Sound and consider
to offer appropriately high-quality gear
and value for money.

Education Chapter

up into six colour- coded sections. Each

At SOS we're firm believers in learning,

section contains aselection of chapters

whether through practical application

relating to specific topics within one subject

or study, and recognise the

area (eg. Recording). At the beginning of
each set of chapters you'll find acolourful
title page with amini-contents to help you
navigate your way through the guide.

Reference Guides
Along with the usual SOS trademark of
colourful pictures and clear explanations
accompanying each chapter, we've also
included several quick reference guides to
help with specific subjects, which you can
easily flick back between and refer to at
your leisure.

Tip & Info Boxes
Look out for these coloured boxes
throughout the Smart Guide. There's an
example of each on these pages so you
know what to look out for.

Manufacturer Listings
At the end of most chapters in the
guide you'll come across an info box
containing details of some of the leading
manufacturers of the products mentioned

8
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growing importance of education in the
audio industry. To this end, we've put
together aselection of information to do
with all things education Although some of
the advice is pitched at college or degree

Computers are central to the modern studio, both in aprofessional and project capacity.
Laptops and handheld devices ( such as tablet PCs and smart phones) have become
increasingly popular, but the technology's not quite good enough to replace your entire
studio just yet! You'll still need to grab yourself some gear, learn how everything works
together, and then arrange it in an acoustically- treated room. This guide will teach you
everything you need to know to get yourself up and running with your own home or project

level, most of the information provided
is equally applicable to other levels of

our online education portal, which we

we've ooened abrand-new website —

study. Whether you're at high school

will be developirg and expanding in the

www.sos-smaiguides.com — to act as

coming months.

aportal of information, mutimedia content

and wondering about the ' next steps',
or already have some experience

Glossary

and news for you to get the most out of

career with the aid of training and

This can be found at the end of the guide.

your pu chase.
The online content accompanying

qualifications, there's something in

We've given detailed explanations of all

this Smart Guide includes aselection of

this section for you!

the 'jargon' you'll come across in the guide

hand-picked resources from the

and are trying to further your

The first part of the education

and have written each explanation to be

chapter offers adiscussion on audio

as clear as possible, whilst also giving

education covering issues such as

you lots of information, so that you feel

reasons for and against doirg audio

confidently clued- up! There's something for

education courses, what kinds of

everyone — beginners will find everything

courses are available, what life's like

easily explained, whilst those w,th some

in the music industry, and the debate

experience will have enough information to

around education versus experience.

feel ' in the know'.

The second part features alist of
selected audio institutions in the US,
the UK, globally, and online, with

Smart Guides Website
As all of our SOS monthly readers will

their full contact details so that

know, Sound On Sound has adedicated

you can find out more. You can

website which archives all the content

also head to vow.r.soundonsound.
com/education to browse

published in the mag... and more besides!

Tip Boxes
We've peppered plenty of tips
throughout this guide, with nuggets of
key information to get you recording
and producing fast. These are easily
identifiable by the coloured boxes with
the plus symbol in the corner, just like
this one! (We chose the addition symbol
'cos the info in the tips is adding to your
knowledge. Clever, eh?)
Ignore t-iese boxes at your peril!
Often they'll include ideas and handy
hintsio help you save your time
(and sanity!).

Alongside this series of Smart Guides,

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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head to www.soundonsound.com/forum
where you can chat with other
musicians and producers and share your

SOS SMART GUIDES
Cubase

Digitellemer

Ur. Sum. , user

Live

Logic

Pro Took

Reaper

Reason

home-studio experiences.

SOS Readers' Ads

Sonar

.....ePea Nees •

The Sound On Sound website offers
readers the opportunity to post free

SOS Smart Guides is a multimedia portal desic-ned to
accompany the Smart Guidcs series published by
Sound On Sound Magazine

classified adverts listing their second-hand
gear for sale. We list everything from
synths to software, instruments to mixing
desks, microphones to guitar pedals. Most

SoS

readers are only looking to get areasonable

DAW
POWER
USER

second-hand price for their gear, whilst
some will happily consider aswap or part
exchange. It's free to advertise and to
respond so, if you're seeking some extra

DAW Power User

Music Technology
Basics 14 Bevon11

behereed ware ankleale ma. pew

Kew *Is Yea an .... emu

bits for your home or project studio, check
out the Readers' Ads section of the Sound

meow..

The ' SOS Smart Guides' website — home
to all the multimedia and bonus content
accompanying the Smart Guides series.
Sound On Sound website to save you time

On Sound website and grab yourself
abargain (or 10!). There's also a ' wanted'

experienced members, and we've also

category if you're seeking something

got specific forums that relate to studios,

specific and can't find what you're looking

music ousiness, types of recording and

for in the listings. III

much more!

and give you access to the information

To get started in the discussions, just

The SOS Team

you need. It's all clearly organised and
structured for you, and is agreat place to

na's

I0 4M

Ones Inuacssu IWIN Press ISubsabe ^drams IAbout SCSI nob

sunk SM

learn even more about home recording.

> co

Newt amass??

a Roue. b ores

You'll also discover some video tutorials
supplied by Berklee Music Online.
Additionally, you can explore the other
Smart Guides published by Sound On

Search .•••

TodayS Aceve TOpics

Sound, including the recent title DAW
Power User, which provides hundreds
of tips to get you started with your

SOS Forum
one of which is our extensive forum which
is frequented by thousands of visitors each
month. There are loads of new discussions

to seek advice and meet new friends!
There's adedicated ' Newbies' forum

FCRUM INDEX
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A

recording studio is aplace where
you can record music. Along
with acomputer running DAW
software, you'll need equipment such
as microphones, speakers and an audio
interface to do this. To achieve the same
quality offered by apro studio you'll need
to ccmbine the right equipment with an
acoustically treated space and expertise. In
this section-,I'll explore the most important
aspects of the studio and offer advice to
help you make the right choices.
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Sweetwater Sound Studio AControl Room

So end Your Gear
uduet Wisely

Buying Right the First Time
Even if you have the luxury
of agenerous gear budget,
it makes good sense to
spend your money wisely.
Here are some tips to help
you avoid common gearbuying pitfalls and buy
right the first time.

•Future-proof Your Studio
That hasty decision made amid the hustle and bustle of abusy retail store is often the one that comes back
to bite you. In the process of building your studio — be it arelatively simple DAW, awell-equipped project
studio, or afull-blown commercial facility — your setup will grow as your needs change. You'd invariably
take amisstep or two; however, the key to minimizing mistakes is to weigh each buying decision carefully in
light of future expansion

•Specs Don't Tell the Whole Story
When choosing gear, you need to take into consideration anumber of factors besides technical
specifications. Ergonomics, features, and your personal workflow preferences all factor into whether anew
piece of gear will have along and productive life in your studio. Fabulous specs notwithstanding, adevice
you find uncomfortable to work with will steal your time, sabotage your ideas, and ultimately sap your
creative energies.

•Never Skimp on Cables
Your audio and digital caoles carry signals, and, yes, they make adifference. You've spent abundle on greatsounding gear for your studio, and it may be tempting to save afew bucks on cabling. Once you realize
you'd be compromising the performance of all that high-quality equipment, however, skimping out on cables
suddenly seems penny-wise, pound-foolish.

Sweetwater.comkables
We're the Source for All Your

Cable Needs

Get expert gear advice
online — 24/1!
Go to

I •• -- - •

Sweetwater.com/buye-duitles

•Get the Big Picture

We've all become enamored with aparticular piece of gear, and that's all
well and fine — just not when it's to the exclusion of all else in your studio.
Remember that your recording setup is asystem, and you should take asystems
approach when considering additions. Your due diligence should include making sure new
equipment will function synergistically with your existing gear. In other words,
keep your focus on the big picture.

•Know Your Real Needs
Asinger/songwriter with avast guitar collection will have different gear

LSR4326P

AKG
C414XLII

needs than afilm composer with astudio centered around akeyboard synth
workstation. Are you aMac or aPC user? Will you be running mostly MIDI —
or ahundred audio tracks with dozens of plug- ins? The point is that, if you
can identify your present and future needs when purchasing gear, you'll be
ahead of the game.

•Don't Blow Your Budget on aSingle
Piece of Gear
An expensive bit of hardware may sound awesome
itself, but perhaps not so great when followed in the
signal path by abudget component or two. Makes
sense, right? Do your studio afavor: consider your
entire system when buying gear.

Focusrite
Saffire Pro 40

•Buy Right — the First Time
The first step is to identify the make-or- break components in your studio. Transducers ( mics and
speakers) are where the rubber meets the road, converting sound waves into electronic signals — or vice
versa. High-quality mics and studio monitors are mission-critical for any size studio, and they'll serve you

Buying quality equipment
will serve you well in the
long run.

well for many years to come. Hold off buying if you have to, but make sure you're not purchasing something
you'll end up replacing in ayear or two — costing you more in the long run.

•Great Monitors Are aGreat Investment
Great studio monitors are an excellent place to start investing in your studio. The essence of agood studio
monitor is that your mixes translate to the world beyond your studio. In order for this to happen, your
monitors need to tell you the truth about what you're recording. Accurate monitors mirror reality, forcing you
to "work for" your mix. Great monitors yield mixes that sound great no matter where you play them!
•

Don't Forget That "Gear" Includes Acoustic Treatment
Have you heard the expression " garbage in, garbage out"? Recorded sound is only as good as the source,
and today's highly effective absorption and diffusion materials, bass traps, and isolation tools help you
get your studio space sounding as good as it can. Often overlooked, acoustic treatment is one of the best
investments you can make in your studio. It pays dividends in the form of better sound — and less work on
your part to correct for room deficiencies.

•Get the Right Tool for the lob
So you've decided to get acompressor for your studio. Will it be used primarily for vocals? Or perhaps
you're looking for amore dramatic effect, in which case you may actually want alimiter. Some dynamics
processors function as compressor/limiters, and still others have expansion and/or noise-gating capabilities.
Confused yet? This is but one example, but it serves to illustrate the importance of deciding how you will use
anew piece of gear before you purchase it. Remember, anytime you need expert advice, your Sweetwater
Sales Engineer can help you decide on the right tool for the job.

r
%)é

Auralex acoustic treatment

We'll help you find the right gear
the first time!
CALL US TODAY AT

k (
800) 222-4700
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Modern digital audio workstations ( DAWs) are
all very capable, but some are better suited to
certain ways of working than others. So how do
you choose which one is right for you?

C

hances are, you have musician
friends who already use computers

Presonus Studio One and Propellerhead

They can mix music in mono, stereo or

Record. DAWs designed fo- loop- based

even surrouna sound. DAW mixers can

to record. A good first step is to sit

composition include Ableton Live, Sony

also record and replay fader and other

Acid and Propellerhead Reason. This

control moves — an essential feature for

they use and evaluate whether it would be

last one incorporates some impressive

serious mixing. On ahardware mixer you

suitable for your needs. It certainly helps if

software synthesizers and samplers.

you use the same music software as other

For most recording musicians,

in on asession to see what equipment

can move several controls at the same
time, but in software you may only have

musicians in your social circle as you can

however, one of tie more traditional DAW

amouse for control, meaning you can

get abit of free help when you need it!

software packages will best suit the needs

only adjust one thing at atime. There is

Checking respective company websites is

of aproject studio.

another way to gain valuable insight into

The first thing to explore is what you

optional control hardware to get around
this but, when mixing with amouse, you

how the various DAWs compare. You'll

can expect aDAW to do. Most follow

can only optimise the fader moves for

find that free instructional videos are

asimilar paradigm, but the working

one track at atime. The advantage of

available online for many of the leading

environment is far removed from that of

automation is that you can refine your

DAWs, which can be agreat help if you've

tape. A DAW includes everything you

mix in great detail before recording

got nobody on hand to offer advice.

might find in atraditional studio, other

the project.

As arule, there are two types of DAW:

than the mics and speakers. Certainly,

MIDI Tracks

one that suits traditional musicians who

aDAW can be set to operate in asimilar

approach music on alinear basis; the

way to amultitracK tape machine with

Along with audio tracks, you'll invariably

other geared towards the DJ/musician

the capacity to add overdubs on new

find MIDI tracks available in your DAW.

who prefers to build music from loops

tracks and to replace sections that didn't

These are for controlling electronic

and samples and may not even play an

work o,,t first time around, but it goes

instruments, and as these ricid much

instrument. The more ' traditional' DAWs

much further.

(which evolved from aconventional

DAWs also include amixer, generally

less data than an audio track, you
can usually run alot of them, even on

tape-recording paradigm) include Apple

following asimilar structure to

arelatively low- powered computer. Where

Logic and GarageBand, Steinberg Cubase

atraditional hardware mixer, so that you

computer muscle is necessary, however,

and Nuendo, Avid Pro Tools, MOTU

can balance and EQ the various tracks

is in supporting the software instruments

Digital Performer, Cakewalk Sonar,

you've recorded to create your final mix.

that play back the instrument sounds,

14
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Ableton Live, aloop- based CAW ( top) and Steinberg Cu base, amore U-aditiona.
composition- based DAW ( bottom).

software instruments than good taste
would dictate you use in amix!

although you can also use aMIDI interface

slightly, but it relieves your computer of

connected to your computer to control

the burden of running software synths

MIDI- compatible hardware synths, drum

and samplers. To put this in perspective,

machines and samplers. Using external

areasonably modern computer will

Interface. It was developed around 30 years

hardware does complicate your setup

probably be happy powering more

ago to allow musical information (rather than »

What's MIDI?
MIDI stands for Musical Instrument Digital

Music Technology Basics b Beyond
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» audio) to be sent between compatible

Software mixers are often modelled on
their hardware counterparts.

devices. In the context of aDAW, this

Selling

MIDI data is recorded from amusical
more quickly, the piano plays faster

connected to the computer via aMIDI

but doesn't change pitch. Similarly,

interface or directly via USB, and then

you can think of editing MIDI data as

when it is replayed it can be routed

the equivalent of taping over holes

to ahardware or software musical

representing notes you don't want to

instrument to recreate the original

keep and punching new holes where

performance. The beauty of MIDI data

you'd like new notes.

is that it can be edited, usually on avery

atoy wind-up piano looks like, then

presented as atraditional musical score.

think of MIDI as an electronic equivalent

You do this either to make changes or

of amusical score. When you hit record,

simply to fix mistakes. With MIDI it is

ascore is created from whatever

also possible to change sounds after

you play on the keyboard, and when

recording, as the MIDI data simply

you come to replay it, the receiving

tells the receiving device what to play.

instrument plays back by ' reading' the

Furthermore, as MIDI data is essentially

MIDI score. Editing MIDI data is then

aset of instructions telling the

the equivalent of acomposer deleting

instrument what note to play and when

unwanted notes and drawing in new

to play it, you can slow down or speed

ones. Indeed, if you're agood composer

up the track without changing the pitch

but can't play akeyboard, you can write

of the instrument.

your electronic score entirely on screen

If this seems hard to get your head

Inserts
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MIDI can also be used to control

used in those old-fashioned wind-up

other aspects of an instrument's sound,

toy pianos. If you speed up the rate

for example, pitch bend, vibrato and

at which the paper roll feeds through

various synthesizer parameters, such

the mechanism by winding the piano

as filter sweep. From aDAW user's

Comping
While tape had to be edited using arazor blade and adhesive tape,
you can copy, move or delete any section of aDAW audio track,
including copying audio from one track to another. This greatly
simplifies the process of ' comping': recording the same performance
(eg. lead vocals) several times on different tracks before choosing
the best bits of each version and then assembling into afinal track.

M
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version of the punched paper roll
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and the computer will play it back

around, think of MIDI as an electronic
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64bit on MAC OS 10.6 and Windows
:Cubase 6Exclusive

<•CU8ASE
ARTISTE

-14
Sascha Dikiciyan Composer. Producer

Noah Lilschey IComposer, Songwriter, Producer

Credits: iron Evoiution. Spli,.te, Cell Quake Series.
Prototype. Hellqate: Cu
Starve 2and many more...

"Steinberg. the inventors of VST Technology,
have outdone themselves. C6 allows me t
,
explore every poteltial of my musical ideas
without limits. It's asoftware masterpiece"

Credits So You Think You Can Rance ( FOX)
The Squad tun. ABOC ( MTV)
C(-) r . ' omb ( Hollywood Records) and many more

Creativity First

C2011 Steinberg, All Rights Reserved.

"Cubase 6takes my composing. writing
and producing to even higher levels of ease.
flexidity and G: ativity. The new features are
essential weapons for my musical madness!"
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The three main MIDI
editors used in most
DAWs: the piano roll, the
score and the event list.
Notice how each one
represents the MIDI note
in adifferent way.
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that have no hardware
counterparts. If you're into effects, you'll

the hard drive, thus reducing the capacity

but perhaps in the future you'd like to add

be like akid in asweet shop when you get

for audio playback when you're running

orchestration, which usually means working

your DAW up and running!

alot of tracks.

with MIDI. You may also want to consider

Software Instruments

Choosing Your DAIN

using the same DAW as other musicians
with whom you are likely to collaborate, as

In the plug-in world, there are numerous

Choosing the right DAW at the outset is

transferring projects between different types

instruments that can be used in MIDI tracks

arguably the most important decision you'll

of DAW is never entirely straightforward.

to play back your MIDI performances.

make as far as recording is concerned, as

These include emulations of existing

you'll invest alot of time in developing the

and have aless sophisticated MIDI side,

synthesizers, drum machines and samplers

skills required for its operation. Despite

while others concentrate mainly on software

in which the sounds are based on samples

tempting offers from the various DAW

instruments and offer less sophistication

taken from real instruments, such as pianos,

manufacturers, few users relish the idea of

for straightforward audio recording. Others
offer agood balance of the two areas.

drum kits or orchestral elements. There

changing platforms once they've become

are also some very sophisticated original

famirar with their first DAW. This is one of

Some DAWs are best at handling audio

instruments based on combinations of

the dangers of using whatever software

Good general-purpose DAWs include:

synthesis, sampling and effects processing

comes free with your audio interface,

Apple's Logic, Steinberg's Cubase and

that have no hardware counterparts.

because if it later turns out that something

Nuendo, Cakewalk's Sonar, Avid's Pro

Depending on their complexity, these may

else might suit you better, you'll probably

Tools, MOTU's Digital Performer and

take very little of your computer's CPU

be reluctant to start learning anew DAW all

Presonus' Studio One.

power or they may take alot.

over again.

Sampler plug- ins work best when you

Before you can make an informed

DAWs with strong audio-editing

have enough RAM to hold all the sampled

choice, you need to think about how you

capabilities include:

sounds you're using in aproject, hence the

aim to make music now and how that might

Avid's Pro Tools, Cockos' Reaper, Prism

need to fit your computer with plenty of

change in the future as your skills develop.

Sound's SADiE and Merging Technologies'

RAM. If you don't have enough RAM, the

For example, you might only want to record

Pyramix. You'll also find the audio

plug- ins may have to stream samples from

your acoustic guitar and voice right now,

side of Logic, Cubase, Sonar, Magix's
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Samplitude and MOTU's
Digital Performer more
than adequate for typical
recording projects.
Having agood MIDI side
doesn't necessarily make

knit
Show CRanne St, •

the software any more

•

expensive, so don't feel bad

Show
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about not using some of the
features on offer. The reality
is that most DAW users,
myself included, only use
asmall fraction of what their

Noise Gate

software can do.
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though it is probably fair
to say that loop- based
composition is still best
suited to the production of

There's awide variety of
processing plug- ins available.
Here are just four examples of
the kind of thing you might use
with your DAW.

dance and urban music. If
you want to add your own
vocals or other ' live' sounds,
make sure that your choice
of DAW also has the facility

SPL Transient Designer

Limiter

to record audio tracks.
Before going further, Ishould mention

problem is their choice of computer, or

If you're aMac user and are still undecided,

the issue of plug-in delay compensation.

perhaps an unfortunate choice of additional

try GarageBand as that comes free with

One limitation to De aware of is that

software that affects the stability of the

new Macs (and has some great loop- based

earlier native versions of Pro Took, such

machine. Try to gain an overall picture

facilities as well). If you decide to move

as Pro Tools LE and M- Powered, don't

of what the various DAWs do well and

up to Logic Express or Logic Pro at alater

automatically compensate for the small,

remember that some users will defend tneir

date, you'll be able to import your existing

but significant, delays that are introduced

choices, however obscure, with almost

GarageBand files and continue working on

when asignal-processing plug-in is inserted

religious fervour!

them. You'll also find the transition to Logic

into atrack The professional Pro Tools

less challenging as both programs follow

HD system and native versions from Pro

atime-limited demo format, so if you're

asimilar (but not identical) basic paradigm.

Tools 9onwards do have plug-in delay

still undecided and have some spare time

It's also worth mentioning that some DAW

compensation, so go for one of these, if at

on your hands, you can always download

software packages will only be compatible

all possible. All the other DAWs I've tried,

the demos and take them for aspin. You

with Mac or PC. For example, Sonar is

even Apple's entry-level GarageBand, have

may also find some of the better music

designed to be PC only, while Logic will only

automatic plug-in delay compensation.

stores have the various DAW software set

work on aMac.

Help From The Net

Many DAWs are available in

up and running on demo machines for you
to try, the advantage there being that staff

Expert Advice

Though there are many Internet forums

members may be able to offer guidance f

you can peruse to find out what people

you get stuck.

If you're stuck for which DAW might
be best for you, it's worth checking out
some of our Sound On Sound reviews of
each one. Simply go to the SOS Smart
Guides website, www.sos-smartguides.
corn, and click on the bookazine cover
to explore the portal.

think of the various DAWs, be aware that

Though you'll find alot of ' cracked'

there's alot of misinformation out there

software on the Internet, especially for

too, along with people who'll snipe at even

Windows PCs, I'd strongly advise you not

the best systems just because they lack

to take that route. Not only is it an illegal

one or two features that only they would

practice that deprives software houses

use. You'll also find people cursing their

(some of which are surprisingly small)

DAW for being unstable when the real

of legitimate income, it is also fraught

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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» with risk. Cracked software can be very

components of atraditional studio do. This

unstable and often comes packaged with

means you need to read up on mixers, basic

adware and other nasties, all of which

digital audio principles, signal processing

will cause you endless frustration. It can

and effects, and the various synthesis and

be atempting option but don't do it!

sampling techniques employed in today's

If you really think DAW software is too

plug-ins. While many plug- ins come with

expensive, then look at the ' light' versions

lists of user presets, things like EQ, gating

of the mainstream programs, which offer

and compression need to be adjusted to

most of the key features of their pricier

each sound source, so read up on those

siblings at amuch lower price point.

processes first.

There's usually acost-effective upgrade
path for when you do feel the need to

Most manufacturers offer some kind of
technical support, but some charge by the

move up. Most DAWs cost less than

minute and others seem to be permanently

just the cables you'd need to set up an

engaged. It's often far better to get to know

equivalent hardware- based studio!

some existing users and also to join online
user groups, where more experienced

Reality Check

users are usually happy to share their

Learning any DAW from scratch is alengthy

knowledge. Keep up to date by reading

process, though it helps to learn the

the DAW techniques sections in Sound

basics first and then explore the more

On Sound monthly and online. Also, avoid

esoteric features as and when you need

computer viruses by not using your studio

them. A modern DAW contains asoftware

computer online, other than when installing

representation of an extremely sophisticated

and updating software. Windows users

'real world' music studio. To use it all

should also use an up-to-date virus- removal

effectively, you need to know what all the

program. Keep your original installation

Instrument plug- ins cover the whole
range of sounds — from drums to
piano, orchestral instruments and
synths.

1

2

3

4

5

2

Apple's GarageBand — included for free on
most new Macs.

7

n

Burning Piano

CONTROLLERS
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disks and serial numbers in asafe place, as you may need to refer
to these when asking for support, and you'll certainly need them if
you need to reinstall the software from scratch for any reason.

Summary
• Think about your musical needs and then choose aDAW
package that meets those needs. For example, don't go buying
an all-singing-all-dancing loop- manipulation program if what
you really want to do is record your band and then make minor
edits to polish up the performance. Also, think about other
musicians with whom you may collaborate and see if the DAWs
they are using would also suit your needs.
• Download demo software to test it for yourself, but avoid
cracked software like the plague as it may well corrupt your
system, impair performance or allow viruses into your machine
— and that's without even mentioning the legal and moral
implications.
• Don't dismiss the light versions of the mainstream DAW
programs as you may find they still do everything you need at
amuch lower cost. MI

Selected Manufacturers
Ableton
www.ableton.com
Apple
www.apple.com
Avid
www.avid.com

MOTU
www.motu.com
Presonus
www.presonus.com
Propellerhead
www.propellerheads.se

Cakewalk
www.cakewalk.com
Cockos
www.cockos.com
Magix
www.samplitude.corr

SADiE
www.sadie.com
Sony
www.sonycreativesoftware.com
Steinberg
www.steinberg.com

THE FOUR STEPS
TO START MAKING MUSIC

SOS STUDIO SETUP

COMPUTER
Choosing the wrong computer for your studio could cause countless problems
in the future, from software incompatibilities and fan noise to aslow machine
interrupting your creativity. Here's how to get it right first time.

nce you've chosen your DAW,

performance. However, Macs in general

of high-street computer stores. Firstly, most

check if it is compatibile with Macs

are more of aknown quantity, as they're all

of their staff (even the tech support guys)

or PCs . If it can run on either, you

made by one company and the components

tend not to be very knowledgeable about

can choose, but otherwise you'll have to

used are more consistent. PCs, on the

the requirements of audio PCs, unless you're

buy whichever it was designed for. Also,

other hand, are made by many different

lucky enough to find abranch where one

check the recommended ( not minimum!)

companies using hundreds of different

of the tech support guys happens to be

system requirements of your

combinations of components. In fact, even

ahome- studio enthusiast! Secondly, you're

DAVV on the

manufacturer's web site, as this will help

two of the same off-the-shelf model may

more likely to run into problems if you buy

you choose an appropriate machine. If you

contain different components.

ageneral-purpose PC — and the situation

feel totally lost, you can a:ways contact

Macs are significantly more expensive

may be even worse if you buy acut-price

aspecialist audio computer company,

than most general-purpose PCs, but

laptop, because although the spec may look

who can build amachine to match

when it comes to comparing them with

good on paper, they are often put together

purpose-built audio PCs you'll find that

as ameans of using up old parts before they

they're actually about the same price.

become entirely obsolete.

your requirements.
Macs and PCs these days use similar
processors and other components, which

Try not to be tempted by the bargain

means they're capable of similar levels of

prices, shiny displays and big brand- names

22
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Most PCs come pre- loaded with one
of several versions of the latest Windows
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operating system, whereas there's only one
version for Mac, which can make things less
confusing. In most cases, though, you'll find
that any current version of Windows should
be fine. In fact, with each iteration of the
two operating systems, the two camps seem

It's possible to get desktop power
on alaptop machine, so the main
considerations when choosing between
laptop and desktop computers are more to
do with portability and value for money.
handy for those of us frequently on the

to be getting closer together, so it really

move, visiting other studios and recording

comes down to your personal preference

venues, as you can get the most of the

and compatibility with your DAW. If you're

power of adesktop machine in something

determined to have the best of both worlds,

afraction of the size and weight. However,

though, you can install and run Windows

if you do most of your recording in your

and PC-specific software on Macs using

home studio and don't need to carry your

Bootcamp, which allows the computer to

computer around, you'll get more power for

switch between the two operating systems.

your money by choosing adesktop machine.

Bear in mind, though, that there are still

Another advantage of desktops is in

many more viruses that target Windows, and

'future-proofing': they have more space

this still applies even if running it on aMac.

for adding PCI or PCIe cards, hard drives,

Desktop Or Laptop?
These days, most moderately priced laptops

RAM and so on, and usually have more
USB, Firewire or Ethernet ports. It's also
possible to increase the capabilities of your

can pack afair punch when it comes to

laptop, though, so don't panic if this is what

power and versatility. They're also extremely

you'd prefer to do. Just bear in mind that

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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Bock It Up
Backing up work is vitally important as hard
drives do fail and, although they are cheap
enough to replace, the data they hold is very
valuable to risk losing. Inevitably, the bigger
ahard drive the more data you risk losing
when it dies! These days there is amultitude
of different backup options available. If it's

space you need, external hard drives are
often the most cost-effective solution as
you can purchase memory in TB (terabyte)
multiples for around $75. Each terabyte
is roughly equivalent to 1000 GB. That's
enough storage space for nearly 20,000
hours of CD-quality uncompressed audio, or

just shy of 2000 DVDs-worth of information.
For those looking for the portability factor,
flash drives can be agreat option — you
can easily cram anywhere from 4-256 GB
of data on these, although they tend to be
alittle more sluggish. Finally, you can use
backup media such as writable CDs, DVDs
and even Blu-Rays, all of which last better in
archive storage than hard drives and flash
drives (which require regular use in order to
continue functioning properly), but are more
susceptible to damage as they scratch easily.
It's agood idea to get into the habit of
backing up projects once they are complete,
so that you don't risk losing any of your
work in the future, but there is another way
of getting back your data if you've chosen
not to go down the backup media route.
You can use abuilt-in recovery program such
as Windows Restore or asoftware add-on
such as Apple's Time Machine to restore
your computer software to exactly how
it was at achosen prior date, if and when
everything goes horribly wrong.
You shouldn't trust your computer alone
to keep you files safe, so budget for some
way to back up your data when buying your
computer. Popular backup media includes
external hard drives and memory sticks.

» it can be amore time-consuming and less

machine running at 2.8GHz and fitted with

cost-effective option.

External Hard Drives

4-6 GB of RAM seems pretty high- spec,
runs at around 80 percent of the speed of

but give it three or four years and all it

the fastest model, then you'll get agood

will attract is pitying

The biggest limitation on the number of

compromise between performance and

looks. If you choose

audio tracks that can be played or recorded

value. Also, make sure you get enough

your computer wisely,

simultaneously is the rate at which data

RAM. If you intend to use alot of software

though, it should

can be sent to and from the hard drive, so

instruments based on sampled sounds,

last you around

it's agood idea to record your audio files

you'll need more RAM than if you're just

three or four years

to adedicated hard drive if you want the

recording and mixing. Some systems can

before it starts to look

greatest possible track count. Most modern

stream sampled sounds from the hard

slow when loaded with

SATA drives running at 720Orpm or greater

drive to save on RAM, but the harder the

newer and more power-

will be fine, and you can add an internal

drives are working, the fewer tracks you

hungry software. Of course, you can always

drive to adesktop machine, or an external

can play back.

take the view that if the software you use

drive to either alaptop or desktop machine.
Personally, I've found from my own

Having enough RAM to hold all the

already does everything you need then you

samples being used in asong helps

don't need to upgrade anything and the

experience with my MacBook Pro ( an Apple

optimise the performance of your system.

computer can enjoy amuch longer working

laptop), that there's usually no problem

Ihesitate to suggest exactly how much

life. If you choose this route, you're no

recording to the computer's internal drive

computer speed and RAM you should aim

worse off than if you bought ahardware

as long as you leave plenty of free space

for as computer specifications improve

recorder that couldn't be upgraded.

and don't try to record asilly number of

dramatically every year in accordance with

tracks. A live recording of 16 simultaneous

Moore's Law, which predicts computer

tracks is not aproblem, and Iknow some

speeds and storage capability will double

Many home-studio operators record in the

people who have reported playing back a

roughly every 18 months. ( If you were

same room as their computer, which means

70-track mix!

to read an article Iwrote on computer

that excessive fan and drive whirring will

requirements 10 years ago, you'd have

be picked up by the mics and will then be

Processor Speed & RAM

Noise

agood snigger reading phrases such as:

on the recordings. The same noise will also

Speed is also important: your computer

"Ensure your hard drive is at least 1GB and

distract you when you're trying to mix, so

needs to be fast, but not necessarily the

you have at least 64MB of RAM installed".)

aim for the quietest machine you can get.

fastest available. If you buy amodel that

At the start of 2011, aquad- core Intel

High-performance ' gaming' PCs usually
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come with high-powered (ie. noisy!) fans

with Firewire 400 ports use the six- pin

to cool their innards, and laptop cooling

format, whereas you'll need to check which

fans can get very noisy at times. However,

type aPC uses. At the time of writing

modern Macs and dedicated audio PCs

there are two Firewire speeds: Firewire 400

tend to be rather quieter.

and Firewire 800. You can use an adaptor

Interfaces
Audio interfaces are another matter entirely,
and will be covered in some depth later in

cable to hook up aFirewire 400 device to
aFirewire 800 port, but that port will then
only operate at Firewire 400 speeds.
Although many simple stereo USB

the book. Some systems utilise adedicated

interfaces are recognised by the computer

card inside the computer to connect to an

with no need for dedicated driver

"If you can already use the computer for word
processing or email, then you probably know
almost as much as you need to in order to
access your DAW software."

Nuttin' But Music
It's important to use your music
computer only for music. If it also
doubles as the family office, as well
as being the house Internet hub
and somewiere for the kids to do
homework and play games, you'll
probably find abunch of problems
when you came to use it for recording.
Your music computer is akey part of
your studio. not ahousehold appliance,
so life will be much easier if you treat it
as such. There's apiece of hardware you
can buy for around $ 200 that'll keep
your PC free from problems, reducing
the frequency of crashing and the risk
of virus infection. It's called an Xbox!

and then expect to be able to use them
without even knowing how to open
and save files! Sadly, saying, " I'm not
technical, Ijust want to make music!" is

external interface box. Whatever you do,

software, interfaces with agreater number

ignore the fact that your computer comes

of inputs and outputs usually come with

not an option when working with DAWs.

with a5.1 multimedia soundcard installed:
if you use it for music recording, it will

specialised driver software. They may also

That's the once you pay for getting so

come with mixing and routing software,

much power for so little outlay. You don't

probably drive you mad modifying settings

the purpose of which will be explained

need to be acomputer geek, but you do

to " enhance your gaming experience"!

in due course. You should always check

need to be familiar with basic computer

the manufacturer's website for the latest

procedures, such as installing or updating

or USB. Firewire comes in both four- and

drivers and firmware, as these may have

software, ad,usting preferences and

six- pin formats, the latter being able to

been updated while the interface has been

settings — particularly for audio — and

provide power for connected devices that

held in stock by the store.

Most interfaces connect by Firewire

can operate from bus power. Apple Macs

Before You Start
It might sound obvious,
but if you're running
acomputer- based
audio system, you
first need to know
your away around

accessing additional hard drives. In short,
whether you've chosen to use an Apple
or aWindows machine, you'll still need to
know how to drive the thing!

Computer Tweaks
The latest Mac and Windows operating
are pretty good for audio, but you can still
do some things to optimise the system

the computer! For

performance— largely by ensuring that

example, you'll

the computer isn't trying to perform

need to know the
keyboard and mouse shortcuts
for copying, pasting, moving and
deleting items, and you'll need

unnecessary tasks in the background and
by disabling any energy-saving settings that
might slow down the machine. Let's look at
some ways you can do this:

to be able to navigate the menu
structure of the machine. If you
can already use the computer for

• Disconnect From The Internet
While it is extremely desirable to

word processing or email, then

have broadband Internet access from

you probably know almost as

your studio computer for updating,

much as you need to in order to

registering and authorising software,

access your DAW software, but

for instance, this should be switched on

you'd be amazed how many

only when you need it. The last thing

people buy music computers
It's really important to find the
right interface for your needs
(which is something we'll look
at in the next chapter), as it's
one of the only essentials of the
home studio.

you need during avital recording is for
the computer to lag because it's trying
to download abig software update.
• Turn Off File Sharing Switch off
any file- sharing options to prevent
unwanted connections to your
computer and, if you have an automatic »
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backup system, disable that for the

Utility screen. This basically helps

extra for amachine that offers guaranteed

duration of the recording.

everything run that little bit smoother.

performance with the DAW software

• Disable Spotlight ( Mac) Mac users
running Pro Tools should ensure they

If your processor has the option of

of your choice, and that it is reasonably

running at alower clock speed to

quiet. If you do decide to go for alaptop,

disable the Spotlight key command as

reduce heating and energy usage then

seek advice on which models work reliably

this key command is used by Pro Tools

this should be disabled, as it can take

with your DAW software before making

for something else. The current version

afew moments for the CPU to speed

apurchase.

of Pro Tools helpfully reminds you of this

up again when it recognises aheavy

should you ever forget!
• Optimise For Audio Performance: If

demand, and this in turn can lead to

Hard Drives

audio glitches and pops. Laptops often

While, as Isuggested earlier, you can

you have the choice to turn off graphics

have this kind of feature to extend

get away with using alaptop with just its

acceleration (which is good for games

battery life.

internal drive, this may not provide optimal

but awaste of computing power for

Good for Music?

music) then do so. Turning off those

performance. In an ideal world you'd use
your internal drive just for programs or

fancy animated icons can also claw

Despite the fact that both Mac and PC

back alittle performance. Similarly,

machines use standardised components,

projects, one for your sample library and

set the energy- saver panel so that

different machines are built with different

another for backup. You might even have

applications, one external drive for audio

your CPU and drives never sleep when

markets in mind. So you could end up

one more for the automatic backup of just

running on mains power, and ensure

buying amachine that has been optimised

your internal drive.

you've switched the screensaver off.

for fast graphics in order to appeal to the

A hard drive's performance is

Although not strictly necessary these

games market, but will cause glitches and

determined largely by its speed of

days, Mac users can also visit the

crashes when running audio software.

rotation, which is usually either 540Orpm

Utilities section (found in Applications)

Most high-street computers will work

or 720Orpm. The latter is preferable for

every couple of weeks and select

well enough for music recording right out

working with audio, but many laptops still

Repair Disk Permission from the Disk

of the box, but they'll need optimising
correctly to give the best

These days lots of popular software
products come with licences installed
on security dongles, such as the
Wok, or proprietary flash drives. It's
an inconvenience but, in this age of
software piracy, anecessity on the
part of the manufacturers in order to
try and protect their products.

use cheaper, small-format 540Orpm drives.
This is fine for an operating system and

performance. Unless you

running software, but can knock athird

already know alot about

or more off your maximum track- playback

PCs and are prepared to

capability. Whichever speed your hard

specify exactly what you

drive is, it's extremely important that

want — or even build your

the drive always has at least around 10

own — then I'd strongly

percent free space, as data transfer rates

recommend that you pay the

get very slow once adrive is full.
To complicate things slightly further,
the computer ideally needs to have
multiple dedicated connection ports
(generally USB 2for the connection of
hard drives, printers, keyboards, mice
and smaller audio interfaces). This is
another reason to get expert advice when
buying, as some computers that appear
to have multiple ports actually have these
internally connected to the same controller
chip, which can cause adata bottleneck.
The fact that many audio interfaces also
connect via USB just increases the amount
of data being passed through these
ports. The same is true of Firewire ports,
where two or more often share the same
controller chip. At the time of writing,
most of the larger audio interfaces that
are capable of handling eight or more
channels connect via Firewire, though
we expect the USB 3or the newer Intel
Thunderbolt protocols to take over from
Firewire as the ' norm' before long.
You can reduce the data bottleneck by
fitting enough RAM so that your sample
library disk doesn't need to be accessed
during recording or playback, and also

sic Technology Basics ft Beyond

Adual- screen setup such as this one can be
really helpful when you're trying to multitask
without compromising screen space.
the most powerful that you can afford
and don't skimp on RAM.
• Use, where possible, separate hard
drives for audio projects, sample
libraries and backups. Avoid letting
your audio drive get too full —
otherwise its performance will suffer.
• Don't try to use ageneral-purpose
soundcard for music, because it is
unlikely to provide the facilities or
sound quality you need.
• Don't use your computer for anything
other than music, especially games!
Your system will be more stable if it is
the older and more cumbersome glass
CRT screen. Flat screens have several
advantages, their space and energy-saving

used only fo- its intended purpose.
• Ensure your computer has plenty of
USB ports: ideally four or more. Expect

by disconnecting backup

facilities being the most obvious. But

to have to buy ahub if you need to

drives while the recording

guitar players will also appreciate the lack

connect copy protection dongles. Make

of radiated hum, something for which

sure the computer has enough Firewire

session is in progress. Where
possible, don't connect multiple hard
drives to aUSB hub if they are likely to

the old CRTs were notorious. They're also

ports for your needs, and remember

not susceptible to the magnetic fields of

that they all have to share the available

be accessed at the same time. If you
have to use ahub, always try to plug your
audio interface directly into aport on the
computer to avoid problems.

Software Protection
It's asad fact of life that most software

"Your music computer is akey part of your
studio, not ahousehold appliance, so life will be
much easier if you treat it as such."

companies have to use some form of
copy protection to prevent their products
being copied and used unlawfully. While

unshielded speakers.
Most of the mainstream DAWs allow

bandwidth of the port to which they
are connected. Try daisy- chaining your
audio interface and backup drive, as it

afew still trust the user with asimple

you to have several windows open at the

serial number, most use either an online

same time, so having alarge widescreen

is unlikely both will be working flat-out

procedure that authorises the software for
use on aspecific computer (or sometimes

monitor, or even apair of medium-sized

at the same time.

two computers), or they use ahardware

make it simple to set up two (or

this chapter, to save frustration and

'dongle', such as an iLok, which plugs into

sometimes more) screens in such away

significantly improve overall computer

aspare USB port or hub.

that items can be dragged from one to

performance before you load your

usually authorised online, but they have

the other. When working on atypical DAW
it can be useful to have, for example, the

to switch off energy saving, wireless

the advantage that they can be plugged

main arrange window open on one screen

Internet and networking, but PC users

into any computer. This enables you

and the mixer window on another. For

may have more adjustments to make,

to install the software you need onto

working on alaptop or other system with

particularly if using earlier versions

multiple computers and then simply plug

asingle screen, many DAWs have asystem

than Windows 7. The Sound On Sound

the dongle into the one you want to use.

of screensets to enable you to jump

website at www.soundonsound.com
as it provides access to many useful

These hardware dongles are, again,

ones is an advantage. Modern computers

Dongles tend not to send or receive large

between commonly needed screens using

amounts of data, so they can usually be

simple keystrokes. These work really well,

connected to aUSB hub quite safely. My

so do use them!

own system has several dongles poking
out of various USB nubs, but most people
won't need more than one or two.

Screens

Summary
• Buy the fastest computer you can

• Check the Tweaks section earlier in

DAW software. Mac users only need

articles on the subject
• Once you've done all this, you can
think about the extra equipment
you might need, such as an audio
interface, some speakers and acoustic

afford, and get professional advice on

treatment, amicrophone, and — if you

one suitable for music use if you're

wish to use software instruments —

You'll almost certainly be using aflat

going for aWindows PC. Most modern

acontroller keyboard. We'll look at all

display screen of some kind, rather than

Macs will work fine for music, but buy

this next... MI
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THE GEAR
So, you've chosen aDAW and acomputer to run it on. Now

it's time to figure out what other bits of hardware you need
to turn your computer into arecording studio.

\A/

hile professional studios still
spend big budgets on lots of
impressive kit in order to meet

stereo-in/stereo-out of aLine 6Pod ampmodelling processor to the multi- channel
inputs and outputs available on aMackie

Onyx Firewire mixer. Some keyboards also
feature audio interfacing capabilities, as do

interface. A soundcard that may be perfect

USB microphones. If these suit your needs,

for shoot- em- up games or flight simulators

then they'll serve you well.

is likely to be entirely unsuitable for music

Some of the more serious soundcard

the needs of awide range of clients, you

recording but, since most retail PCs are

audio interfaces have the downside that

can have most of the same functionality

geared towards entertainment and not

you have to delve inside your computer's

at afraction of the cost when setting

music production, what should you be

machinery to install them and, unless they

up ahome or project studio, by buying

looking for? Serious audio interfaces are

have an external hardware component,

equipment tailored to your specific needs.

still available in PCI card format, though

the audio connections tend to be via flying

Audio Interface

the majority now connect via USB or

leads, rather than anice solid box with

Firewire and come either as desktop boxes

mic and line input sockets. The fastest

The first thing you'll need to buy before

or rackmount units. You'll also find that

and most sophisticated interfaces tend

you can call your computer and DAW

some other audio products have audio

to combine aPCI card with an external

software a ' studio' is asuitable audio

interfaces built into them, from the simple

hardware box, handling as many as 64

AIM& / Milt
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There's ahuge range of audio interfaces out
there, so consider your needs carefully before
you choose one.

o
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channels of simultaneous recording. The

w oe
e

hardware unit. The ADAT optical format

main advantage to the PCI card format is

better performance when recording and

that your audio data doesn't have to fight

playing back very large numbers of tracks,

is essentially astandard for sending eight

its way through all the other traffic passing

USB and Firewire interfaces are quite fast

channels of audio down asingle optical

through the Firewire or USB ports.

enough for normal studio use. It is rare to

cable. Some interfaces will also include

need to record much more than 16 tracks

atraditional five- pin DIN MIDI interface

boxes are the easiest to work with as

at atime, even if you want to mic up afull

for connecting MIDI keyboards and sound

they connect via asingle cable and

drum kit.

Interfaces that comprise external

are supported by easy-to- install driver

Most audio interfaces aimed at

modules. ( If you're new to MIDI, you can
find achapter on the subject on page

software. In reality, they're no more difficult

project-studio users have from two

42 of this guide.) The popular M-Audio

to install than aprinter. While ahigh-end

to eight sets of inputs, which may be

Profire 2626, for example, offers eight

system with its own PCI card may offer

line level, both mic and line level, or a
combination of each. They'll also have

audio channels, which have both mic- and
line- level inputs, as well as MIDI in and out

two or more analogue outputs for feeding

and two ADAT expander ports so that you

your loudspeaker system and, possibly,

can extend up to amaximum of 24- channel

aseparate headphone output. Sometimes,

operation. It also features two headphone

these analogue outputs will come

outlets, each with its own level

Mind The Meters
Unlike analogue recorders, where it
was normal to drive the meters ' into
the red', digital audio should never
be allowed to clip as there's no safety
margin once the meter hits the top.
Though you can use your DAW's meters
to keep an eye on levels, some audio
interfaces also feature some means of
level indication, which you may find
easier to see from adistance.

equipped with physical volume knobs,
offering aconvenient method of adjusting
monitor volume.
Multi channel interfaces may also
include one or two sets of Alesis
ADAT-format optical connectors for
adding further blocks of eight inputs (and

Phantom Power
'Phantom power' refers to using
amic cable to send power from the
preamp to acondenser microphone.
Most preamps and interlaces offer this,
but it only works with XLR cables.

sometimes outputs) via an additional

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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External preamps can range from being
multi- channel beasts to compact,
single- channel contraptions. Some also
offer interface functionality via USB.
control, plus afurther level control for the
main stereo output. Note that the number
of channels offered by your interface in
no way restricts the number of tracks you

microphones also require 48V phantom

can have in aproject, just the maximum

power to drive the onboard electronics.

number of separate sources that you can
record at the same time.

Preamp

Line inputs from electronic instruments

'Instrument'. The
preamp level controls
are then adjusted to give

are higher in level than mic signals and

asuitable reading on the

so need less gain boost to bring them

input- level meters of your DAW software.

up to asuitable recording level, while

If you have astandalone mic preamp,
you can plug its line output into the line

The job of the inputs on an audio interface

instruments with passive pickups, such as

is to bring up the level of the input

electric guitars and basses, need to plug

input of an audio interface and use it that

signal to an optimum level for recording.

into ahigh- impedance input to avoid

way. If the preamp has abalanced XLR

Microphones produce arelatively low

compromising the signal. Many interfaces

line output, you'll need to buy ar adaptor

signal and so require alot of gain. They

include an instrument input (otherwise

cable to convert it to abalanced jack.

are usually fed into athree- pin XLR socket

known as Direct Inject or DI) option

via abalanced cable (see the next chapter

where afront- panel switch (or

for more information on balanced and

sometimes asoftware switch)

unbalanced connections). Most capacitor

is used to change the
jack input from

Speakers Or Headphones?
While some people are tempted to mix
entirely on headphones, it can be risky.
As well as stereo iin-aging sounding
different on headphones and speakers,
the bass end of headphones varies
according to model and manufacturer
and can even depend on how well
aparticular pair of headphones fits
over your ears! Headphones do have
one distinct advantage, however, often
picking up problems that are easily
missed on speakErs. For all these
reasons, it makes sense to check your
mixes on both spea<ers and headphones,
and not rely solely cn either.
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'Line' to

You can also plug the line outputs from
asmall mixer into the line inputs
of an audio interface,
enabling you to
use the mixer
to provide
one

o i more

microphone
preamps.

DI Box
A DI box is
aspecial type
of preamp, usually
offering ahigh- input
impedance to facilitate use
with electric guitars and basses.
The Radial
148 is ahighly
regarded active
direct injection box.

The output from the DI box is on
abalanced XLR (three- pin connector)
that connects directly to the mic input of
amixer, mic preamp or audio interface.

Most active DI boxes require phantom
power for operation, though some can
also run from batteries. The term ' active'
simply means it contains electronic circuitry
that needs powering. There may also be
alink jack connected directly to the input
so that the signal can be split with the link
output feeding, for example, aguitar or
bass amp, while the balanced output feeds
arecording or PA system.

Speakers

"A modern computer is amultitasking
device and operates rather like ateam of
builders where the guy mixing the cement
makes abit extra, then goes off for an hour
or two and hopes his mate doesn't run out
of cement."

Hi-fi speakers are usually designed to
flatter your music collection, whereas

mixes. The outcome of this will be that

it takes the guesswork out of choosing

studio speakers and headphones need to

your mixes sound bass- light when played

asuitable amplifier. Usually, there's also

be as accurate as possible so that your

back on more accurate systems. You can

some form of driver protection already

mix will sound acceptable on other sound

either buy passive speakers and team

built in.

systems. Similarly, computer speakers

them with asuitable hi-fi amp or you can

are designed to make games sound

get active speakers with the amps built

It's worth checking reviews to see which
monitors deliver accurate sound, but you

exciting, but they rarely approach high

in. If you already have agood- quality,

shouldn't buy anything that is too big for

fidelity. If your speakers aren't accurate,

reasonably powerful hi-fi amp then, by

the room you're intending to use for your

you'll find yourself making adjustments

all means, consider passive monitors, but

studio, or you'll just invite bass problems.

to your mix to iron out the problems

my preference is for active monitors as

in the speakers. That, in turn, will only

For atypical domestic room, apair of
two-way speakers with main drivers

make your music sound unbalanced if

between five and eight inches in diameter

played elsewhere. For example, if your

will be fine. You should be aware, though,

speakers produce too much low end

that both the speaker position and room »

(bass), you'll probably compensate by
reducing the amount of low end in your

Monitor speakers are a
essential bit of kit for you
studio, so ensure you gi
agood-gualit-
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11111. STUDIO SETUP: GETTING THE GEAR
» acoustics can have abig influence on the

you could be in for some loud bangs and

accuracy of your system. I'll come back

pops if the software crashes while the

to choosing and setting up your speakers

speakers are connected. A better option

later in this guide.

is to use adesktop box with avolume

Headphones

control between the DAW output and the
speaker. While there are some products

There are many good-quality headphones

that are simply avolume knob in abox,

around, but the type you need varies

the majority also include aheadphone

according to the purpose for which they

outlet with its own level control, and

will be used. Open or semi-open back

switches to allow two or three different

headphones are best for mixing as the

sound sources to be selected, such as

Adding 'Comforf Reverb
Singers aren't used to hearing
their voice completely dry' and
hearing reverb while they record often
helps them to pitch correctly. Some
interfaces allow you to add reverb to he
headphone mix, but f.ou use amixer
as amic preamp, you an eas,ly hook
ahardware reverb up itp it.

low end is likely to be more accurate. For

your DAW, an MP3 player or aCD player,

speakers alongside your main monitors

monitoring while performing, fully enclosed

for example. They may also have the

to check your mix will sound good on

headphones are better as they allow much

option to switch between two or three

asmall radio.

less sound to leak out and find its way back

sets of speakers, the idea being that

into the microphone. You should select

you might want acheap and nasty set of

your headphones according to what you'll
be doing most often, but it's worth getting
apair of each, especially if you're intending
to do alot of mixing and performing.
Whatever you decide, make sure you invest
in agood-quality set. Decent headphones
enable you to hear flaws in your mixes that
you might miss when listening over speakers.
(They also allow you to continue working late
at night without disturbing anyone!)

Microphones
While you can record almost anything
using alive- sound dynamic mic, you won't
always get the best possible results.
Designed to help the voice project in
the upper mid- range, the dynamic mic's
flaw lies in its moving- coil mechanism,
which isn't too good at capturing
higher frequencies. Consequently,
things like acoustic guitar recordings
may lack sparkle. To capture the entire
audio spectrum you need acapacitor
microphone. At one time these were
simply too expensive for the projectstudio owner to consider buying,
however, thanks to the increasing
size of the project-studio market and
adownward pressure on prices brought
about by overseas manufacturing, there's
now awide choice of very affordable
capacitor microphones available. Check
out the chapter entitled ' Mics & Miking'
for advice on suitable models.

Monitor Controller
If, like many studio owners, you
choose active speakers, you'll
need aphysical control to turn
the volume up or down. While
you may be able to adjust
the output from your DAW
software, this isn't the best
way to control volume and
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Different mics suit
different tasks, so
think about what
you'll be recording.

More sophisticated monitor controllers,
such as the Mackie Big Knob, also include

up as you need to create the
monitor mixes in your DAW
and send each to aseparate
physical output of your audio
interface. This, of course,
requires an audio interface
with multiple outputs.

DAW Controllers
Mixing with amouse can be
incredibly challenging, which
is why the DAW's ability to
record and play back fader
moves ( mix automation) is
anecessity, not aluxury.
However, there are third- party
hardware control surfaces
that give you more traditional
hands-on control, all the best
ones having motorised faders

The Mackie Big Knob a monitor
controller that also features atalkback
function, allowing you to communicate
with musicians while recording.

that follow the on- screen
fader movements when
automation is being played
back. You use these same

atalkback mic and talkback button so that
you can interrupt the headphone feed

output of the monitor controller.
Simpler headphone amps designed for

faders to record new automation moves
or to modify existing ones. While you can
operate aDAW using only amouse and

to the musicians to pass on instructions.

foldback will have one input and two or

Talkback is incredibly useful for people

more headphone outlets, each with their

get perfectly good results, many people

who have studio gear in one room (the

own volume control. If you have asmall

find that using acontrol surface improves
workflow and makes the whole recording

control room) but have adifferent room

mixer that you use for live work, you can

for performers (the live room). If you have

also press that into service as amonitor

and mixing process more pleasurable.

this type of setup, you'll also need to

controller and headphone amp. More

Even if you don't buy one right away, it is
something to consider for the future.

budget for aheadphone amp to put in

sophisticated headphone amps may have

the live room so the musicians can hear

separate inputs for each performer so

each other and the output from the DAW.

that each can have their own monitor mix.

as the Frontier Designs Alphatrack, are

Usually this can be fed from the studio

This is alittle more complicated to set

around the size of apaperback book and

The simplest DAW controllers, such

The 'I! Word
You won't get far into computer recording
before you come across the term ' latency'!
Because computers multitask, they sort out
their tasks into little blocks and then do abit
of each job before moving on to the next.
Data buffers are used to store up data in
advance so that the flow doesn't stop while
the computer is attending to something
else, such as accessing ahard drive or
redrawing ascreen.
When applied to audio, this means that
anything you feed into the computer will
emerge from it after ashort time delay
related to the size of the data buffer ( usually
just afew thousandths of asecond) and,
while amodern system can run with avery
small delay, it is always present to some
extent. This is latency and it can be adjusted
in your DAW's settings by choosing alarger
or smaller data buffer size. A smaller buffer
means less delay, but when the computer is
working hard it increases the risk of audio
glitches if the computer can't keep up.

Latency delay is only areal issue when
overdubbing parts at the same time as
monitoring your performance. Despite
what you record being kept in sync with the
tracks you've already recorded, the part
you're currently overdubbing will be heard
over the speakers or headphones after
the delay. This can be very off-putting to
aperformer trying to sing and play in time.
Even afew milliseconds is enough to upset
some performers, although the majority
of musicians can live with anything under
10 milliseconds.
To get around this problem, some
audio interfaces provide what is known
as Latency-gree Hardware Monitoring:
when recording anew part, your voice
or instrument is routed directly to your
headphones for monitoring purposes,
bypassing the computer altogether. This is
asimple and effective solution but makes
it more complicated to add ' comfort'
reverb (see the box overleaf for more

information) via the DAW's plug- ins at the
time of recording to help you sing better
— and some singers can't perform without
'reverb in the cans'. To get around this,
some of the more exotic interfaces include
built-in effects to help musicians feel more
comfortable while overdubbing. You'll
find adescription of adding plug-in reverb
to the dry or unprocessed latency-free
hardware- monitored signal later in this guide.
You can also set up latency-free
monitoring on some mic preamps ( such as
tne SPL Channel One), although you can
achieve the same thing using asmall mixer
instead of apreamp. People generally
can't perceive adelay of less than 20 or
30 milliseconds as being aseparate echo
because the delay simply blends in with
the original. A change in tonality may be
perceived, however. It's possible with most
DAWs to set abiffer size small enough to
get the latency down below 10 milliseconds,
which is usually sufficient.

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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for professionals, but not really suitable for

"While ahigh- end system with its own
PCI card may offer better performance
when recording and playing back very large
numbers of simultaneous tracks, USB and
Firevvire interfaces are quite fast enough
for normal studio use."
have only one moving fader, which always

The next step up is acontroller with

project studios.
If you're using alaptop, one of the
compact, single-fader controllers will
make your life easier without cluttering
up your workspace. Though, if you're
akeyboard player, consider akeyboard
with some level of DAW control built-in.
If you have areasonably spacious studio
and your budget will stretch to it, consider
one of the multi-fader control options
mentioned earlier.

Music Keyboard

follows the channel you have selected

multiple faders so that you can adjust

Even if you're not really akeyboard

in the DAW software. They also include

several channel levels at the same time.

player, some form of music keyboard is

asmall LCD screen, transport buttons

They may also have rotary controls for

useful for tapping in drum rhythms and

similar to those on atape recorder and

adjusting pan, EQ and plug-in settings, as

playing simple melodies. The smaller

afew other controls to access key features

well as Mute and Solo buttons. These feel

Novation and Edirol keyboards connect

and to move the cursor position in the

more like working on atraditional mixer:

via USB and many models include some

song. Though this sounds simplistic, these

the Mackie Control and the Euphonix

level of DAW control. Most of these

little controllers can make aDAW much

Artist Series controllers are probably the

budget models have simple sprung keys,

easier to use.

best-known in this category. This type of

like an organ, and they come in all sizes

product generally offers eight channel

from just acouple of octaves up to afull

You may also find basic DAW controls
built into some USB music keyboards,

faders with abank switch that lets you

88- note piano scale. Any model worth

those made by Novation and Edirol being

move onto channels nine to 16, and so

having will be velocity sensitive, so that

both popular and cost effective. While this

on, if you have more tracks in your project

type of device seldom features moving

than faders on your controller. You can also

faders, they generally provide transport

extend most systems by adding an extra

controls and several knobs with LCD

expander unit with more faders.

screens that can be assigned to the most

At the top of the range are digital

commonly used DAW functions and can

mixing consoles that can also double as

also be used to control plug- ins.

DAW controllers. These are agood choice

DAW controllers range from the
compact- yet- effective Frontier Designs
Alphatrack to Euphonix's MC Mix. You can
even download powerful DAW controller
apps for your iPhone or iPad!
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The SSL Nucleus controller/interface.

you have to save any changes you make

you can produce louder sounds by hitting

to one of the user memories to be able to

you can add at alater date to upgrade

the keys harder, and will also include

get them back.

your system, such as ahardware

physical control levers or wheels for
controlling pitch bend and vibrato depth
during performance. If you want the feel
of atraditional weighted piano keyboard,
expect to pay alot more for it.

Shop Smart
• A basic DAW system comprises
acomputer running suitable DAW
software, an audio interface and some

• There are several pieces of hardware

DAW controller, amonitor controller
and additional microphones and mic
preamplifiers You don't have to buy
everyth.ng at once.
• Don't forget to factor in the cost of

means of monitoring the audio output,

accessories such as mic and instrument

as acontroller keyboard by using its
MIDI output, there's alot to be said for

such as loudspeakers or headphones.

cables, mic stands, speaker stands

To record audio you'll also need

(unless you pan to put your speakers on

having acompact, lightweight keyboard
on the desk where you can reach it while

amicrophone, though you can record

the desk) and some kind of desk upon

composing on your DAW. The majority

directly into the audio interface,

of controller keyboards are ' dumb' (they

providing it has ahigh- impedance

acoustic products, such as soundabsorbing foam to improve your

While you can use akeyboard synth

electric guitars and bases by plugging

which to set up your studio!
• You may also need to buy some

produce no sound on their own), but

instrument DI option. You'll also need

that's hardly alimitation as most project-

aMIDI or USB controller keyboard to

monitoring environment, a ' behind

studio owners use software instrument

play those virtual instruments, unless

the mic' type of screen to reduce the

plug- ins.
One very practical benefit of using

you have some alternative type of

impact of room reflections on your

plug-in instruments that you may not have
considered is that, when you save asong

musical controller.
• The funct onality of your DAW can be

recordings, apop shield for your

enhanced with third- party plug- ins.

mount for your microphone. NH

microphone and, perhaps, ashock

that you're still working on, all
the settings for that project
are saved, including all your
plug-in settings. That means
that if you've tweaked
asoftware synth to create
the perfect bass sound, it
will be recalled exactly as
you set it next time you
open that song. You can't
always say the same for
traditional keyboards, as

The Novation Nocturn 25
keyboard features controller
capability, including drum
pads and transport buttons.
Music Technology Basics Er Beyond
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You've chosen your gear and you're itching to record some music. But before you can get
started, you need to know how to connect it all together!
he modern computer- centric studio
is considerably less daunting to

T

cables comprise two insulated inner
conductors surrounded by aconductive

equipment, XLR cables are sometimes

set up than the traditional ' tape

screen of woven wire, metal foil or

also required for balanced line- level

machine and mixer' studios that were

conductive plastic, the general idea

connections (see the box on balanced

common towards the end of last century,

being that the screen intercepts electrical

and unbalanced connections for more

but you're still going to need to know

interference and drains it away to the

information on this) and for transmitting

how to connect everything together. On

electrical ground or earth of the system.

digital data between equipment that

the final page of this article, I've provided

These cables are used for all standard

In addition to connecting microphone

uses the AES3 protocol. The same

adiagram that shows atypical setup.

First Things First: Cables
You can buy virtually all the cables you
might need pre- made in arange of
standard lengths to suit your studio
specification. The down side of these
standard lengths is that you'll often
find some clutter from excess cables.

"Balanced wiring is athree- wire system:
ascreened cable with two cores and
aconductive outer sleeve to provide
electrostatic protection."

Nevertheless, you should be able to get
abasic desktop studio up and running

microphone connections ( other than

type of cable can be used for all

with just ahandful of off-the- shelf cables.

valve mics, which have their own cables

three applications.

to connect them to their power supplies).

You'll find XLR cables ranging in price

XLR: XLR cables are usually fitted with

If you need to plug amicrophone into

from just afew dollars to well over $ 100

a ' male' 3- pin XLR connector at one end

apreamp, mixer or audio interface that

per cable, but there's absolutely no

and afemale XLR at the other. The male

has mic inputs, you'll need to buy an XLR

need to overspend: as long as you buy

connector is the one with the pins. These

cable, as most mics come without them.

cables fitted with decent connectors from
areputable supplier, they should work
perfectly well.
Balanced Jacks: Balanced line- level
signals can also be carried using the type
of jack plug used to carry stereo audio in
consumer products, such as headphones.
These are easily recognisable: they have »

Cable Hygiene

RIGHT
ANALOG OUTPUTS

ANALOG INPUT

XLR cables have three pins, as shown here. The male version has pins extended, whilst
the female version has holes to receive the pins. It all depends on the exact gear you have
as to which kind of connection you'll see. This audio interface has both male and female
connection points, whilst the microphone has only amale connection point.

o

•Keep mains cables away from
signal cables where possible,
especially unbalanced cables such
as guitar leads.
•Use balanced leads to connect any
equipment that is designed for
balanced operation.
•Don't buy the cheapest cables as they
are likely to be fitted with equally
cheap connectors that will fail more
often than decent ones. The ability of
the cable to screen interference may
also be less impressive if you buy the
cheapest. However, there's no need
to shell out for the most expensive,
exotic studio cables as you'll usually
be able to find perfectly decent
cables for areasonable price. Strike
abalance between the quality on offer
and the funds in your wallet.

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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Balanced jacks have atip, ring and sleeve (TRS) whilst unbalanced jacks just have atip and
sleeve (TS). The ring is easily identified by the second band around the metal sheath of the
jack, as shown on the topmost of these jacks.
along metal barrel or sleeve connected

Unbalanced jacks: The plugs on

to asmall metal ring between two plastic

unbalanced jack cables can be recognised

insulators, with arounded metal tip that

by their lack of aring connector between

connects to the two inner conductors.

the tip and sleeve. These cables, which

"If you can hear
ahum from
your monitors
then you may be
suffering from
aproblem known as
aground loop."

Unsurprisingly, these jacks are referred to

have just one conducting core inside the

that has balanced jack inputs will also

as TRS (tip, ring, sleeve). For most audio

outer screen, are used mainly to connect

work with an unbalanced input via an

equipment, quarter- inch jacks are used

instruments, such as guitars and electronic

unbalanced jack cable, although it is

rather than the miniature eighth- of- an-

keyboards, to the inputs of amplifiers

advisable to keep the connections short

inch variety.

or recording systems. Most equipment

to avoid interference problems.

Balanced/Unbalanced Wiring
Most audio equipment operates internally
with ' unbalanced' signals. These are
transferred between devices using
asingle-core cable surrounded by an
all-encompassing metal or conductive plastic
braid called the screen. The signal voltage
is passed on the inner core while azero volt
(ground) reference voltage is conveyed by
the outer screen. The screen also serves
to ' catch' any radio frequency interference
(RFI) and prevent it from influencing the
audio signal.
Where greater protection from
electromagnetic interference and freedom

from earth references are required,
a ' balanced' interface is used. Balanced
refers to the way the signal is passed:
instead of asingle-core cable with ascreen,
balanced wiring uses ascreened cable
with two cores. The screen is grounded,
as with the unbalanced interface, and the
two inner cores carry the same electrical
signal as each other where one of the cores
(known as ' cold') has its signal polarity
inverted with respect to the other conductor
(known as ' hot').
So why this hot/cold arrangement? Any
interference making it through the outer

Output signal

screen will affect the hot and cold signal
cores equally as they are in very close
proximity to each other. To exploit this,
the receiving piece of equipment inverts
the cold signal to put it back ' in phase'
with the hot signal, but in doing so it must
also invert the polarity of any interference
picked up by the cold conductor. The
outcome of this simple but effective
strategy is that when the hot signal is
recombined with an inverted version of the
cold signal, the wanted signal is reinforced
but the interference components cancel
each other out.

Input signal

„
I
;
111.-

;

Screen

Balanced cable
Balanced output stage
splits the signal into both
positive and negative
polarities.

Balanced input stage
re- inverts the negative
polarity signal so that it
combines in- phase with
the positive polarity
signal. At the same time,
any interference picked up
on the balanced cable
cancels out.

Balanced wiring cancels out interference by splitting an audio signal into positive and negative polarity signals at the output, and then
combining the two on input, as shown in this diagram.
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Going To Ground
Having too many grounds in asystem can

yoL'Il find things like laptop computers,

connectiiç one of the metal carts of your

aggrava -.
eground-loop hum, as described
in the m3 ntext and shown below. However,

guitar preamps, stand-alone hard-disk

audio interface case to the metal case of

recprders, and so on. You must have at

having rrc grounds at all is also arecipe for

least one grounded item in the system to
keep hum at bay, especialy when recording
electric guitar via aDI preamp which uses
an external power supply. A ground wire

another tern that you know is grounded,
such as ahi-fi system or ametal-framed

hum, and that's asituation yoL. may find
yourself in if all your studio gear runs from
external power adaptors. In this category

table lamp, should cure the problem. Unless
you know w•-•
at you're do ng,. get aqualified
electrician to do : his job for you.

Preamp

Mains cable with ground

QQQ° 00

u

Mains outlet
Grounds create aclosed loop that can
pick up radiated mains hum

y

Mains cable with ground

Signal cable screen connects both units

.0000
Power Amp

This diagram shows how ground locos arise in asituation with too many grounds: electromagnetic lurrli from electric ocmponents anc
wiring can be added to the aLdio signal, causing undesirable sounds.

IEC leads: Most mains connections are
now via IEC leads, which many musicians
insist on calling ' kettle leads', even though
they probably won't fit most kettles. These
have three conductors to carry the live,
neutral and earth connections, and are
usually supplied with equipment. Though
rare, some equipment uses atwo- pin
version of this connector without an earth
conductor. Three- pin cables also fit and
are perfectly safe, but the two pin EEC
cable won't fit onto a piece of equipment
with athree- pin connector as there's no
hole for the socket's earth pin to fit into.
Phono connectors: These are found on
many consumer audio products and are

IEC leads ( or ' kettle' leads, as you're most commonly going to hear them described) usually
have afemale connector on the end, adjoined to the three- pin power socket connector, whilst

reliable, requiring only to be pushed into

the equipment they plug in to generally uses male connectors. The IEC lead is one of the
most widely used leads across the world because of its veisatility. You'll find them powering
ahuge range of household appliances including kettles, punters, computers and televisions,

place, though they can work loose if

let alone audio equipment!

always unbalanced. They are simple and

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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S/PDIF data ( stereo), or for connecting
using the ADAT protocol carrying up to
eight channels of audio along asingle
cable, these comprise an optical fibre
in aprotective sheath. They should not
be bent or wound into atight radius as
this may damage them and affect their
ability to function.
USB & Firewire: These cables are
commonly used to communicate data
between audio interfaces and computers.
It is worth using the shortest ones that
USB connections
are one of
the most
recognisable in
the computing
world. Found
on every single
modern laptop
and computer as well as awealth of audio
equipment and other hardware, USB is
atype of serial bus capable of transferring
large amounts of data in relatively short
periods of time. This is one of the reasons
it has gained so much popularity, but
another is its relatively inexpensive
manufacturing process.

Phono connectors are easily recognisable
from their single prominent pin with metal
sheath at the base of the pm. They are
usually supplied with red or black cables
to indicate whether they are positive or
negative, and always plug into afemale
connection point on any audio equipment
(similarly coloured, to indicate the
appropriate connection).

will do the job. You can find them in any
good computer store, and they are usually
relatively inexpensive.

» repeatedly plugged in and unplugged.

Firewire comes with at least three

Note that the same type of phono

different connector types depending on

connector is often used to connect digital
equipment using the S/PDIF protocol,
but audio phono cables should not be
used as they are not suitable for the very
high frequencies involved and may cause
corruption of the digital signal. Always
buy adedicated S/PDIF digital phono
cable for the job.
Optical cables: Used as an alternative
to digital phono cables for passing

Firewire cables are very common in
modern computers, and are widely used for
multi- channel audio interfaces and other
hardware. Of the two common high-speed
data- connection formats, it is preferred
over USB in the audio world due to its
slightly faster speed and ability to maintain
high data- transfer rates.

Optical cables ( also known as Toslink cables as they were originally invented by Toshiba) are
sometimes used as an inexpensive alternative to coaxial cables ( acable with acopper core
insulated with plastic, covered in acopper sheath with asecond layer of insulating plastic on
the outside). They have only one disadvantage which is their fragility: bending or damaging
the cables in any way, no matter how minor, can introduce jitter into the audio signal.

1111111111

OUT

IN

ADATor S/PDIF
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DC Blocking filters
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You'll often find ' DC blocking filters'
built into the devices at either end of
balanced cables. These allow 48- volt
phantom power to be applied to both
cable cores without affecting the
audio signal running along them. This
DC voltage is separated out at the
microphone ( or active Dl box) to power
its internal electronics.
For more on phantom power, check
out the chapter on microphones and
miking in the Techniques section later in
the guide, and the Glossary.

9V DC

the speed of the connection and whether

to guitar pedals. Iam, of course, talking

or not it carries power to the connected

about power adaptors. It is definitely

device, so check the connector you

worth labelling them as soon as you get

need before you buy.

them; they are often so similar there's

USB cables can also come with

no way of telling which piece of gear

miniature connectors on one end to suit

they actually belong to once they've all

cameras or other portable equipment,

been plugged in.

but these specialised cables are generally
supplied with the original equipment.

Cab'ling Best Practice

For general connections, there's only one

You could fill awhole book on studio

standard USB cable, commonly available

wiring, and there are plenty of reference

from any computer store.

articles at www.soundonsound.com if
you want to go deeper. For now, though,

Wall warts: Though not strictly cables,

we've got some easy tips that can help

they are part of the spaghetti found

keep you out of trouble.

behind most home studios as they're
used to power everything from laptops

Power sockets: Where possible, feed
all your recording gear from asingle
power socket, using distribution blocks
to ' fan out' the necessary power feeds
from that point. A typical system takes
relatively tittle current, so overloading the
socket should not be an issue. This can
really help avoid elusive hum problems.
Try also not to share aring main for your
studio gear with anything that generates
electrical noise, such as fridges, freezers
and other machinery.
Avoiding hum: If you can hear ahum
from your monitors ( and Imean ahum,
not abuzz!), you may be suffering from
aproblem known as a ' ground loop'
where having pieces of interconnected
equipment grounded by two or more
different paths (for example, by the signal
cable screen and the mains cable ground)
can result . nmains frequency hum being
added to your audio signal. If you were
to draw adiagram of the wiring, you'd »

Abasic wiring tool kit: soldering iron, solder,
wire cutters, pliers and screwdrivers.

'Wall wart' is the
colloquial name for
an AC adaptor: they
are so-called because
they are generally
unsightly black boxes
that stick obtrusively out of wall- mounted
power sockets. They can also be referred
to as ' power brick', ' power supply' or
'power adaptor', and are an inexpensive
way for manufacturers to provide power
to their hardware without investing time
and money in developing internal power
supplies fitted with cooling fans.

"It is definitely
worth labelling
power adaptors
as soon as you
get them."

IIIT
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So you've got your gear, learned about
wiring and got yourself some cables. But
now what do you do with all this stuff? This
diagram shows how atypical home studio
might look, with suggestions for how to link
bits of gear together. As you can see, the
computer sits at the heart of the studio,
with everything connected to it. Notice
how the monitors are not plugged straight
into the computer, but rather first through
an audio interface and then amonitor
controller. Some audio interfaces actually
contain their own monitor controller, so
this is not always needed. Although the
picture shows adesktop computer, this
setup would work equally well with adecent
laptop computer — most modern laptops
are just as powerful as mid- range desktops
but offer significant advantages in terms of
portability and flexibiity.

» see that the mains and signal ground

Powered Speaker

Powered Speaker

USB from Control Surface
MIDI/USB from Keyboard
USB or Firewire
from Audio
Interface

Microphone

o

form aclosed loop, and it is this loop
that picks up electromagnetic hum from
transformers and nearby mains wiring.

DI Instrument such
as Guitar or Bass

Computer

Well-designed equipment connected
via balanced cables rarely suffers from
this problem, but if you do find yourself

Interface Audio Out

with aground- loop hum, you can find
plenty of resources on tracing and
curing the problem on the Sound On
Sound website. The solution sometimes
means resorting to using specially
wired signal cables, especially when
an unbalanced signal source needs to

II III II III II HI

e
e

USB Controller Keyboard

Monitor Controller

feed into something with abalanced
input. The wiring diagram for such
00000000

an unbalanced-to- balanced cable is

MUM

often shown in the handbook for the
equipment in question, as the best wiring

tt ttttt

method varies from product to product,
depending on how the output stage is
designed. Though aground loop can

Headphones

Optional Control Surface

sometimes be cured by disconnecting
amains ground, don't be tempted
to do this as there could be adverse

too near to computer hardware or lighting

studio gear precisely, and also enables

safety implications. Fix ground loops

dimmers, and can only be solved by

you to repair damaged cables, rather

by modifying your audio wiring, not

replacing these with low- interference

than throw them away to buy new ones.

your mains wiring.

types ( or better still, no dimmers at all)

If you don't know how to solder, it's worth

and by keeping audio gear away from the

checking out YouTube, as there are lots of

here's my ground- busting 101: At the

source of interference. ( If you've ever tried

instructional videos on the subject. III

sending end, use abalanced connector

to record an electric guitar while sitting

If you're happy to do abit of DIY,

wired to the cable as usual. At the

right in front of acomputer, you've

destination end, fit an unbalanced

probably already suffered from buzz!)

(TS or Tip/Sleeve) jack plug, and wire
the hot core of the cable to the tip,

Solder solution: Though not essential,

the cold core to the sleeve or body

learning to solder and buying abasic

connection of the jack plug and leave

tool kit comprising soldering iron, solder,

the screen disconnected.

pliers, wire cutters and an assortment of
small screwdrivers can save you afortune.

Catch the buzz: Buzz problems come

Knowing how to solder enables you to

from having sensitive audio equipment

make cables of exact lengths to fit your
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Selected Manufacturers
Canford Audio
www.canford.co.uk
Hosa
www.hosatech.com
Sommer Cable
www.sommercable.com
Studiospares
www.studiospares.co.uk

nfirst encountering digital audio
in the early ' 80s, Ithought it was
more complex than it turned
out to be. This was due to writers
explaining every little detail. It was like
building acar engine before learning
to drive! While the inner workings are
fairly complex to an average user, the
general concept is pretty simple. It's
important to get abasic grounding in
digital audio and MIDI in order to use
both successfully. So, without further
ado, let's delve behind the audio!
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Music Technology
Music technology is aconstantly evolving realm. There are more tools available to the recording musician today than ever before.
Whether you are amusician with ahome studio or an engineer running aproject studio, staying on top of current technology and
understanding your gear can make or break your musical success.
That is not to say that you must buy anew computer every six months, or that the new mic everyone is talking about will mean
instant platinum success. We're talking about developing aworking knowledge of the fundamentals of analog and digital audio.
Though the specific gear you choose will make adirect impact on both your sound and your workflow, your ability to work
productively and efficiently requires an understanding of why we choose the tools we do. At Sweetwater, we're committed to
making music technology accessible to everybody who has apassion for music. To that end, we're excited to share with you
some resources that can greatly enhance your knowledge of all things audio.

LEARNING THE LINGO
Have you ever started to research an exciting new piece of gear, only to be overwhelmed with jargon that could give anuclear
physicist aheadache? Music recording began more as an engineering task than as acreative endeavor, requiring mix engineers
to know as much about gain staging and transformers as they did about crafting agreat drum sound. If you've ever been
confused by terms such as AD/DA, ADAT with SMUX, or OMF, you're not alone. It's important to have agrasp of the tech jargon, as
it not only helps you to better understand the gear you're working with but also empowers you to better deal with any technical
issue that may arise. Bookmark Sweetwatercom/expert-center/glossary for our comprehensive Music Technology Glossary,
and you'll be talking the talk in no time!
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different instruments, and much more. At Sweetwater, we want to share our years
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Once you've caught up on the latest terminology, you can head over lo Sweetwater.
corn/expert-center/buying-guides for our Buying Guides as well as expert advice.
There's no fluffy marketing speak here — just solid fundamental information on
music technology. You'll find info on how to analyze your room's acoustic properties,
the professional way to tune up aPA system, advice on the best ways to record

SLOW
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OUTPUT OM

COMPRESSOR

TURNING KNOWLEDGE INTO ACTION

How well do you know what each control on your
compressor does? If technical terms become a
barrier between you and your creativity, check out
our glossary of tech terms at
A..1111,1GAIMI 1- 4UMUI

of music technology experience with you, to give you the best music-making
experience possible.

/ 911.13301

y.

Though understanding tech talk is important, and informative guides can point you
in the right direction, nothing can top the insight of the industry's greatest names in
music recording. Check out Sweetwater.com/expert-center/videos for exclusive
interviews and features from the likes of Bruce Swedien, Frank Filipetti, Paul Reed
Smith, and other legends. Watch as we put gear through its paces in our own stateof-the-art recording studios. Sweetwatercom brings you the latest information from
the most respected names in the industry — because if we didn't, who would?

Enhance your knowledge
of music technology with
our in-depth product demos
and exclusive interviews of
world-famous engineers.
Check out Sweetwater.
corn/expert-center/videos.
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brings you the latest
e
information on all things
o
music technology,
Sweetwater's inSync daily
e- newsletter keeps you
current with the top music industry news of the day. Check out the Tech
Tip of the Day for info on getting the most out of your gear. Find out
about updates for your favorite software, the same day they're released
from the manufacturer. With Sweetwater's inSync, you'll be in the know.
Best of all, inSync is an absolutely free resource available to anyone
rootirioramor....
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Sweetwater's online Expert Center is your one- stop
resource for all things pro audio, and we are always
adding new content to help inform and enrich your
recording experiences. Here, you'll find:

Gear Reviews:

Hands-on gear reviews written by Sweetwater
employees — we use this gear every day.

o

0

o
o

Videos:

Exclusive interviews and product demos that take you
into the studio with us.

Buyers Guides:

We share our experiences and insights so that
you can buy the right gear for your needs — the first time.

Glossary:

Fully searchable and easy to navigate — if it has to
do with music or audio, you'll find the definition here!

Tech Tips:

through Sweetwater.com/inSync!

Useful ideas and solutions for the recording
musician, to get the most out of your gear.

Successful musicians and engineers take advantage of every available

Show Reports: up-to-the-minute updates of NAMM, AES,

resource they can get their hands on. Making use of educational
resources and learning how the pros work helps you take charge of
your projects so that you don't lose time to frustration or intimidation.
We encourage you to explore Sweetwater.com/expert-center. We
have an incredible amount of information available to enrich your music
experience — just another part of the Sweetwater Difference!

GearFest, and more!

Free Publications:

Stay informed with our free magazines

and e-mail newsletters.

Featured Articles:

In-depth coverage on avariety of
pro- audio topics, from using handheld recorders to designing your
first PA system.

JJ_J iiisweetcare
Pro Tools Resource Center
Our Pro Tools Resource Center has the information you need to get (and
keep) your Pro Tools system up and running, from product registration
to setup to troubleshooting. We include videos, tutorials, tech tips, and
current support and compatibility information for your Pro Tools system.

Knowledge Base
Point your browser to
Sweetwater's Knowledge
Base, and you'll get instant
expert support from almost
20,000 helpful articles! This
ever-expanding resource
makes it easy to find
on- point answers to your
questions.
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Get expert gear advice plus
personalized service!
CALL US TODAY AT

(800) 222-4/00
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BEHIND THE AUDIO

EXPLAINE

The Musical Instrument Digital Interface standard

allows the equipment in your studio to communicate,

been pressed, how hard it was pressed

and for how long it was held down. The
keys on an electronic instrument, such

and also opens up awhole world of synthesizer

as aMIDI keyboard, are actually little

composition and sound manipulation.

pressed on aMIDI synthesizer, asignal

M

more than switches. Whenever akey is
known as aNote On message is sent.

IDI is an incredibly useful studio
technology, developed in the

unit, you will see sockets marked MIDI In,

Releasing akey sends asecond message

MIDI Out and MIDI Thru, though some

known, unsurprisingly, as aNote Off. The

early 1980s, that has played a

devices may not have all three. These

key being pressed is also identified by

sockets are connected using standard

aunique MIDI number, which defines the

huge part in shaping the modern music
studio. It might seem like acomplex idea

5- pin DIN MIDI cables, although only

pitch of the note being played on the

to get your head around when you first

the middle three pins are used. The

receiving device.

get started, but you don't need to know

data travels in only one direction, so for

everything about MIDI to use it effectively.

bi-directional communication you need to

sensitive, MIDI also sends amessage

You can even understand how MIDI works

connect both the MIDI In and MIDI Out

saying how fast or hard you've hit the

by comparing it to familiar pieces of home

of adevice. You might also be interested

key. (We tend to use the term ' velocity'

technology that work in asimilar way,

to know that MIDI is aserial protocol,

rather than ' loudness', as hitting akey

such as printers and TV channels, which

which simply means that pieces of data

harder really means pressing it down

we'll come to later.

follow each other down the cable in

more quickly or with greater velocity.)

Although today's USB controller
keyboards don't need adedicated

If the master keyboard is touch

single file. This precludes any two things

Most synthesizers allow you to do more

happening at exactly the same time, but

to anote than simply play it: they usually

hardware MIDI ' interface' stage and

MIDI is fast enough that when you press

come equipped with wheels or levers

talk directly to the computer via their

down several keys at the same time, the

that allow you to bend the pitch of

USB connections, it can be helpful to go

resulting chord sounds as though all the

anote or to add vibrato, as well as other

back to how MIDI started, when all MIDI

notes start together.

sound- altering effects buttons and knobs.

instruments, and other MIDI devices,
had to be fitted with 5- pin ' DIN' sockets

Take Note

MIDI can send this information too.
Simply sending MIDI note information

to handle MIDI data — and, of course,

The most commonly used MIDI data

down aMIDI cable so that you can play

most MIDI devices still are. On atypical

refers to note information: which key has

aremote MIDI module over the other

There's ALimit!
MIDI In

You can't chain MIDI instruments
together indefinitely, because the MIDI
signal gets slightly degraded every
time it passes trough another unit,
and eventually the signal becomes
unreliable. For example, some of the
slaves may start missing notes or, worse
still, playing notes and then forgetting
to turn them of again! Try to limit MIDI
chains to three or four instruments at
the most.

QQQ0
Slave sound module

MIDI Out

II III II III

III

Master keyboard

it. The secret to making this work is the
MIDI channel.

AMIDI Master/Slave setup.

The ability to select which module
responds to which messages is clearly an

side of the room doesn't, in itself, seem

play — providing both instruments are set

advantage when working with asequencer,

abig deal. Introduce aMIDI sequencer,

to the same MIDI channel.

as it enables several different instruments

however, and things get awhole lot more
interesting! It then becomes possible

to be connected together, and for each

MIDI Channels

to play only their designated part of the
composition. ( If you plan to do everything

to record and play back whole MIDI

The idea behind MIDI channels is

compositions with multiple parts, which

similar to the idea behind TV channels:

'inside the box', using software instruments,

you can record one part at atime.

you can receive dozens of different

you may not need to be concerned with the

TV programme channels even though

way MIDI hardware is connected, but abit

Patches & Banks

you only have one aerial or dish. Using

of background is useful just in case you need

You can use MIDI as ameans of recalling

asimple MIDI Thru to MIDI In daisy-chain

to work with MIDI hardware instruments

sounds on asound module, via the

connection between slaves, you can

from time to time.) To connect multiple MIDI

MIDI Program Change message, which

send MIDI signals to multiple devices,

instruments together, the MIDI Out of the

provides direct access to up to 128

with each receiving device set to ' tune

master device needs to be connected to the

sound patches. When you change the

in' only to the messages intended for

MIDI In of the first slave, then the MIDI Thru »

patch on your master keyboard, using
its front- panel controls, aMIDI Program
Change command is transmitted from the

Daisy- chaining MIDI gear.

MIDI Out socket to the connected sound

Slave sound modules
MIDI In

module (unless this function has been
deliberately switched off).

00

In order to access more than 128
sound patches, many MIDI instruments
provide multiple banks of 128 sounds,
and aMIDI Bank Change message is

MIDI In

used to switch between banks. There

0 0

are several non-standard bank change
message formats, however, so you

1

Q

MIDI Thru

may need to consult the manual that
came with your module. If you simply
record the bank change message from

MIDI In

your synth, it will play back in the
correct format.

MIDI Thru

MIDI Connections
The most basic MIDI connection is
where you plug the MIDI Out of the
controller keyboard you are physically
playing (the master) into the MIDI In
socket of the MIDI instrument you wish
to control (the slave), as in the diagram
above. When you press anote on the

MIDI Out

II III II UI II In
Master keyboard

master keyboard, the slave instrument will

Music Technology Basics 8 Beyond
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BEHIND THE AUDIO: MIDI EXPLAINED

of the first slave is connected to the MIDI

has its roots in hardware synths and

In of the second slave and so on, like the

synth modules, but also applies to some

If you try to play more simultaneous notes

diagram on the previous page.

more sophisticated plug-in instruments.

than the maximum polyphony (and this

the electronic limitations of the hardware.

A hardware MIDI sound module is

includes any notes that you have released

modules ' see' the same MIDI information at

essentially aMIDI instrument without

but which are still sustaining), one of the

the same time, but the concept of channels

akeyboard, and most modules can

notes already sounding will be cut off.

When connected in this way, all the

means that each piece of connected gear
will ignore any MIDI information that is on

"For abasic MIDI connection, plug the
MIDI Out of the controller keyboard you
are physically playing ( the master) into the
MIDI In socket of the MIDI instrument you
wish to control (the slave)."

achannel other than the one it is set to
receive. MIDI supports 16 channels, and
data is only acted upon when the sending
device and the receiving device are set to
the same channel. You could, of course,
set two or more modules to the same MIDI
channel for layering sounds, but in most
systems each sound module would be set
to adifferent MIDI channel.
An alternative arrangement for larger
systems is to use aMIDI Thru box, which

play several different sounds (' timbres')

is an active signal splitter, fed from the

at once, each sound on its own MIDI

MIDI Out of the sequencer. The Thru

channel. Such asound module behaves

between the various parts, so that if, for

box has several MIDI Thru outputs, and

almost like several different synths ( usually

example, the organ part isn't playing, the

In many multitimbral hardware
instruments, polyphony is shared

each of these outputs can be connected

up to 16) sharing the same box, and is

marimba part can use more notes before

to adifferent MIDI slave module, or to

said to be multitimbral.

the polyphony limit is reached. Your

ashort chain of slave modules — as in the

We've dealt with how many sounds

diagram below.

Multitimbrality & Polyphony

instrument manuals will tell you about

asynth or sound module can play at

the polyphony limitations of your own

once, but what about how many notes it

instruments.

can play? There is alimit to the number

It's probably helpful at this point to

of possible simultaneous notes: the

explain the term ' multitimbral', which

maximum polyphony, which is dictated by

Software synths rely on the host
computer for their power, and the more
notes you play at once, the greater
the load they place on the computer's
central processor. For this reason, it's

MIDI Thru-box wiring: amore suitable
setup for larger systems.

Slave sound modules

sometimes possible for the user to set
their own maximum polyphony, especially
in the case of samplers. This way, you
can balance CPU load against the risk of
old notes being cut short to make way

MIDI In

for new ones.

Drum Instruments
Drum machines, drum- sound modules and
plug-in drum instruments are configured

MIDI Thru Box
MIDI In

in asimilar way to synths but, instead of
each key giving you adifferent pitch of

Thru

the same sound ( as you'd expect from,
Thru

say, apiano), drum machines and drum

lee

Thru
MIDI In

MIDI In

99410

instruments are organised so that different
drum sounds are triggered from specific
MIDI notes. This means that the whole kit
can be accessed via different keys on the
keyboard. Unlike synth sounds, you can't

A

transpose their pitch by transposing the
MIDI Out

II lu

MIDI data, as you'll just end up triggering

Ill II

Master keyboard

the wrong drum sounds!
New drum parts can be recorded from
akeyboard just by tapping out arhythm
on the keys, but few people can play
aconvincing drum part in real time using
only acontroller keyboard. A better
solution is to use aset of MIDI drum pads
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for keyboard players as it allows
the instrument to respond to
individual MIDI channels and to play
polyphonically. It's also the default
mode for most applications.
Mode 4: Omni Off/Mono
This mode enables amultitimbral synth
to behave as several monophonic synths,
each on its own MIDI channel. Mode 4
is used mainly wnen playing mono- style
melody or bass lines, or for use with
guitar synths.

MIDI Interfaces
Unless your audio interface includes
one or more MIDI ports ( and they
often do), you'll need to buy and
install aMIDI interface in order
to use external hardware synths,
or to use aMIDI keyboard as
amaster controller if it doesn't also
have aUSB connection.
So far Ihaven't talked about what to
do if 16 channels of external hardware
synths isn't enough for you, and that's
because this issue is also related to MIDI
interfaces. While asingle MIDI port can
only handle up to 16 channels, you can
buy MIDI interfaces with multiple MIDI
ports, and each one can handle its own
set of 16 channels. ( Note that you need to

or aMIDI drum kit, as the playing action

although polyphonic operation is the most

is more natural.

common, mono operation is most useful

check that the interface is supported by

when playing bass lines or emulating

the DAW software you plan to use.) The

the response of amonophonic analogue

various MIDI ports then show up in your

MIDI Modes
Most hardware MIDI instruments can

synth, where playing anew note cuts

DAW software, so you might, for example,

be set to work on any of the 16 MIDI

off the one previously played. (' Mono'

see MIDI ports A through to H listed, with
16 channels available on each.

channels, or in ' Omni' mode, which allows

mode is also vital for use with guitar

the unit to respond to all incoming data

synths, where each string transmits data

Before software synths, multi- port

regardless of channel. Omni is avery

on its own MIDI channel and needs to be

interfaces were really important, but now

useful mode for testing that something

allocated, in effect, its own monophonic

that we have so many great software

works without having to worry about MIDI

synthesizer, to allow each string to

plug-in synths and USB-equipped master

channels, but in most instances you'll want

send differing amounts of pitch-bend

keyboards, you may find you don't need

to use the default ' Poly' mode.

information.) A total of four modes is

aMIDI interface at all.

There are further MIDI modes that

specified by the MIDI protocol:

tell an instrument whether it should play
polyphonically or monophonically and,

MIDI Isn't Audio
It's important to keep in mind that
MIDI doesn't transmit sounds directly:
it's asystem for sending instructions
about what is happening on the master
keyboard to asound source or DAW.
The principle is much the same as when
your computer keyboard sends signals
to aword processor program: it sends
digital codes to identify the keys, not
photographs of the letters themselves.

MIDI & Your DAW

Mode 1: Omni On/Poly

Early sequencers handled only MIDI

This mode allows the instrument to

tracks ( practical software instruments

play polyphonically but responds to all

were still some way off in the future) but,

incoming data on all channels.

using asingle MIDI port connected to
amultitimbral synth, you could record and

Mode 2: Omni On/Mono

play back up to 16 parts, one on each MIDI

This mode is rarely supported, as it isn't

channel. A typical modern DAW program

really necessary, but it does allow you to

contains an advanced form of MIDI

play monophonic lines without matching

sequencer that runs alongside its audio

the MIDI channels of the master keyboard

recording tracks and is able to control both

and instrument.

hardware and software MIDI instruments.

Mode 3: Omni Off/Poly

sequencer- based work usually starts at

This mode is the most common

the keyboard. Instead of being limited »

As with the traditional music composer,

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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Audio Interface connected via USB or Firewire

Sound Module
USB or Firewire

Computer

Sound Module

Remember 'Local OW!
If you forget to activate ' Local Off'
when triggering your keyboard's sound
engine from your DAW, you can end
up with aMIDI feedback loop, where
the data feeds from the DAW back to
the keyboard input, then back out to
the DAW again, resulting in stuttering
playback, or even acomplete MIDI
log-jam.

resolution of today's computer- based
systems is extremely good. Some of
the more conventional DAW packages

o
This diagram shows the setup
for acomputer sequencer
with aconnected controller
keyboard, MIDI interface and
hardware sound modules.
Note that this setup does
not show the audio outputs
from the audio interface or
sound module, as there are
various options. For example,
if the synths were connected
to an external mixer and the
composition was to be MIDI
only, then the audio interface
might not be required at all.

include traditional score- writing facilities
which, providing you play to aclick track,
USB

MIDI Out 1

MIDI Out 2

enable you to print out sheet music for
your compositions. It's essential you
have some musical literacy because the
computer doesn't always interpret what

MIDI Interface

you play in the same way that amusician
writing ascore by hand would.

MIDI In

DAW Connections

MIDI Out

II

II 1111

Ill

Typically, aMIDI master keyboard is
connected to aDAW either via aMIDI
cable and hardware MIDI interface
(which may be part of the audio
interface, depending on the model) or
via aUSB cable. When the sequencer is

» to writing down ascore, however, the

awritten score places notes on rigid

set to record, any notes played on the

MIDI composer can record sections of

subdivisions of amusical bar and then

keyboard are recorded as MIDI data, and

the music into the sequencer, hearing the

leaves the musician playing the part to

aDAW offers multiple tracks into which

result via synthesized or sampled sounds.

add ' feel' to the performance. MIDI has

to record the various musical parts of

Recording is often done against an

afinite timing resolution and hardware

your composition.

electronic metronome or ' click track' set

synth modules may take amillisecond or

to the desired tempo. The benefit of this

two to respond to aMIDI message but, in

to change the MIDI channel on the

is that any subsequent editing that needs

practice, even old-school hardware- based

master keyboard as the track data is

With most DAWs there's no need

automatically converted to whatever the

"The ability to quantise data after
recording is extremely useful for tidying
up imperfect performances, though
it can take away the human 'feel' of
aperformance."

channel that track is set to when you're
controlling an external MIDI instrument.
When you're using software instruments
you probably don't have to worry about
MIDI channels at all unless they are
multi-timbral. However, if you want to
set up keyboard splits on the master
keyboard ( playing bass sounds with the
left hand and strings with the right, for
example) or if you have amultitimbral
software instrument that can receive on

doing can then be done against a ' bars

MIDI tends to have more accurate

multiple MIDI channels, you will need to

and beats' grid. To make changes, you

timing than atypical human performer.

read the relevant part of the manuals for

simply erase or move the incorrect notes

With hardware ( including your master

both the master keyboard and the DAW

and add new ones.

keyboard), the timing of MIDI notes

as some MIDI channel setting changes

becomes less precise the more notes

may be required.

A sequencer recording is more
accurate than the written score because

are being sent at the same time. Using

it can play back apart with exactly the

software instruments in aDAW avoids the

same timing and velocity nuances as

data bottlenecks that were common in the

and you want to play back sounds using

the original performance. By contrast,

early days of sequencing, so the timing

that synth, you should select Local Off
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It's also worth mentioning that if you're
using asynth keyboard as your controller
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Three of the MIDI editing screens of
Cu base 6: Piano Roll, Score and Event List.

Ifind the grid edit system the easiest

did, and it is now common for DAWs to

but it really comes down to how you

offer multiple steps of ' undo'. If only there

on the master keyboard and connect the

prefer to work. As with the earlier MIDI

were such afeature for real life!

MIDI In of your master synth to your DAW

sequencers, you can use the MIDI editing

setups MIDI output, either directly or via

facilities of your DAW to change the

one of the outputs of your MIDI Thru box.

pitch, start time, length and velocity of

When you quantise aselection of MIDI

Selecting Local Off essentially splits your

any note you've recorded, as well as

notes, the timing is changed so as to

synth so that it behaves like aseparate

adding, moving or deleting notes. You

push each note to the nearest exact

keyboard and sound module with no

can even build up entire compositions

subdivision of abar. For example, if

Quantisation

direct connection between the two.

by entering the notes manually. Other

you select 16 as your quantise value,

The keyboard then feeds the computer

options usually include the ability to

everything moves so as to line up to the

and the computer controls the sound

transpose the MIDI part after recording,

nearest 16th of abar (otherwise known as

module section. Most synths remember

and to tighten up the timing by

asemiquaver or a ' 16th', to those music

their Local On/Off status when powered

forcing the notes you played to move

theorists amongst us!).

down, but Ihave come across instruments

to the nearest grid line. This is called

that always revert to Local On when

'quantising' and will be explaired shortly.

powered up.

Editing A MIDI Track

You can also reduce the dynamic

Most modern DAWs include anumber
of intelligent quantise options, including
apercentage quantise feature that allows

range of your MIDI data to even out the

you to tighten up aperformance by

difference between your louder notes and

as much or as little as you like without

A MIDI sequencer is like aword processor

the softer ones; delay or advance tracks

making it completely rigid. There's no

— insteaa of letters, you delete, move

relative to each other; and even reverse

doubt that the ability to quantise data

or replace musical notes. You can also

sections. As arule, all these processes

after recording is extremely useful for

copy and paste individual notes or entire

are ' non-destructive', ie. the original data

tidying up imperfect performances,

sections. The data can usually be edited in

stays the same and the DAW computes

though if not used with care it can take

one of three ways:

the necessary changes during playback.

away the human ' feel' of aperformance.

1. On apiano- roll style grid, where

This way, you can always revert to your

Of course, some forms of dance music

the notes are represented as blocks

original performance data if you need to.

(many of which would never have existed

positioned according to start time,

Even where you make permanent changes

without quantised note sequencing)

length and pitch.

to the data (so-called ' destructive' edits),

demand the rigid feel that quantising

2. As atraditional musical score.

you can probably still use the DAW's

produces. For less rigid musical forms,

3. As asimple list of MIDI data.

'undo' feature to undo the last thing you

the percentage quantise options lets
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- Untitled lnst 1 - Piano Roll
1_*_1 0

1_.1 Edit -

functIons •

V(est •

off ( 3840)

you reduce the magnitude of human

:

Q

18 selected

A typical MIDI performance will record

timing nuances without getting rid of

note data, pitch bend, vibrato depth,

them completely.

aftertouch ( key pressure), if your keyboard

Beyond The MIDI Note

Cl

53 4 3 1

Snap:

Smart

Before ( above) and after ( below)
quantisation. Notice how the notes
are neatly aligned to the grid in the
second screen.

sends it, and the messages associated
with any other physical controls on the

to exclude types of MIDI message that you

A DAW MIDI track can record pretty much

master keyboard that you adjust during

don't want to record.)

any MIDI data you send it, other than

performance. That means atypical

MIDI Clock, which is aspecific type of

sequence can include alot of data, which

General MIDI ( GM)

MIDI message used for synchronising two

is another reason Ilike the grid edit page,

A subset of the M;DI standard, created

or more pieces of MIDI hardware such as

as you only see the notes. If you were

to enable manufacturers to build
hardware synthesizers, synth modules

"Once you have recorded aMIDI track, it
can be played back using any MIDI sound
source or software instrument. You don't
have to make adecision about the sound
until the mix."

and plug-in instruments that exhibit an
agreed minimum degree of compatibility,
GM sets out rules

or

patch mapping,

drum- note mapping, multitimbrality
and polyphony. Its aim is to allow
aMIDI sequence recorded using one
GM- compatible sound source to be
played back on any other without the
user having to look for similar sounds or
remap drum- note allocations. While GM

drum machines or external sequencers.

to look at the ' edit' list, asingle pitch

synths don't sound exactly the same,

A sequencer transmits all the recorded

bend movement would be represented

apiano patch on one machine is located

MIDI information to the receiving synth in

by astring of different MIDI values

in the same place as apiano on adifferent

exactly the same order and with the same

corresponding to the physical position of

brand of machine and so on.

timing as you originally played it, unless

the control as you moved it. ( Note that

you change the playback tempo.

you can often set up afilter in your DAW
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The main benefit of GM, other
than also having abasic agreed drum

untnied
Device Name:
Short Device Nam«

Lank:

Roland 2080

Sank Message:

2080

emend [ um)
Options •

a Pre
Roland - 2080

Program Names:
Pre Set GM
Piano?

Organ 1
Organ2

Acoustic Bs.
Fingered Bs

Piano3
HonkyTonkPiano

Organ3
Church Organ!
Reed Organ

Picked Bs.
Fretless Bs.

E. Piano!
E. Piano2
Harpsichord
Clavinet
Celesta
Glockenspiel
Music Box
Vibraphone
Marimba
Xylophone
Tubular- Bell
Sentar

Accordion Fr
Harmonica
Bandneon
Nylonstr. Cl.
Steelstr. Gt.
Jazz Gt,
Clean Gt.
Muted Gt.
Overdrive Gt.
Distortion Gt.
Q.Harrnonics

Slap Bass I
Slap Bass 2
Synth Bass 1

Strings
Slow Strings
Syn. Strings I
Syn. Strings?
Choir Aahs
Voice Oohs
SynVox

Synth Bass 2
Violin
Viola

Orchestraltit
Trumpet
Trombone

Cello
Contrabass
Tremolo Str.
Pizzicato Sir.

Tuba
MutedTrumpet

Harp
Timpani

French Horn
Brass 1
Synth Brass I
Synth Brass?

Soprano Sax
Alto Sax
Tenor Sax
Baritone Sax
Oboe
English Horn
Bassoon
Clarinet
Piccolo
Flute
Recorder
Pan Flute
Blown Bottle
Shakuhachi
Whistle
Ocarina

Square Wave
Saw Wave
Syn. Calliope
Chiffer Lead
Charang
Solo Vox
5th Saw Wave
Bass&Lead
Fantasia
Warm Pad
Polysynth
Space voice
Bowed Glass
Metal Pad
Halo Pad
Sweep Pad

ke Rain
Soundtrack
Crystal
Atmosphere
Brightness
Goblin
Echo Droos
Star Theme
Sitar
Banjo
Shamisen
Koto
Kalimba
Bag Pipe
Fiddle
Shanai

Tinkle Bell
A9 090
Steel Drums
Woodblock
Taiko
Melo Tom
Synth Drum
Reverse Cym.
Gt FretNoise
Breath Noise
Seashore
Bird
Telephone 1
Helicopter
Applause
Can Shot

There's ahuge variety of GM sounds available: this serection from Roland's 1U-2080 includes
intriguing and exotic instrument sounds such as asynth calliope, ashamisen ( aJapanese
guitar- like instrument), and sound effects for gunshots and goblins, amongst other things!

information in the form of MIDI Clock
or MIDI Time Code.
• Once you have recorded a MIDI

map supported by different hardware

system, which they call XG, offering avery

track, it can be played back using

and software manufacturers, is that

similar approach to alternative sounds.

any MIDI sound source or software

commercial MIDI files of popular songs

Summing Up

will play back correctly if made to the
GM standard. There are also some

• MIDI is not audio, it's aset of

high- quality GM sound sets available

instructions that tells the receiving

as plug-in instruments: useful if you

device what to do.

routinely produce backing tracks from

• MIDI sends musical information

plug-in instrument at your disposal.
You don't have to make any final
decision about the sound until you
come to mix your song.
• MID' is invaluable to composers who
work with sampled or electronically

commercial MIDI files. Roland were

between compatible devices, including

generated sounds, but it also forms

major players in developing GM but have

pitch and length of individual notes

acornerstone of dance music

since introduced an enhanced version of

and other aspects of the instruments

composition, where it can be used

General MIDI, which they call GS. Yamaha

that lend themselves to electronic

to trigger loops, samples, instrument

also developed their own extended GM

control. MIDI can also carry timing

sounds and drum sounds. III

Some MIDI Synchronisation Background
MIDI Clock
If you plan to work entirely inside the DAW,
using software instruments or external
synths and samplers but no drum machines
and sequencing devices, you shouldn't have
to worry about MIDI Clock, or timecode in
general. For hooking up different bits of
hardware MIDI kit and trying to get them to
run in sync, however, you need acommon
clock system, rather like ametronome, that
all the devices can follow. Normally things
like drum machines and DAWs have built-in
sequencers running from their own clocks,
and the MIDI Out connections also carry this
clock information.
These ' electronic metronome' clock
pulses are sent at the rate of 96 per quarter
note ( or 384 pulses per 4/4 bar). You can
use MIDI Clock to make two devices run in
sync by designating one the master and the
other the slave. The master unit is always
switched to run from its internal clock,
while the slave machine must be switched
to ' external clock' mode. For example, you
can slave adrum machine to asequencer so
that the drum machine always follows the
sequencer. Even when the master machine
is not playing, it still sends out MIDI Clocks

at the current tempo, which means that any
connected slave device knows exactly what
tempo to run at when it receives aStart
command. You can have multiple slaves in
asystem, but only one master.
The MIDI commands for starting and
stopping drum machines and sequencers
are known as MIDI Real Time messages,
and they don't have MIDI channels, as they
relate only to overall sync. In addition,
virtually all modern instruments and DAWs
support aMIDI feature called MIDI Song
Position Pointers. These Song Position
Pointers are invisible to the user, but the
practical outcome is that you can play back
aMIDI sequence or song from any point and
the two devices will pick up at the correct
position and play in sync.
SMPTE & MTC
Though you may never need it, it
doesn't hurt to be aware of SMPTE time
code. SMPTE ( pronounced Simptee) is
aprofessional time code originating from
the film and television industries ( SMPTE
is an acronym for the Society of Motion
Picture and Television Engineers). If you end
up working with video, you may need to

delve deeper into SMPTE, which has several
'frame rate' settings to accommodate
worldwide TV ard film standards. SMPTE
code shows elapsed time information
subdivided into flours, minutes, seconds and
frames of film or TV picture.
The most popular formats are 30fps
(frames per second) for US TV, 25fps for
European TV and 24fps for film. The format
is usually selectable in software and, if
you're not doing film or TV work, the local
TV frame rate is normally adopted for
audio- only purposes. There's also a30fps
'drop-frame' format for working with NTSC
television, which actually runs at aframe
rate of 29.97fps, not 30. To delve any
deeper into this would only be confusing
at this point, so just bear in mind that it's
important, when working to video, that both
the audio and video components of your
project use exactly the same SMPTE format,
otherwise timing errors will result.
MTC (or MIDI Time Code) is essentially
the MIDI equivalent of SMPTE, and most
DAWs can both read and generate it.
MTC contains exactly the same timing
information as SMPTE, including the
choice of frame rates.
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Traditional analogue tape recording has now almost completely given way to the greater
accuracy, convenience and reliability of digital audio. But how does it all work?

E

ven in asupposedly all-digital studio,
source signals often start life as

mixers and analogue effects, it will cost far
more and have far fewer features than its

digital-to-analogue converter at the same

analogue outputs from things like

computer-based counterpart. Digital audio

rate at which it was recorded, in order to

The audio data must be fed into the

microphones or electric guitar pickups. An

also has one huge advantage over analogue:

recreate the original signal. To achieve this,

exception is the digital synthesizer, where

because the audio signal is represented as

adigital system must run from astable

the waveforms are created in the digital

astring of numbers, any audio recording can

electronic clock, which defines the points at

domain — though most hardware synths
do still have analogue outputs. A software

be duplicated with no loss of quality simply

which the audio is sampled. Based on work

by copying the numbers — unlike analogue

by academics Nyquist and Shannon, it was

plug-in synth, however, sends its output

tape, where the sound quality degrades with

discovered that to accurately recreate an

directly to the DAW's mixer entirely in the

every copy you make, and with repeated

analogue signal from astream of samples,

digital domain.

playing. The digital system's ability to make

the sampling rate had to be more than

The Signal Chain
When you record using amicrophone, the
analogue signal from the mic will first need
to feed into an analogue pre-amplifier, which
raises the level of the signal to bring it to

perfect copies is vitally important both when

twice the maximum frequency that was

editing digital audio and when backing up

to be sampled. The accepted frequency

copies of your work.

Sampling

range for human hearing is 20Hz to 20kHz
so, to recreate an audio signal that may
contain any frequency within that range,

You may have heard the term ' sampling'

the sampling rate would need to be at least

the optimum point. (VVe'll assume for the

in the context of capturing small chunks

40kHz. To avoid atype of distortion known

moment that this pre-amplifier is built into

of audio to use in your compositions, but

as 'aliasing', any frequencies higher than

your audio interface, as they often are, but

it is also used to describe how analogue

you may be using the preamps in amixer or

audio is digitised. The simple explanation

20kHz ( half the sampling frequency) would
have to be removed from the analogue

from astand-alone device.) Once inside the

of digital audio is that the height of the

audio before conversion, using filters. To

interface and pre-amplified, the signal goes

analogue waveform is measured many

compensate for any shortcomings in the

to an analogue-to-digital converter (A- D

thousands of times each second (see the

filters, the recommended sample rate was

converter), where the continuously varying

diagram opposite), and the measured height

increased slightly, giving us the 44.1kHz rate

analogue waveform is converted into binary

of each step is converted into abinary

commonly used for CD manufacture (at this

numbers, becoming digital audio.

number. A piece of analogue audio is thus

rate, the analogue waveform is 'sampled'

You may ask why we even need to

represented by along list of binary numbers

an incredible 44,100 times per second) and

go digital, and that's agood question.

which, when fed into adigital-to-analogue

the 48kHz used for video soundtrack work.

It's because computers only deal with

converter (D-A converter), at the same rate

Higher sample rates are available, but these

digital data, and although you can still

at which they were recorded, recreates the

two are the most commonly used.

set up an all-analogue recording studio

original analogue signal.

comprising tape recorders, analogue

That simplified overview describes digital

It's also possible to apply filtering lower
down in the frequency spectrum, to provide

Did You Know...?

recording and playback, but inside aDAW

digital audio with alesser ' bandwidth' than

the list of numbers representing apiece

The CD's recording time of 74 minutes
was originally decided by Sony, who
insisted that the whole of Beethoven's
Ninth Symphony should fit on one disc.

20kHz, which is why there's a32kHz sample
rate that produces FM radio-quality results

processed using mathematical algorithms,

and relies on the original audio being

to create level changes, equalisation,

filtered to remove any signal above 16kHz.
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of audio can also be manipulated and

compression, delay, reverb.., and, of course,

However, serious music recording would

the mixing of two or more tracks of audio.

never normally use sample rates below

44.1kHz, as we need to reproduce the full
20kHz upper limit of human hearing.

Analogue Waveform

Sampling an analogue
waveform.

When the digital audio is converted back
to analogue in the D-A converter that feeds

the more disk space

your speakers and headphones, further

will be required for

filtering is applied to smooth transitions

agiven length of audio.

between the successive sample values.

It is also true that the

Digital audio is not, as some people would

higher the sample rate,

have you believe, astaircase of steps with

the more CPU power

sharp corners! Similarly, there's no truth in

will be required to do

the notion that because the incoming audio

any processing on the

Signal height measured at
regular intervals and
stored as binary data.

Though the digital data
appears as aseries of steps,
the reconstruction filters in
the digital-to-analogue
converter restore the original
smooth waveform.

is only sampled at intervals, something

audio data. Knowing

might happen between samples that gets

the trade-offs, you can make your own

missed. Providing the sample rate is over

decision as to whether the higher sample

provides 65,536 discrete levels, which, as

twice the maximum frequency of the audio

rates actually produce better-sounding

you can imagine, gets us far closer to the

signal entering the converter, every nuance

audio or not.

original signal. Going up to 24- bit gives

of that signal is recreated as accurately as
the sampling ' bit depth' (the accuracy with

Bit Depth

and gritty. The 16-bit system used for CDs

us amassive 16,777,216 discrete levels
per sample. We define the difference

which we can measure each 'slice' of audio)

We've introduced the idea of measuring

between the lowest level signal asystem

will allow. To put this in perspective, the

successive ' slices' of the audio signal

can reproduce and the highest level it can

amount of distortion added to asignal by

thousands of time each second, but the

reproduce as the ' dynamic range'.

analogue tape or valve circuitry may be well

other factor relating to how accurately the

over one percent, whereas adigital audio

signal can be reconstructed by the D-A

of astraightforward digital converter is 6dB

system routinely offers distortion figures of

converter is how accurately we measure the

for every bit of resolution, so an 8-bit system

less than one hundredth of that amount.

height of each slice in the first place. Digital

gives 48dB — which is about as noisy as

systems only deal in whole numbers, so the

acheap tape dictaphone! CD's 16- bit gives

waveform measurement is always rounded

amuch more impressive 96dB dynamic

High Sample Rates

As arule of thumb, the dynamic range

There are advocates of much higher sample

to the nearest step. In the converters of

range. Today's DAWs, however, tend to

rates — 96kHz, or even 192kHz — as these

typical DAW systems, the steps are all the

operate at 24-bit resolution which, even

relax the specifications of the filters required
at the sampling stage and can result in

same size. The secret to great accuracy is to

allowing for imperfections in the converters,

measure the sample heights using asystem

delivers upwards of 110dB dynamic range,

cleaner-sounding audio. However, unless

that represents the value closely enough not

with atheoretical best case of 144dB.

you're working with exceptionally good

to introduce significant noise or distortion.

equipment in agood-sounding studio with

An 8- bit audio signal measures the

For comparison, the dynamic range of
human hearing is around 120dB, measured

excellent sound isolation, there's arguably

sample height at only 256 different levels or

between the quietest sound we can detect

little benefit in doing this. Your hard drive

steps — good enough for the soundtracks

and asound so loud that it is painful to

has to store all the numbers that make up an

of first-generation computer games, despite

listen to. Despite the hearing capabilities of

audio file, and the higher the sampling rate,

the sound produced being pretty noisy

human beings and the sound capabilities of »

Digital Clocking
Digital audio systems rely on asingle,
central clock. In the case of asimple DAW
setup, this is generated in your audio
interface, so you don't need to worry
about having to change ' sync' settings.
Where additional digital devices need to
be connected (such as an expander unit
to increase the number of inputs), one
unit must be designated the master clock
(Internal Clock Mode) and the others slaves
(External Clock Mode).
Digital clock is transmitted, with digital

audio, via the S/PDIF two-channel phono
or optical connector often found on the
back of consumer CD players. S/PDIF is
atwo-channel digital interfacing standard
agreed by Sony and Phillips, and there's also
amore professional balanced connection
for two-channel digital audio, AES/EBU,
that uses XLR connectors. The ADAT optical
interface carries eight channels of audio (at
amaximum sample rate of 48kHz, though the
S/MUX system allows higher sample rates
to be split across two ADAT ports), and also

carries an embedded clock.
An alternative clocking system uses
word clock, aseparate clock signal normally
distributed using BNC connectors. Many
pieces of digital hardware have word clock
In and Out sockets and in larger systems,
amaster clock unit with multiple word-clock
outputs is used to feed all the slaves. The
correct digital cable must be used for
connecting word clock, to avoid signal
degradation, so it's safest to buy ready-made
word-clock cables.

The Focusrite Liquid
Saff ire 56 Firewire
audio interface
offers several ADAT
and S/PDIF digital
audio ports, as well
as word- clock ports.
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» modern technology, most music has arather

You can
easily make
CDs of your
mixes using
software
such as
Roxio Jam or
Sonic Studio
PreMaster CD.

quite musical, digital distortion

narrower dynamic range, with pop music

caused by the quantisation

having the narrowest dynamic range of all.

process is not harmonically

000200

0111.

related to the original signal and

000,00

C•411,

000,»

121350

Alongside awider dynamic range
and lower noise, sampling with agreater

can sound pretty unpleasant,

bit depth also reduces distortion, as the

even in very small doses.

rounding errors introduced when each

0002

000) 00 } Oil"

Mete Eh«
CCU,.

Sixteen-bit CDs work so well

sample is measured or ' quantised' (the

because the maximum signal

technical name for the measuring process)

level is allowed to peak very

are smaller. If you want to explore further,

close to the maximum possible

111441
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le 111),

C00100

,
11,14
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there's amathematical process known as

level (or Digital Full Scale).

'dither' that can be used to reduce distortion

This means that you get low

and increase dynamic range, at the

distortion and low noise. However, when

expense of avery slight increase in hiss- like

you're recording into adigital system, you

inevitable, and that

background noise. A brief explanation is

must never allow the input signal to exceed

translates to aslight

given in the glossary.

the maximum level the converter can

loss in resolution

measure, as the resulting data would show

or sound quality. In

Why 24- bit?
If 16- bit is good enough for CDs, why do we
need to record at 24- bit resolution?
Unlike analogue recordings, where higher

00_000j1110 ;

00 00

_oci,00roo .o2

00 00.
00 00.01

goo, onor ago

numerical values is

the same maximum value for the duration of

order to ensure that

the overload, regardless of the actual shape

the sound quality

of the original signal. When converted back

of your final project
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to analogue, this would translate to an audio

is equal to or greater than that of a16- bit

signal levels become progressively more

waveform with its loudest peaks ' clipped'

CD, simply record, process and mix at 24- bit

distorted as the tape or circuitry runs out

flat, and that's not agood sound!

of linear range, digital signals are the least

So one important rule is that while

distorted when they are at as high alevel

analogue tape can be pushed ' into the red',

as possible, because then the samples are

when making digital recordings you should

resolution. Your final 24- bit mix can be
converted to 16- bit as the final stage when
creating aCD.

Practicalities

represented by the largest number of steps.

never allow the signal to exceed digital full

If you recorded asignal into adigital system

scale on the level meter. In practice, this

When starting anew project in your DAW,

at avery low level, it would be represented

means leaving asafety margin sufficient to

you need to decide which sample rate

by fewer steps, so the percentage distortion

avoid clipping if alouder-than-expected

and bit depth to work at. Most people

would be higher. If you take this idea to its

peak comes along (typically, around 12dB

settle on 44.1kHz and 24- bit, as that's

logical extreme, you reach apoint where the

to 15dB). If you were recording at 16- bit

agood compromise between quality and

signal is barely big enough to reach the first

resolution and left 12dB headroom, the

performance. If you decide to work at higher

measurement level. The signal value would

effective resolution would then only be

sample rates, be aware that doubling the

simply bounce back and forth between the

equivalent to 14 bits. That's still pretty good,

sample rate halves your max,mum track

values 0and 1 (effectively reducing your

but remember that digital systems can only

count and the number of plug- ins you can

complex analogue signal into asquare

deal in whole numbers.

run before the computer runs out of steam.

wave), sounding extremely distorted.
It's also worth mentioning that while
analogue distortion can sometimes sound

Whenever you process asignal by

Before you can make aCD from your

mixing it, changing its gain, applying EQ

DAW mixes, they will need to be converted

or whatever, some rounding up or down of

to 16- bit, 44.1kHz files. Modern DAWs can
convert both sample rate and bit depth for
you at the point at which you record your

Does Digital Sound 'Cold'?
We hear alot about the 'warmth' of
analogue audio and the cold, clinical nature
of digital, but what's the reality? Well,
analogue audio devices introduce both
amplitude and phase distortions, some of
which can sound musically pleasing and
some of which present real problems. in
fact, the sound of analogue is due to its
inaccuracies, but many of us have grown up
listening to records made using analogue
equipment, so we're used to the sound,
which may be why we miss it in some
modern recordings.
Digital audio is far more accurate
than even the best analogue systems,
and it introduces much smaller errors or
distortions. It can be copied indefinitely
with no loss of quality, and can process

final mix. However, if you use aseparate
audio in far more sophisticated ways
than were ever possible using analogue
circuitry. For example, there is no analogue
equivalent to agood digital reverb
generator. The analogue world had to
rely on electromechanical devices such as
reverb plates, spring reverb, magnetic tape

CD burning program such as Roxio's Jam
or Sonic Studio's Pre- Master CD, you may
be able to assemble aplaylist of 24-bit,
44.1kHz mixes from your DAW and let the
CD- burning program convert them to 16- bit
for you prior to burning the disc. (There
is asmall advantage in doing this, as Jam

loops, echo rooms and so on. Some of these
sounded great, but they were nowhere near

adds ' dither' to minimise distortion and to

as flexible as digital reverb, which can create
impossible spaces or capture the reverb
characteristics of specific locations.

when reducing 24-bit files to 16- bit files.) If

Some analogue 'flaws' can be musically
satisfying, but fortunately, analogue
characteristics can be emulated by digital
processing. You can also process your mix
via analogue hardware by, for example,
copying adigital master to analogue tape.

maintain the best possible dyramic range
you want to create MP3 files for the Internet,
more serious DAWs handle this for you, and
there are also dedicated editing programs
that let you edit and master your mixes,
as well as preparing afinal CD playlist.
Popular examples include BIAS Peak and
Steinberg's Wavelab. III
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ow you've got gear for your
studio and reached adeeper
understanding of digital audio
and MIDI, it's time to think about
actually using some of this to create
music! DAW software comes in
amultitude of packages, but one
thing they all have in common is their
versatility. In this section I'll explore
how to get the most out of your DAW,
from operational ' how to's to tips on
using plug- ins, virtual instruments, and
loops and samples.
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Is Your Computer

Studio Ready?

Why Aren't All Computers Up to the Task?

Let's face it: the processing power and the efficiency of computers have made them an integral part of working with
music and audio. Today's computers can enhance your creative process in many ways, but if your computer is not
optimized for audio, it's aheadache waiting to happen. Sweetwater builds customized studio computers and designs
turnkey systems for some of the biggest names in the industry. We know the needs of the modern recording studio,
and we're here to help!
So, what does " optimized for audio" really mean? With the processing power of computers increasing every few
montns, it may seem as if any Mac or PC computer with aUSB port is capable of handling serious audio work —
but that's just not the case. Working with digital audio demands adifferent set of resources than checking your
e-mail or browsing the Internet does. Hard drive speed, compatibility with external audio gear, and astreamlined
operating system all play ahuge role in how efficient and enjoyable your experience will be. At Sweetwater we
build our custom Creation Station PCs with industry- standard hardware for peak performance
and compatibility with your favorite gear. And by tweaking your operating system to prevent
unnecessary strain on your computer's resources, you'll be able to record more tracks and use
more effects than you ever could with an off- the- shelf PC.

NUTS ' N' BOLTS
Whether you're working on aMac or aPC, digital audio is serious work for your computer.

Letting Sweetwater Install It,
Test It, and Ship It
We take the worry out of getting anew computer
system. Our hignly trained service team can
install all of your new software, register it for
you, and even test and optimize your system to
make sure it's fully stable and ready for your next
session. If you have existing equipment, we can
even find and install all of the drivers, so using
your new computer will be aseamless transition!

Many computers come with a5400 RPM hard drive, which simply does not spin fast enough to
reliably read and write audio in atypical home or project studio. At Sweetwater, we install 7200
RPM Glyph drives in all of our Creation Station audio computers. Consider ordering your new
computer workstation with two hard drives: one specifically for recording purposes, and one that
holds all of your system software and applications. We've found that this simple consideration
when designing your audio computer can make your workflow significantly more effective.
With new gadgets and gizmos becoming available every day, how well your computer interfaces
with the rest of your gear is of utmost importance. Though many " stock" computers may seem
to have all the right components, audio gear and software can be quite picky about what it
works with. The branc of hard drive, the make and model of the FireWire card, and even the
type of motherboard you choose can mean the difference between pure creative bliss and

We have the perfect
music computer for you!
...it is best to consult
with your pro- audio

painful error- message deciphering.
And though you can usually find
detailed compatibility information in the

retailer about your

documentation of each piece of gear you
own, it is best to consult your pro-audio retailer

specific needs — and

about your specific needs — and to have acomputer

to have acomputer
custom-designed for

custom- designed for your studio. Sweetwater's
computer experts can design aturnkey system
specifically for your workflow and your gear. Imagine
receiving your brand-new Mac workstation with all of
your music software and plug- ins already installed,
optimized for performance, and ready for you to take

your studio.

command!

STREAMLINE YOUR SYSTEM
Optimizing your operating system for audio work is just as important as getting the hardware

correct. Every extra bit of processing power you can squeeze out of your CPU means more
tracks, higher-quality audio, more effects, etc. By preventing unnecessary programs from
launching upon start-up, you'll ensure that CPU power isn't being taken away from your audio
tasks. Taking advantage of your computer's auto-backup and auto- maintenance features
helps your computer to run optimally, giving you more time to be creative. Although there are
many useful tweaks that can be made to acomputer to help it become astudio workhorse, it's
best to sort all that out right at the start. Whether you choose aMac workstation or aCreation
Station PC running Windows, Sweetwater has the experience and know-how to streamline your
operating system so that you're ready for serious audio work, right out of the box.
When purchasing an audio computer, remember that you're investing in aserious tool set
that will be the foundation of your creative space! Will you be able to contact alive person
if you have questions or concerns about your new system? How long does the warranty
last? Will the company you purchased from still be in business next month? These are just a
few considerations worth thinking about before you make your investment. You can turn to
Sweetwater for personalized service and support — not only at the time of purchase but also
over the life of your computer. With the most knowledgeable sales team in the industry as well
as an expert tech support team that lives and breathes computer audio, Sweetwater is ready to
design your next dream system.
At Sweetwater, we understand the needs of engineers and musicians because we are engineers
and musicians. With our expert advice and personalized turnkey systems, you'll know that
you're getting the audio computer that's right for you. And with the best personal tech support
and the most comprehensive 2-year warranty in the industry, you can be confident that your
investment is backed up by the best in the business. Understanding your goals and creating the
perfect system to achieve them is just part of what the Sweetwater Difference is all about.

Get Professional Advice and
Guidance from Your Sales Engineer
Your Sales Engineer is your main point of
contact at Sweetwater. He or she is here to
answer your questions, to make sure each
piece of gear you're interested in will best
serve your ultimate goals, and to ensure that you're
always taken care of. Since you work with the same
knowledgeable person every time, you don't need to
reintroduce yourself or explain your setup all over again.

FREE 2-year Warranty
We believe in the products we carry so much
that we back them with a2- year warranty
— yours absolutely free. What's more, our
in-house service team is authorized to perform
warranty repairs for nearly everything we sell. If you ever
need basic maintenance or repairs on an amplifier or a
speaker, we'll ensure that you receive your gear back
quickly, for minimal downtime.

FREE Shipping
We add value to your Sweetwater purchase with
our fast, free shipping policy. Nearly every item
we sell qualifies — including small packages
of strings and even heavy guitar amps — and
there's no minimum purchase. Plus, our central location
in the Midwest ensures that you receive your items
quickly, no matter where you are located.

24/1 Online Tech Support
When you're working with music software
and hardware, sometimes questions come up.
Rather than spend time hunting on the Internet,
you can visit our SweetCare® online tech
support center at Sweetwatercom/SweetCare. Filled with
thousands of helpful articles and tips, we have answers
to the most common questions, all in one place.

Commitment to Customer Service
We believe in doing the right thing for our
customers, every time. It's abelief that extends
through every department at Sweetwater —
from our courteous and helpful receptionists
to our knowledgeable Sales Engineers to our meticulous
shipping team, who makes sure your order is correct and
packaged safely and securely so that you receive it in
perfect condition.

ire-• - -

Get acustom-built computer,
made for music!
CALL US TODAY AT

re00) 222-4100
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T

he reality is that most of us use
little more than perhaps five percent

of the capabilities of our DAWs

most of the time.
By concentrating on that core five
percent, you'll be recording, editing and
mixing in no time. To figure out exactly what
processes you'll need to learn, it's agood
idea to plan arecording session and see the

When you open the box
containing your DAW software
and find virtually all the space inside
taken up by a650- page manual, it can seem
alittle daunting. So, before you panic, let's look at the
absolute basics!

bare minimum you need to to do to achieve
what you want. You can then take time to

preferred sample rate is usually 48kHz.

flexible enough to let you change and add

explore the other 95 percent as and when

Select your connected audio interface as the

things later. A peek in the manual should set

you need to learn more.

input/output device that your DAW will use.

you on the right path.

Starting A New Project

An audio setbngs window should also alfow

Once you've got your project set up,

you to set the audio buffer size. A good

you will quickly discover that you can select

Stage one, after installing and starting

compromise setting between overtaxing

individual tracks simply by clicking on them.

up the software, is to open anew song

your DAW and having unacceptably long

But how do you get audio into your tracks?

or project and then check the project

latency is 128 or 256 samples. When you're

Somewhere, most likely in the Inspector

settings. Make sure you're recording at the

creating aproject, your DAW might also ask

section of the Arrange window, there will

appropriate bit depth and sample rate. For

you to specify further details, such as the

be alist of possible input sources for the

most users, this is 24-bit, 44.1kHz unless

project tempo, and how many audio or MIDI

selected channel. This should show all the

you're doing music for video, when the

tracks you'll be needing, though most are

physical inputs on your audio interface, so if
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File

Edit

View

Track

Options

Insert

Koons

Help

Window,
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Templates Save Time
It's agreat idea to start with
customised templates rather than with
an empty project, as this eliminates the
need to change settings and add tracks
each time you boot up your DAW. If this
is your first time you're working with your
DAW, you may find that the manufacturer
has created one or more templates for
you, but it's relatively easy to add your
own. Just check your manual.

Record button. This will
then show your input
signal on the track's level
meter. While playing or
singing as loud as you
will need to, you then
adjust the input gain
control on whatever your
microphone or instrument

Each DAW has similar functions arranged in not- so- similar
ways. Most of the controls you'll need for everyday DAW
operation are generally categorised under one of the following
menus: audio, track, project, insert, edit and options, for
example. You can see this here in acomparison between the
menus of Cockos' Reaper and MOTU's Digital Performer.
Digital Porioneser

is plugged into ( usually a
mic preamp or mixer channel). Aim for

Edit

Region

Audio

Open...
Recent Files

Studio
X0
a

apeak level of between half and two
thirds of the way up the meter, so as to

you have an interface with only two inputs,

leave yourself asafety margin. This is

two inputs is all the list will show. If you don't

known as ' headroom'. You can then hit

see the right number or choice of inputs,

Record on the transport control panel

you'll need to visit asetup window such as

and the tracks set to record will start

Cubase's VST Connections dialogue or Pro

recording immediately. (There's almost

Tools' I/O Setup page.

always an option to use acount- in first

If the track is stereo, the inputs you can

if you prefer.) If you need to play to

select will be numbered in adjacent pairs,

aclick, you can also activate the built-in

such as 1/2, 3/4 and 5/6, while mono tracks

metronome or click generator. A vertical

will show individually numbered inputs. Any

line, usually known as the ' cursor', indicates

Setup

New

IVOR&
XN

16 Mono 16 Stereo
32 MIDI Tracks
48 Audio Tracks
Empty
Mastering
MIDI 8i Audio
Small Orchestral
Surround Mix

region to anew
Unisyn Snapshot

position on the
timeline. A typical
default is that moved

audio snaps into position to the nearest

the ' now position': the point in the song

beat but, if you want smaller subdivisions

the DAW is recording and playing back

or to be able to place the start point

from at any given moment.

anywhere you like, you may have to drag

Once you've finished recording, you
should be able to see your new audio region
in the selected track. By moving the cursor

while holding down acombination of
some of the computer's function keys.
Find out how to access the editing

back to the start, you should be able to play

toolbar in your DAW, and check out what all

it back, and marvel as it changes in volume

the tools are for. For instance, many DAWs

as you drag the channel fader up and down.

have 'scissor' tools, which are used to split

If there's a ' pan pot' above the fader on

regions in two. Once you've split aregion

your DAW, give that atry too. It's time to

into two or more parts, each behaves like

experiment alittle!

aseparate region that can be dragged,

Manipulating Audio Regions

adjusted at the start and end, and moved.
You can also copy any of the smaller regions

Consult the manual and find out how

you've created. Also, try dragging aregion

to adjust the start and end times of the

to adifferent track.
When you've mastered these moves,

digital I/O will also show up in this list, so if

audio region. This is usually accomplished

your interface has eight mic./line channels,

by dragging handles at the ends of the

you're well on your way to basic audio

plus an S/PDIF digital input, the latter

region, but every DAW has aslightly

editing, although finding the best place to

might show up as track pair 9/10. Software

different approach. You can make

make an edit takes alittle experience. The

instrument tracks don't need an audio input,

asection of recorded audio shorter but

smoothest-sounding edits are often the

as the software instrument itself is the sound

you can't extend it beyond its original

ones where you cut immediately before

source, though they do need aMIDI input.

length. Next, find out how to drag the

anew beat or note, or during apause,

When you create an instrument track, you'll
be presented with amenu of all the plug-in
instruments you have installed. Select one,
and its graphical editing window will appear.
You can usually choose from apreset sound
or create your own using the plug-in's own
controls. In most cases, aplug-in MIDI
instrument will be playable straight away
from the keyboard when its track is selected.

Beginning Recording
Before you start recording audio, you
need to set the recording level. The
usual procedure is to first arm the track's

Choosing An Input
Most DAW channel strips give you the
option of selecting inputs from abutton
integrated into the channel strip itself. This
example, taken from Apple's Logic, shows
how the input is selected, but most DAWs
have asimilar setup.
Depending on the interface you're using
and your DAW setup, you may have access
to fewer or more inputs than shown here.
If you want to change your input, it's
as simple as aclick of abutton!

Erld

IBus 1

I Input 1
Input 2
Input 3

Input 1
No Input

Input

4

Input

5

Input 6
Input 7
Input
Input 0
Input 10
Input 11
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EXPLORING SOFTWARE: DAW BASICS

Safe & Sound

Working With Audio Tracks

While modern computers running
correctly installed software should be
pretty stable, crashes do sometimes
happen. To avoid loss of data, get into
the habit of saving your work after
every few steps when recording and
editing. If you notice your computer
suffering from regular crashes, you may
have installed aplug-in that is affecting
your DAW's stability. Ensure you read
any documentation supplied with
your software to check compatibility,
and keep your software up to date by
checking for and downloading updates.

Once you've recorded an audio track, you'll
end up with something looking alittle like
this appearing in one of your channels.
In most DAWs you can colour each
audio track as shown here. This can be
really helpful to visually represent sounds
from different instruments, or to indicate
audio files being worked on and those
with editing complete, or whatever other

categorisation you can think of.
Depending on what tool you have
selected, clicking on any part of the audio
region will move the cursor to that point in
time, enabling you to edit at that position
or start playback from there. Clicking and
dragging can often be used to highlight
asection of the audio track for editing or
separating as aregion in its own right.

which you can see fairly easily in the
waveform display.
adifferent instrument or different sound

MIDI

ones. If you're not abinary head or music

within the same instrument to hear the

scholar, this is where you'll be doing most of

Next, drop asoftware instrument plug-in

effect of your melody played back using

your note editing.

into your MIDI track and ensure that your

those alternative sounds.

music keyboard is communicating with

In the main Arrange page you can copy,

With the piano- roll editor window open,
select abunch of notes by dragging abox

the DAW, either via MIDI or USB. Most

split and move MIDI regions, much as you

DAWs have some kind of MIDI activity

did with audio, but more detailed MIDI

most DAWs), then select one of the quantise

meter to show you that data is being

editing will usually be done in aseparate

options and see how the notes move to line

around them using the mouse (this works in

received. If you're not getting MIDI into

'piano roll' edit window (different DAWs

up with the grid. If you want to quantise the

the DAW, the manual should point you at

give this different names). Familiarise

contents of awhole MIDI region or track,

the right settings. Turn on the click track,

yourself with the actions of moving,

you can probably do that from the Inspector

start recording and play afew notes. As

lengthening and deleting notes, much as

part of the Arrange window. Again, the

with audio, check these play back once

you did with audio regions in the Arrange

manual (or built-in help) is your friend here.

you're done recording, then try selecting

window. Also, try drawing in some new

Most are well written and, once you know
what you want to do, the relevant section

o
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isn't too hard to find.
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afew tracks of audio and maybe aMIDI part
or two and you want to mix them to create
asong. The faders on the mixer page will
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pan controls shift the sound towards the left
or right speaker, as you'd expect. Keep an
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eye on the levels so that none of the track
meters, or the master mix meter hits the
red. If your levels are too high, reduce all
the channel-fader levels until you're back in
the safe zone.
If everything you recorded sounded
exactly the way you wanted it to, you could

••••••

set abalance and just let the track mix
itself, but in reality you will probably need
to adjust levels to even out discrepancies

Piano- roll editors all look very similar. The name comes from the perforated piano rolls
used with pianolas on which the perforations represent both the pitch ( location) and
duration ( size) of the notes to be played. In asimilar way, MIDI piano- roll editors use
avisual representation of the piano keys on the left-hand side of the screen over which
the grid of notes moves. Notes are shown as rectangular blocks of varying lengths, echoing
the perforation system of the old-fashioned piano roll, and are sometimes coloured
automatically according to their pitch for easier identification.
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in the performance and to bring up
instruments during solos. To do this
effectively you need to learn how to drive
the DAW's in-built mix automation. There
are two ways to approach this: you can
either move faders as your song plays back,
and have your DAW record those moves; or

you can simply use the mouse
to ' draw' the shapes you want
them to follow into ' lanes'
below the audio tracks.
The basic automation
modes are Off, Write (fader
moves are recorded) and
Read (fader moves are played
back). These modes can be
set for individual tracks. There
may also be other Write
modes, such as Latch, which
is particularly useful as, when
you let go of afader, its level
'latches' at the last value you
set until you stop recording
automation data. Once again,
each DAW has its own twists
and variations.
Automation capabilities
of modern DAWs can be surprisingly
sophisticated. Using the automation controls,
you can work on each track until the mix
balance sounds as you want it to right the
way through the song.

Here's an example of graphical mix automation in Cubase 5. The main audio track is separate
from the mix automation settings, which are applied over the audio and do not change the
audio itself. Moving any one of the points alters the gain for that particular part of audio.
This is useful for fine-tuning gain levels to make specific sections more prominent whilst
de-emphasising unwanted sounds such as breaths,
inserted on it. You can then add reverb to

advanced hardware studio. Fortunately

all the tracks in various amounts by using

you don't have to learn it all at once.

A ' real life' mix of apop song also includes

the auxiliary sends on those channels. If you

Concentrate on the basics as outlined

EQ and effects. Your DAW may provide

feel you need two different reverbs, one

here, and the learning process should be

EQ as astandard channel feature or as

long and one short, then set up the second

fairly painless.

Further Processing Options

aplug-in, and some also include dynamics

reverb on asecond auxiliary send and

processing, but anything else you need

off you go!

will probably come via the plug-in menu.

• Most DAWs offer similar core features
and have evolved towards asimilar

While you can automate most plug-in

look and feel in terms of what types of

Processors such as equalisers, gates and

parameters, it might be as well to leave

windows are available and how data is

compressors are usually inserted directly

trying that until you get more familiar with

displayed, though there are exceptions

into atrack's ' insert' points, meaning that

your DAW. Master the basics first!

each plug-in only processes one track, and

If you want to affect awhole mix, you can

such as Ableton's Live.
• Despite their similarities, modern DAWs

processes all of the signal on that track.

put stereo plug- ins into subgroup buses or

The same goes for alot of more specialised

into the main stereo mix bus. The Sound On

menu options, which tend to be in

plug- ins such as distortion effects or pitch-

Sound Mix Rescue articles provide plenty

different places, depending on which

correction processors.

have literally hundreds of features and

of insight into using plug-ins effectively, so

DAW you buy. While knowing what

make use of the Sound On Sound web site:

aDAW is likely to be able to do makes

as reverberation and delay that work better

it is afantastic learning resource and all but

learning anew one easier, you can still

when added in small amounts to multiple

the most recent content is free to access.

end up playing along game of hide and

tracks. Try creating an auxiliary, FX or effect

You can find it at www.soundonsound.com.

seek to find out how to access the things

By contrast, there are other effects such

track (different DAWs give these different
names) with areverb effect plug-in

Keep Those Manuals!
All DAWs handle setting up software,
audio and MIDI instruments differently,
so it's worth keeping the manuals to
hand for quick reference.

C
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Once the mix sounds right with all your
correctly, you can ' bounce' the song to
anew stereo audio file. Of course, this is just
scratching the surface of what your DAW
can do but, as Isaid at the outset, if you can
become familiar with these key elements
you can start making and mixing recordings.
Everything else can be learned apiece at
atime and at your own pace.

Summary
••••••000

you know are in there somewhere. MI

plug- ins and fader automation working

• A DAW might look complicated, but
that's because most of them offer you

Level Setting
Track facers turn the level of the
sound you hear over the speakers up
or clown but the actual record level
must be set using the gain control
on the ciannel of the audio interface
supplying the signal. If the gain is set
too high, clipping will occur at the
aralogue-to-digital stage inside your
aLclio interface and no amount of
fiddling with knobs and faders in your
DAW w.II fix it.

the software equivalent of aseriously
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DAWs offer agreat deal of functionality right out of the box, but it's
possible to enhance their performance by adding optional plug-in effects,
processors and instruments from third- party suppliers.

A

software plug-in, in the
context of aDAW, is

by Digidesign ( now Avid) to work with

Windows DAWs, though there is also

their native ProTools M- Powered and LE

aMac version of VST that some DAWs

analogous to an external

software, though some other DAWs can

processor or instrument, such as

also accept RTAS plug- ins.

areverb unit or asynth, plugged into

• Audio Units is used by Apple Mac

wildly popular, but are now used far less

aconventional mixer. As everything

programs such as Logic Pro, Studio

inside your DAW happens in avirtual

One and the Mac version of Cubase,

world, however, you save afortune

widely than the other formats.

though Digital Performer, which is also

on patch cables! You simply choose

aMac program, has its own plug-in

from amenu showing what plug- ins

format, called MAS.
• VST or 'Virtual Studio Technology' is

appropriate point in the DAW mixer's

the most popular plug-in format for

signal path.
Most plug- ins are available

different plug- ins. In some cases,
such as with Waves, some plug- ins
are only available as part of
abundle. You'll find that you can
download time- limited demos for
many plug- ins, allowing you to
evaluate them before you buy.
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available for use in the mixer's

Apple

Antares

channel, bus, output insert

Aud.o toe

points or in auxiliary send/return

Brain...ore

configurations. If you know your

boos

BIAS Inc

C. lemony

tlysia

way around abasic analogue

Focusrtte
NI
Multmedia

mixer, you'll have no problem

ilototat
Mono

atypical DAW, but you should still

LeaConcertHall

Lme 6

1011111

Mathew Lane

read the manual, as every DAW

LexPlate

Native Instruments

has aslightly different approach to

Le aRandornHall

Noveltech

LeaRoom

Overloud

Le eVintagePlate

Peavey Electronics

'instantiating' plug- ins.

Pro Audio DSP
PSPaudionare

Plug-in Formats

Slate Digital
Softube

For aplug-in to work in your

Sonnos ( AU Native)

DAW, it must be available in

SPI

aformat that your DAW can use.

TC Electronic

Soot (AU Native)

TC Helicon

common use:

Universal Audio

• RTAS stands for Real Time

OILS- lab
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and deployed in the same way as normal

Propellerhead's Reason or the ' plug- ins'

Tube

the program and, in the case of these
two products, can't be expanded using
third- party plug- ins. Record users who
also have Reason installed can use all of
Reason's instruments and other processors
inside Record.

DSP Assistance
The majority of plug- ins are what we call
'native' as, like the DAW software, they run
using the power of the host computer's
CPU and RAM. However, there are some
plug-in platforms that require additional
DSP ( Digital Signal Processing) to run.
This may come in the form of ahardware
box connected via Firewire or acard that
plugs into alaptop's card slot or desktop
computer's PCI bus. It is arguable whether
additional DSP is really needed now that

SOL

There are four plug-in types in

Audio Suite and was developed

because, although they are accessed
Inv. • .

effects and processors are built into

Modulation

Reverb

plug- ins you may have installed. That's

in its sister Record. All the instruments,

latch
I/0

folder alongside any of the third- party

The same is true of the Instruments in

Dynamics

Sends

MIDI 1

Setting

program itself ( hence, not true plug- ins).

Distortion

chorus

Access

66

look and work like plug- ins, but you won't

plug- ins, they are actually built into the

Delay

while processors and effects are

following the signal flow in

Muter

Amps and Pedes

Instrument plug- ins generally
show up as sound sources,

astandard set of plug- ins, or at least they
see them listed in the computer's plug-in

cheaper if you buy them as part
of abundle comprising several

Plug- ins That Are Not
Plug- ins
Some DAWs, such as Logic, come with

are available and drop them into the

separately, but some are

can make use of.
• PC- only DirectX plug- ins used to be

tech

computers are so powerful, but if you want
to use the plug- ins that run on DSP, you

Waves

Most DAWs, such as Logic, pictured here, will
happily host plug- ins from other makers.
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With very few exceptions, you can
open as many instances of aplug-in
as your CPU's capacity can support.
Unlike hardware, you pay for the plug-in
once, but unless you run out of CPU
power, you can use multiple instances
of that plug-in within several different
mixer channels and buses at the same
time, and each instance can have totally
different settings.
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have no choice. It is also true that having

producing extremely accurate emulations

it is to be inserted is stereo. Similarly,

ahardware component makes it easier

of classic studio hardware, including plate

you see amono version if the audio track

for the manufacturer to avoid the plague

reverbs, tape echo devices, equalisers

is amono track. Some plug- ins, such as

of software piracy. DSP systems still place

and compressors. They even have avery

reverb, can create astereo output from

some administrative load on the host CPU

convincing analogue tape emulator.

amono input, so you may even see the

and may use some system RAM for delay

The quality of reverbs available in
standard DAW packages varies, depending

option ' mono- in, stereo- out' available for

effects, but they carry most of the burden
of powering the plug- ins themselves,

selection.
The simplest way to deploy an effect

on which DAW you buy. If the reverb

or processing plug-in is via amixer

leaving your CPU with more free capacity

included in your DAW isn't up to much,

to run native plug- ins at the same time.

you could splash out on atop-of-the- range

channel insert point. Drop your plug-in

Popular DSP platforms include: Universal

Lexicon reverb plug-in, for example. There

there and all the audio passing through

Audio's UAD series of processors, TC

is also arange of unique products such as

the channel will be routed through the

Electronic's PowerCore, Focusrite's Liquid

Melodyne DNA (tuning software that can

plug-in, exactly as though you'd plugged

Mix and SSL's Duende.

retune individual notes even where they

ahardware device into aconventional

appear in the middle of achord) and SPL's

mixer's insert jack. A DAW mixer can

Transient Designer (used to shorten or

also create subgroups in the same way

If your DAW already comes with EQ,

lengthen drum sounds, as well as adjusting

as alarger analogue console can, where

effects, compressors and ahandful of

their attack characteristics). While it is

anumber of channels are mixed down to

synths and samplers, you may well wonder

your approach to music that will make you

abus channel, which is in turn routed to

why you'd ever need to add more. The

unique, it doesn't hurt to use additional

the main stereo mix.

Why Add Plug- ins?

The benefit of this ' mixer within

short answer is that you may not need

plug- ins if it helps make your sound different

to, although third- party plug- ins provide

from what everyone else is doing. Besides,

amixer' approach using abus is that all

auseful alternative to those offered by

some offer better quality processing than

the tracks routed via the bus channel

your DAW, and many offer features that

the ones supplied with atypical DAW.

your basic DAW simply doesn't provide.

can be adjusted in level using asingle
fader: the one on the bus channel itself.

Inserts

For example, if you want the sound

A practical application is to ' group' all your

of aspecific ' classic' equaliser, such as

In the world of hardware, you have to buy

aPultec or aNeve, you'd need something

astereo processor

like aUAD plug-in from Universal Audio.

to process

Universal are acompany specialising in

astereo signal.

PlugIn Types
Not only can you get plug- ins to handle
familiar processing such as gating,
compression, expansion and EQ, but
there are also specialised plug- ins
available for reducing background hum
and hiss, for correcting out- of-tune
vocals and instruments and for adding
deliberate distortion. Similarly, all of
the familiar chorus, flange, phase,
delay and reverb effects are available
as plug- ins, but you will also find
vocoders, rotary speaker emulations
and many weird and wonderful
creations that would be impractical to
build in the analogue world.

the plug-in to show
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individual drum
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Using send effects in Cubase:
the compression and EQ
(courtesy of Focurite's Liquid
Mix) is used as an insert effect,
whereas the reverb is set up
as asend effect, and has been
panned slightly away from
the main vocal ( left). Acoustic
guitar and vocal parts are able
to share the same reverb effect
in different amounts ( right).
Not only does this save on
computer resources, but its
auseful way of putting sounds
in the same space'.
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» kit so that the whole set can
be controlled by asingle fader.
You can also insert asingle
plug-in into the bus insert point to affect

balance is maintained. If you were to

all the channels feeding that bus. If you

use a ' pre-fader' send, the reverb level

want to EQ the backing vocal mix as

wouldn't change as you turned down the

awhole, for example, it is both easier and

channel signal.

less CPU- hungry to place one EQ plug-in

Different DAWs may give different

in the bus insert than to put aseparate

names to the bus channel to which these

EQ in every backing vocal mic channel

effect sends are routed (for example,

insert point. The same is true if you want

'auxiliary' or ' effect return bus'), but

to compress the overall backing vocal mix:

they're essentially the same thing. Using

you need only one compressor in the bus

these, you can put one reverb (or other

insert point.

effect) plug-in into the effect return bus

be covering them again in the section on

and then use the channel effect send

mixers later.

Effect Sends

controls to send any desired amount

-74
000
tr

000

Lead Vox

Effects & Processors

Reverb plug- ins, especially good ones,

of signal to the bus hosting the reverb

use asignificant amount of CPU power.

plug-in. The reverb plug-in's mix control

Ilike to differentiate between effects and

It makes sense to deploy them wisely, so

should be set to 100 percent effect

processors, because the rules as to how

putting adifferent reverb on every track

('wet') for this to work correctly. Now you

each can be deployed within aDAW's mixer

in your mix is not the most efficient way

can adjust the amount of reverb added

diffe ,slightly. As arule, anything that is

to go. You could add reverb to groups,

to each channel in the mix simply by

designed to process the entire signal (an

as above, but it is often the case that you

adjusting the effect send control on the

equaliser or compressor) can be thought of

only need one or two different reverbs

desired channel. If you need two different

as a ' processor'. An ' effect', on the other

in amix, in which case using the channel

reverbs, you just set up asecond effect

hand, usually has amix control that allows

effect sends is far more efficient.

send feeding asecond effect re:urn bus

some of the dry signal to be mixed with

Effect sends are additional level

and insert adifferent reverb into your

some of the effected signal, delays and

controls that work on the channel- signal

new bus. Each channel can now access

reverb being obvious examples. Typical

after it has passed through the channel

both of these reverbs with independent

effects can be used either in DAW insert

fader ( post-fader) to create separate

amount controls for each. Inserts, buses

points or effect send buses. With processors,

mixes, somewhat like the bus concept

and auxiliary sends are important, so I'll

however, you have to think alittle bit more.

just explained. This is important, because
it means that when you turn down the
level of achannel, the effect send level
falls by the same amount, so the original
effect-to-' dry' ( un effected) sound

APractical Approach
You can download user manuals 'or
many small mixers from manufacturers'
websites. It's agood way to get
familiar with the basics of mixer layout
and operation before exploring the
DAVV equivalent.
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The yellow line on this waveform shows the automation data that has been applied to the
audio track. The individual points represent individual automation events, whereas the line ! s
representative of the overall levels of automation. Automation is usually fully customisable,
made editable by clicking and dragging on any part of the line or its individual points.

YTA
WAVES

WAVES AUDIO

CREATORS OF THE WORLD'S LEADING AUDIO PLUGINS
With over 100 cutting-edge software and hardware processors used in every aspect of audio
production, Waves is the leading developer of professional audio signal processing technologies,
heard on hit records, major motion pictures, and popular video games the world over.
Innovation and Excellence
Waves offers an extensive line of off-the-shelf
bundles which provide comprehensive selections of the most-used plugins in convenient.
affordable configurations. Compatible with all
major hosts and formats, Waves plugins are
the most popular and widely-used plugins in
the industry, found in nearly every recording
studio, post production facility, and mastering
room worldwide.
Beginning with one of the audio industry's
first software plugins—the Q10 Paragraphic
Equalizer— Waves established its reputation
for technical innovation and sonic excellence.
Subsequent plugins like the LI and L2 Ultramax i
m i
zerTM became instant must-haves in
studios everywhere, setting the standard for
in-the-box dynamics processors. Vocal Rider
transformed the world of mixing by simplifying and automating the often tedious task of
riding vocal levels. And now, Waves OneKnob
plugins makes mixing even faster— and more
fun than ever. With OneKnob, mixing engineers and musicians are now able to achieve
great sounding results faster and more easily
than ever before.

Artist Signature Series
The Signature Series is Waves' line of application-specific audio processors, created in
collaboration with the world's top producers.

engineers, and mixing engineers, like Chris
Lord-Alge, Jack Joseph Puig, Eddie Kramer,
and Tony Maserati.
Using custom multi-effect processing chains
designed by the artists themselves, each and
every Signature Series plug-in has been precision-crafted to capture the artist's distinct
sound and production style. With dedicated
plugins for vocals, guitars, drums, bass, and
more, the Signature Series makes it easy for
experienced and aspiring audio professionals
alike to dial up the sound they're looking for
quickly, without interrupting the creative flow.
It's like having behind-the-scenes access to the
sounds and techniques of the world's leading
mixers.

Modeling
Waves modeled plugins deliver the distinctive
sound of the world's most in-demand hardware audio processors— in software. With its
SSL 4000 Collection, Waves was one of the
first audio companies to venture into the realm
of analog modeling, and widely recognized as
the first to have ' gotten it right,' offering precision, warmth, and realism that were previously
unavailable. Today, Waves modeled audio plugins such as The API Collection, CLA Classic
Compressors (CLA-2A, CLA-3A, CLA-76),
and JJP Analog Legends (PuigChild 660/670,
PuigTec EQP-1A, PuigTec MEQ-5) set the
sonic standard to which all others aspire.

Connoisseurs of vintage recording equipment
know that no two units of the same make and
model sound exactly alike. Tubes, transistors,
capacitors, and other components work
together to give each piece its own unique
personality.
Waves begins the modeling process by acquiring the very best hardware reference units
available. Then, with meticulous attention to
detail, we analyze every attribute, behavior,
and response of the originals. Finally, we replicate their performance in the digital realm,
tweaking and adjusting algorithms and parameters to truly capture the distinctive tonal
personality of each device. The result is sonic depth, nuance, and detail that make Waves
software plugins virtually indistinguishable
from the original hardware.

GRAMMY® Honors
During the 2011 GRAMMY® Week celebration, Waves was presented with aGRAMMY
Award for its pioneering work in professional
music production software. The award is presented by The Recording Academy® to companies that have made outstanding technical
contributions to the recording field. Reaffirming its status as a pro audio industry leader,
with this Technical GRAMMY®, Waves joins
aprestigious list of previous recipients which
includes such well-known names as Apple,
Sony/Philips, Shure and Yamaha.
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Processors are designed to process
the entire signal. For this reason, you
don't generally want to use one as asend
effect as then you'd end up mixing the

Aselection of amp- modelling
plug- ins including IK's
Amplitube, Line 6's Pod Farm
and Logic's Amp Designer.

Click here to load a preset

1=11:31= = zióim

dry signal with the processed
signal. Mixing an EQ'd signal
with anon-EQ'd signal would,
at best, just dilute your EQ
settings. The same is true of
compression and gating, though
there are advanced compression
techniques, often referred to as
parallel compression, where it
is desirable to add adry signal
to its compressed counterpart.
This is best left until you've

3
Amplaube 3

gained more experience
working conventionally. You can
safely put an equaliser or other
processor directly before or after
an effect plug-in in the effect
return bus, in order to modify its sound,

having alarge library of factory

for example, when putting EQ before

sounds available for use with software

reverb.

instruments is clearly very attractive.

Plug-in Automation

DAW songs contain the settings for
any plug- ins that have been used, but

Most mainstream DAWs allow plug-in

the settings don't save the plug- ins

controls to be automated in the same

themselves. These usually reside in

way as the DAW's own fader and pan

aseparate plug- ins folder elsewhere

controls. Essentially, you set the track to

on the system, and it is likely that their

record automation and then, as the song
plays through, you adjust the controls

you creating copies anyway. The practical

copy- protection system would prevent

using amouse, trackpad or external

outcome is that if you open your song on

hardware controller. When the track is

afriend's system running the same DAW

switched back to reading automation, all

software, any plug- ins that you have used,

your control moves will play back just as

but which they do not also own, will not

you made them. The majority of DAWs

appear. The only option at this stage,

include agraphical automation editing

other than your friend buying the missing

view so that you can make changes to the

plug- ins, is to find alternative plug- ins that

automation data after recording it.

can do asimilar job to the ones that are

if you check out the various DAW forums

unavailable.

you can find out what works and what

Editing & Presets
The structure of all mainstream DAWs
supports the automatic saving of all

Wrappers
Some plug- ins are designed to support

Vintage Amp Room

doesn't. My own feeling is that wrappers
should be used as alast resort, but they're
worth atry if you run out of other options

current plug-in settings, which are stored

only specific plug-in formats. This is

and can find no alternative plug-in to do

along with the rest of the song data

frustrating if you'd like to use one in your

the same job for you.

whenever you save the song. Furthermore,

DAW but find the format incompatible.

the majority of plug- ins allow the user

A possible solution is to use athird- party

to save specific settings for later use in

wrapper program, which essentially makes

Plug- ins vary in complexity from

other projects, much in the same way as

one format of plug-in appear to the

emulations of asimple two- knob guitar

asynth or hardware effects unit stores user

host DAW to be adifferent format. UK

effects pedal to afull-blown synth with

patches. Many also come with aselection

company FXpansion, for example, eased

hundreds of settings to tweak. Unless

of factory settings from which you can

the frustration felt by many Pro Tools users

you're prepared to use only the factory

choose. While I'm always wary of factory

who lusted after certain VST plug- ins by

presets with these more complex

presets for signal processing (especially

creating awrapper to allow VST plug- ins

plug- ins, be prepared to spend some time

dynamic processing such as compression),

to appear as RIAS plug- ins that Pro

reading the manual and experimenting to

Tools would recognise. Major software

get the best out of them, even if you only

Music Technology Basics & Bey

Learning Curve

companies don't support these third- party

learn enough to make minor adjustments

products, as they don't always provide 100

to the factory settings. Also, be aware

percent compatibility with all plug- ins, but

that any processor plug-in presets that

Sonno.
o

Multiple Formats

Non- platform- specific plug- ins come with installers for both
Windows and Mac and, unless instructed otherwise, will install
all the plug-in formats available for that particular plug-in that
are relevant to the computer platform being used. For example,
if Iinstall aplug-in to use with Logic ( Mac- specific), the Audio
Units version that Logic needs is installed, but Ialso get the
Mac VST version and the RTAS version. This can be useful, as
there are other audio programs, such as the BIAS Peak stereo
editor, that can make use of multiple plug-in formats.

include athreshold control ( compressors, gates and expanders)
will still require manual adjustment of the threshold setting, as
the right setting for this will depend on the nature and level of
the input signal.

Modelling
Modelling is atechnique whereby amathematical model is made

The Ultimate Oxford Plug-in Collection
Sonnox
level

takes digital
The

unparalleled

audio

renowned
clarity

processing

Oxford

and

precision

and post production applications
for

discerning

audio

range

to
of

for

a whole
plug- ins

mixing,

new
offers

broadcast

They are the first choice

professionals

all

over

the

world

Seven outstanding plug-ins
in asingle bundle
Oxford TransMod
Oxford Limiter

that emulated the behaviour of an electronic circuit or mechanical
device, enabling it to be recreated in software. There are various

Oxford Inflator

technical approaches to modelling, but the aim is to get the
virtual-world algorithmic recreation of adevice to respond to
different input signals in the same way as the real thing.
In the plug-in world, we have modelled recreations of
vintage equalisers, compressors, analogue synthesizers,
electromechanical tape and plate echo/reverb effects and, of

Oxford Reverb
Oxford EQ

course, guitar amplifiers. Some are more accurate than others,
but the better ones get very close to the performance of
their hardware counterparts. You'll often find that the control

"Some plug- ins are designed
to support specific plug-in
formats; frustrating if they're
not compatible with your
DAW. Third- party wrapper
programs can disguise the
plug-in with areadable format

Oxford Dynamics
Oxford SuprEsser

Educational discount available
Save 50%

for your DAW."
panels of these plug- ins are designed to emulate the look and
layout of the original hardware that inspired them.
Guitar amplifiers are particularly interesting, as the
algorithmic model has to include the subtle distortions
and filtering effects of components such as valves, audio
transformers, power supplies and tone controls, plus the
electro mechanical characteristics of the loudspeaker and its
cabinet. The majority of guitar- amp modelling programs also
include the characteristics and position of the microphone that
would be used in the studio to record the real thing, so that the
DAW user can make adjustments to fine-tune the sound by, for
example, moving the mic further from the speaker or moving it
slightly to one side.

www.sonnoxpluglns.com

Oxford
Plugms :
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A typical guitar- amp modelling plug-in

buffer size you can get away with, so as

might also include arange of popular

to minimise latency, though the version

effects pedals, again modelled, that

of Line 6's Pod Farm designed to work

can be placed before the amplifier and

with aLine 6audio interface includes an

adjusted in the same way as the real thing.

ingenious low- latency monitoring mode

Other plug- ins, such as the Line 6Pod

that still lets you hear all the modelled

Farm and NI's Guitar Rig, allow the user to

amps and effects as you play.

set up two amplifier chains to create more
complex sounds.

Finally, although these plug- ins are

Hardware Add-ons
Some guitar modelling software
can be used with optional hardware
controllers to, for example, switch
individual effects on and off during
performance or to control wah-wah
effects from apedal.

designed primarily for use with guitar
actually part of the program.

"The majority of plug- ins are what we
call ' native', using the power of the host
computer's CPU and RAM. However, some
require additional DSP ( Digital Signal
Processing) to run."

• Your DAW's plug-in format must be
supported by the plug- ins you wish to
run, though many come with an installer
for several different formats and some
DAWs can run more than one plug-in
format. The common formats are VST,
AU, RTAS, Direct X and MOTU's Digital
Performer- specific MAS.
• Plug- ins come at every price point, from
freeware and shareware up to high-end

This approach provides the guitar

and bass, they can be very effective if used

player with acomplete recording signal

for processing keyboards or even vocals. As

chain, the only proviso being that the

ever, if something sounds good, it is good.

guitar needs to be either plugged into
the audio interface via ahigh- impedance
instrument input, if it has one, or into the

Summary
• Plug- ins are additional pieces of

mic input via ahigh- impedance active DI

software that can be accessed from

reverbs that might cost more than your
DAW program.
• The amount of CPU overhead varies
enormously too, with complex software
instruments and high- quality reverbs
being the most power-hungry.
• Learn to use the Effects Send system

box. Plugging directly into the line input

within your DAW to furnish you with

will compromise the tone of the guitar to

extra signal processors, effects and

plug- ins, such as reverb, conserve

some extent, as the impedance is lower

software instruments. Some DAWs,

than that of an actual guitar amp.

such as Logic, also come with aset of
built-in processors and instruments

CPU power and make your mix easier
to handle. Putting aseparate reverb

While all the market- leading modelled
guitar processing plug- ins ( including Line

that behave like plug- ins but are

to allow channels to share common

plug-in into every channel that needs
reverb is very wasteful. III

6Pod Farm, Native Instruments' Guitar
rig, IK Multimedia Amplitube, Softube's
Vintage Amp Room and Waves Eleven) can
produce exceptionally good sounds, they
don't all sound the same. This might seem
odd, as they all purport to model asimilar
range of amps and processors, but
perhaps the way to look at it is that the
same gear recorded in different studios
by different engineers would also produce
different results. Guitar tone is very
subjective, so which sounds best is down
to the preference of the individual.
A big advantage of the modelling
approach, other than the obvious one of
not needing aloud amplifier when you're
feeling creative after midnight, is that the
guitar sound itself is recorded perfectly
cleanly and all the tonal shaping, overdrive
and effects come from the plug-in. That
means that if you get to the mixing
stage and decide your guitar would have
sounded better through, say, aVox amp
rather than aFender Twin, you can change
it very easily.
When using modelled guitar amps, it is
important to set your DAW to the lowest
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Selected Manufacturers
Avid
www.avid.com
AudioEase
www.audioease.com
Antares
www.antarestech.com
BIAS
www.bias-inc.com
Cakewalk
www.cakewalk.com
Celemony
www.celemony.com
Focusrite
www.focusrite.com
FXpansion
www.fxpansion.com
IK Multimedia
www.ikmultimedia.com
Izotope
www.izotope.com
Lexicon
www.lexiconpro.com
Line 6
www.line6.com
McDSP
www.mcdsp.com

MOTU
www.motu.com
Native Instruments
www.nativeinstruments.com
PSP
www.pspsaudioware.com
SofTube
www.softube.com
Slate Digital
www.slatedigital.com
Sonnox
www.sonnoxplugins.com
Sound Toys
www.soundtoys.com
SPL
www.spl.info
Steinberg
www.steinberg.com
SSL
www.solid-state-logic.com
TC Electronic
www.tcelectronic.com
Universal Audio
www.uaudio.com
Waves
www.waves.com

INSTRUM ENTS

Any DAW that accepts plug-in instruments is aplayground for creatuye composers.

T

hese days, you can fill your computer

using patch cords to create even more

with the kind of synths and other

elaborate sounds, but it could be argued

instruments that would cost asmall

that the basic analogue paradigm was set

fortune to buy in hardware form. But this is

by the vintage Moog Minimoog, aportable,

also where you need the most computing

monophonic instrument.

power, as some of the more sophisticated
instruments can be quite power hungry.

A simple analogue synth might mix
the sounds from two oscillators capable

Sample- based instruments use alot of

of producing the basic wave-shapes,

RAM, so an investment in awell-specified

with athird oscillator to control vibrato,

computer really pays off.

tremolo or other cyclic effects. Though

Synthesizers
Synthesizers started life as fairly basic

synths varied in what they offered, most
started out with oscillators capable of
producing sine, square, triangular and

analogue devices, whose raw waveforms

rectangular waves, often with the ability

were shaped into musical sounds by means

to modulate the rectangular wave's ' pulse

of filter circuitry and envelope generators.

width' to create achorus- like effect.

The pitch of the waveforms was controlled

'Envelopes' could be applied to volume

from akeyboard and the sound could be

to create anything from percussive beeps

modified by adding pitch vibrato, slurring

to slow swells, while the filter frequency

between notes ( portamento) and other

could also follow an envelope to produce

means. There were also big rack systems

more interesting sounds. Typical envelope

whose modules could be interconnected

generators have controls for attack

"Many plug-in
instruments now
comprise asampler
with its own
dedicated sample
set and optimised
user interface, which
in some cases can
be further expanded
by buying add-on
sample packs."
Music Technology Basics fs Beyond
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Moog's Voyager OS hardware synth,
above, has preserved the visual aesthetic
of its 1970s forebear, the Minimoog. The
Minimoog's look and sound is also faithfully
modelled by Arturia, in their Minimoog V
plug-in instrument.
» (time), decay (time), sustain (ievel) and
release (time). Modern instruments, both
hardware and software, may offer further
stages, so that more complex envelopes
can be created.
Analogue- style synths are still much in
demand by those who make dance music,
so it comes as no surprise that many of
the popular ones have been emulated

in software. Purists may claim they don't

used digital oscillators to modulate each

can come very close indeed. it is fairly

others' frequencies to create harmonically

common for new leatures to oe added

rich waveforms reminiscent of bells,

to make the instruments more flexible,

electric pianos and plucked strings. Few

the most obvious one being adding more

people could get their heads around the

polyphony. Playing one note at atime is

programming aspect of these machines but

great for bass lines and some types of lead

they came with aset of factory presets that

solc or melody, but today's player wants to

were enough to keep many users happy.

be able to play chords.
Synths have evo!ved dramatically cver
the past half century, and new synthesis

There's awide variety of plug-in instruments
to choose from. From orchestral sounds
to drum samples, synths and fantasy
instruments.., with p4ug-in instruments, the
world is your oyster!
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synthesizer, adigital instrument that

sound exactly like' the real thing, but they

Nowadays, FM synthesis : savailable in
plug-in formal.
PPG and Korg produced wave

methods have been developed. Even so,

sequencing instruments where short

the idea of starting with abasic sound and

sections of digitally stored sound could

treating it with envelopes and filters is still

be changed over time by morphing or

at the heart of many instruments.

fading from one audio sample or waveform

Beyond Analogue

to another. Sounds that occur in nature
tend to change over time rather than

Yamaha created astir in the early 1980s

being static so this technology made it

with their DX7 FM (Frequency Modulation)

possible to produce abstract sounds with

NOT ALL MUSICAL
INSTRUMENTS ARE
CREATED

EQUAL

That's why we created the new RECEPTOR 2 +
line of hardware plug-in players
Virtual instruments and effects have sound quality that is unequaled.
But if you want to use them live, well, some ways of running them
just don't cut it. If you need an irstrument with amazing audio and
performance to take your music to the next level, it's time you check
out the new RECEPTOR 2+ line of dedicated hardware plug-in players.
The RECEPTOR 2 + family gives you more storage capacity and extra
processing power to enable your virtual instruments and effects to run
THE NEW RECEPTOR 2 + LINE FEATURES:
-RECEPTOR 2 + : Now with 750GB of hard disk
storage in asleek new black package.
•RECEPTOR 2PRO + : Now with an even faster
3GHz processor and a1TB hard drive.
•RECEPTOR 2PRO MAX + : An astounding 1.5TB
drive and the fastest- in- class processor available.
•Legendary 24- bit audio quality does justice to
your virtual instruments and effects.
•Amazing " Snapshots" mode lets you select from
dozens of instruments and effects instantly.
•Completely self-contained, yet integrates with
your Mac or PC to enhance your current system.

with superior performance and stability.
Pr3s around the world rely on RECEPTOR gig after gig to provide unrivaled
sound and feel. But unlike alaptop, RECEPTOR won't smash into amillion
pieces if dropped, suddenly "go rrissing" between sets, or overheat in the
middle of your performance. RECEPTOR is abetter alternative with all
metal construction, dedicated rack- mount design and over- designed
cooling to get you through those not summer shows. And now the
RECEPTOR 2+ models offer faster performance and greater storage
capacity to hold those huge sample libraries...
INSIDE The unit where they belong.

Simply put, our new RECEPTOR 2 + line has
no equal. Check it out at museresearch.com
or at your nearest Muse Research dealer.

Virtual Instruments. Real Solutions
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» an organic character. Korg's Wavestation
is still available as aplug-in that faithfully
recreates both the original synth and
its patch library. Wave-sequencing has
also entered the more general realm of
synthesis and crops up in other instruments.
Later-generation synthesizers started
out with digitally sampled sounds instead
of basic waveforms, and the samples could
be taken from analogue synths, orchestral
instruments, human voices or anything
else that could be coaxed into producing
amusical result. The Korg M1 and Roland's
D50 were amongst the earliest instruments
to popularise this approach but now the
hybrid ' sample and synthesis' approach is
commonplace.

A Model Approach
Modelling is used both for emulating
existing hardware instruments ( usually
analogue) and for emulating studio effects

Spectrasonics' Omnisphere.

and signal processors, but it can also

from the analogue synth traditionalist

be used to create new instruments by

to the contemporary composer. Those

aslightly modified form. Most also allow

modelling physical processes. For example,

early sample- based synths had only

you to record your own samples and there

Yamaha pioneered amodelling system for

afew MB of sample memory ROM,

creating the sound of wind instruments,

are some excellent bits of software around

but today's software leviathans, such as

to help make the process less arduous.

both real and imaginary, while Logic's

Spectrasonics' Omnisphere, corne with

If, however, you need an orchestral string

Sculpture synth models the sound of bars

many gigabytes of samples.

section, you're probably going to want to

of various materials and sizes being struck,

buy the sample library rather than sample
it yourself After all, apiano sample might

Samplers

bowed or plucked.
Today's plug-in instruments can

The line between synthesizers and samplers

include up to 128 'velocity layers' for eadi

draw on any of the synthesis methods

gets alittle blurry these days, as most

of its 88 keys, which adds up to over 11,000
individual samples — and that's just for one
instrument.

I've mentioned, and more. Some of

samplers include volume and filter envelope

the smaller independent companies

capability. It's probably fair to say that these

produce some seriously left-field stuff, so

instruments tend to be used mainly to play

there's something to appeal to everyone

bra ysamples, either as they corne or in

Of course, if you just want to record
your dog belching and then play that
one sample over athree- octave range,

lien Meted
(Nutmeg Ste* •

no problem! You can buy sample libraries

9bow• Mum, •
•

--eW"

covering every genre you can think of,

laste

including ethnic and rock drums. There's
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of urban and dance grooves and loops
available. Just make sure the library is
compatible with your specific software
sampler before you buy.

F‘arr,

Many plug-in instruments now

.
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also ahuge and ever-evolving selection

3.4.

00

comprise asampler with its own
dedicated sample set and optimised
user interface, which in some cases
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can be further expanded by buying
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add-on sample packs. The reason for
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this approach is that the controls and
user interface can be tailored to the type
of library rather than being ageneric
sampler control panel. For example, drum
sample instruments often show graphics
of the drum kit in use, where you can
click on the various drums to hear their

Korg Ml: apopular sampling synthesizer plug-in.
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sounds and access menus associated
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Most plug-in instruments will visually emulate the characteristics of their physical
zounterparts. This picture of the Native Instruments Vintage Organs liorary shows drawbars
on the right-hand side of the screen, echoing those used on a ' real' organ.
with each drum to load alternative kit

track from the hard drive. You can't make

pieces. There may also be amixer section

changes to the frozen track, but you

where you can mix samples taken from

can unfreeze it and go back to working

the close mics, the overhead mics and

with the synth again if you need to make

room mics, just as if you were mixing

further changes. Where there is no freeze

areal studio session. An organ sample

function, it's usually still possible to record

library instrument, by contrast, may

or export the synth track as an audio file

have drawbars for mix.ng the various

once you are sure everything is correct.

tones and organ-specific effects, such as

More sophisticated instruments, such as

arotary speaker.

drum instruments with different miking

CPU Overload

controls may be able to be exported as
abunch of separate audio files, allowing

Even the fastest computer can start to

you to change the balance of the various

feel overworked if you happen to want to

kit components at alater stage.

run alot of processor- intensive instrument

Alternatively, you could choose to run

plug- ins at the same time, but most DAWs

power-hungry software instruments from

offer aworkaround. Some, like Logic, have

adedicated hardware platform such as the

a ' freeze' option, which essentially turns

Muse Receptor or the SM Pro V- Machine.

the finished synth track into atemporary

Effectively, these are PC processors running

audio file, thus freeing up CPU capacity in

adedicated operating system (OS) that

exchange for streaming one more audio

makes them very efficient at this task. III

•
1:7ECEP 7-0.4
,ue .

The Muse Receptor Pro Max — great for running your software instruments
externally and freeing up CPU reserves for your DAW.

Selected Manufacturers
Arturia
www.arturia.com
Best Service
www bestservice.de
Cakewalk
www ca <ewalk.com
East West
www eastwes-t.com
FXpansion
www.fxpansion.com
Garritan
www.gairitan.com
GForce
www.gforcesoftware.com
Ilio
wwwilio.corn
Image Une
www.image-line.com
Korg
www.ko-g.com
Native Instruments
www.nativeirstruments.com
Spectrasonics
www.spectrasonics.com
Steinberg
wwv".steinberg.com
Time + Space
www.timespace.com
Toontrack
www.toontrack.com
Yamaha
www.yamaha.com
XLN Audio
www.xlnaudio.com
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UIEWS

The look of your DAVV could be anything from simple

and functional to awork of art. But what are all those
different windows for?

B

that is based on the track view first
popularised by Steinberg.

You can think of the main or arrange
page as the base for your DAW. It may
have adifferent name, depending on the

efore you can even think aoout
getting your head around DAW

software so you don't have to speak to the

DAW you choose, but I'll stick to ' arrange'

computer in its own terms (that is, in strings

for now as it is the page where you arrange

software, you need to be familiar

of binary numbers). A typical DAW will have
several different window views to allow you

the tracks are most often represented by

with the basic operation of your Apple Mac
Windows PC computer. It is also essential

your audio and MIDI instrument tracks. Here

to concentrate on the task in hand without

horizontal strips, often containing avisual

to learn how to install new software and

the screen being full of everything all the

representation of the audio waveform (or

drivers, access menus, open, move and

time. Some DAWs, such as Logic, allow you

MIDI data) with time running from left to

resize windows, and create, open and save

to switch between different views using

files. It is also avery good idea to learn

right. A cursor or ' current time' line moves

tabs on the main screen, though you can

along the tracks from left to right as you play

the common key commands that tend to

also open multiple windows at the same

or record. The usual convention is to have

be used across different types of software,

time if you want to. Others, such as Pro

such as copy, paste, delete, undo and redo.

atimeline ' ruler' running along the top of the

Tools, try to keep the number of different

You also need to know how to find the

screen showing bars and beats, though there

screens to aminimum so that you essentially

Preferences for programs, as you may well

may be the option to switch this to minutes

flip between the two main views: track

and seconds, which is more useful if you're

need to make some changes there. You

recording and mixing. Additional windows

editing apiece of dialogue. Using markers,

don't need to be acomputer expert, but

it is generally possible to set up loop points

you do need to know your ROM from your

open when you adjust aplug-in processor
or instrument, so you need to work in

RAM and know the difference between CPU

an organised way to prevent the screen

punch- in and punch-out points, which put

speed and hard- drive size.

getting too cluttered, especially if you're

atrack into record for aspecific section

working on alaptop computer with limited

only. This is helpful to replace a 'fudged'

screen space.

vocal phrase, for example. There's also the

or

GUI
A term you'll come across fairly often
when discussing music software is ' GUI',

OK, so what windows can we expect

to denote various points within asong so
that you can jump to them quickly.

pronounced ' gooey', which simply stands

are exactly alike, but the most common
views are the ' main' or ' arrange' window

the program designer's way of giving you

(where you can see the various audio and

avisual operating environment for the

MIDI tracks), the ' mixer' view (where your
recordings are mixed and processed),

One way to manage the various
windows is to make use of the scFeenset
feature that many DAWs provide.
Essentially you choose ascreen o,
combination of screens and then Jse
akey command to recall them. Using
this system you can set up several
frequently used screen views and
then flip between them using simple
key commands.

a ' piano- roll' MIDI view (where MIDI data
can be edited), awaveform edit view
(where you can examine and edit the audio
waveform in fine detail), and the list of audio
files used within aproject.

Track View
Though some DAWs, such as Ableton Live,
adopt asomewhat different visual and
operational approach to other mainstream
DAWs, the majority have amain page,
sometimes called the ' arrange' page,
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provision to create multiple location markers

to find in atypical DAW? No two DAWs

for ' Graphical User Interface'. The GUI is

Screensets Save Time

in the timeline. You can also add automatic

Ableton Live
Ableton's Live adopts arather
different main- screen paradigm, as
it was initially developed from the
basis of manipulating audio and MIDI
loops during live performance. Here,
the main screen looks something
like aspreadsheet with rows and
cells. Audio or MIDI clips are
dropped into the cells and can be
automatically adapted to the tempo
of the project.
Live may also be used to record and
edit audio in amore generic DAW-like
way, although that is not its main focus.

1131111

...

(1

Many Tracks Moke
Light Work
If you have achunk of audio that you
may need later, you cam either park it
on an existing track past the end of
the song parts that yot. have already
assembled, or put it on amuted track
until you need it. Even though aDAW
can only play back afinite number of
tracks at the same time, you can have
many more tracks in th aproject, as long
as the unused ones are muted to avoid
them taking up computing power.

Typical quantise
menus from Pro
Tools and Logic.
Quantisation is
tremendously
helpful in aligning
audio with the beat.

time there until you
come to do the mix.
Another popularly
adopted paradigm
is that asection to
the left of the screen
is used to view and
set track parameters
such as input sources, quantise settings and

many other options that allow for both

record audio and MIDI parts and where

so on. Steinberg call this the ' Inspector',

straight 4/4 time and triplets, as well as

you subsequently edit, copy or move

which is as good aname as any!

various 'swing' options and more complex

This arrange window is where you

parts as required. Individual audio tracks

Quantisation is important as it allows

and subtle ' grooves' that incorporate

can be set to record in either mono or

small timing errors to be corrected.

musically satisfying deviations from

stereo, though two physical inputs on your

Originally applicable only to MIDI data,

strict tempo.

interface will be required to carry astereo

quantising forces notes to move to the

signal. In effect, the arrange window is

nearest positions on atime grid, which most

Quantisation can rob music of its natura,
feel, which is why the majority of DAWs

the area in which you both record and

DAWs allow you to specify as subdivisions

now include apercentage-quantise function

assemble the elements that make up your

of amusical bar. A typical value might be

to allow notes to be pushed closer to the

composition, so you'll spend most of your

eighths or 16ths (of abar) but there are

grid but not all the way. For example,
a50- percent quantise value would place the
note mid-way between where you played
it and the nearest quantise grid division.
There will probably beadditional options for
transposing MIDI events or changing other
MIDI settings.
A typical ' inspector' view always relates
to the currently selected track. This section
may also include afader or even acomplete
channel strip relating to the current track,
again depending on the DAW. The transport
controls usually sit at the top or bottom of
the screen where they are easy to access
but not in the way of other actions. There
will also be key-command equivalents of

1111i1

-11i1
MrIZMC

the transport keys, which make for more
ergonomic operation.

Cut To The Beat
Obviously, editing is simplest if you
have recorded everything to the DAW's
1111221Mi
11=1:LE1

metronome/click track, as you can make

2
=_311
• ••• 121!

=II =II

you're editing is all at the same tempo (you

• • •

11=3M1
=UM

•

•

•

cuts on bar lines. Provided the sect.on
can insert tempo changes in songs if that's
the kind of music you do!), everything will
still line up correctly. There may be further

111=1M1

tweaking to do so that edits fall between
r."7".
• • •

•1111i

notes rather than in the middle of them,
but, even if you must edit mid- note, you
can do various tricks, such as crossfading,

Steinberg first popularised the use of an arrange window displaying regions along atimeline, but
it's now astandard of most DAWs. Note how similar the view is in Logic and Pro Tools.

to help disguise the edit. Even if you've cut
the end off apiece of audio, you can still get »
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seep

Setting

Setting

Setting

Setting

Setting

Setting

as needed. Many of the functions that can

EQ

be accessed in the arrange view can also be
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The mixer views of different DAWs will
allow you to see different things. In Logic's
mixer view, shown here, we can see the
various different plug- ins used on each
track, for example.
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will differ in the detail, but some degree of
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from either view. Of course, every DAW
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convergence is to be expected.
When you have the mix sounding the
way you want it, you can create amono,
stereo (and often surround) mix using
aprocess known as ' bouncing', in which
anew file is created that represents your
final mix. This may be used to create

to change its length. Track automation is

atrack on aCD, or you can make an

also available from the arrange window,

MP3 version to post on the Internet.

invariably with adisplay option to view and

Many DAWs can produce MP3s for you

edit the automation data.

at the bouncing stage. If you want to
burn an audio CD, your final bounced

» it back by adjusting the end position of the

Pool, Bin Or Folder?

audio region: edits such as cutting regions,

As you record audio into the arrange

stereo interleaved format, unless you use

changing their length, moving them or

window, every track, overdub and alternative

aseparate CD- burning program that can

copying them are all ' non-destructive'.

take is recorded as aseparate audio file.

change the format for you.

The ' copy' command is particularly

Most DAWs allow these to be accessed

audio file must be in 16- bit, 44.1kHz

Edit Views

useful in contemporary music production.

individually, and these are all kept, whether

This is because it allows you, for example,

or not they are shown in the arrange

Also known as the ' waveform view' in some

to use the same chorus vocals for each

window, unless you deliberately discard

programs, the ' edit' window lets you zoom

chorus in asong, or to take atwo-bar drum

your unused files. You can view the files

in on any section of the audio waveform

pattern and make it play continuously for

used in the current project via adedicated

to make permanent, or ' destructive', edits

10 minutes!

window. In Steinberg's Cubase this is called

like level changes, fades and so on. Typical

the ' audio pool', in Apple's Logic it is called

applications include removing instrument

appropriate, it is still perfectly possible to

the 'audio bin', Sonar has a ' project folder'

noises before playing starts or between

make seamless edits. This takes alittle more

and in Pro Tools it is a ' region list'. As well as

notes, reducing the level of the singer's

care as you have to use both the audio

recording audio, most DAWs let you import

breath noises, or even reversing specific

waveform displays and your ears to help

existing audio files, often simply by dragging

sections of audio. If you're worried about

you align the various parts. Furthermore,

them into the audio pool or even directly

making achange that you might later

the quantise facility will be of no use to

into the arrange window.

Where working to aclick is not

you as your bar lines won't match those

Also, check how to select and delete

regret, you can make acopy of the original
song, including its audio files. If the same

of the tempo grid. A useful tip for editing

unused files, as all those unused takes

piece of audio is used more than once in an

multiple-track projects is to use the grouping

waste space on your hard drive. Be careful,

arrangement, making adestructive edit will

facility included in most DAWs. It allows

however, not to clean up until the project

affect all the copies. You can, however, make

multiple tracks to be locked together, so

is done as you might just need one of

copies of audio files or regions so that you

achange to one changes them all. This is

those trashed files if you make changes to

can edit one without affecting the other.

agood way to work if you need to add or

the arrangement.

remove acomplete section from asong

Space Smart
When you copy apiece of audio in
the arrange window, you're not really
making acopy but rather tellinc the
DAW to use the same piece twice.
That 'means that unless you make
adeli Derate physical copy of apiece
of audio for aspecific purpose, no
additional hard drive space is taken
up. However, if you make ades:ructive
change to the audio, such as silencing
asection, all the arrange window copies
will be affected.
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Mixer View
Another commonly used window is the

Different edit views are used for editing
MIDI tracks. A typical DAW displays the
notes on a ' piano roll' view, or as asimple
list of MIDI instructions alongside their time

'mixer' view, which is generally set out

positions, relative to the bars and beats of

somewhat like aconventional analogue

the song's click tempo. Many also provide

mixer. You can use the mouse to drag the

atraditional musical score view. However,

on-screen faders and knobs to the desired

as DAWs tend to be too literal in their

position. Some DAWs show EQ for every

interpretation of what is being played,

channel here, also, while others leave it up

musical training is usually required to tweak

to you to call up achannel EQ section if you

the score if you intend other musicians to be

need it. The tracks recorded in the arrange

able to play from it.

window correspond to the mixer channels in
the mixer window, but, unlike an analogue

Piano Roll

console, the mixer in your DAW can expand

The piano roll is arguably the most intuitive

or contract to match the number of tracks

view for MIDI- note editing. The keys of

used in your project. It is also routine to be

apiano keyboard appear vertically down

This MIDI Editor from
Reaper is fairly typical of
those you'll see in most
DAWs. Notice how the
notes are represented by
blocks of colour.

Neaten Up Your Timing
If your timing isn't good in the
first place, the nearest quantise grid
line might be even further from your
intended note position than you played
it, so you may have to reposition some
notes manually by dragging in the
piano roll editor.

factory and user settings,
where applicable, and
sometimes an A/B

A relatively modern addition to

switch for comparing
two different sets of

the ' standard' DAW approach is

panel settings. The

abrowser- style window that can access

majority of DAWs allow

not only the audio files used in the project,

plug-in controls to be
automated in the same

but also libraries of audio loops, sample
libraries and software instruments. This

way as the DAW's own

provides afast way of locating what you

mixer controls.
Although the majority

need without having to search through
endless files and folders.
Some loop formats, such as Apple

of DAWs support one
or more formats of third- party plug-in,

Loops, allow you to be drop aloop directly

is represented by grid divisions running

Propellerhead's Record uses only its own

into aproject, whereupon the loop tempo

horizontally, and MIDI notes are shown as

built-in effects and instruments, unless you

automatically changes to match that of the

horizontal bars lining up with the keys and

also have Reason installed, in which case all

project. As arule, the further the tempo

grid. Using standard mouse moves, notes

of Reason's effects and instruments are also

is changed from that at which the loop

may be dragged to different locations

accessible from within Record.

was originally created, the less natural it

one side of the screen, time and rhythm

in pitch or time, changed in length and

Other Windows

adjusted in velocity. It is commonplace to

will sound. The loops, again, appear in the
browser and can be ' auditioned' from there
before loading.

be able to quantise notes to make them

Even DAWs with only one or two main

snap to the nearest grid subdivision from

windows will usually have additional

this view, though it may also be possible to

smaller windows, accessed via menus, that

quantise MIDI data from the arrange view.

enable you to adjust the buffer size, set

It's also now commonplace for DAWs

preferences and define project settings,

to allow you to import video to aid with

The Toolbar

Video

such as sample rate and bit depth. While

composing music to picture. This places

As with graphics programs, most DAWs

most mainstream DAWs offer roughly the

more load on your CPU, so if you do this

utilise atoolbox or toolbar that allows

same core features and have similar user

kind of work on aregular basis, you should

you to select different tools, depending

parameters that need setting up, you'll

buy the most powerful computer you can

on what you're trying to do. The default

need to consult the manual for your specific

afford. A typical DAW has no video-editing

is the pointer tool, which is used for

DAW, as every designer seems to conspire

facilities, so you'd need to edit the video

selecting things and, in conjunction with

to hide their menus in different places!

first, then work on the sound. MI

the mouse button, for moving items or
adjusting controls.
Other common tools include scissors

u•

O

e

or knife icons for splitting audio tracks into
separate regions or for splitting MIDI notes
in the piano-roll editor, an eraser for deleting
items, amagnifying glass for zooming in,
and so on. You may also find specialist tools
for creating fades between audio regions in
atrack, muting regions or MIDI notes and

11110•111111111

other DAW-specific functions.

Plug- ins
Plug- ins open in their own windows,
which can be dragged to anywhere on the
screen. As so many different people create
plug- ins, the GUI can be anything from
abasic box with sliders to aphoto- realistic
image of the equipment being emulated.
There's usually the ability to load and save
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Sampling and loop
construction is widely used
in many genres. But how
can you make good use of
them in your own tracks,
and what pitfalls should
you watch out for?

T
. he

term ' loop' is often used to
describe ashort section of audio or
MIDI that's repeated to form the basis

of atrack. For example, you may repeat a
couple of bars of drums to form abacking
track, over which you can lay vocal and
instrument parts. The loops may be audio
or MIDI files, they may be played from
asynth or sampler, or you could record
them yourself. To use loops quickly and
effectively in your tracks, you really need
to build up agood loop library, containing
arange of material in the genres you're
primarily interested in, and to have some
means of organising that library, so that you
can find what you need without disrupting
your creative flow.

Tempo- matching
Working with loops is all about getting the
timing and tempo right. In older DAWs,
changing the tempo of an audio loop meant
you also had to change its pitch, so it only
sounded right if the DAW was running at the
same tempo as the loop in question. That
was aproblem when trying to work with
two loops of different tempos! Thankfully,
ways have been devised to change aloop's
tempo independently of pitch. The broad
choice is to 'slice' or to use atime-stretch
algorithm. Neither is perfect, as they both
create audible side effects that become
more noticeable the further you move from
the loop's original tempo, particularly when
trying to slow the loop down.

Beat- slicing
Slicing (or ' beat-slicing') became popular
with Propellerhead's Recycle software, which
enabled the creation of REX audio files,
and similar functionality has since become
available in most DAWs. The technique
involves taking aloop and cutting it apart
at the transients to create separate ' slices'
(beats or notes), which are played back via
MIDI. Each beat is played at the original
tempo, but the spaces between the beats
are modified. You may hear some artifacts,

Sample Translation
Samples often contain metadata to
provide the host with information like
sample rate and loop points. However,
samples created for one device may
not play back correctly on another.
Third- party programs such as Chicken
Systems Translator can be used to
convert samples between the more
popular sampler formats.

but the less you deviate from the original
tempo, the fewer artifacts you'll hear.
Spectrasonics' Stylus RMX plug-in
instrument is based on this slicing approach
but uses sophisticated technology to allow
you to take things further. Essentially,
individual beats are created with adequately

AREX-sliced drum sample: each beat has
been separated into individual ' slices',
enabling precise playback and reducing
artifacts when adjust.ng the tempo.

long decay and reverb times, so that

software that we get the word 'Acidised'),

when the audio ' slices' are slowed down

but Apple ‘_oops work in asimilar way,

you don't end up with atell-tale gap

as does the timestetching functionality

between the beats. Similarly, when the

built into DAWs like Cubase and Pro Tools.

tempo is increased, the samples are given

Loops that have been treated in this way

of the waveform is very similar, and then to

afaster release time to avoid the sound

can be changed in both pitch and tempo

arrange for this section to be looped as long

of overlapping hits. Although the user can

(independently of each other) over ausefully

as akey on the keyboard is held down. To

create their own REX files from existing

large range before the sound quality

avoid unwanted clicks, make the two points

recordings, the necessary software to create

suffers significantly.

coincide with the same part of the waveform

Stylus RMX loops is only available to the
developers of approved expansion packs.

Time- stretching
Time-stretching literally stretches or

cycle. Also, be careful to choose points that

Loops In Sampling

still sound natural if there's vibrato or other
modulation present. With care, you can

The word ' loop' also relates to samplers.
When you press akey, you'll hear the start

create sounds that appear natura' and can

of the sampled note, and this is followed

sustain indefinitely.
Unfortunately, you can't always find apair

shrinks an audio loop to make it fit the

by alooped section. When you release

desired tempo, adding in or removing

the key, you'll either hear the looped

of loop points where the waveform is exactly

audio information as necessary. Different

section continue under the control of

the same, so you'll often hear aclick or thud

time-stretch algorithms work better on

adecay envelope, or will hear the end

as the note loops. To address this problem,

different source material. An algorithm

section of the sampled sound. In the early

use acrossfade, so that the end of the loop

that's good for stretching asustained

days of sampling, when memory was very

fades out and the start of the loop fades in

tone, for example, may cause undesirable

expensive, sample- library designers had to

at the loop point. (The audio is overlapped

doubling or flamming when used on drum

be very clever at creating seamless loops,

during the crossfade.) As arule, the shorter

sounds. Generally, you'll be presented with

and their techniques are still useful.

the crossfade the better, because having

options for percussion, and monophonic or
polyphonic source material.
Some loop formats, such as Acidised

Let's assume you've recorded aflute

two parts audible at the same time can

playing asingle note for five seconds, and

result in an unnaturaf chorus- like effect.
With so many great sample libraries

you import the result into your sampler. The

available, many people don't bother to

WAVs, include embedded ' metadata' to

maximum playback time without cnanging

control the time-stretching process, so that

the pitch MI be five seconds, but if you loop

create their own samples, but it's agreat

the most appropriate algorithm is used on

asection of the note smoothly you can make

way to get original sounds. If rolling your

each loop. Sony's Acid was the first piece

it last much longer. The secret to smooth

own samples interests you, look out for

of music software to fully embrace loops

looping is to find two poirts during the

specialist programs that make the job

as amethod of composition (it's from this

section of audio where the shape and level

easier. For example, if ( like me) you use

...rm..

)

fl

flfl

.0,

e, •

It's important to
accurately select
the beginning and
end of aloop when
sampling, to avoid
unwanted clicks
and pops.
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- lasses Lepto
•

» Apple Logic's EXS24 sampler, check out the

'6'

sample-editing tools from Redmatica.

Software Samplers
Although software samplers are often used
to play instrument sounds, they can also be
used to play back complete loops and audio
phrases like guitar riffs or vocal lines, which
you may repeat in asong but wouldn't
normally expect to loop. Native Instruments'
Kontakt is apowerful software sampler,
which has all the sound- manipulation
abilities of asophisticated synth combined
with comprehensive sampling capabilities.

Further Pointers
• There's no shortage of loop libraries, the

Apple Logic's
EXS24 ( top)
and Native
Instruments'
Kontakt
Player
(bottom)
— two
examples of
very good
samplers to
help with
your sound
manipulation
and loopion
magic!
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majority of which can be used without
paying any further licence fee, but be very
careful when creating loops from existing
records: any commercial release must
be cleared with the sample's copyright
holders before you proceed, even if
you've only used asingle bar of drums.
• Your choice of DAW will be influenced
by how much of your music is based on
loops. Even the most basic DAW can
be pressed into service for loop- based
music, but some DAWs, such as Sony's
Acid and Ableton's Live include some
more advanced loop- based features.
• Samplers are useful when you want
to change the sound of an audio loop
using, for example, envelope shapers or
filters. Using loops directly in aDAW's
audio track is more convenient when

Its ' spreadsheet' approach to

the loop is to be used ' as is' or when

composition is alittle unusual in

subsequent processing can be achieved

comparison with ' mainstream' DAWs,

via plug-in effects.

but it offers apowerful means to layer

• Ableton Live and Sony Acid are the

and synchronise audio loops. There

preferred choice of many DJ-style

are also several dedicated hardware

musicians. Ableton Live is particularly

controllers available for Ableton Live to

powerful in allowing loops to be

make live performance amuch more

manipulated during live performance.

tactile experience. MI

The Akai APC40
hardware controller
for Ableton's Live,
which enables you
to control your
loops and samples
through physical
controls rather than
with amouse.
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Selected Manufacturers
Ableton
www.ableton.com
Apple
www.apple.com
Best Service
www.bestservice.de
Big Fish Audio
www.bigfishaudio.com
East West
www.eastwestsamples.com
IK Multimedia
www.ikmultimedia.com
Ili°
www ilio.com
Native Instruments
www nativeinstruments.com
Propellerhead
www propellerheads.se
Sony
www.sonycreativesoftware.com
Spectrasonics
www.spectrasonics.net
Time + Space
www.timespace.com
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It may seem daunting, but understanding

the basics of how your mixer works is crucial

t

to getting the most from your DAW.

D

AW mixers usually follow the design
of an analogue console fairly closely,
so it is worthwhile going over the

distorted, if too low, the sound will
be too quiet and probably also quite
hissy. Microphones generate very small

basic elements if you haven't had much

electrical signals and need aspecial type

previous experience with mixers.

of preamplifier. The mic preamplifier also

Mixers comprise several identical
'building blocks', known as channels, plus
amaster section. The purpose of achannel
is to change the level and EQ of the signal

needs to be able to provide phantom power
if it will be used with capacitor microphones
or active DI boxes.
Obviously, you can't create amic preamp

fed into it and to provide variable- level

in software, so the virtual mixer in your DAW

feeds both to external effect units and

needs to be fed with the correct signal level

for performer- monitoring

from your audio interface.

purposes. After the EQ

gain control on the audio interface takes

Many audio interfaces have

the place of the gain trim for DAW users.

section, the channel signal

two or more variable-gain

Directly after the input gain stage comes the

then passes through

mic preamps built-in, but

equalisation section, which is not visible on

achannel fader and pan

if the inputs are line only,

some DAWs unless you add an EQ plug-in to

control before being sent

aseparate mic preamp will

the channel or enable the channel EQ. That's

onto what is known as

be needed.

one advantage of hardware: all the knobs

the stereo mix bus. This
connects all the channel

The Mixer Channel

outputs and is where the

As mixer channels are

and sliders are on show all of the time.

Inserts

signals from all the individual

pretty much repetitions

channels are combined

of the same thing, let's

insert point, usually on aTRS jack socket,

according to their individual

consider avery basic

that comes directly before the EQ stage.

fader settings. The channel

four-channel mixer with

In some of the more sophisticated mixers

'pan' control dictates how

simple bass and treble

it can be switched to come pre or post the

much of the signal is fed to

equalisation. Most compact

the left mixer bus and how

hardware mixers have

much to the right, enabling

separate input sockets for

sounds to be positioned

both the microphone (XLR)

across the stereo mix.

and line- input (jack) signals,

Signal Levels

but usually only one can
be used at atime, and the

Internally, mixers are

gain-trim control at the

designed to work within

top of the channel applies

aparticular range of signal

to whichever is in use. The

levels. Anything fed into the
mixer has to be brought up
to alevel that fits into that
range. If the input level is
too high, the sound will be
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Atypical view of amixer
channel strip in Pro Tools
showing the inserts and
sends for each channel.

It is common for amixer channel to have an

Adjusting Gain
Though aDAW's virtual mixer may
include alevel control, this comes after
the A- D conversion stage in your audio
interface. If the input signal is too high
and clipping is occurring, you can't fix it
by using your DAW's controls. Instead,
you have to adjust the gain on the audio
interface. The same thing applies if your
signal is too low in level: increase the
gain on the audio interface, not in the
DAW, otherwise you'll lose resolution
and you may add more noise than
you need to.

equaliser. It is important to note that the
insert point isn't wired like astereo jack,
even though the connector is the same.
The outer screen is ground, as usual, but
the two inner cores act as one unbalanced
send and one unbalanced return. A special
Ylead (stereo jack to two mono jacks) is
needed to connect aprocessor to an insert

"While ahardware mixer has afixed number
of channels, insert points and auxiliary sends,
many DAW mixers adapt to your requirements
and grow as you add channels and sends."

point, whereupon the signal is routed via the
external device before continuing its journey

mixer output. Your DAW mixer is unlikely

allowed to go into the red as digital systems

down the channel strip. When nothing is

to have aseparate control- room output, so

have no safety margin or headroom left

using the solo button during playback will

once the meter hits full scale.

plugged into the insert point, contacts
within the socket close and the signal
passes through the channel
without being diverted to

affect the overall stereo mix.
Leaving the pan control set to the centre

Auxiliary Sends

routes equal amounts of signal to the

The previous description skipped over the

left and right buses, making the resulting

auxiliary send controls, so let's go back and

sound appear to originate from mid-way

take alook at them as they are important

provision is made

between the speakers. This is sometimes

both on aphysical hardware mixer and

to insert plug-in

called aphantom image because the sound

aDAW's virtual mixer. Auxiliary sends

the outside world.
In the DAW mixer,

processors and effects
into insert slots, so there's
no need to worry about
connectors or cables. Multiple
devices can be inserted into the same

does not appear to be coming from the

enable us to do things like add effects or

direction of the speakers, but rather from

to send aseparate mix to the performer's

between them.

headphones. A hardware mixer has

More Buses!

arelatively small number of sends, but most
DAWs allows multiple sends to be set up
with ease. To complicate things further, there

channel where the signal passes through

While on asimple mixer the output from

the devices in the order in which you insert

the pan control always feeds the left and

are two types of auxiliary send to explore:

them. Insert points are also available in the

right mix buses, amore sophisticated mixer

the pre-fade and the post-fade versions.

buses and main outputs of many mixing

might allow the signal instead to be routed

consoles, and in all serious DAW mixers.

to other stereo mix buses (simply called

Fader, Pan, Mute & Solo

'buses'). These buses may be used to feed

As its name implies, the pre-fade send is
taken from the channel signal before it

Each channel's output level is controlled by

additional mixer outputs, or they can be
routed to feed into the main stereo mix bus.

afader before it passes to the stereo mix bus

When tape was the dominant format,

via the pan control. For ergonomic reasons,

buses were used as away of

the pan control is invariably located above

routing different

the fader. As far as the signal is concerned,

channel signals or

the fader comes before the pan. You may

combinations of

also find a ' channel on' or ' mute' switch,

channel signals to

which is self-explanatory, and a ' solo' button.

specific tape tracks.

Solo does the opposite of mute: it leaves
the solo channel operational, but mutes
all the others at the contro-room output
(this is in the ' master' section of the mixer)
allowing signals to be checked in isolation
without the need to adjust any faders.
Soloing asignal does not affect the main

An output- level
meter monitors the
If you've ever used a
hardware mixer you'll
feel right at home using
the software mixer in
your DAW!

reaches the fader, so its level isn't
affected by the position of the
channel fader. Using apre-fade
auxiliary send, the engineer can
provide the musician with
amonitor mix that is exactly
to his or her liking, rather
than them having to
make do with the
main mix in their
headphones. The
individual auxiliary
send controls on
the mixer control the
mix sent to the corresponding
auxiliary output, which in turn can be

mixer output, only the control room output,
which is used for feeding the studio speakers

Pre- fade

overall output level of the

used to feed aheadphone amplifier. If you

and headphones. This enables signals to be

mixer and this does the same job as the

have multiple pre-fade auxiliary sends, then

isolated and checked during aperformance

output- level meter in your DAW mixer. As

you can set up multiple monitor mixes to

arule, aDAW will have separate meters

satisfy additional performers.

or recording without interrupting the main

for channel levels, bus levels and the main
In most DAWs, each channel includes aset
of controls for that
channel, similar to
those you'd find on
ahardware mixer.
They include Mute ( M)
and Solo ( S) buttons
as well as pan and
gain controls.

You can also use auxiliary sends to set

stereo mix level. Software metering uses

up monitor mixes on aDAW, though the

no additional electronic components, so

number of sends you can use in practice

there's no reason for aDAW to skimp on

is limited by the number of spare physical

metering. While an analogue mixer's meter

audio outputs you have on your audio

can be considered to be arough guide

interface. Two will always be needed for the

to the maximum permissible output level

main mix, so if you have only atwo-channel

(there's always some headroom left above

interface, you won't have any free outputs

the ' red'!), aDAW meter should never be

to set up monitor mixes. Then again, you

Music Technology Basics El Beyond
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» can only record one or two people at atime

them to the foldback mixes instead so the

with such an interface, so you can probably

singer can have abit of ' comfort reverb'

set up atemporary main mix to satisfy

in the cans when recording. In atypical

the performers. To use any remaining free

DAW, there's aspecial bus, fed from

outputs on your audio interface, you simply

acorresponding post-fade auxiliary send,

set up the routing so the DAW's output

into which effects can be inserted and that

buses feed them. You can then use cables

can, in turn, be routed to any of the DAW's

to hook these outputs up to one or more

outputs. For normal mixing purposes, the

headphone amplifiers.

signal would be routed to the main stereo

Post- fade

bus via alevel fader.
To use ahardware effects unit, such as

Again, as the name implies, post-fade sends

areverb device, within your DAW's software

take their signal from after the channel

mixer, you'll need at least one spare audio-

Wet & Dry
An effects unit or plug-in used in
conjunction with apost-fade auxiliary
send should be set up so that it
produces only the affected sound
and none of the original. We call this
100- percent wet, and it is usually
adjusted by means of amix control on
the plug-in itself, which should be set to
100- percent wet, zero- percent dry. The
dry component of the sound feeds into
the mix via the channel fader as usual.

fader. When you turn the channel fader

interface output to use as an auxiliary send

down, the auxiliary send level drops by the

so that you can feed asignal out to the

room. A headphone output is also pretty

same amount. Post-fade sends are used to

reverb unit, as well as two spare inputs to

standard. On smaller mixers, the headphone

feed effects that will be shared between

use as astereo auxiliary return ( most reverb

output is identical to the control- room

two or more mixer channels, reverb being

units can take amono input and then create

output and may be switchable between

the obvious example. You can use the

astereo output). The outputs from the

the main stereo output, the buses and an

auxiliary send control to set how much

reverb unit (again set to 100- percent wet)

external stereo or two-track input. If you

reverb you add to the dry sound passing

then feed two spare inputs on your audio

need talkback, choose amonitor controller

through the channel. Then, when you turn

interface and these are, in turn, routed to

with talkback built in.

down the channel fader, the dry sound and

the stereo mix. How you do this depends

added reverb will be affected identically

on the DAW, but most have asystem for

mixer, the solo operation affects the

so that their relative balance always

routing ' live' inputs into the mix. There may

control- room speaker and phones output,

remains the same.

be asmall delay caused

but not the main mix output. As pointed

by the AID conversion in

out earlier, however, the solo button on

the auxiliary send feeding the reverb unit,

your audio interface. It

aDAW mixer channel may well affect the

different amounts of the same reverb effect

won't be noticeable with

entire stereo mix, so don't use it while

can be added to any of the mixer channels.

things like reverb and delay,

mixing down! A typical DAW omits the

While ahardware mixer has afinite number
of post-fade sends and return inputs into

but could cause problems

control- room aspects of ahardware mixer

if you were trying more

as these are provided on your hardware

which to connect any external hardware

advanced techniques, such

monitor controller.

effects boxes, your DAW can probably

as parallel compression, that

Using different post-fade settings on

When achannel is solo on ahardware

Summary

handle more auxiliary sends than you'll

require sample-accurate

ever need. What's more, if you're feeding

timing between the dry and

plug-in effects, no physical audio- interface

processed sounds. For this

as apreamp and output section, and

connections are required, so you can set up

reason, stick with plug-in

ahardware monitor controller box as a

multiple send effects with ease, even if you

effects where possible to

control- room monitoring section, and are

only have atwo-channel audio interface.

keep life simple!

very similar to hardware mixers.

Auxiliary Returns
With ahardware mixer, the output of

Master Section

• DAW mixers use the audio interface

• To set up independent headphone mixes
in aDAW, you'll need an audio interface

The master section of asmall

with multiple outputs and either several

an effects unit may be fed back into the

mixer will include faders

separate headphone amps or one with

mixer either via spare input channels or via

for the stereo output, and

multiple channels, each with separate

dedicated effects return inputs, which are

for any additional buses,

essentially simplified mixer channels often

plus metering, master level

routed directly into the stereo mix. On

controls for sends and

number of channels, insert points and

some mixers, you get the option to route

returns, and a 'control room'

auxiliary sends, many DAW mixers adapt

section, which does much

to your requirements and grow as you

inputs and level controls.
• While ahardware mixer has afixed

Insert Points

the same job as your DAW's

Channel insert points are used where
an effect or processor is needed to
process the signal of just that channel.
Alternatively, you could use abus insert
point to process amix of signals being
sent via that bus. Anything inserted
into the main- mix outputs processes
the entire mix.

also include talkback so that

several dB of headroom above the

you can contact performers

point at which the meters go into the
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monitor-control box. It may

listening in from the live
This screen shows atypical
channel- strip setup
from Sonar. Notice the
equalisation and processing
(compressor) on the channel.

add channels and sends.
• Analogue mixers are designed with

red, whereas aDAW mixer, being
digital, has no headroom at the input
or output if the signal levels cause the
meters to hit digital full scale. Always
leave some headroom to accommodate
unexpected peaks. III

nce you've chosen your
equipment, set up your
studio and found your way
around the software, you're ready
to start recording. A good recording
starts with good preparation, and
that includes checking that your
instruments are working properly and
that the accustic environment you're
working in suits the type of music you
want to make.

How Do You
Crea

te

Choosing the Right
Recording Gear for the Way You Work
SONY
PCM MIO

How do you take what's in your head and turn it into sonic reality? Do you want to pick up
aguitar or sit down at the piano and hammer out that tune via the shortest- possible path
to arecorded result? Or do you prefer to have more recording options at your disposal
once you've crafted that initial idea? Maybe you're most comfortable surrounded by
multiple instruments and various sound- shaping tools. What works best for you?
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If your style is of the " most direct route possible"
variety, then you'll want an easy-to- use, convenient
recording solution. Handheld digital recorders definitely fit the
bill here. These ultra-compact devices allow you to record handy MP3s,
Alesis
iO Dock

and many give you better-than- CD- quality sound. Built-in stereo mics provide an
excellent stereo " picture," so you may find that your demo is actually good enough
to share right off the bat. Add easy computer connectivity, flexible
features, and on-the-fly recording capability, and you have asure-fire
recording setup that will enhance your creative process. Now, you
can even add high- quality recording capability to your iPad, iPhone,
or tablet, thanks to affordable and portable interfaces. Even seasoned
studio pros like to keep handheld recording devices on hand;
inspiration can strike when you least expect it!
IX Multimedia
Amplitube iRig
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Capture the Entire Band — Silently!
JamHub TourBus makes aperfect rehearsal and 2-track recording
solution for your entire band! This amazing unit allows your band to
record straight to handy SD media. Each player gets fully featured,
independent monitoring controls, so everybody in the band gets a
personalized mix they're comfortable with. Best of all, JamHub TourBus
allows for silent rehearsal and recording, so your whole group can work
out ideas or rehearse practically anytime!

t

Find the perfect
creative tools!
Go to

_

pi 4. no a

Sweerwater.com

-

111.1111
-1.

MacBook Pro- based
Pro Tools 9System

Studio in aBox
Do you work best immersed in an environment that gives
you several creative possibilities? If so, acomputer-based
recording system may be just your ticket. You can track,
edit, play and shape virtual instruments, assemble loops
and grooves, perform signal- processing functions. and mix

.1

Creation Station PC- based
SONAR X1 Producer system

— all " inside the box." Though digital audio workstations
(DAWs) require alearning curve of some degree, the

SONAR

payoff is that you get acomplete studio experience on
your desktop (or laptop).

Standalone Multitracking
Imagine that you just put down agreat take of
that new song, but you're already coming up with
harmonies and asecond guitar part in your head.
Or maybe you need to record the entire band and
adjust individual levels later. Astandalone digital
multitack recorder makes aperfect solution for
both scenarios. You'll appreciate having multiple
tracks at hand, not to mention tactile controls, such

r
.,

as facers and knobs. Plus, you won't have to tie
yourself to acomputer or spend abundle. There are
several very affordable (and portable) standalone
recorders available at Sweetwater.

To find the most efficient means of recording,
contact our Sales Engineers
today!
CALL US TODAY AT

011) 222-4100

Music Instruments & Pro Audio
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There's much more to making agood- quality recording

than just hitting the red button. Preparation is key to a
smooth recording session, as is knowing how to make
the most of your recording environment and software.

\AI

hen it comes to recording
music, preparation is extremely
important, and this goes beyond

just making sure you have enough cables!

It is also worth setting up further folders
to organise your projects, either by client or
by date. Ialways try to include the date in
the name of any mixes Ido, so that Ican see

Tuning is paramount, as is the actual

at aglance what version is the most recent.

sound of the voice or instrument. A guitar

A little careful organisation can save alot of

with rusty strings will never sound good

anguish if you later decide to tweak asong.

no matter how well played, for example,

If you haven't already set up adefault

to give higher sample rates atry that's fine,

so preparation starts with instrument

project template in your DAW, I'd

but keep in mind that they'll put twice the

maintenance, followed by attention to

recommend you do so now, as there's

strain on your PC: you'll effectively halve

nothing more tedious than setting up a

your maximum track and pug- in count, and

where you place the microphone.
If the room acoustics are compromising

session from scratch every time you start a

double the amount of space needed for

your sound, as is often the case when

new song. Having eight audio tracks and

your audio files.

working at home, you can usually

eight MIDI tracks is agood starting point,

improve the situation by choosing the

and you can always add more tracks as

record to aclick track, or whether to play

right microphone and mic position, and

you need them. Set up the input sources

without one. The latter makes editing more

by improvising acoustic treatment using

for the audio tracks and place some MIDI

difficult, and makes it tricky to incorporate

household items such as blankets and

instruments or soft-synths in the MIDI tracks,

loops, but it can add life and feel to many

duvets. You can read up on all this in the

if there are certain ones you tend to use a

types of music that shouldn't be constrained

lot. Most DAWs also let you create 'screen

to arigid tempo.

chapter on using microphones.

Preparing Your DAW

sets' — stored arrangements of the window

One more consideration is whether to

Personally, Ihate basic dicks, so if Iam

positions — so you might as well set some

following the DAW's tempo, Itend to paste
in asimple drum loop to use instead.

It's also worth making sure your computer is

of those uup while you're at it. If anything

ready. Most DAWs work in aproject- based

comes to mind later, simply update your

way, meaning they create aproject folder

template and save it. For example, if track

in which they save all the relevant audio

one is always used for vocals, then you

'pre- roll'. This is effectively acount- in that

files along with the finished song file. If your

might as well name it as such and, if your

precedes atake or punch-in. One or two

When recording to adick or loop, your
DAW should let you set the amount of

DAW doesn't, you'll have to set the file path

DAW allows you to add cute little icons such

bars should give you enough time to get

for your new song so that the audio is saved

as microphones, guitars, drums and so on,

ready for atake.

somewhere logical, otherwise the files could

why not do that too?

end up almost anywhere on your hard drive.

Also decide at this point what bit depth

Setting Levels

Even the DAW's ' default' folder isn't always

and sample rate you'll be working at. It

Before you hit record, you'll need to set

the most sensible, so you may still have

makes sense to work at 24- bit resolution

your input levels on your audio interface

to tell it where to save audio, unless you

where possible and, for routine CD

or mic preamp. Adjust the front- panel gain

agree with the default location. If you have a

production work, a44.1kHz sample rate is

knob while the track is in ' record armed'

separate drive for your audio projects, then

the usual choice. For video work, it's normal

mode (or ' input monitor' mode, if your

you should use afile path that reflects this.

to go for a48kHz sample rate. If you want

DAW has it) and the singer or musician is
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singing or playing their loudest section.
The usual scenario is that the track record
button flashes red when the track is in
record ready mode, then it lights up solidly
once you hit the master Record button on
the transport bar.
Often, you'll find that performers get
louder as soon as the recording actually
starts, but if you set the gain on your
interface or preamp so the DAW level
meters are reading about halfway up
the scale on the loud notes (somewhere

Keep The Noise Down!

the next room. Keeping the mics well away
from noise sources and using acoustic
screens where nec,essary can really help.
In atypical home studio, getting

A professorial studio wit& prope, sound
isolation and silenced ai- conditiomiig will
achieve much better fig..res, however.
If the mic is set up in the same noom
as your DAW and monitoring system,
turn the speakers down and monitor
using headphones while recording. If you
don't do this some of tie saunc from the
speakers will find its way back into the

asignal-to-noise ratio (wanted sound to
background sounds) of 50dB is pretty good.

microphcne, and you may even erd up
hearing acoustic feedba:k.

Ensure any ambient noise being picked up
by microphones is ow enough in level not
to be aproblem. Tris could be anything:
computer fan noise, outside traffic noise
or the sound of hoisehold appliances in

between - 10dBFS and - 18dBFS), you'll
leave yourself enough of asafety margin
(known as ' headroom'). If the meter clips
when you start recording, don't ignore it;
stop recording, lower the input gain, and
start again. Clipping distortion sounds
extremely nasty, and can't be removed
once you've recorded it!
Finally, make sure the mic is in the right
place and that you aren't suffering from
buzzes and crackles due to dodgy cables
or connectors.
When you're ready for atake, press
record: you'll hear the count- in, and then see
the audio track being drawn on the screen.
This will help confirm all is well — however,
if this is the start of anew recording, you
should always play back the audio to check »

Music Techno;ogy Basics Et Beyond
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This is the custom
template arrange
screen Ihave for
Logic. It's got
plenty of space
in the top half for
several tracks, and
then I've got an
extensive mixer
below for all my
channel strips.
Itake advantage
of the colouring
function in order
to easily tell apart
my individual
channel strips
— most DAWs
will have similar
customisation
features, usually
found in one of
the various Edit or
Options menus.
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» that it sounds OK before you continue.
Once atrack is done, switch it out of

allows you to reduce or even mute the track

when recording, but even an experienced

you're recording, so that the performer

engineer will err on the side of caution.

record mode and move on to the next

hears only the direct- monitoring source,

one, checking the input gain settings every

It is easy to add more compression

which will have no latency.

when mixing if you need it, but very

time you add anew instrument or voice. If

Depending on the DAW, there may

difficult to undo the effect of recorded

you do make amistake, the undo button

also be aglobal setting to let you kill track

over-compression. Another valid reason

will usually get you out of trouble and,

monitoring when the track is in record,

for not processing while recording is that

unlike when working on analogue tape,

which is agood opt:on if you routinely use

it makes patching up mistakes easier if you

recording over something you've already

hardware source monitoring. Of course, you

spot aproblem later on in the session. If

done doesn't usually erase the previous

car't use source monitoring when playing

you have used processing during recording,

recording completery!

virtual instrument plug- ins as there's nothing

it can be quite difficult to recreate the

to monitor at source — the sound is created

exact settings when you come to record

Independent Record
Monitor Level

inside the computer so you'll have to enable

replacement phrases. Of course, the final

track monitoring while playing soft-synths.

decision on how to work is up to you, but

Some DAWs, including Logic, allow you

Dry Or Wet?

to set auser preference for independent

my take on it is to record dry.

Auto Punch In

monitor levels. This enables you to set one

One ongoing source of discussion is

track fader level for playback, and another

whether to process sounds before recording

Back in the analogue tape days, any

for recording. As soon as you switch off the

them, or whether to leave all processing

replacement sections (mumbled verses, or

record button, the fader will return to the

to the mix. Technically you can do either.

bodged guitar solos, for example) had to

level you set for playback and vice versa.

An experienced engineer can usually tell

be added by manually ' punching' in and out

This is very useful, especially if you are using

how much processing will be needed in the

of record mode at exactly the right place

zero- latency hardware monitoring, as it

context of the finished product, but it is very

in the track, while the performer sang or

easy to overdo it. If you process before you

played the new part. If you got it wrong

hit record and it doesn't work out, there's

there was no undo button, so those of us

no way back.

who had to do it regularly got to be pretty
good at it.

Naming Projects
or easy orgar isation, try naming
your project folder with the date at
he beginning in yyyy-mrn-dd format,
followed by the client name or other
relevant information. For example,
arecording made on the 10th July, 2C08
would be represented as: " 2008-07-10_
Onameleile extensicnr. This way, you recordings will be immediately sorted in
chronologica order.

For my own recordings Iusually make
recordings ' dry', which means no added
effects or EQ. The only exception is when
recording electric guitar or synth sounds that

punch- in and punch-out points at the start

rely on some form of processing for their

and end of the problem section, and they

character (such as overdrive), as removing

also switch the monitoring from ' off-track'

the processing will affect the way the player

to ' live source' and back again during the

reacts to the instrument.

punch- in. This way you hear the previous

Some engineers add a , ittle compression
to vocals via ahardware compressor
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Things are much simpler now because
virtually all DAWs allow you to set automatic

recording up to the punch- in point, then
hear the live performance as the new part is
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StuÉtio
Tied of having to read a600 page manual when you really just want to record your
song? Then it's tine to switch to PreSonus Studio One instead. Studio One works the way
musicians work — intuitively.
Pick up what you want, drag & drop it to where you need it, and you're done. Audio
tracks, loops, VST & AU plugins, or virtual instruments, it all just works.
They promised us digital audio workstations that would make recording quicker
and easier. PreSonus Studio One finally delivers that promise.
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Comping Demons

o

How To Comp

Comping is atremendously useful
skill to learn. By extracting the best
bits from individual pieces of audio and

Comping is acomplex process, so here's
astep-by-step guide to help you.
First, you need to gather the source

melding them together, the idea is to

material that will be used in the comping

create the best possible audio track
— without the hassle of having to do

the same passage and save each recording

each take into one track so that you can

as aseparate track in your DAW.
Once you've got your multiple takes,

make asingle piece of audio out of the
bits you've cut. This will turn your audio

play through each one individually and

snippets into acomposite ( comp). Job
donel

it in one take. Other industries such as
the photography industry and the film
industry use similar editing techniques
to use the ' best bits' of source media in

process. Record several different takes of

identify the bits of each one that you'd like

to keep ( areally well- sung first verse, for
example). You can remove the rest of the
audio from each take, so that you preserve
only the bits you want to keep.
The final stage is to gather the bits of

order to create aperfect product.
There is one slight snag with the
whole process, however. Just as afilm
editor must look out for continuity
errors whilst editing, or an image
manipulation specialist must make
sure the pictures 'fit' together to
make the composite, so too you as
the audio editor will need to ensure
your individual bits of audio link up
together properly so that the finished
composite audio sounds like one whole.
This requires careful and clever editing
techniques, and usually comes with
practice rather than instruction.

» added. If it goes wrong you can always undo
the operation and try again.
The process is simple and doesn't vary
too much between different DAWs; you
set the punch- in and out markers, start the
track from afew bars before the punch- in,
and hit record. Play or sing along until
the part that needs replacing when, at
the punch- in point, the DAW goes into
record and captures the new section of
performance. At the end of the section it
reverts to playback and the job is done.

Comping
Comping (short for compiling), is aprocess
routinely used to put together afinal vocal
or instrumental solo track from anumber
of separate takes. For example, you might
get the singer to record the lead vocal line
half adozen times, then choose all the best
phrases for your final version. In the days of
tape this was difficult and wasteful of tape
tracks. On amodern DAW, however, it is
easy and efficient.
Some DAWs have adedicated comping

takes on different tracks, slice them into

files to play, and when.

mode, which allows you to record all the

phrases, then keep only the phrases from

parts on one audio track where they are

each that you need. It's not cheating —

editing in your DAW's arrange window, the

displayed one under the other as alternate

everybody does it!

destructive capabilities of the waveform

takes. You then use the mouse to select the
bits you want to keep from each take. When

Destructive Audio Editing

While you can do alot of non-destructive

editor window (normally accessed by
double clicking on arecorded clip) can be

you're happy you have the best possible

Most editing tasks in your DAW are of the

very useful for more 'forensic' editing. For

version, the 'comped' vocal is saved as a

'non-destructive' type: they don't affect the

example, there may be short finger squeaks

new audio file. If your DAW doesn't have a

audio files on your hard disk, they simply tell

between guitar notes that can either

comping mode, you can record the various

your DAW which bits of the original audio

be silenced or turned down in level, or
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'Portable, versatile and
unbeatable sound!'
Joshua Blair c
t
ind
Mark Ronson (Sphere studios)

The only interface
for the job

When looking for a high quality I/O solution there
is only one choice.
Orpheus provides Prism Sound's world renowned
performance, sound quality and state-of-the-art clock
technology in adedicated FireWire unit compatible with
both Windows and MAC OS X.
Orpheus features line,

microphone and instrument

inputs, selectable RIAA Equalization for turntables, a
built-in premium- quality monitoring mixer and concurrent
ADAT and switchable S/PDIF or AES3 digital I/O plus
support for outboard MIDI devices. The Microphone inputs
include MS matrix processing and dual headphone outputs
are provided each with their own volume control.

ORPHEUS
Professional FireWire
audio interface

111
0

le

Contact us now to arrange YOUR Orpheus demo.
sales@prismsound.com

www.prismsound.com

UK + 44 ( 0)1353 648888

USA + 1973 983 9577
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In Logic, as in most DAWs,
you can elect to silence
apart of your waveform
by selecting the area to be
silenced, and choosing from
avariety of menu options in
order to apply the silencing.
As always, check your manual
as these things do vary from
DAW to DAW.
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individual breath sounds on a
vocal track that would benefit
from being reduced in level.
Often turning anoise down
by afew decibels, rather than
silencing it altogether, makes
for amore natural result. As
arule, you can get away with
more severe editing if delay
or reverb effects are to be
added later, as these will help
disguise any discontinuities.
If you make an edit in the

pat« 1.1.1

arrange window rather than
in the waveform editor, the
DAW normally puts in adefault crossfade
of afew milliseconds to try to smooth over

the studio, just get them to do it again.
In short, get the best possible

anew audio file. You can then disable the
original track and keep it in case you need

any discontinuity. For many types of edit,

performance you can to start with and then

to revisit it. With DAWs you can always find

this is the simplest approach. The waveform

use editing to add the final polish — your

away to get back to an earlier stage if you

editor allows you to edit at amuch finer

recording will sound better for it.

run into trouble.

resolution (often down to individual sample
levels), but bear in mind that anything you

Freezing

Mute & Solo Buttons

do there will be destructive, so read up

Some plug-in processors or instruments use

The ' mute' and ' solo' buttons found on most

on waveform editing in your DAW manual

adisproportionate amount of CPU power,

DAW tracks are very similar in operation to

before diving in.

so if you find your computer is struggling

Retaining Perspective

to keep up, check out your DAW to see if
it offers any 'freeze' options. Many DAWs

Ihave seen engineers spend half an hour

now allow you to freeze individual tracks (in

trying to improve the pitching and timing

effect, replacing them with temporary audio

of avocal phrase while the singer sits by

files) so that the CPU is no longer running

looking bored. Sometimes it makes sense

the plug-ins on that track. This works

just to go back to the mic and record the

really well, since you can just ' unfreeze'

line again. Don't get bogged down thinking

the selected file should you need to make

you have to be able to fix everyth.ng.

changes to it again. Unfreezing re-engages

Sometimes you have to if the singer has just

the plug-ins and discards the temporary file,

set off on aworld tour, but if they are still in

then you can freeze the track again once
you've made the changes.

Neat Waveforms
If you need to make acut in the
middle of awaveform, you need to
ensure that the waveforms either
side of the edit line up correctly when
rejoined or you will end up with an
audible click. A popular strategy is to
make the edit where the waveform
crosses through the centre or ' zero
crossing' line, but even then the
waveform that follows it must coitinue
on smoothly if aclick is to be avcided.
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If you're sure no further changes are
needed you can also ' bounce' the part,
which means permanently rendering it as
Each channel will have two buttons —
labelled M for mute and Sfor solo. Pressing
'M' on achannel will mute just that channel
for playback, while pressing ' S' on achannel
will leave only that channel audible, muting
the rest by default. You can, of course, mute
or solo more than one channel at atime.
If you want to listen to just two tracks in
playback, for example, you can either solo
both of them or mute everything else.

CHOOSE
Keep It Clean!
Unless you deliberately erase an audio file, it remains in
the audio file folder, even though it may not be used in the
arrange window. Most DAWs offer ameans of cleaning up yonir
completed project by deleting any audio files not being used.

THE RIGHT

INTERFACE

This saves alot of hard drive space but don't do it until you're
sure that the project really is complete.

those found on ahardware mixer. Solo (S) mutes all the tracks other
than those selected as ' solo'. It's agreat way of easily listening to
tracks in isolation. Mute ( M) turns off the output from the muted
track, and is useful when you've recorded several alternative
versions of atake on different tracks.
DAWs also often include aregion mute facility, activated
from the toolbox. Rather than mute an entire track, this allows

0"

Focu,rite sca rett
'

0

individual regions within atrack to be muted. There may also be
•0 0;.

asolo function that plays only regions within atrack that have

en•

been selected, rather than everything in the track. Once again,
avisit to the manual is essential to find out about your DAW's
particular quirks.

Summary
• Take care to get the best possible sound at source, and avoid
clipping during recording.
• Don't immediately try to fix aperformance with editing. If it's

Scarlett Range
USB 2.0 INTERFACES

possible, do another take as this will probably save you time and
the end product will sound better.
• Keep all your project files well-organised so that you can see
which is the latest version. Also back up everything important as
soon as you can after recording.
• Make edits in the arrange window rather than the waveform
editor. These can be changed later if necessary, whereas edits

Saffire Range
FIREWIRE & USB INTERFACES

done in the waveform editor are usually permanent. III

Selected Manufacturers

I5

Alesis
www.alesis.com
Allen & Heath
www.allen-heath.com
Apogee
www.apogeedigital.com
Apple
www.apple.com
Avid
www.avid.com

Mackie
www.mackie.com
MOTU
www.motu.com
Peavey
www.peavey.com
Prism
www.prismsound.com
Presonus
www.presonus.com

Behringer
www.behringer.com
Cakewalk
www.cakewalk.com
Echo

RME
www.rme-audio.com
Roland

www.echoaudio.com
Focusrite
www.focusrite.com
Korg
www.korg.com
Lexicon
www.lexiconpro.com
Line 6
www.line6.com
M-Audio
www.m-audio.com

www.soundcraft.com
Steinberg
www.steinberg.net
Tascam
www.tascam.com
TC Electronic
www.tcelectronic.com
Yamaha
www.yamaha.com
Zoom
www.zoom.co.jp

www.roland.com

Soundcraft
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Whatever your budget, Firewire or
USB, Focusrite interfaces have one
singular focus — sound.

Focusrite
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Recording music as MIDI can be confusing at first, but
once you know the basics, you'll discover the vast musical
potential that this technology opens up.

A

Imost all DAW programs include
what's called a ' sequencer'. This

gives you the ability to record,
edit and play back MIDI data. The MIDI
notes can be sent out of your computer
to ahardware synthesizer, but these days,
it's common for the synthesizer itself to
be another software program, running as
a ' plug-in' within the DAW.
A physical MIDI connection can
transmit up to 16 channels of MIDI data,
allowing asequencer to address more
than one instrument via asingle cable.
With software instruments, there are no
such physical limitations, but you will
often still need to tell your DAW which
MIDI channel aparticular track should
send its data on. When it comes to
recording MIDI, most DAWs are set up
by default to accept aMIDI input on any
channel (' omni mode'), then convert or
'rechannelise' that data to any desired
MIDI channel as required. The clear
advantage of this approach is that you
don't have to change the controller
keyboard's MIDI settings every time you
want to record anew MIDI track, though
you may well have to ensure that the
correct MIDI ' port' is selected so that your
DAW knows to expect input from your
keyboard rather than, say, aMIDI input on
your soundcard.
If you are using anon-multitimbral

you can simply route the MIDI track to

sure your tracks are outputting MIDI on

an instrument, and it will accept MIDI

the correct channels.

software instrument plug-in, you

data on any channel. However, if you're

probably won't have to worry about

using amultitimbral software instrument

MIDI channels on the way out, either:

(one that can play back multiple different

Changing Channels
Most controller keyboards transmit
on MIDI channel 1by default, but this
can easily be changed. If you've bought
aused keyboard, it's worth doing
a'factory reset' to put everything back
to its default state. Ensure you back
up any custom sound patches worth
keeping beforehand.
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Multitimbral & Hardware
Synths

sounds simultaneously), or an external,

When using amultitimbral synth, you'll

hardware synth, you will need to make

need to put each part that has its own

"Most DAWs include avariety of ' quantise'
options, which will automatically put your
recorded MIDI data into time with the bars
and beats grid."

MIDI Track Types
Some DAWs have ' instrument tracks'
for software synths. These integrate
the recorded MIDI data and the synth's
audio output on asingle DAW track.

synth sound on adifferent track, and set

is to employ asimple analogue mixer to

appear on the screen until you play

combine the stereo DAW output mix with

the first note on the keyboard; as you

the outputs from all the individual synths.

play, you'll see ahorizontal bar appear

The output from this mixer can then be

representing the part you're playing.
MIDI parts can be patched up or

recorded back to anew stereo DAW
track via inputs on your audio interface to

replaced in asimilar way to audio. Usually,

create your final mix.

you can choose whether data recorded
on top of an existing part replaces that

The Recording Process

part, or is merged with it. The latter mode

each to output on the appropriate MIDI

Once all the track parameters are set

is useful for things like drums, where

channel. Depending on the synthesizer,

so you have the desired MIDI source

you might record the kicks and snares

you might have up to 16 different parts

and destination selected, put the track

first, then do the cymbals and hi- hats on

playing back different sounds, all coming

into record ready mode by pressing the

asecond pass, with the tom fills played on

from the same device. If working with

arming button. Recording will start when

athird pass. Alternatively, you can record

multitimbral instruments seems initially

you press the record button. Depending

the different parts of the drum kit onto

confusing, stick to one instrument per

on the DAW, you may not see anything

different MIDI tracks, then combine them »

track until you get the hang of things,
then come back and take another look.
When controlling external MIDI synths,
you'll need to set the track parameters

From DAW stereo mix
(1/2)

so that the MIDI playback goes to the
required MIDI channel, and on the correct

V

MIDI port if there is more than one. Most
DAWs will also allow you to set bank

••
MIDI Synth Modules

9999

••••••••
0000000000
0000000000
00000000 !I
00000000
00000000
(5066060006

tttttttttt

Li

Analogue Mixer
Mixer out to DAW inputs
3/4 to record final
stereo mix
Audio Out

AAA

MIDI cables shown in red

and patch messages for the track so that
the receiving synth knows what patch

•

••••••••

A MIDI Interface

number to set itself to. If the external
synth is akeyboard instrument and you're
also using the keyboard to record into
your DAW, don't forget to set Local Off
on the keyboard, as explained in the
chapter on MIDI in the Behind The Audio

Audio Interface

9999

11111

MIDI Out

II III II III II

USB cables shown blue

1

section ( p48).
How do you get the sound from
your external synth back into the DAW?
That's agood question, and different
DAWs handle the process differently.
The most logical approach is offered by

o
Computer

those DAWs that have auxiliary input
tracks taking live audio from an outside
source and routing it directly into the
DAW's mixer. Fortunately, most DAWs will
provide some way to do much the same
thing. An attractive alternative ( if you're
using alot of external synths, for example)

In this scenario, the analogue mixer combines the ' in- the- box' DAW mix with three external
synth modules run via MIDI. The mix is monitored from the mixer control room output and may
be recorded back to astereo DAW track or to an external recorder. An alternative is to route all
the DAW tracks via outputs 3/4 and to feed the mixer output back into two other free inputs
for recording the mix. This will allow monitoring from the audio interface via outputs 1 / 2.
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» once everything is completed.
Most DAWs include avariety

relatively slow attack time. Related to
quantising is the ability to automatically

of ' quantise' options, which will

manipulate the velocity settings of MIDI

automatically put your recorded MIDI

data, which instruct the synthesizer how

data into time with the bars and beats

loud to play each note.

grid. Some DAWs even have the option
to allow you to quantise MIDI data as you

Other things you can do after
recording include changing the tempo

Pro Tools MIDI edit views: score ( bottom),
piano roll (top) and event list ( right).

changes. If you're not agreat keyboard
player, you can always slow down the
tempo when you record MIDI parts, then
reset it to the correct speed for playback.
MIDI data can also be edited manually,

"MIDI data can be patched up or replaced
in asimilar way to audio. Usually, you can
choose whether anewly played part replaces
the existing data or is added to it."
record, but Ifind it far safer to quantise

of the song, transposing the MIDI data

after playing. This way you can always

to anew key or changing the MIDI

undo it if doesn't work out, and adjust

destination parameters so your track

the quantise parameters for amore

plays back with adifferent sound or even

natural feel. You should also appreciate

acompletely different MIDI instrument.

that rigid quantisation doesn't suit

MIDI tracks can be freely adjusted in

everything, as the musical ' feel' of areal

tempo, but audio tracks ( other than

performance often comes from looser

certain types of loop) tend to be rather

timings. Furthermore, instruments such as

less malleable. It is safest to make any

ensemble string samples may need to be

tempo changes at the MIDI- only stage,

played slightly before the beat in order

then overdub your audio parts when

to feel ' in time', to take account of their

you're happy there'll be no further
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for instance by using the mouse to
change the pitch of notes, add new ones
or move them to different beats. Many
DAWs let you do this directly in the
main Arrange page, but most also offer
avariety of dedicated editor windows
designed specifically for editing MIDI

Multiple MIDI
Some DAWs will allow you to record
several MIDI tracks at the same time,
in which case each needs to be set to
receive different MIDI channels and/
or ports. In Logic, for example, it is
important to select all the MIDI tracks
that need to be recorded ( using the
shift + select operation). If you simply
put them all into record- ready mode,
only the track currently selected will
record MIDI data.

CHOOSE
Size Really Does Matter!
One of the huge benefits of MIDI data is that it takes up very
little space compared with audio. This means you can record
lots of alternate takes without the risk of eating up excessive
hard drive space.

THE RIGHT

CONTROLLER

data. The ' piano- roll' editor gives you auseful overview of the
recorded MIDI data, but those who are used to more traditional
notation might find a ' score' view easier to take in. Many DAWs
also offer editing views specifically designed for drums and
percussion.
When you're ready for more advanced work, read up on
how MIDI can be used to send other messages besides turning
notes on and off. MIDI Continuous Controllers can be used to
control synth parameters such as filter cutoff frequency and
resonance, and can be recorded and edited just as easily as
notes, allowing synth filter sweeps and so on to be automated
so that they are reproduced precisely every time you play back
the track. The controller data can be generated by moving
dials on the plug-in window with amouse, but it can also be
recorded from ahardware controller, so if you think you're
going to be doing this alot, consider choosing amaster
keyboard or separate control surface that also includes some
assignable MIDI knobs and faders to make your life easier.
And it's not only synths that can be controlled from such
adevice: MIDI faders can be assigned to mixer faders within
your DAW, allowing you to balance the levels of multiple tracks
when mixing.

Summary
• DAWs can record all types of MIDI message so that you
can record the effects of other controls such as pitch bend,
vibrato depth and even filter settings, as well as pitches of
notes.
• With multitimbral synthesizers, both hardware and software,
you'll need to make sure that the output of each MIDI track
is set to the appropriate channel for that sound within the
synth.
• MIDI quantise is apowerful ally, but use it wisely, or you
might remove all the humanity from your performance.
While some musical genres rely on rigid timing, others need
to have room to breathe.
• Multitimbral instruments behave like several instruments in

Click, Touch, Assigned.
Novation controllers bridge the gap
between you and your music software.

one, each responding on adifferent MIDI channel. Every
DAW has its own way of handling these. III

Selected Manufacturers
Access
www.access-music.de
Akai
www.akaipro.com
Arturia
www.arturia.com
Clavia
www.clavia.se
Korg
www.korg.com

M-Audio
www.m-audio.com
Moog
www.moogmusic.com
Novation
www.novationmusic.com
Roland
www.roland.com
Yamaha
www.yamaha.com
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Getting agood voca sound
is easier than you might
think, as long as you follow
afew basic rules.

y

Du don't necessarily need expensi ve
mics or preamps to get agood vocal

microphone is generally the first choice

recording: agood singer will still

for vocals. It has the ability to capture high

sound good using their live-sound SM58

room coloration even more. So, what starts

frequencies more accurately than dynamic

dynamic mic. Indeed, some rap and rock

out as asmall problem can become quite

models and can simultaneously add

significant. Having said all that, creating

singers prefer the sound of adynamic mic
to acostly capacitor model.

aflattering weight to the sound. Capacitor

asuitable acoustic for recording vocals is

mics, other than tube models, do need

both simple and inexpensive. You don't

As touched upon earlier in the guide,
it's usually best not to record vocals via

In the studio, alarge-diaphragm capacitor

Also, any compression added to your

recording when mixing will bring up the

phantom power to operate, but most mixers

have to treat the whole room, just the part

and audio interfaces with mic inputs can

that the microphone can ' hear'.

any form of processor. This is because it

provide this. Cardioid (unidirectional) mics

can be impossible to undo an unsuitable

are apopular choice as they help ' reject'

setting later, and means you could lose

is to stop sound reflections getting into

unwanted sound reflections behind them.
They're still fairly sensitive at the sides,

the front and sides of the microphone. If

an otherwise perfect take. With 24- bit
recording, you don't have to compress up

however, so you can't rely on them to cure all

front to maintain headroom as you had to

fairly insensitive to the rear anyway. In my

of your room-acoustics problems. Also, any

with analogue tape. The exception is that

reflections coming from ahard wall behind

if you have aspecial piece of outboard

experience, the sounds bouncing into the
front of the mic over the singer's shoulders

the singer will bounce right back into the
front of the mic where it is most sensitive.

can deal with these simply and cheaply

gear, there might be no other way to get
the same magic than to record through it.
Be careful not to overdo the processing

Acoustics

The main purpose of acoustic treatment

you're using acardioid model it will be

present the biggest problem, but you
by hanging aheavy polyester-filled duvet
behind the singer. If you can hang it in aU or

and, if you're not entirely sure, split the

Room-acoustic problems can have afar

signal and record an unprocessed version

Vshape to reach around the sides slightly, so

more detrimental effect on your recordings
than the choice of microphone or preamp.

much the better. Don't use feather duvets as
all the feathers will sink to one end!

onto another track at the same time.
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screen, use another duvet behind and to

"The vocal sound you get from acombination
of acurved screen in front of the singer and a
duvet behind is much more natural than you

the sides of the mic, maybe 500mm away.

get using asmall vocal booth, and the cost is
vastly less."

square or rectangular rooms, avoid placing

Position
Because of the way direct and reflected
sound combines in the exact centre of
the singers, instruments or microphones
in the centre of the room. Also, avoid
working very close to walls and corners
as the so-called ' boundary' effect caused

You can achieve more efficient

mics often have quite peculiar frequency

by surface reflections causes anoticeable

absorption if you space your duvets away

response plots at these angles, so screening

bass build-up. Try to arrange things so that

from the wall. Doubling up on the thickness

these areas from room reflections helps

your mic is set up as far away as possible

will also help. For temporary hanging, Iuse

preserve amore natural sound. You may

from computers and other noise- making

acouple of budget T- bar lighting stands

have seen commercial curved absorbers

sources, and keep the rear of the mic ( if it

and clip the duvet to the crossbars using

that fit behind the microphone. These can

is acardioid model) facing towards the

sprung woodworker's clips. These can then

be very effective in screening the rear and

computer, if possible.

be arranged to form a 'V' shape behind

sides of the mic, but need to be used in

and to either side of the singer. Where the

combination with aduvet or other absorber

miking close vocals. An inexpensive mesh

ceiling is low, an absorber above the singer

behind the singer's head for best results.

or perforated metal screen positioned

and microphone will also help cut down on

The vocal sound you get from

Pop shields should always be used for

mid-way between the singer and mic will
prevent unwanted pops or thumps whenever

reflections. A piece of lightweight acoustic

acombination of acurved screen at the

foam works well in this application.

front and aduvet behind the singer is

loud ' M', ' P' and ' B' sounds are sung. You

much more natural than you get from using

can improvise your own pop shield using

sides of the mic. Although they are less

asmall vocal booth, and the cost is vastly

apiece of nylon stocking material stretched

sensitive to the rear and sides, cardioid

less. If you can't afford aspecialist mic

over an opened-out wire coat- hanger, but it

Now we can think about the rear and

Unless you're extremely lucky with the acoustics of the room in which you're going to be recording, chances are you'll require some kind of
acoustic treatment. Duvets work just as well at absorbing re'lections as do commercial products!
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Commercially available products, such as this
Reflexion Filter, will help to reduce unwanted
reflections when placed to the rear of the mic,
but work best in conjunction with duvets placed
behind the singer.
model to model. Rather than buying one
based on its technical specification, try afew
and see which one suits your voice best.
In many cases you'll find this isn't the most
expensive model. Unless the singer has

quality of the end result than the most
esoteric mics and preamps.
• Getting the vocalist relaxed is an
important part of getting agood vocal
performance.
• Pick the mic by how well it suits the
singer, not by how impressive its
specification looks.
• When you do your initial sound- level
check, leave at least 12dB of headroom

aperfect voice, the mic characteristic needs

because the singer will almost certainly

to oppose the singer's vocal characteristics.

turn in alouder performance when the

For example, someone with athin or harsh

red light goes on. III

voice might benefit from awarm-sounding
mic whereas, someone with awarm voice
that lacks definition might pair up well with

» doesn't look as good! The distance between
the singer's lips and mic should be around
250mm or maybe alittle less depending

abright-sounding microphone. Of course

on the room acoustics and how loudly they

you may need to buy one mic that can work

sing. Very experienced singers can vary their

well with anumber of different vocalists,

distance from the microphone to reduce

in which case try to find one without too

popping and also to exploit the proximity

much of an obvious character.

bass boost exhibited by cardioid-pattern mics.

Mic Choices

Monitoring
While performing, the vocalist will need to

Large-diaphragm capacitor mics tend to

hear any backing that's already on tape, and

have atonal coloration that varies from

this is best accomplished via closed- back
headphones so the backing track doesn't

Selected Manufacturers
AKG
www.akg.com
Audio-Technica
www.audio-technica.com
Beyerdynamic
www.beyerdynamic.com
Fostex
www.fostexinternational.com
Primacoustic
www.primacoustic.com
Rode Microphones
www.rodemic.com
Rycote (shockmounts)
www.rycote.com
SE Electronics
www.seelectronics.com
Sennheiser
www.sennheiser.com
Shure
www.shure.com
Sony
www.sony.com
Ultrasone
www.ultrasone.com
Universal Acoustics
www.scvlondon.co.uk
Vicoustic
www.vicoustic.com
Vocalbooth
www.vocalbooth.com

leak into the vocal mic. If they prefer to
work with one phone on and one phone
off, make sure that the ' off' phone is snug
against the side of their head to prevent
sound leakage. Alternatively, you can make
up aspecial phones extention lead where
one earphone is disconnected.
It is normal to add atouch of reverb to
the vocalist's monitor mix using plug- ins,
as this usually makes them feel more
comfortable. Always ask what level works
best for them. As with recording guitar, turn
off all plug- ins that cause excessive delays,
and set abuffer side of 128 samples or
less if your system will let you. You could
also use hardware that allows you to set up
direct-source monitoring. It's possible to add
monitor reverb to direct-source monitoring
by feeding the reverb bus from apre-fade
auxiliary send on the vocal track while turning
the main track fader all the way down. This
way the singer hears the dry vocal from the
hardware mixed with the added reverb from
the DAW, and if the reverb suffers abit of
latency delay, it won't be noticeable.

Summary
• Some simple, improvised acoustic
screens can make more difference to the
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Pop shields
are fitted
directly in
front of the
microphone,
with the
singer's mouth
approximately
250mm away.
Even an improvised
DIY job, such as the
one shown above,
will do the trick!

Sound Psychology

o

Sorting out the acoustics and mics
is one thing, but getting agood
performance from the singer is another.
You need to work with the singer to set
up the best possible headphone mix.
•Add ' comfort reverb' for the singer.
•Turn off unnecessary lights to reduce
distractions.
•Remove unnecessary helpers from the
studio to enable concentration.
•Never tell asinger they've done
abad take, it will only damage their
confidence!
•Always record everything, even
the warm-up, as some of the best
moments occur then.
•Record afew takes, then compile
a' best of' version from the
best phrases.
•Use ' salvage' software such as pitch
correction as alast resort. The less
pitch correction that is used, the more
natural the end result will sound.
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For over fifteen years this now iconic recording microphone has
been relied upon to faithfully capture the sound of
artists the world over.
From vocals to guitar, piano to percussion, the NT1-A delivers!
With its signature warmth, extended dynamic range, high SPL
capabillity, and the world's lowest self noise (5dB-A SPL), the
NT1-A is now the ' go-to' mic for professional engineers and
musicians numbering in their hundreds of thousands.
The NT1-A ' Complete Recording Solution' includes apremium shockmount,
an integrated pop filter, ahigh quality 20' XLR microphone cable, and
adedicated microphone dust cover.
As welll as these premium items, abonus instructional DVD presented by
RODE founder and company president Peter Freedman is also included,
offering arange of tips & techniques designed for you to get the most out
of your NT1-A system.

RODE

If you haven't experienced the NT1-A and why it is now the world's most
popular recording microphone it's time to discover what you've been missing.

MICROPHONES

www.rodernic.corn
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Guitar recording can be tricky: you've got to
consider the microphone type, its position,
and the sound of the instrument, but
this guide should help you get started,
whether you're recording an acoustic
or an electric.
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hough apparently similar, acoustic
guitars and electric guitars are two
very different instruments, and they

require their own distinct approaches when
it comes to recording them. The electric
guitar sound that we've grown used to over
several decades, for example, is actually
the sound of the instrument plugged
into an amplifier, rather than directly into
arecorder, so it is normally the sound of
the amp that you'll want to capture. When
you hear an acoustic guitar on arecord,
meanwhile, it tends to sound much like
being in aroom while someone's playing, so
the challenge there is to get afairly natural,
'realistic' sound.
As always, before you think about what
mic to use, it's worth making sure your guitar
is sounding as good as possible. That means
afresh set of strings, making sure you're in
tune, and, when recording electric guitar,
getting the amp sounding how you want it.

To Mic Or Not To Mic?

Acoustic guitars tend to sound best
when played above asolid, reflective

Miking an acoustic guitar: agood place to
start is 200 to 300 mm from the base of the
neck, as shown in this picture.

floor, such as wood or ceramic tiles, as the

Many acoustic guitars now come fitted

reflections from the floor add life to the

mic. These reject more unwanted sound

with apiezo bridge pickup and preamp,

sound. If you have to work in acarpeted

from the sides and rear of the mic. For

which can be very convenient, as you can

room, try placing asheet of MDF or

rooms that sound pretty good,

simply plug them straight into your audio

hardboard on the floor beneath the guitar

omni-pattern mics often produce the most

interface. However, this rarely sounds as
good as actually miking the instrument
up, as piezo pickups tend to have an
unnaturally hard attack, so they can sound
very ' spiky'. While there are modelling
acoustic guitar preamps available that
can improve the sound, such as the
pioneering Fishman Aura, they still don't
quite compare to the sound of aproperly

"Acoustic guitars sound best when played
above asolid, reflective floor, such as wood or
ceramic tiles, as the reflections from the floor
add life to the sound."

recorded acoustic. By all means try the
pickup if the guitar is part of apop mix,
but for solo performances or exposed

and the mic. You should only need apiece

natural sound and their positioning seems

around one metre square. An adjacent

alittle less sensitive. If you're lucky enough

parts it's invariably straightforward miking

reflective wall may also help, but it's worth

that produces the best results.

experimenting with the positioning as

to have aroom with good acoustics, the
positioning of the mic becomes much

every room is different. As arule, avoid

less critical.
An acoustic guitar radiates sound from all

Direct Recording

the exact centre of the room, especially
if the room is square, but also don't work

over its body, so it is best not to get the mic

Electric guitars work best when they
are plugged into ahigh- impedance
instrument input — line- level inputs
tend not to sound great when fed with
pickups. If your audio interface doesn't
have one, use asimple active DI box
between the guitar and interface.
If you don't have aDI box, you
could try using an external hardware
pedal before it. The pedal may act
as ahigh- impedance input converter,
which will sound better.
'Hard bypass' pedals won't work in
this way when switched off, however,
but many, including Boss' range of
stompboxes, will.

too close to walls or corners.
When miking an acoustic guitar,

too close or you'll end up focusing on just

remember that the instrument covers

at the sound hole, as this can produce an

awide frequency range. The best choice

excessively bloomy result.

is normally acondenser microphone,
although other microphones will yield

one part of the sound. Avoid aiming the mic

A good ' vanilla' starting point is to
place the mic around 200-300mm from the

acceptable results. A conventional

guitar, aiming it at the point where the neck

large-diaphragm vocal mic may give you

joins the body. It is worth donning apair of

perfectly good results but, given achoice,

headphones and moving the mic around as

asmall- diaphragm ' pencil' style mic is

the performer plays to find the best sound.

usually the best option.

Mic Position

Hold the mic in your hand while you're
finding the best spot, and then fix it to
astand. It's aterrible cliché but you'll know

If the acoustics of the room aren't

the best sound when you hear it — suddenly

particularly flattering, use acardioid-pattern

everything seems to come into focus, with

Music Technology Basics Et Beyond
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is designed to sound as transparent as
Miking electric guitar placing the mic
near the grille pf the amp will capture
most of the sound, but it's always
agood idea to experiment with the
exact positioning to achieve the sound
you're after.

possible, each guitar amp has its own
tonal character, along with subtle and
not-so-subtle distortions. The filtering
effect of the speaker also affects the
sound, removing all the unpleasant upper
harmonics created when you use overdrive
or distortion.
The traditional method for recording
electric guitar is to stick adynamic mic (often
aShure SM57) close to the speaker grille
of the amp, experiment with its position by
moving it closer to or further away from the
centre of the speaker, and then hit record.
As arule you'll get amore focused sound
with strong upper mids near the centre of
the cone. Moving towards the edge will
create awarmer tonality, and there'll be
adifferent character to the high end. Miking
an amp still produces the best results in my
opinion, and it is certainly the most satisfying
playing experience.
While guitar amps are normally miked
up with dynamic mics, it's worth noting that

» agood balance between the highs and lows.

recording), and then to aim asecond

many engineers like to use ribbon mics on

If you're recording astrummed acoustic

mic part- way up the neck to capture the

electric guitar. Because ribbon mics tend to

guitar as part of abusy mix alongside bass

brightness of the str ngs. You don't even

roll off at the high end, they can produce

and drums, it's common practice to cut the

have to use the sane type of mic for this

asmoother tonality than condenser mics.

low end so the guitar doesn't contribute to

method. The main problem Ifind with

muddiness in the lower mid- range region.

stereo guitar miking is that if and when the

This will be covered in more depth in the
chapter on Mixing Techniques.

player moves, the stereo image also shifts

Stereo?

slightly, adversely affecting the recording.

Going Electric

These days Iinvariably record the acoustic

If you think the electric guitar is amusical

guitar with asingle mic, as this avoids phase

instrument, you're only half right. The

problems. As the guitar is physically quite

guitar itself is only half of the instrument.

small, most of the stereo information you

An amplifier makes up the other half, and is

hear comes from room reflections, which

,ust as important as the instrument when it

can often be emulated perfectly adequately

comes to creating the sound.

using asuitable reverb plug-in, so why not
keep it simple?
Stereo recording can work well in
some situations, however, so you may
wish to give it atry. You can use any
of the classic spaced, coincidert
or M/S stereo mic techniques if
you wish, but alot of enginee ,s
just look for two mic positions that
give apleasing sound. One widely
used approach is to mic the body
(as you would for making amono

Reflection Screen
Vocal reflection screens placeic
behind the mic are quite effective
with onni- or even figure- of- eight
patterr mics, to reduce the amount of
room ambience.
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Every mic produces adifferent sound
when used on electric guitar, so try

Unlike akeyboard
or PA amp that
o
litnitoziere...tes
o

everything you have — even the least likely
models can produce pleasing sounds.

of amplifiers, speakers, pedals and
microphones, so that when you play aguitar

Many classic rock albums achieved

through one of them the output is much

their big guitar sound through the use of

the same as if you'd stuck amic in front

small tube amplifiers ( including some of

of the real thing. But just as no two studio

the classic Led Zeppelin albums), so don't

engineers get quite the same sound from

"An electric guitar amp is just as important as
the instrument when it comes to creating the
sound — each amp has its own tonal character
and distortion."
assume you need abig stack to get abig

the same type of amp, each manufacturer's

Lost The Stereo?
Effects generated by modelling
setups are often stereo, so don't forget
to use astereo track rather than amono
track to get the full effect.
complete with the usual controls found on
those amplifiers, plus aselection of speaker
cabinets, and arange of stomp-box pedals
that can be placed in front of the amplifier
just as you would with ' real' pedals. You'll
probably also find afew miking options for
the speakers, which will include microphone
type and position. You may also find arange
of studio-style post- processing effects, such

sound. However, in ahome studio it isn't

model represents aslightly different view of

as studio equalisers and compressors, so

always practical or socially acceptable to

the truth.
Some players claim that playing through

there are plenty of tools for shaping your

amodelled amplifier feels and sounds very

all the controls can be automated from

different from playing through aguitar

within your DAW to change the sound

mic up even asmall guitar amp.

Model Behaviour

dream guitar sound in software. Generally,

The obvious alternative is to use amodelling

amplifier. It's avalid observation, because

during atrack, so you could use automation

preamp, or its software equivalent,

the sound is coming from apair of studio

to engage pedals during solos and so,

as outlined in the chapter on plug-in

monitors rather than high-powered guitar

on but Ipersonally tend to keep different

instruments in the section Exploring

speakers. You have to bear in mind that

guitar sounds on different tracks as it makes

Software. If you can get the sound you

what you hear from the speakers is the

mixing easier.

require from amodelling preamp or plug-in,

guitar as it might sound on atypical record,

then all you have to do is set the record

not what the player normally experiences

levels and go for it.

when standing directly in front of aguitar

possible, although some also offer

amp, and this can take alittle getting used

separate clean and dirty models of the

to for some guitarists. Nevertheless, it's still

same amp. The actual modelling process

agreat way to get apolished, fully produced

varies depending on the designer.

Modelling creates digital simulations

guitar sound with minimum hassle.
One other benefit of using amodelling

Designers try to make the amp models
behave as similarly to the originals as

Peavey's Revalver, for example, models
individual components of the circuitry and

plug-in is that you can change the settings

then computes their interaction. Other

after recording. This is because the guitar

approaches included modelling the amplifier

itself is recorded ' dry' (without processing).

as aseries of blocks — such as the preamp

If you use ahardware box such as aPod,

stages, the tone stack, the output stage and

however, this isn't possible, as you're

the combination of speaker cabinet and

recording the model rather than the guitar.
A useful tip when using hardware is

microphone. Ultimately it doesn't matter
what approach the designers take, or how

to split the guitar signal and record adry

accurate they are for that matter, as long as

version onto asecond track, so that you

you find the result musically satisfying.

can use plug- ins on it later and then either
add it to the processed track or replace

Nailing That Tone

it altogether. Another alternative is to try

Most amp plug-in designers steer clear

recording via the hardware unit using alittle

of legal problems by naming their preset

less distortion than you think you'll ultimately

patches in such away that it's clear what is

need, and make further tonal changes by

meant, but they don't actually spell it out for

processing the recorded part via your amp

you. For example, if they have apatch set

modelling plug-in. It's easy to add more

up to emulate the guitar sound from Pink

distortion to arecording, but impossible to

Floyd's ' Comfortably Numb', they might call

take it away if you've overcooked it.

Features

it something like Comfortably Pink. Other
clue-style names might be along the lines
of Jimi's Wing, Dire Sultans, Texas Stevie

A typical guitar- amp modelling package

and so on. Of course, you have to use the

will include achoice of amplifier types

right type of guitar with the right pickup
combination and, most importantly, play

The T- Rex Spin Doctor recording preamp ( left)
and Amplitube plug-in amp emulator ( right).

like the artist in question to get the result
you're looking for. These patches usually

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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need some degree of tweaking to get them

„
ink
110 410 w
CHECK/MUTE

sounding close to the original tones, as each

If buzzing is aproblem, try using anoise gate.

MUTE
MEDUCTION1

guitar sounds different, but they can also be

THREsHOLD

used as astarting point for getting your own
unique sound.

Hiss & Hum

•
•
MM MAX

GUI and comes in various versions,

DECAY

•
•
MM MAX

including one dedicated to Fender amps
and one based on the signature sounds
of Jimi Hendrix. Some bass amp models

MODE

are included.

REDUCTION

Hiss and hum are inevitable when using

• Line 6Pod Farm, which replaces

high-gain distortion effects. Hum is
aparticular problem for those instruments
fitted with single-coil pickups, such as
Fender Stratocasters and Telecasters.

0

Putting anoise gate or plug-in on the guitar
track after recording will mute unwanted
noise during pauses in the playing, but it is
important that any gating is done before

4- OUTPUT
,a
%— SEND

GearBox, offers the same functionality

INPUT

4- i

and is based around avery simple
drag-and-drop interface where

RETURN +.

Noise
Suppressor
NS-2

as the Pod X3 range of processors

1
i

components are dragged onto avirtual
floor to create custom setups. Some
bass amp models are included. The
effects section includes some studio

adding reverb or delay, otherwise the action

EQs, preamps and compressors while an

of the gate will affect the tail end of the

expansion pack can be used to add new

reverb or decay effect. Fortunately, many

models if you don't go for the flagship

amp modelling plug- ins include agate at

version right off. The biggest difference

the correct point in the signal chain.

between Pod Farm and its rivals is that

To keep hum to aminimum, sit far

when used with acompatible Line 6

enough away from the amplifier to keep

audio interface, the guitar sounds can

out of range of its power transformer's

be heard with zero latency regardless

magnetic field, and then angle the guitar for

of your DAW buffer settings. Line 6also

the least amount of hum. Working close to

have astrong on-line community for

acomputer will also induce noise and buzz

exchanging patches and ideas.

into aguitar's circuits, as will some external
power supplies, lighting dimmers and fan
speed controls.

• SoftTube's Vintage Amp Room
• Amps and amp simulators are processors,

offers fewer options than most of its

and as such should normally be deployed

competitors and doesn't give you

via channel insert points. However, if you

aset of modelled pedals, but the

come up with aclever parallel processing

amps it does model are recreated in

The options for recording bass guitar are just

effect that means putting it in the effects

remarkable detail. III

the same as for electric guitar, except that

send and return loop, who am I
to tell

recording them directly without recourse to

you that you're wrong? At least putting

modelling is also quite common. This can

software plug- ins in the 'wrong' place

be via aDI box or from the DI output on the

won't cause an explosion!

Bass Guitar

back of the amp.
For many kinds of music, aclean DI
with atouch of EQ and compression is

• Watch the input gain and also the output
level of your plug- ins. Some processing
can add alot of gain. Remember to

all that is needed to beef up the sound,

adjust the output control to keep the

but for rock music abit of amplifier dirt

signal from hitting the top of the meter.

can help add punch and attitude. You can
add mild overdrive and tonal colour using
astandard amp- modelling plug-in, although

Recommended Software
• Native Instruments' Guitar Rig provides

adedicated bass version may give you

ahuge range of amp, pedal and effect

more tonal scope. If you do mic abass amp,

models along with avery flexible but

choose amic with agood bass response, as

intuitive routing system. It also allows you

the kinds of dynamic mic normally used for

to have two amp setups running at the

guitar amps often have adeliberate low-end

same time. Though it comes with avast

roll-off.

range of presets, it is very easy to set up

Further Points
• Guitar amp plug- ins can also be used
to coax interesting sounds out of
keyboards, drum loops and even vocals
so don't be afraid to try abit of creative

your own sounds. Its range covers all the
standard ground as well as allowing for
the creation of exotic, ethereal effects.
A combined hardware controller and
audio interface is available for live use.
• IK Multimedia's Amplitube is one of

abuse. Today's top engineers didn't get

the best- respected amp- modelling

where they are by using gear only for the

programs and also has optional live

purpose intended!

performance controllers. It has afriendly
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Selected Manufacturers
Avid
www.avid.com
Behringer
www.behringer.com
Boss
www.roland.com
Digitech
www.digitech.com
Fishman
www.fishman.com
IK Multimedia
www.ikmultimedia.com
Line 6
www.line6.com
Magix
www.magix.com
Native Instruments
www.native-instruments.com
Peavey
www.peavey.com
SoftTube
www.softube.se
TC Electronic
www.tcelectronic.com
Waves
www.waves.com
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nthis section, I'll look at some of
the techniques you'll need to know
when recording in ahome or project
studio. Read on to discover how to
master milking, excel at equalisation,
become proficient with processors, and
crack compression.

MICS & MIKING
MIXING MAGIC
ALL ABOUT COMPRESSION
EQUALISATION EXPLAINED
EXPLORING MASTERING
MONITORING BASICS

116
124
134
138
146
150

Building You
Mic Locker

Shure
SM58

Neumann
TIM 103

16 Mics Everyone Should Know About
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Every day, new customers come to Sweetwater looking for the perfect do- it- all mic. Although
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there is no one mic that's perfect for every situation, there are several that you can use for
many different sources. And you don't have to spend afortune to build asolid mic locker.
Here are some of the most popular and useful microphones available today.
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Shure SM58/SM51
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Two Truly Legendary Dynamic Microphones — The Shure SM58 and SM57 are two of the most popular and
versatile microphones of all time. They're inexpensive and virtually indestructible, and they sound great on just
about anything. Adding one or two of each to your mic locker rignt away is money well spent.
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This Dynamic Mc Is Perfect for Toms, Bass Cabinets, and More — You'll find this mic poised over toms in pro
studios everywhere. It fits into tne tight space above the toms, but it won't pick up too much bleed from the cymbals.
It's also superb at capturing the impact of bass cabinets, the growl of guitar amps, and the resonance of male vocals.

Audio-Technica AT2035
An Affordable Large-diaphragm Condenser Mic That's Great for Vocals — The AT2035 is one of the least
expensive large- diaphragm condenser mics that clearly provides the gently flattering quality of large- diaphragm
condensers. An impressive 148dB maximum sound- pressure level also makes it agreat choice for guitar cabinets.

Neumann UM 103
This Large-diaphragm Condenser Mic Sets the Bar for Smooth Vocals — The TLM 103 is an exceptional
microphone, known for its incredibly low self- noise. I: uses the same capsule as Neumann's legendary U87,
which provides delightfully smooth characteristics. This smoothness is great for vocals and guitar cabinets, and for
mellowing out cymbals

Blue Microphones Spark
An Amazing Medium- diaphragm FET Condenser Mic with Legendary Blue Style — The Spark brings
genuine FET design to an entry-level price point. But don't let the price fool you; the Spark's ultra- modern
FET circuitry gives vocals and acoustic instruments the smooth yet present sound of classic jazz and early
rock ' n' roll recordings.
Blue Microphones
Spark

Polar Patterns
Cardiold
This is the most common
polar pattern; it picks up
sound only from the front
and blocks everything else out. That
makes it perfect for isolating individual
instruments or vocals. When in doubt,
use acaidiold mic.

Supercardioid
This is atighter version
of the cardioid pattern.
It gives you alaser- line
isolation in front. blocking out almost
all sound from the sides. It's great for
drums, as you can isolate asingle
drum without picking up bleec from
the rest of the kit.

Figure-8

)

This pattern picks up sound

from both the front and the
rear of the mic, and nothing
at all from the sides. That
makes it great for recording two
sources at once, such as an acoustic
guitar and vocals.
I<

Omnidirectional
This pattern picks
up sound from all
directions. making
it the perfect pattern for recording
room ambience. It also handles low
frequencies better than any other
pattern, so it's great for kick drums
and bass cabinets.

avg.

Find your perfect
microphone online!
;arnson CO1U
AGreat-sounding Large-diaphragm Mic with USB Convenience — The
Samson CO1U is an excellent mic to have handy, especially if you need to record
on the go. All you need is alaptop, aUSB cable, and aCO1U, and you're set. The

Go to

sweemater.com;

CO1U even comes bundled with recording software.

RODE NT2-A Studio Solution
A Multi- pattern Workhorse Mic That's at Home in Any Studio — Highpass filters, pad settings,
and three selectable polar patterns make the NT2-A agenuine workhorse microphone, good for everything from
vocals to violins. Having an NT2-A in your mic locker will ensure that you always have amic for any occasion.

AKG D112
This Dynamic Mic Is the King of the Kick Drum — The AKG D112 is one of the most popular kick drum microphones
ever made. It captures both the resonant boom of the shell and the click of the beater. It's also an excellent bass- cabinet
mic, capturing low-end punch and midrange snap.

Audix FP1
This Complete Drum Mic Kit Is aFantastic Value — Here's an excellent way to get seven great mics for one amazing
price. These mics are great for drums, but they're also useful for other instruments. If you're looking for asmart way to
build up your mic locker quickly, the FP7 kit is it.

Rover R-121
This Modern Ribbon Mic Lets You Capture Guitar Amps the Way You Hear Them — The Royer R-121 ribbon mic
"hears" pretty much the way your ears do. So, if you want to capture your guitar tone the way it sounds when you're

Royer
R-121

standing in front of your amp, the R-121 is pretty much the perfect mic for the job. It's also astellar vocal mic.
Audio Technica
AT2035

Mojave Audio MA-200
Warm Up Your Vocals with This Incredibly Popular Tube Mic — The magnificently warm and rich-sounding
tone of the MA- 200 has made it apopular vocal mic. For amic that will absolutely flatter vocals across the entire
spectrum, this amazing tube microphone is absolutely worth saving up for.

Miktek Cl
If You Want Classically Smooth Vocals, This Large-diaphragm FET Mic Is aGreat Choice — Warm on the
bottom yet silky at the top, the Miktek C7 delivers at an attractively affordable price. The C7 also provides you with a
range of polar patterns and other settings that give you extra tonal range.

Avantone CK-1
This Small-diaphragm FET Condenser Is Super for Acoustic Guitar and Wonderful as an Overhead —
The CK-1 takes the same FET smoothness found in mics such as the Spark and the C7, and couples it with the
precision of asmall-diaphragm mic. That makes it fantastic for acoustic guitars, cymbals, and other harshsounding instruments.

AEA 084
Transparent Tone Makes This Ribbon Mic Incredibly Flexible — Completely transparent and highly detailed,
the AEA R84 delivers vintage ribbon sound. It's based on classic ribbon mic designs and even features the same
ribbon material used in the original RCA 44 series microphones.

Electro Voice RE20
You'll Find This Classic Dynamic Mic in Any Broadcast or Voice-over House — The RE20 is responsible for
the larger-than- life, bass- heavy male broadcast voice that is now the standard of voice-over-style sound. It's also
the secret weapon for miking kick drums and bass cabinets in many successful recording houses.
For more information about these and other wonderful microphones everyone should know about, give us acall.
Your Sweetwater Sales Engineer will help find the perfect mics for you.

Get connected with the mics
that lit your needs!
CALL US TODAY AT

00) 222-4700

Music Instruments & Pro Audio
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The way you capture your source material will have ahuge
effect on the success of your recordings, so read on to be
sure that you make the right decisions when buying and
setting up your microphones.

Side- address large- diaphragm condenser
microphones ( ADK A6 and 57), and Charter
Oak 5600 pencil or stick mic.
condenser mics that can run from
batteries, you'll need to provide 48V
phantom power to enable condenser mics
to operate. Without it there will be no

M

icrophones are some of the most
essential bits of kit for aproject

condenser mic has the widest frequency
range of all microphone types and is

rule is where the microphone uses valve

studio. Without them, there

agood choice for natural- sounding

or tube circuitry, as these come with their

signal whatsoever! The exception to this

would be no way of recording the music

acoustic instruments and voices, especially

own power supplies to provide the higher

you want to make! Given the wide variety

where tnere's alot of high-frequency

voltages the valve needs to run.

of mics available, choosing the right mic

content. Condenser mics can be built

for the job is key to making recorded

to offer any polar pattern or even to be

voices and instruments sound good.

switchable between the various patterns

There are three main groups of

(a polar pattern describes the directions

microphones for recording, and each has

from which amicrophone picks up sound).

its own strengths and weaknesses.

In the home studio, however, the cardioid

Condenser Mics
Because it is built around an extremely
thin, lightweight diaphragm, the
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pattern is the most common choice: this
picks up sound mainly in front of the mic,
and is less sensitive at the sides and rear.
Aside from afew ' back electret'

Don't be tempted to buy cheap
microphones from ageneral-purpose

Microphone Anatomy
The part of amicrophone that picks up
the sound is often referred to as the
'capsule'. The part of the capsule that
moves in response to sound is called
the ' diaphragm'.

electronics shop, as these are seldom in

it is highly recommended that you put

Unlike condenser mics, however, they

the same league as even the cheapest

amesh pop screen between the mic

can't reach the top of the audio spectrum:

mics you can buy from amusic shop.

and the singer when recording vocals to

most roll off at 16kHz or so. Dynamic

Also beware of bad- sounding fake

prevent popping on ' plosive' B' and ' P'

models built specifically for instrument

microphones sold over the Internet. There

sounds. The foam 'pop sock' screens that

use tend to have asmaller basket and

are some truly appalling- sounding Shure
SM58 copies around that look very much
like the real thing.
A good microphone will last alifetime,
so don't skimp in this area by buying
attractive- looking junk. As with many
things, you get what you pay for.
Stick to recognised names or models
recommended in Sound On Sound
reviews and you'll be fine. There are the
obvious high- profile European brands
such as Neumann, AKG, Sennheiser,
Beyerdynamic and Microtech Geffel, but
there are many other reputable brands
from around the world including, but not
restricted to, Shure, Audio-Technica, CAD,
Rode, Telefunken, Charter Oak, Blue, Heil,
AEA, Royer, MXL, Audix, Studio Projects,
sE and Sontronics (to name afew!).
There are two main physical formats
for the condenser mic: the thin stick- like
'pencil' models which, in the case of
acardioid version, would be aimed
directly at the sound source, and the
chunkier large- diaphragm models. The
vast majority of these are ' side-address',
meaning that you sing or play into one
side, not into the end. Large- diaphragm
models are popular for use with both

Ribbon microphones, clockwise.
Sontronics Delta, Shiny Box 46MX, MXL R77,
Audio Technica AT4080 & AT4081 .

vocals and instruments and often have
anoticeable and deliberate tonal
character that is designed to flatter, while
the small-diaphragm pencil models are,
as arule, more accurate and neutral.

come with some mics aren't very effective

amore extended low-frequency response,

While there's no reason not to use

and can also compromise the tone. Check

the Shure SM57 being atypical example.

asmall- diaphragm mic for vocals, most

out the Recording Vocals chapter in the

engineers choose alarge- diaphragm

Recording section for more specific tips

model. Whichever type is chosen,

and information on vocal recording.
Before leaving the subject of mic

Ribbon Mics
Finally, the ribbon mic, which is also
atype of dynamic microphone, is the

Phantom Power Off!

accessories, it is also worth investing in

most physically fragile of the types

shockmounts for your condenser mics, as

mentioned so far. With its low sensitivity,

Any serious mixer, mic preamp or
audio interface with mic inputs will
have phantom power, often switched
'globally' to all of the mic inputs at the
same time. This isn't usually aproblem
as mics that don't need phantom
power will not be damaged by it as
long as they are balanced (which mics
designed for studio use invariably are)
and connected using balanced 3- pin
XLR cables. However, microphones, and
ribbon mics in particular, should not
be plugged in or unplugged with the
phantom power switched on, as there is
still arisk of damaging them.

these help prevent floor vibrations being

it is also technically the least efficient (you

carried up the mic stand and into the mic.

get less output for agiven audio input

Dynamic Mics

level), and most models are less capable
of capturing high frequencies than other

Dynamic moving- coil mics are the type

types of mic. Given all this, you may ask

we're all familiar with for live- sound use.

why anyone bothers to build them. One

Many follow a ' ball- on- a-stick' format,

answer is that they are particularly useful

where the wire mesh ball helps reduce

with instruments that can sound harsh

popping and protects the capsule.

when recorded via acondenser mic, such

These are rugged, require no phantom

as the violin. Ribbons can also be used to

power and can usually withstand high

capture a ' vintage' vocal sound, and can
sound fabulous on electric guitar amps.

sound- pressure ! eve's, making them
suitable for recording drums, guitar amps
and for close-miking brass instruments.

Because of their physical design, where
asuspended metal ribbon is open to the »

Music Technology Basics Es Beyond
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make acceptable recordings, although

Finding The Sweet Spot
To check you have found the best or
'sweet' spot, ask your performer to play
continuously, then listen to the mic signal
over headphones while moving the mic
around the performer. Do this until you've

their lack of high- frequency sensitivity may
found the position that sounds « ebest.
When you find the right spot it is almost as
though the sound comes into clear focus,
so it should be obvious where the sweet
spot is located.

compromise the end result with brighter
or more articulate instrument sounds.
Dynamic mics are often the preferred
choice for close-miking drums and
guitar cabinets.

Mic Position
There are textbook mic positions for
most instruments, but these should
be regarded only as starting points.
Exact positioning will vary between
instruments and will also be influenced
by the room acoustics and the type of
microphone used. For most of this section
I've assumed you'll be working with
acardioid mic.
One factor that soon becomes
apparent is that the majority of
instruments don't produce sound from
asingle point. What we hear is the result
of vibrations coming from the entire
body of the instrument. If the mic is too
close, you only capture part of the sound.
» air on both sides, ribbon mics almost

all, if something already sounds good

On the other hand, if you put the mic

invariably have afigure- of- eight pickup

played in aparticular room, it saves

as far away as atypical listener, you'll

pattern. For this reason, acoustic screens

you having to try to reshape the sound

pick up alot of reflected room sound,

may be necessary to prevent unwanted

using further processing. The amount of

which will make the instrument sound

sound reaching the rear of the mic, which

reverberation that the room contributes

more distant. Ihave developed asimple

is just as sensitive as the front.

to the recording will be affected by

compromise technique that works for

One strength of the figure- of- eight

the distance of the microphones to the

just about any instrument. We can call

pattern is that it offers almost perfect

source being recorded. The closer the

this a ' rule of thumb', even though it isn't

rejection of any sound approaching from

mic to the instrument, the more direct

arule and doesn't involve thumbs. Simply

the side of the mic (90 degrees off- axis).

sound you'll pick up relative to the room

space the mic away from the instrument

This can be exploited by aiming the ' deaf'

ambience. The greater the distance

by adistance similar to the longest

axis towards other sound sources in the

between instrument and mic, the more

dimension of the instrument. This ensures

room that you don't want to spill into the

the room acoustics will contribute to the

the mic collects sound from all parts of

mic. Active ribbons also require phantom

overall sound.

the instrument facing it while still being

power, while passive models need to be

For most acoustic instruments,

reasonably close. You can then use the

used with ahigh- quality, low- noise mic

condenser mics capture the most natural

headphone trick, as described in the box

preamp for the best results. Even though

sound. Dynamic mics can be used to

to the left, to find the best place to aim it.

modern ribbon models are more rugged

Recording Drums

than vintage models, you should
always handle them with care and

Drums are one of the most difficult

never drop them. Before choosing

things to record in the home studio

one, it is worth asking the cost of
getting abroken ribbon replaced!

Instrument Recording
To make agood recording of an
instrument ( or voice), the instrument
must sound good in the first place.
Not only should the instrument be
properly maintained, it can also
be beneficial to record it in
asympathetic acoustic
environment ( drums
are an excellent
example). After
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because you need plenty of height

I

above the kit to place the
overhead mics without

Miking Drums
When miking adrum kit or acollection of
percussion instruments you should treat
the whole setup as one large instrument,
then space the mic accordingly. This
applies whether you're using asingle mic
or astereo pair. For astandard drum kit,
place the mics one or two metres in front
of, or above, the kit.
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New to our fami yof 20 Series studio condensers, •. e.ro remarkable large- diaphragm microphones: AT2050 Multi- Pattern
Condenser and AT2035 Cardioid Condenser. Look to them for more quality, more clarity, more for your investment.
Wherever yoJr music takes you, experience more. audio-technica.corn

AT205« FEATL1FES

AT2 ,
335 FEATURES

•Multi patterns de- address stucio ziandensEr

•Side-ad112SS cardioid studio condenser

•High 3PL handing and wide dynamic rang?,

•Lare diaphragm for smooth, natural sound & low noise

•Three sw.tchable polar patterns:

•Caldioid polar pattern improves isolation of desired

omnidirectional, cardioid, figuee-cf-eight
•SwitchaIxe 83 -1z high-pass iltar and 10 dB pad

sound soirce
•Switchabe 80 Hz high-pass filter and 10 dB pad

audio-technica
always listening
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them also picking up strong ceiling

kit. However, most engineers opt for

reflections. A ceiling height of two metres

apair of mics so as to capture the kit in

above the cymbals should be considered

stereo. You can further refine this simple

aminimum but, where that isn't possible,

technique by moving the mic pair above

you can also suspend acoustic screens

the drum kit and then adding athird

above the overhead mics to help reduce

mic for the kick drum to allow more

the effect of ceiling reflection.

flexibility when mixing. A dynamic model

A good drum recording starts with
agood- sounding kit, played well in

specifically tailored to bass instrument
use is recommended (such as the AKG

Mastering Miking
There are other more elaborate
stereo-miking techniques, as well as mic
setups suitable for making surround
recordings, but they are beyond
the scope of this guide. If you're
interested in learning more, go to www.
soundonsound.com and have alook at
some of the past articles on the subject.

asympathetic acoustic environment.

D112), as many dynamic vocal mics have

Where the environment is less than ideal,

adeliberate roll-off below 200Hz. If the

the best you can do is use screens to

front head of the kick drum has ahole cut

around 50mm from the edge of the drum

reduce the effect of the room as much as

into it, try positioning the mic just inside

and about 30 to 50 mm above the head,
tilted to aim towards the centre of the

possible, before adding asuitable artificial

of the shell about 100mm from the shell

ambience from areverb unit when mixing.

wall, off to one side. A folded blanket

drum head. Point the snare mic away

Excessive ' ringing' from the drums can be

inside the bottom of the shell will provide

from the hi- hat to minimise spill. Some

cured by damping: modern gel pads do

adequate damping. Where there is no

engineers like to use asecond mic on the

amuch better job than the old standby

hole, you can try miking either the front

underside of the snare to enable them to

of tissue and gaffer tape. If the result is

or rear head of the kick drum, depending

add more snare ' snap'. If you decide to

still dire, you can try drum replacement

on the sound you want. Using our

do this, you must switch the polarity of

software, which processes the original

mic-positioning rule of thumb, start with

the bottom mic ' out of phase' with the

drum tracks and then uses samples to

amic distance of half the drum's diameter.

replace (or layer) the flawed sounds.
In rooms that flatter the kit sound,
you can get great results using asingle

Multi-miking
As the kick and snare are arguably the

condenser mic placed ametre or two

most important elements of adrum kit,

in front of the kit, and adjusting the mic
height above the floor to get the best

you can extend the miking arrangement
further to add aclose snare mic. This

balance of kick drum to the rest of the

would typically be adynamic mic placed
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top, otherwise the two mic signals will
try to cancel each other out, resulting
in avery thin sound. If your mic preamp
doesn't have aphase- invert switch, record
Complex miking arrangements such as
this are not to be attempted by the fainthearted! It's often easier to start off miking
adrum kit as asingle instrument.

e
as normal but then use aphase- inverting

in any position, though the

plug-in or adestructive edit to invert the

'dynamic mic close to the grille'

polarity of the signal after recording.

solution usually gets decent

To go the whole hog on drum

.

results. Ialso love the sound of

miking, set up separate mics for each

ribbon mics on electric guitar,

tom, positioned as for the snare. Good

though these often need alittle

dynamic mics are ideal for this purpose,

low-cut and upper- mid boost EQ

although some clip- on drum-mic sets use
miniature condenser mics. In apro studio

to get them sounding just right.
Acoustic guitars were also

start from there.

you'd often find additional stereo pairs

covered in the Guitar Recording

A ribbon mic will

set up further from the kit. These room

chapter. In my experience,

give amuch smoother

mics can add agreat character to the

small- diaphragm condenser mics

sound, but you can also use

sound, but only in great-sounding rooms,

give the best results in most

EQ to tame the top end if you're using

and in most home studios you won't have

cases, although you can use your

acondenser mic. It is also possible to tilt

space to try this.
If the overhead mics aren't picking up

vocal mic if that's all you

enough hi- hat, use aseparate condenser

omni-pattern mic, give

responsive to high frequencies. You

mic spaced about half the hi- hat's

it atry: you might find

can try amoving- coil dynamic mic,

•
•

the mic slightly so that it picks up
the sound ' off- axis', where it is less

have. If you have an

diameter away from the hi- hat and aimed

it easier to get anatural

just below or just above the cymbals so

sound, although you may

violin body and

though Ifind these can sometimes
sound abit ' honky' on violin.

it doesn't get hit by ablast of air every

need to use acoustic

time the hi- hat closes. Whatever way you

screens behind the

set up the mics, ensure the drummer isn't

mic to keep out room

Because of the movement of

likely to hit them! Close-miked drums

reflections and spill

the bellows, accordions literally
change size as they're being

usually need some EQ to get the sound

from other sources.

you want, and you may also need to roll

As long as you use

off some low end from the overhead mics

your ears and keep

to prevent the overall kit sound becoming

the mic away from the

too boxy.

soundhole, you shouldn't

Bass & Guitar
The easiest way to record bass guitar is
using aDI box or recording preamp, but
putting amic in front of agood bass amp
can sound better. Many engineers record
both at the same time to hedge their
bets. Use agood dynamic or condenser

Accordion

played. Furthermore, different
sounds come from the two ends,
so you'll need to mic them in
stereo. Keep your mics reasonably widely

have too much of aproblem with acoustic

spaced to avoid excessive level changing

guitar. A hard floor always helps keep the

during performance. Around half ametre

sound lively.

out from the sides of the instrument and

Keyboards
Keyboards, drum machines and samplers
are usually recorded by plugging them
directly into the line inputs of your

mic 200 to 300 mm from the speaker

mixer, but miking an amp can

grille, and move it off to the side

sometimes produce awarmer

slightly if the tone seems too hard.
Electric guitars were covered in

sound. You can also use
some guitar- amp overdrive

some depth in the chapter on guitars

to add energy to the sound.

in the Recording section, but it is worth

Again, it is acase of ' whatever

reiterating that it's OK to do whatever

works'. Mic as you would for

seems to work for you. You can use

electric guitar.

absolutely any mic or combination of mics

300mm or so in front of it usually works
well for me. Iuse condenser mics but you

If you're lucky enough to get to
record areal Leslie rotary cabinet,

Miking Guitars
With acoustic guitars, the majority
of sound comes from the body, so
measuring the length of the body
and using this as astarting point
for your mic distance will put you in
the right vague area. (A more purist
approach would be to acknowledge
that some sound also comes from
the neck and the strings above
it, in which case you'd need to
double the mic distance.)

work in stereo with one mic at each
side of the cabinet facing the
speaker grilles. Keep these
250mm or more from the

can also get fine results using moving- coil

grilles to avoid picking up

dynamic mics. Don't pan the two mics too

wind noise from the rotating

far apart in the mix or you'll end up with

parts inside.

Violin

the sound of afive- metre wide accordion!

Wind

Violins can sound pretty

Most wind instruments can be successfully

harsh when close-miked,

recorded by positioning amic around

so put the mic 600mm
to one metre above the

300 to 700 mm in front of the instrument,
angled so that the mic isn't pointing

Music Technology Basics & Beyond
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Miking Unusual Instruments
The drum-miking rule, though not
infallible, is auseful fallback when
you're confronted with unusual
instruments for which no textbook
method exists. You might also like to
consider that if the instrument sounds
right to the player, then putting amic
or mics close to the player's ears should
give good results.

mics. Take off the front panels and open
the lid if it improves the sound

Stereo Mic Techniques
For astereo microphone technique to
sound convincing, it must capture sound
in athree-dimensional space in away
that our hearing system will believe. The
human head is nominally symmetrical, so
any stereo-miking arrangement must also
be symmetrical. Logic would suggest that
using two microphones in place of our

» directly down the bell or mouth of the

own ears would get close to capturing

instrument. Having said that, some sax

what we need, and this can work using

recordings are made with the

apiece of equipment known as adummy

mic close to the bell. It gives

head (which saves areal person having to

adifferent sound but with lots

sit perfectly still for the entire recording).

of presence and punch, so try it

In practice, this only works properly for

An example of an XYmic pair.

to see if you prefer it. I've even

headphone listening, where the signals

(or XY pair) where two identical

recorded the digeridoo based

reaching the two ears are completely

on my rule- of-thumb method,

high- quality cardioid or figure-of- eight

separate. It doesn't work so well for

mics are mounted at approximately 90

but most of the sound does

loudspeaker listening as some of the

degrees to each other and with their

come out of the end of the
pipe, so you can afford to get
as close as 200mm from the
open end without changing the
sound too much. Louder wind
instruments, such as the sax and
trumpet, can be recorded using
either condenser or dynamic
mics, while flutes seem to sound
more airy when recorded with
acondenser model. You can also
try aribbon mic if you have one

"A good microphone will last alifetime,
so don't skimp in this area by buying
attractive- looking junk. As with many things,
you get what you pay for. Stick to recognised
names or models recommended in Sound On
Sound reviews and you'll be fine."

as this will produce awarmer, less
aggressive tone that might be

sound from the left speaker will reach the

more suitable for ' late night' jazz.

right ear, and vice versa.

Piano

In real life, sound arrives from all
directions, but with stereo speakers we

possible. One mic will tend to pick up
sound mainly from one side of the sound
stage and the other from the opposite

Use samples — it's easier!

only have two point sources to work with.

Seriously, though, unless you

side. Sounds originating from the centre

Fortunately, the human hearing system is

will be picked up equally by both mics.

have agood piano in agood

pretty accommodating when it comes to

Figure- of- eight mic pairs do the same

room, samples may work better.
However, if you want to give

stereophonic sound, so, even though we

but will also capture the left and right

can't create the spacial impression of the

grand piano recording ago,

live event, we can still produce something

open the lid on its prop, then

of the room, including

enjoyable that gives an impression of left/

audience noise and

put up acouple of mics set at aheight of
around halfway up the prop and around
1500mm from the piano facing into

right perspective.

Coincident ( X-Y Pair)

the open lid. Space them by one metre

The simplest stereo-miking

and then fine-tune the positions for an

setup is the coincident

even balance of bass and treble notes.
Condenser mics generally give the best
results here, but agood ribbon can also
sound very sweet.
Upright pianos can be miked in many
ways but Ifind aspaced pair either side of
the player's head gives adequate results.
After all, if the piano sounds OK to the
player, it is going to sound OK to the
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Miking Pianos
Pianos can
be treated in
asimilar manner
to drums as they
are physically
large instruments.

sound from the rear

room reverberation.
When played back over
stereo speakers all the
sound appears to
come from

Pops And Whistles
When you're recording vocals, you'll
find that certain sounds can cause
particular problems. Some consonants

the front, even if it was picked up from

• Use apop filter for vocal recording,

the rear of the room. Because the two

and unless the floor of your studio is

microphone capsules are very close

solid, using shockmounts to hold the

to each other, sounds always arrive at
both mics at the same time, so there
are no delay problems to cause phase
cancellation when played back in mono.

Spaced Stereo Mics

mics is recommended.
• Buy at least one capable condenser
microphone. It doesn't need to be
expensive, but don't skimp by buying
something cheap and nasty either.
• Take time to experiment with all the

Coincident miking is asafe way to work,

different mics you have. Don't wait

but you can sometimes create amore

until you have asession to try out new

dramatic impression of stereo by using

mic techniques.

spaced mics (sometimes called an A/B

• Monitor the sound being picked up via

pair). Sound originating anywhere other

enclosed headphones as you physically

than from the centre will arrive at the

move the mic around the sound

can be mono-compatibility problems,
but the upside is that the stereo effect is
more pronounced. You can try this using
spaced-cardioid, omni or figure-of-eight
microphones and, though the spacing can
cause mono-compatibility problems, the
result is often still acceptable in mono.
You'll need to adjust the distance of the
microphones from the performers to get the
desired balance of direct and reverberant
sound. As arule, I'd use amic spacing of
around half the width of the ensemble being
recorded and seldom less than one metre.

Summary
• Read up on the textbook miking
setups for different instruments, but
always fine-tune the mic position to
get the best result, as every instrument

de-essers are designed to tone these
down at the mix, but it's better to tackle
the problem through mic choice and
placement if possible.

source. This will help you find the best

"The majority of instruments don't produce
sound from asingle point. What we hear
is the result of vibrations coming from the
entire body of the instrument. Mic too close,
and you'll only capture part of the sound.
Mic too far away and you'll pick up alot of
reflected room sound."
different mics at different times, so there

are produced by aggressively
stopping the airflow in the mouth
when producing the sound. These are
plosives, and you'll easily spot them
by the tell-tale ' popping' sounds on
your vocal recordings. Examples of
consonants that produce this effect
are P, B, K, G and T. Sounds made
when uttering M and N consonants can
produce asimilar effect, but are made
by nasal vibrations; H and W sounds can
also cause wind blasts on the mic.
Other consonants that can cause
problems are ' sibilants', such as S,
Tand F, which can sound harsh and
exaggerated with some singers and
microphones. Special processors called

mic position and also help you learn
what the instrument sounds like from
different positions.
• If you don't know how far away to
position the mic, measure the length
of the part of the instrument that
produces sound and use this as the
initial mic distance from that part
of the instrument. This will ensure
you pick up all the sound from the
instrument without getting so far
away that the room acoustics will
dominate. NH

Selected Manufacturers
AKG
www.akg.com
Audio-Technica
www.aucio-technica.com
Audix
www.audixusa.com
Beyerdynamic
www.beyerdynamic.com
Blue
www.bluemic.com
CAD
www.cadaudio com
DPA Microphones
www.dpsmicroohones.com
Heil
www.hedsounc.com
M-Audio
www.m-audio.com
Mojave Audio
www.mojaveaudio.com

MXL
www.mxlmics.com
Rode
www.rodemic.com
Rycote ( shockmounts)
www.rycote.com
Samson
www.samsontech.com
SE Electronics
www.seelectronics.com
Schoeps Mikrofone
www.schoeps.de
Sennheiser & Neumann
www.sennheiser.com
Shure
www.shure.com
Sontronics
www.sontronics.com
Studio Projects
www.studioprojects.com

and room sounds different.
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So you've recorded all your tracks — now it's time to think about mixing them...

I

nthe early days of recording, there
was no such thing as mixing: asingle

advantageous to get rid of (or mute)

levels of your tracks, however, it is normally

Ideally, you should use music of asimilar

microphone would be used to record

anything that's not needed. This includes

style to what you're working on. This will
guide you on how to get asimilar balance

commercial reference material on hand.

acomplete live performance in one go.

alternate takes and passages of supposed

As technology developed, it became

silence that may contain background noise,

between instruments and also help in

possible to combine several mics within a

amplifier hum and so on. Long tracks

single recording, and eventually to record

the selection of effects, EQ and other

that have audio only at certain locations

processing. There are few hard and fast

individual instruments to their own tracks on

(such as backing vocals on the chorus),

rules, but most engineers ensure that

tape. This led to anew phase in the process

should be split into separate regions so

low-frequency sounds are panned to the

of making records, where the engineer and

that each region's start and end can be

centre of the mix, specifically the kick drum

producer would play back the tape, using

trimmed to eliminate noise. Ifind that it is

and the bass instrument. As well as sounding

faders to adjust the levels of each instrument

also sometimes helpful to fade the ends

well balanced from an artistic perspective,

and applying effects such as reverb to make

of regions rather than have any noise stop

this also has the practical benefit of sharing

the whole thing gel. This process is now a

abruptly. This kind of housekeeping can

the high-energy bass sounds between the

central part of producing music, and skilled

make asignificant improvement to the

two speakers. If you pan the bass sounds

mixing is vital to getting the best from your

end result.

to one side, then one speaker has to do

source recordings.
Before you think about adjusting the
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Unless you have alot of experience
in mixing, it is very helpful to have some

all the work, which halves the amount of
bass power available. Lead vocals are also •

Spectrum Analysers
If your DAW has aspectrum- analyser plug-in, th scan show you what low-frequency
energy exists on atrack and may help you choose the bes rfilter settings.
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Channel EQ

4.;

shows alow-cut filter working on frequencies below 79Hz, with
aspectrum- analyser overlay showing the track's frequency content

This vocal channel EQ

routinely positioned in the centre, as you'd

without significantly affecting the vocal

expect them to be the centre of attention,

tone is usually the best option. With other

but this preliminary work will make your
track easier to mix and the end result will

and in alive situation, the singer would

instruments (pad synths or acoustic guitars,

sound much cleaner. You may end up with

normally be centre stage.

for example) you might want to take out

some elements sounding quite thin when

even more low end to help these sounds sit

heard in isolation, but it is how they sound

Cleaning Up The Lows
Before setting an initial baLence, it is often
helpful to use low-cut filters to remove
unwanted low-frequency content from
non-bass parts, as this can significantly
clean up the low end of the mix. Simply
adjust the frequency control until you hear
the low end of the track in question being
affected, then back it off slightly so the

"It is usually safest to build your mix
starting with the bass and drums, then
add in the other parts once you have
asolid foundation."

tonality remains essentially the same. Vocals
often include low-frequency breath noises,

better in the mix, as the lower mid- range

in the context of the overall mix that

so adjusting the filter as high as possible

between 150 and 300 Hz can easily get

matters.

congested, making your mix sound ' muddy'.

Evaluate Each Part
Mixes are made difficult by an
inappropriate choice of sounds or
excessively busy nnusica arrangements.
Question the reasoning behind every
part you incluce, End don't be afraid
to take parts out ithey are not
contributing anything useful. Wit', MIDI
parts, experiment with different sounds.

The track ' solo' button is very useful

Building The Mix

for setting up the low-cut filters on the

Iknow professional engineers who push

individual tracks. Expect to have to make

up all the faders and then create amix

further adjustments when everything is

balance from that point, but that requires

playing as things have ahabit of sounding

alot of skill. Until you have that level of

different in context. Remember that the

experience, it is usually safest to build

only tracks that should normally contribute

the mix starting with the bass and drums,

to the bass end ( roughly sub-120Hz)

then add in the other parts once you

are the bass instruments and kick drum.

have asolid foundation. When you have

Iknow

that elusive five minutes, read your DAW

you want to get on with the mix,
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Achannel strip showing
apre- fader auxiliary send
(going to Bus 1). On that
bus, you could insert an
effect such as reverb,
with the amount of reverb
applied being governed by
the Bus 1send level.

• Setting
EQ

Inserts
_

Sends

4.4

kick and snare drums, can peak at quite

spring back to their programmed levels as

high levels without necessarily sounding

soon as you play the mix.

particularly loud, so if you start with them set

Psychoacoustics

too high you won't have enough headroom
left to balance the other elements of the

Music doesn't always have to be played

mix. There are plenty of ways to make the

loud to sound loud. For example, take

final mix sound adequately loud, regardless

aheavy metal track, play it back at avery

of how much headroom you leave. At

low level and listen to the guitars. They'll

manual to find out how to
subgroup tracks via the
mixer buses, as this can
really help simplify amix.
For example, if your drum
kit was recorded using
eight microphones, you
can route the drum mix
via astereo subgroup so
that the overall kit level
can be controlled from

"Unless you have alot of experience in
mixing, it's very helpful to have some
commercial reference material on hand —
ideally, music of asimilar style to what you're
working on."

asingle fader, rather than
having to adjust all eight

this stage, don't worry about the finished

still sound loud and aggressive because of

individually.

mix sounding as loud as commercial records.

their dynamics and harmonic texture, not
because of their actual level. Adding small

You would first,

If you find you're running out of

balance the individual

headroom, many DAWs allow you to select

elements of the drum kit

all the faders and then pull them all down

help make asound appear louder, even

using the channel faders,

by the same number of dB to regain some

though its peak level remains constant.

then use the bus fader

headroom without changing the overall

to balance the entire kit

balance. Do this before automating any

front-to- back perspective of amix. Bright

with the rest of the mix. You can also use

levels as any automated tracks will simply

sounds with little or no reverb sound close

amounts of distortion and compression can

Processing also affects the apparent

subgrouping for other groups of tracks that
can be usefully controlled as asingle item,
such as multiple backing vocals or layered
keyboard pads.

Headroom
Just because you can push the track

Track Eq [LoTonrt] - Meaty Banks - quick bounce.cwp
Presets

fBypa:•:::•1:

I

LIndo

Setup

Feet

[
F'reets

Help

level close to the top of the meter
without the signal clipping doesn't mean
that you should. In fact, you'll find mixing
easier if each track peaks at little more than
half way up the meter so you have some
spare headroom. The reason for this is that
when the tracks are all mixed together,
you don't want the combined level at
the output to be pushing the meters up
into the red. Percussive sounds, such as

Balance The Band
When working with aband, the
chances are that each band member
will ask to be made louder. Acquiesce
to their requests and you'll quickly run
out of headroom. If there's alegitimate
reason to make abalance readjustment
to amix that's already close to being
OK, try to do it by reducing the level of
things that are too loud rather than by
turning things up. You can always turn
the whole mix up at alater sta 3e.
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SOnitus:equalizer

Problem frequencies in atrack can easily be identified by using anarrow- band peaking filter.
Set the band to boost, and sweep through the spectrum until the offending frequency is at
its loudest, and then simply turn that band's gain down.

EQ Cui & Boost

-lu
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The human hearing system is very
sensitive to EQ boost, especially when
applied over anarrow frequency range
(high Q). If you were to apply EQ cut
in the same range, the effect would be
much less noticeable. There are several
things WE can learn from this in order to
keep thinrgs sounding natural:
•Always try EQ cut before boost.
•Where EQ boost is necessary, try to
boost over awider frequency range
(lower Q) and don't boost by more
than yo _ihave to.
•Be aware that excessive boosting
in the 2to 5kHz range can make
things sound ur pleasantly harsh
and aggressive.

then', though don't pan them too far from
centre or the drum kit will sound as though
it is 20 metres wide! You may find that
multiple backing vocals are spread both left

EQ bracketing can really enhance your recordings. By stripping away unnecessary high and
low frequencies, you focus the sound on the mid- range.

and right to create awider sound stage,
sometimes with just alittle less high- and

to you while adding more reverb and taking

left and right and by how much? In reality

low-end to help them sit behind the main

out some high end pi.shes asound towards

you don't have to pan things far before they

vocal. Multiple keyboard pad parts are also

the back of the mix. This is avery powerful

appear to be coming almost entirely from

often panned left and right. Where the mix

technique and one that many newcomers to

one side, so you rarely need to crank the

represents an image of aband on stage,

mixing overlook. The temptation is to make

pan controls hard left and right to create

think about where the performers would

every track sound bright and wonderful in

awide illusion of stereo. Also, consider that

stand: if there are two electric guitars, these

isolatior, but then when you try to cleate

some plug-in instruments already produce

would be balanced either side of centre.

amix, you'll find them all fighting it out

astereo output so you'll still end up with

Sounds that are added for effect may be

for aplace at the front. Some things are

asound that has an mpression of width,

panned further out.

meant to be up front ard others are meant

even if you leave them panned centrally.

to be further into the background, so

You can use the ' balance' control (the stereo

keep this in mind when rmxing. Final EQ

track equivalent of pan) to move the stereo

left/right balance throughout most of the

settings are usually done with the whole

instruments either side of the centre.

song. You can check this by looking at the

mix playing for this very reason — there's

Before going further, listen to some of

There are no solid rules here, but it's
agood idea to try to keep anominally even

output leve. meters. Also, and this is very

only so much you can do by tweaking

those commercial reference tracks through

sounds in isolation.

headphones, as headphones exaggerate

good in mono by hitting the mono button

panning, making it easier to hear what

on your monitor controller. While mono

Panning

important, ensure that the mix still sounds

the eng neer has done. The toms and

listening is less important than it once it was,

Bass sounds ana vocals should normally be

cymbals in adrum kit are often panned to

there are stUl mono portable radios and

panned centrally, so what should you pan

sound the way an audience would hear

Ws. Sometimes you can combine two bass
sounds and they'll sound awesome in stereo,

Get Some Perspective
tip for judging the mix balance is to
stand in the next room with the door open
and listen to your mix from there. Many
engineers do this as they've discovered that
level problems that are not obvious when
they're sitting right in front of the speakers
stand out like asore thumb when heard from
the next room.
There's agood reason why this tip is so
effective: our ears get tired quite quickly.
Once you have what you think is the
perfect mix, take abreak and come back to
it afew hours, or even aday, later. Chances
A good

but in mono some phase cancellation may
take place robbing the sound of its power.
are that you'll hear something you missed
first time. Also, don't worry if your track
doesn't sound quite as loud and ' in your
face' as the commercial reference tracks:
those have been ' mastered', where further
processing has been applied to make them
sound loud ana punchy. While professional
mastering is always the preferred option
for commercial releases, mastering at
home is tine foi smalf-scale local releases
or putting songs online. See the chapter on
Mastering for tips on effective mastering in
ahome or project studio.

Equalisation
If every element was recorded perfectly
at source, you may need no equalisation
other than the low-cut filters mentioned
earlier to trim away unwanted low end from
non- bass tracks. In real life, however, even
awell- recorded track may not have quite
the right tonality to sit properly in the mix,
so more equalisation is often required. EQ
is essentially afancy name for tone control
but, unlike the bass and treble controls on
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SUBJECTIUE AUDIO QUALITIES
'Bite', 'Slap' and 'Sizzle': what does it all mean?
0
KICK DRUM

30

60

120

Impact Noise

Depth

10Hz - 20Hz

60Hz -80Hz

250

500

Fatness

SNARE DRUM

240Hz

Gong

HI- HAT

200Hz

Clunk

CYMBALS

100Hz - 300Hz
IME

Rumble

BASS GUITAR

20Hz -30Hz

Bottom
0Hz - 80Hz
1.1

ELECTRIC
GUITAR

Mains Hum

Fullness

50Hz -60Hz

240Hz

ACOUSTIC
GUITAR

Bottom

Body

80Hz - 100Hz

240Hz

ELECTRIC
ORGAN

80Hz -120Hz

Bottom

PIANO

Pedal Noise

Bottom

10Hz - 20Hz

80Hz -120Hz

Warmth

BRASS

200Hz -400Hz

Fullness

STRINGS

200Hz -300Hz

VOCALS

Popping

Fullness

Boom

20Hz

120Hz

200Hz - 240Hz
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30

60

120

250

500

Slap
2.5kHz

The English language is awonderful
tool in that it usually offers many
alternative ways of describing similar
things. Alas, that can also make it rather
imprecise and confusing, particularly

Crispness
4kHz - 8kHz

Bite
2kHz

when it comes to describing sound!
We might describe asound as deep,
warm, bright, shrill, crisp, forward,

111
Sizzle
7.5kHz - 12kHz

or shimmering. They're useful terms
because we all know roughly what they
mean, but they're not alot of use when
you're trying to narrow down which

Sizzle
8kHz - 12kHz

Ringing Overtones
1kHz - 6kHz

frequencies to cut or boost.
This grid shows some useful frequencies
for sounds produced by different
instruments that you might wish to

Pop
2.5kHz

Pluck
700Hz - 1kHz

I.

record in your home or project
studio. It's by no means
exhaustive, but is auseful

111

reference guide as a
starting point.

Bite
2.5kHz
1111
Clarity
2kHz - 2.5kHz

Presence
2.5kHz

Presence
2.5kHz - 5kHz

Shrillness
5kHz - 7.5kHz

Attack
10kHz

1111.1
Honk

Rasp

1kHz - 3.5kHz

Shrillness

6kHz - 8kHz 8kHz - 12kHz

Scratch
7.5kHz - 10kHz

Presence
5kHz

Sibilance
7.5kHz - 10kHz

11/
1k
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Score

• Adn-ceta Quantaaten
• vokela

Chan LO

Level automation is key to tweaking vocal
tracks. Used correctly, vocal automation
can reduce noisy breaths, lessen the gap
between extremes of low and high levels,
and make the sound more homogenous.
the family hi-fi, atypical mixing console or

which helps retain clarity. Make sure you

it is also the part of the sound you'd hear on

listen to those reference tracks to see how

asmall radio set.

the pros approach this.
It is worth stressing that many

EQ Techniques For Vocals

amateur recordings have been

If vocals need alift, first remove unwanted

compromised by being mixed with

low end. Few vocalists produce anything

DAW equaliser will have additional controls

an overly aggressive high end, often

meaningful below 120Hz. If more projection

for adjusting the mid- range. Check out the

combined with too much boost at the

is needed, use some high- shelving EQ

chapter on Equalisation later in this section

low end. The important part of the audio

for more details on the various EQ types.

boost above 7kHz so that you add asense

spectrum, as far as our ears are concerned,

of air to the sound without making it harsh,

is the mid- range. This is why we still hear

as might be the case if you were to boost
at around 3kHz.

The simplest way to pinpoint afrequency
that needs cutting or boosting is to use

all the essentials when asong is played on

asweep or parametric equaliser set to
maximum boost, then

asmall radio or telephone, both of which

sweep the frequency
from low to high and
back again until the
equaliser picks out the
frequency that you
feel needs enhancing
or suppressing.
Once you've found
it you can adjust the
equaliser to give the

"Many amateur recordings have
been compromised by being
mixed with an overly- aggressive
high end, combined with too
much boost at the low end."

Kick Drum EQ Techniques
To add more low weight to akick drum, add
alittle 90Hz boost. Stop everything getting
too muddy by combining this with alittle
cut in the 150 to 250 Hz region and you'll be
surprised how focused the sound becomes.
Becoming proficient with EQ takes
experience, but your ears soon become
attuned to how the different frequency
ranges sound.

On The Level

desired amount of
cut or boost.

EQ Bracketing

have avery limited frequency response.

Before trying for afinal balance, Ilike to use

The mid- range can be quite difficult to

mix automation to even out any excessively

mix because so many instruments vie for

low or high spots in the vocal track. Even

that sonic space alongside the human

good singers belt out some sections more

:weaking, consider the technique of EQ

voice. Restricting the sonic real estate

than others or move slightly around the

'bracketing' using high- and low-cut filters.

that each sound occupies is one way of

mic from time to time. Once you've done

We've already covered the benefits of

making amix easier to handle. A good

what you can using automation, you can

trimming away unnecessary low-frequency

musical arrangement is also necessary

then apply compression to make the sound

components, but some sounds also benefit

to avoid sonic conflicts.

Before getting into such forensic EQ

from trimming away excessive highs as well.
Fad keyboard and even electric guitar can

Bass EQ Techniques

more even and homogenous. Compression
also ' stiffens' up the vocal sound making it
more solid and assertive, which helps keep

sound stronger and warmer with excessive

Bass guitars can be quite difficult to mix and

it at the front of the mix. Compression is
awhole subject in its own right and is often

high end removed and, as they'll clash less

the temptation is to turn up the bass EQ to

with other sound in the mix, you may even

make them sound more prominent. This eats

misunderstood, which is why the chapter

be able to mix them abit louder. By using

up valuable headroom and often serves only

on Compression is dedicated entirely to

bracketing, the frequency range of many

to make the bass sound even less distinct.

that subject.

of the contributing parts can be reduced,

Instead, look to add asubtle boost in the

and this in turn minimises the amount of

200 to 500 Hz region, as this is the part of

that you need to hear asolid foundation.

overlap between elements of the mix,

trie sound that conveys tonal character, and

As arule the vocals should be very clear
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When fine-tuning your mix, remember
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and up front. Many an otherwise good mix
has been spoiled by not mixing the vocals
loud enough.

Automation

u
a

Automation is auseful way to keep your
lead vocal at anominally even level, but

Eclat

Compare

'Store

it is also an essential part of creating
adynamic mix. For example, you can use
automation to bring solo instruments
up in level, but you might also use it to
drop the level of akeyboard pad or other

Le oPlate
Emulating the mechanical plates used to apply reverb on older recordings, modern reverb
plug- ins contain various ' plate' settings that apply different types of reverb and delay to your
tracks. Shown here is LexPlate ( above) and Space Designer ; below).

'underpinning' musical part during vocal
phrases. Even adrop of just 2dB can help
clarify amix. Automation can be recorded
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Show Insert •
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either as live fader moves ( particularly
attractive if you have aphysical control

Cffly WSW.
Paste
befel Selling

surface with motorised faders), or it can be
drawn in as graphical level envelopes using
the mouse. The latter approach is useful
for simple lifts or drops in level, as you can

Gabrdon's Wood

use the audio waveform view as aguide

Saxes
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while creating the automation envelope. If
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you need to ' ride' the fader to create more
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12s Table Mate

04 Warped Effects
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06 MD Surround Spam

06 Spring Revedos

moves directly may be the best option.

Ambient

06 Indoor Spàfe,

Either way, you can modify the resulting

Malls

automation envelope later if it doesn't

Roans

complex automation, recording the fader

catuddenditie

0

1.31 Horn Section Mate
•

1.31 Soft Mate

OW Outdoor Spaces

b4 D

OE Warmed Spasm

Mates

Spaces

work out the first time.
Most DAWs also make it possible to
automate pan positions and plug-in settings,

Space Designer

but I'd strongly recommend you gain
some experience automating fader levels

- nos
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ee•—

•111! ?••- •Tr 1•".—
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before you move on to more sophisticated
mixing techniques. As arule, keep your
rhythm section reasonably constant in level,
otherwise your mix might sound somewhat

level of any signal sent via the post-fade

for the relatively dry acoustic environment

artificial. And, most importantly, don't

sends on that channel, but they don't affect

of typical studios. If you followed my advice

forget to switch the track automation back

the levels o0any pre rade sends.

on setting up adefault song template you

from 'write' to ' read' mode when you've
finished, otherwise every time you move

Effects & Processing

may have areverb already set up 'fed'
from an auxiliary send. This means that by
using asingle reverb plug-in you can add

the fader you'll record new automation
data. Remember that channel fader moves,

The most commonly used effect in mixing
is reverb, popular because some form of

different amounts of that one reverb effect

whether manual or automated, change the

artificial ambience is needed to compensate

to any or all of your tracks. Delay or echo
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finely tweak your vocal tracks to ensure
they are pitch perfect.
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can also be set up on an auxiliary send
although, as ageneral rule, simple delays
take up much less computer horsepower
than reverb, so you can afford to use them
as channel- insert effects if you need to. The
exceptions are the delay/echo plug-ins that
purport to recreate the sound of particular
vintage hardware, as these take more CPU
overhead. Commonly used vocal effects may
include acombination of delay and reverb.
Delays work well if set to amultiple of
the track tempo; many plug- ins allow this
to be set from the plug-in window. If they
don't, get out your calculator and divide 60
by the bpm you're working at, then multiply
that number by 1000 to get the delay in
milliseconds. That number will equal one
beat, and you can then halve or quarter the
result to get faster delays that still stay in
time with the track.
Sound On Sound are often asked
whether it's OK to use different reverb
types on different instruments. In real life,

listener while alonger reverb usually makes

to create asense of space without making

asound appear further away.

the reverb sound too obvious. When you

The amount of added reverb has to

have time to experiment, try some of the

everything would exist in the same acoustic

be judged in the context of the complete

other reverb settings that recreate specific

space. In practice, engineers may use three

mix, and modern mixing tastes tend to

spaces and appreciate the differences

or four different reverbs in amix. A good

err on the side of less rather than more.

between them.

starting point is to set up one short and

Many classic recordings were made using

one medium- length reverb on two sends,

amechanical plate reverb, so try aplate

then blend together to get the effect you

emulation with decay times between 0.8

Real -time pitch correction is often done

need. A short, bright reverb will help make

and two seconds. So-called ' ambience' or

using either an Antares Auto-Tune plug-in

an instrument or voice sound closer to the

'early reflections' settings are also useful

or one of the many similar products that
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Pitch- correction Software

work in much the same way. Essentially,

material wasn't performed and

you set up the musical notes used in the

recorded properly, it can be very

performance and then adjust the speed of
pitch correction to keep things sounding

frustrating.
• Clean up your tracks first so there are

back at any level.
• Use automation to make changes
during the playback of the mix, but
stick to automating just the track

natural. If you set the correction speed to

no unwanted noises to surprise you,

volumes until you've gained alittle

fast, you end up with the familiar robotic

and filter out any unnecessary low end.

experience. Revisit your mix after

vocoder-like sound heard on so many

It helps to keep reference material on

resting your ears for awhile as your

dance records!

hand so you know what kind of overall

ears can tire quite quickly. If you can

For this type of software to work well,
the original vocal needs to be asingle

effect you're aiming for.
• Leave lots of headroom as it is easy to

monitor at asensible level, rather than
wanting the playback loud all the time,
your ears will function all the better

voice, reasonably well sung and free of

end up with the output meters hitting

any significant spill. Not only will spill

the red, and that leads to clipping

impede the pitch correction process, it

distortion. Try to balance by turning

will also be shifted in pitch as the vocals
are corrected. For this reason, pitch-

things down rather than up. Use

especially reverb — unless you have an

processing to suggest loudness and

correction software seldom works in cases

power. Don't just rely on volume as

artistically valid reason. Having said that,
if you get agreat result by breaking all

where, for example, asinger plays the

your music has to sound good played

the rules, then break them! III

for it.
• Be sparing with your use of effects —

acoustic guitar at the same time, as some
acoustic guitar will always spill into the
vocal mic.
For more forensic pitch correction,
Celemony's Melodyne is still the one

"I lean on Sonnox Plug- Ins"

of the market leaders, and it too works
best in the absence of spill and with
amonophonic source. The user can
correct or change the pitch of individual
notes, correct pitch droop or even increase
or decrease the amount of natural vibrato
for individual notes and phrases. The
newer and more sophisticated Melodyne
DNA also allows the pitch correction
of individual notes within polyphonic
material, such as specific notes within
aguitar or piano chord, but the quality
of the result depends very much on the
source material.

Top Mix Tips
• Get the original material right and
mixing will be ajoy. If the original

Selected Manufacturers
Alesis
www.alesis.com
Akai
www.akaipro.com
Avid
www.avid.com
Behringer
www.behringer.com
Frontier Design
www.frontierdesign.com
Korg
www.korg.com
M-Audio
www.m-audio.com
Mackie
www.mackie.com
Steinberg
www.steinberg.net

David Isaac
Eric Clapton, Marcus Miller.
Luther Vandross

www.sonnoxplugins.com
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COMPRESSION
Compression is one of the most useful weapons in the

engineer's armoury, but it is often misunderstood. Find out

more progressively as the signal level

approaches the threshold. This type of
compressor is less obtrusive in use, making

how acompressor works, what all those controls do, and

it more suitable for compressing complete

when to use one!

sounds that need to retain anatural quality.

A

mixes or for treating instrumental or vocal
Some models of soft- knee compressor

compressor is adevice that provides
automatic gain control, responding

rather than simply as ameans of level

don't have aratio control at all: they're

control. Compression can also be used to

designed so that the higher the input

to the level of asignal being fed

your advantage on instruments such as

signal, the higher the ratio. Low-level

acoustic guitar, drums, bass and electric

signals are compressed at very low ratios,

reduce the ' gap' between the loudest

guitar, where it can add punch and sustain

while high-level signals are compressed

and quietest parts of an audio signal. In

to the sound.

into it. Usually, compressors are used to

real life, our ears can detect sounds as
soft as apin dropping, yet they can also

Thresholds, Ratios & Knees

with progressively higher ratios. Again,
the result can be very musical and subtle,
but may not be ideal for very assertive

cope with very loud sounds such as taxiing

Standard ' hard- knee' compressors

gain control. Plug-in compressors often

aircraft. The world of recording, however,

use auser- defined level ' threshold' to

generate agraph showing how the

works with asomewhat more restricted

operate. If the input signal is below

dynamic range, so some sounds have to

the threshold, no compression takes

be electronically ' massaged' to fit. This is

place. As soon as it exceeds it, even by

particularly important when considering

asmall margin, compression is applied

commercial audio, as many ' consumer'

according to asetting called ' ratio'. The

audio products (such as the speakers fitted

higher the ratio, the more the signal is

in headphones, car stereos, laptops and

compressed: aratio setting of 3:1, for

mobile phones) are unable to reproduce

instance, means that an incoming peak

large dynamic ranges.

3dB over the threshold will be turned

Compression is also used for artistic
reasons, to control the dynamic range
of apiece of audio such as alead vocal.

down until it is only 1dB above. A special
kind of fast- acting compressor with very
high ratio is known as alimiter, and can

The majority of singers usually vary

be useful when it's important that an input

their vocal level during aperformance,

signal never exceeds acertain level.

meaning that their vocals might sound too

There is asecond type of compressor

loud in some parts of the song and too

known as ' soft knee',

quiet in others. We can restore balance

where the gain

manually by adjusting the fader on the

reduction increases

vocal channel, or automatically by using
acompressor. Because compressors
can react almost instantly to changes
in volume, the subjective sound of
compression is often different from using
afader to control dynamics, and can
make the sound seem more present and
solid. As aresult, compression is often
used for its subjective effect on the signal,
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Here you can see the
effect of compression
used to reduce the gap
between the loudest
and quietest parts of an
audio track. Compare the
distances between the
high peaks and low peaks
in both illustrations.

threshold, knee and ratio settings interact

Note that compressors

at different input levels.

thus worsen the

Time Constants
(Attack & Release)
A compressor's attack control determines

signal-to-noise ratio of
the signal being fed
into them, because as
you adjust the output

how quickly the circuitry reduces the gain

level control to bring

once asignal has exceeded the threshold.

the compressed signal

The faster the attack, the faster the signal

peaks up to their

level is brought under control, whereas

original levels, the

aslower attack time might allow the input

low-level sounds will

signal to overshoot before being brought

be brought up by the

under control. Allowing the signal to

same amount and, with

overshoot slightly can emphasise the attack

them, any noise the

of instruments, such as guitars or drums,

audio may contain.

thus adding definition.
The release control sets the time the
gain takes to return to normal once the

What's
A Side- chain?

input signal has fallen back below the

The part of

threshold. Short release times can result

acompressor that

in audible volume changes, sometimes
called ' pumping' — you can hear this effect

monitors the changing

on many rock songs, where the drum kit

is known as the

level of the input

cymbal levels change quite drastically

'side- chain' and it, in

whenever another drum is hit. Very short

turn, feeds the part of

attack and release times can also lead to

the circuit that controls

audible distortion on signals with long

the gain. In essence, the side- chain follows

wavelengths, such as bass guitar, because

the volume envelope of the input signal.

the compressor tries to respond to

'Hard- knee' ( top) and ' soft-knee (bottom)
settings on aplug-in compressor. Notice
the difference in the compression curve for
each type.

Some compressors let you set the

individual waveform cycles rather than the

side-chain to either ' peak' or ' RMS sensing'.

cures this, as the side- chain now looks at

true dynamics of the signal. By contrast, if

RMS sensing is aform of averaging that

peak levels rather than average levels. As

the release time is too long, the next note

closely relates to the way the human ear

ageneral rule, non- percussive sounds, such

along may also be reduced in gain, even if

perceives loudness, so it's agood choice

as vocals, work well with the RMS setting,

it doesn't exceed the threshold level.

for getting things to sound subjectively

while percussive sounds may be treated

level. However, peaks of very short

more appropriately using the peak setting.

Some programme material has such

Some compressors provide an nsert

complex dynamics that asingle, fixed

durations may be averaged out so the

release time won't work throughout the

compressor won't react to them, and this

point that allows an additional processor,

track. To address this problem, some
compressors have an automatic release

can be aproblem when recording drums,
as short hits can pass through with little or

side- chain circuit. By equalising the feed

mode, which follows the dynamics of the

no compression. Switching to peak sensing

to the side-chain, the compressor can be

incoming signal and continually adjusts
the release time to maintain the most
effective control. Auto mode works well on
constantly changing signals such as vocals,
complex mixes and slap bass guitar. Some
compressors have either preset or fully
automatic time constants so the user has
nothing to adjust.

Make-up Gain
Because acompressor reduces the
maximum level of the signal coming into
it, atypical compressor has an output
gain control, sometimes called make-up
gain, which allows the peak signal level to
be brought back up to its original value.
Once this is done, you can think of the
compressor as having kept the peak levels
the same, and having brought up the level

usually an equaliser, to be placed nthe

Different Types Of Compressor
Compressors are all designed to do the
same basic job, but the technology used to
implement compression varies. You'll come
across ahuge variety of compressors, both
as hardware units and plug- ins modelled on
their hardware counterparts. It's worthwhile
trying out afew to get to know how each
one works before deciding on which ones
might be best for your individual needs.
If acompressor is asimple gain control,
why do people make so much fuss about
the sound of certain supposedly ' classic'
models? One reason is that different types
of gain- control circuitry introduce different
kinds of distortion, and small amounts
of distortion can be musically flattering.
Tube and FET compressors in particular
can colour the audio in amusically useful
way. VCA (Voltage Controlled Amplifier)

compressors introduce very low levels of
distortion and thus have adifferent sound.
Another reason for sonic differences is
that the attack and release curve shapes
tend to differ between models. This has
an effect on the subjective sound as it
modifies the envelopes of individual notes.
Also, the ratio of the compressor may not
be consistent for different input levels.
So-called ' opto' compressors based on
lamps and photocells are particularly quirky
both in their time constants and their
ratios, which lends them aunique quality.
Many of the early compressor designs
just happened to sound great because their
non-linearities helped flatter certain kinds
of sound, so plug-in designers have gone
to great lengths to recreate all these little
technical imperfections.

of all sounds falling below the threshold.
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made to respond differently according to

about applying what

the frequency content of the incoming

you've just learnt and

audio. For example, if you were to put

actually starting to

a5kHz boost EQ before the side-chain,

use one?

then the compressor would respond more

Side- chain circuitry
follows the input
signal level

If you're new to

strongly to signals with alot of content

compression, however,

in the 5kHz frequency range. This is how

it's agood idea to

simple de-essers work. The side- chain is

get afeel for what

fed with asignal that is boosted in the

compressors can do

frequency band where sibilance occurs.
When singers produce awhistly ' S' or 'T'

to avocal track and

sound, the compressor pulls the gain down

experimenting. Pick

to help hide it. Bear in mind that the use of

a 'vocal' preset, or set

side- chain EQ doesn't change the tone of

up aplug-in with an

the audio being fed into the compressor

attack time of around

Audio In

by plugging one in

circuit: the EQ only affects what the

5ms, arelease time

side-chain responds to.

of 100ms and aratio

When you're using atwo-channel

Side-chain Input

Gain control circuit
Audio Out
Note that th's is aso-called ' feed-forward'
compressor where the side-chain monitors the
input level. Some designs use a ' feed-backward'
topology where the side-chain follows the
output level.

of 3:1. With the vocal track playing, adjust

compressor to compress astereo signal,

the threshold control while watching the

it's usual to ' link' the side-chains of the two

gain reduction meter until you see again

channels, so that peaks on either the left

reduction of 5or 6dB on the loudest

or the right channels produce the same

notes. Next — and this is very important in

amount of gain reduction in both. This

judging what the compressor is doing —

stops the stereo image from moving from

adjust the output gain (or ' make-up' gain),

side to side when compression is applied.
It is also possible to feed the side-chain

so that the level sounds roughly the same,
whether the plug-in is bypassed or not. This

The 'side- chain' is the signal that is fed into
the compressor so that it knows how loud
the signal is, and how much gain reduction
to apply. Normally this is the same as
the input, however it is possible to use an
external signal for the side- chain, so the
compressor ' reads' one signal but applies
its compression to another. Compressing
abass using akick- drum- triggered
compressor is acommon technique.

of some compressors from an entirely

stops you falling into the trap of thinking

pop lead vocals to help them sit solidly

different source, such as another DAW

that whatever is loudest must be best.

at the front of the mix, but bear in mind

track. This allows the level of one signal to

You should notice that the vocal level

that avocal track recorded by someone

be pushed down or ducked by another.

stays alittle steadier, but you may also

A common example is often heard on radio

find that the voice seems more solid

less compression than one recorded by

programmes: the background music level

and confident. Try adding more or less

someone whose levels and mic distances

with good mic technique may need

drops automatically when the DJ speaks. In

compression by adjusting the threshold

are all over the place. The effect we often

mixing, you can use to it to duck the levels

while watching that gain- reduction meter.

describe as ' punchiness' happens because

of certain instruments in the presence of

The more gain reduction you apply, the

acompressor modifies the attack and decay

vocals, for example.

more compression you have, and eventually

shapes of sounds as well as controlling their

the effect will become very obvious. In

overall level. The settings of the attack and

most cases you won't want to compress this

release times have asignificant effect: fast

Compression & Mixing
OK, so you've now had an introduction

hard, but some forms of rock music benefit

release times, in particular, tend to make

to what compressors do and how they do

from abit of deliberate ' gain pumping'.

things sound punchier, but extremes can

what they do, and you've explored some
of the options available to you. But what

More Compression!

o

If you'd like to read more about
compression, including amore detailed
exploration of some basic techniques
along with some handy hints you can
use in your own audio tracks, check out
the ' Compression Made Easy' article by
Mike Senior on the SOS web site. You
can find it at
,
..,,wvv.soundonsound.cornisos/sep09:
rticles/compressionmadeeasy.htm
If you've already checked out Mike's
article and you're still hungry for more
compression advice, take apeek at the
section on Techniques on the portal for
this Smart Guide at
,vww.sos-smartguides.com
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Now try the same test on adrum track,
where the effects of over-compression
should be more obvious. Remember that,

lead to the gain modulation (pumping)
becoming too obvious.
The gain- reduction meter is an

even if you call up apreset, you still have

important visual aid, as it tells you how

to adjust the threshold to set the required

much compression you're applying. If the

amount of compression — the person who

meter isn't showing more than 3dB, the

designed the preset has no idea how loud

compression will be relatively mild and

your instruments were recorded!

transparent-sounding, while more than

Why Compress?
Many beginners feel the need to compress
things because that's what engineers do,
right? Well, not always. Compression is

6dB of gain reduction starts to sound quite
assertive, and once you get beyond 10dB,
you're in heavy compression territory.
As Ialready mentioned, compression is
no different in principle from changing the

used both to even out levels and to make

level with afader, and there's nothing to

sounds more punchy and ' up front': bass

stop you applying both compression and

guitar, drums, acoustic guitar and vocals,

mix automation (recorded fader moves) on

in particular. Electronic keyboards are less

the same track. Some automation is often

likely to need compression, although clean

required even on aheavily compressed

electric guitar can sometimes benefit.

track, for instance to balance ft against

Compression is almost always used on

the rest of the instrumentation, which

your compressor can't take account of.
Compression plug- ins usually act before the
fader on achannel; doing things the other
way around will have very different results,
as the compressor will be responding both
to the signal level and to your automation
moves. This can be useful in situations
where the vocal recording level varies
wildly: evening things up abit manually
before the signal hits the compressor will
produce amore natural result.

Compressing Instruments

These four images show the range of effects
different types of compression can have
on the attack and release of asnare drum
hit. In the first example, the audio has been
compressed with ashort attack time and
ashort release time. Combining afast attack
and slow release has produced the second
example, which is barely any different in
character from the original audio. In the final
example, aboost to the attack time boosts
the initial level of the attack relative to the
sustain. This produces amuch more ' punchy'
sound that then tails off quickly.
character. However, if there's too much

There are many ways to apply compression

low end in the sound, the compressor

on drum kits, depending on how they
were recorded in the first place. Mild

will simply push down the overall level,

compression on the overhead mics can fill

sound its definition. If you EQ first to

including the mid- range that gives the

out the sound, while the kick and snare

reduce any excessive low end, then add

may respond better to higher ratios and

compression, you'll stand amuch better

moderate amounts of gain reduction,

chance of ending up with agood tonal
balance with the required amount of punch.

to even out the louder peaks without
squashing the overall sound too much. If

Use heavier compression settings for rock

your compressor has the option of peak or

and funk sounds where you want to make

RMS side-chain sensing, try ' peak' mode on

the bass sound abit larger than life, but

drums and percussion. You can add weight
to akick drum by compressing it fairly

the audibility of low-level sounds that you

keep in mind that compression increases

heavily, adjusting the attack time to let the

might not want to hear, such as string

impact of the drum come through strongly.

squeaks and amplifier hiss.

However, you may need to gate the drum

Acoustic guitar sometimes benefits

sound first to prevent the compressor

from mild to moderate compression, to

bringing up the ' ring' of the decaying

add sustain and to tame the transients of

sound too much.
Bass guitar can sound much stronger

though, or you'll choke the life out of the

with compression, especially if you have

sound. Experiment with the attack time to

acompressor known for its assertive

see how it affects the note attacks.

picked or strummed notes. Don't overdo it,

If you have more than one compressor

Gates
Gates reduce or mute the level of
signals that fall below auser threshold,
so their controls are much like those of
acompressor in reverse. If you set the
threshold just above the level of any
background noise, the signal level will
be reduced or muted during pauses,
effectively eliminating the noise. When
the wanted signal rises above the
threshold the gate opens, but the signal
itself will tend to mask any noise unless
the level of noise is excessive. Attack
and release controls are commonly
fitted to prevent the gating effect being
too abrupt.
Because compressors can raise noise
levels in the signal they're compressing,
it may help to gate audio before
compressing it, and some compressors
have anoise gate built in for this
purpose. If none of the compressors
you own has this feature, you can
simply insert agate plug-in before the
compressor.

plug-in available, try them all and get
afeel for their sonic differences, as you'll
usually find that some sound better on
some sources than others. You'll find that
some control the level very kindly, with few
audible ' giveaways', while others sound
more like an effect than away of controlling
gain. Don't worry about why they do, just
make amental note so you'll know which

appear more solid and present, hence

one to use next time. And even if you don't

the reason so many lead vocal parts are

want to use presets, you can learn alot
from them by seeing what attack, release
and ratio settings they use.

To Sum Up...
• Compressors reduce the difference
between the lowest and highest levels
in apiece of audio. With the simplest
compressors, signals above the

compressed.
• Different types of compressor produce
adifferent sound character depending
on their circuitry, which is why there
are so many plug- ins modelling classic
hardware compressors.
• If you choose to use apreset as your
starting point, you'll still need to
adjust the threshold control as this

threshold are treated to gain reduction,

determines how much gain reduction

while those below it pass through

will take place. Load afew presets

without change.

and see what settings they use for

• Compressors not only control the gain
of atrack but can also make the sound

different sound sources — it can be
very educational. NH
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Whichever equalisation plug-in you use, it's sure to

this also affects the sound. In the digital

become acore part of your mixing process. However, you

that have aso-called . inear phase,

shouldn't be using it to fix dodgy source material — using

which gives them asomewhat different

EQ can be highly creative.

E

domain it is possible :odesign equalisers

sound from analogue ' minimum- phase'
equalisers or their plug-in equivalents. If
you have access to both types, try each in

quatsation ( EQ) came about
as ameans of counteracting or

alot of loud gigs or mixing sessions!).

'equalising' technical shortcomings

up to alittle above 20kHz, but may go

For this reason, most equalisers work

turn to see if you can hear the difference.
Different models of equaliser sound
different, and not just because of the

in an audio system. Today, EQ is

lower than 50Hz to allow removal of

minimum- phase or linear- phase differences

more often about being creative and

ultra- low frequencies that are beyond

just described. It's because equalisers have

comes in many forms, from the simple

our range of hearing but which use up

differently shaped cut or boost curves

treble/bass control to the multi- band,

valuable headroom.

that may depart from the ideal theoretical

parametric equaliser.
Virtually all analogue equaliser variants

What Does EQ Do?

curves, and they may also add subtle

are available as DAW olug-ins. Some

Equaliser circuits are designed to lift or

distortions due to circultry limitations
or the use of audio transformers. Some

types of equaliser are also referred to

cut parts of the audio spectrum relative
to other parts, so you could think of

technical imperfections of the original

as 'filters', as they essentially filter out
aspecific range of frequencies.
The limits of human hearing are

modelled EQ plug- ins include all the

EQ as ameans of frequency- selective

hardware to keep the sound as accurate

volume control. One of the side- effects

as possible. I've also noticed that with

quoted as being around 50Hz to 20kHz,

of EQ is that the circuitry also introduces

adhough the high end diminishes as

most well- designed equa,isers, avery

phase differences between the high- and
low-frequency harmonics of asignal, and

small adjustment makes alarge audible

we get older (especially if we attend
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difference, whereas with less- sophisticated

o

Twice As Nice

If you've made adeep narrow cut
on asinge- peaking filter and you're
not totaN happy with the result, try
setting asecond peaking filter to
simultaneously cut the same frequency.
This will effectively double the depth of
the cut and can nake all the difference
when try ng to significantly reduce
particular frequencies.
It's worth bearing in mind, however,
that EQ cut has j.ist as much impact
on headroom as EQ boost. This is
yet another reason to be cautious,
particularly if you've only got access to
abudget equaliser, as you may find that
two peaking filters produce many more
unwanted artifacts than just one, which
is, effectively, double the trouble!
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UAD Helios 69
Plug ir and native equalisers can look very different, but they
perform the same basic functions. Here are three very different
examples: Waves REQ 6, UAD Cambridge, and UAD Helios 69.
what produces

below this. However, the high-frequency

the ' fullness'

end is less easy to quantify as most

to the sound

musical sounds include harmonics that

— something

extend right to the top of the audio

that modelled

spectrum, even though the level of these

instruments need

harmonics is sometimes very low. That

EQ plug- ins, you may need to add alot of

to imitate so that the instruments they are

means you need to use your ears to judge

cut or boost to hear much of adifference.

emulating sound realistic.

how much high end to cut or boost.

Instruments & EQ
It helps when using EQ to know
something about the range of frequencies
an instrument can produce. Included
within this chapter you'll find areference
guide showing the pitch ranges of various
common instruments.
At this point, it's worth delving into
alittle music theory. When producing
anote, most musical instruments are

On the reference grid, you'll clearly see

The reference guide is very useful

"Many beginners make the mistake of
trying to brighten dull sounds by applying
large amounts of treble boost, but all this
does is simply enhance the background
noise of the track."

actually producing several frequencies
simultaneously. There's afundamental

the fundamentals and harmonics of each

for understanding the frequency ranges

frequency, which is what we humans

instrument indicated.

of the instruments but, in terms of EQ,

perceive to be the pitch of the individual

The low .frequency limit of an

it's often not the pitch of notes that

note, and then there are usually several

instrument tends to be the fundamental

is of most interest, rather the tonal

harmonics ( higher-frequency wavelengths)

frequency of its lowest note and you

changes ( or timbres) of the instrument.

above this fundamental. The combinatior

can afford to filter out any unwanted

For example, akick drum might range

of the fundamental and its harmonics is

low-frequency elements that appear

from 50Hz up to 8kHz, but within that
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Experimenting by sweeping up and down with abell EQ will soon tell you where the key
elements of asound reside. If you have access to aspectrum analyser plug-in, this will also
help you appreciate the spectral makeup of asound.
range are various types of sounds such

afeel for the effects of the boost in that

Missing fundamentals (or ' phantom'
fundamentals) occur when harmonics
are generated with no fundamental
below. If all the harmonics can be heard,
we perceive the fundamental to be
there whether it is or not. This is pure
psychology: the brain cannot make
sense of what it is hearing, so it fills in
the gap and calculates the fundamental
frequency it should be hearing. The net
result is that we believe we are hearing
lower frequencies than are actually
being replayed by our sound systems.
Psychoacoustic enhancers are often
employed to generate these missing
fundamentals to give the illusion of bass
on small speakers or headphones (such
as those on your iPod or laptop). Waves
MaxBass is agood example: it allows
you to create new harmonics before
filtering out the low bass so that the
bass sounds in your audio recordings
will work on portable devices and
consumer speakers.

apply may degrade the audio (especially
if you're not using the nicest- sounding

as ' punch' and ' thump'. The only : imit,

region. With alittle practice, you ought

equaliser), so make sure the cure is better

really, is your own vocabulary! (These

to start getting afeel for the unique

than the disease! I've said this already,

descriptive terms for tonal changes were

characteristics of each sound.

discussed in the earlier chapter on mixing
where you can find the full reference

Applying EQ Boost

but it's worth repeating, especially if you
only have access to budget equalisers:
it's better to get the sound right at

guide showing the frequencies of various

Our ears tolerate EQ cut rather better

instrument tones.)

than they do boost. To avoid problems,

it is to rely on your equaliser to fix the

it's best to go with the rule of aggressively

problems for you.

The best practice here, really, is to

"Human ears tolerate EQ cut rather better
than they do boost. To avoid problems, it's
best to go with the rule of aggressive/
cutting rogue frequencies and applying
any necessary boosts in abroad,
modest manner."

source and then do less processing than

Generally speaking, boosting with EQ
should be kept to afew dB if you're after
natural- sounding results. Narrow- band
cutting can be made much deeper to get
the desired result.

Enhancing Your Audio
Many beginners initially make the mistake
of trying to brighten dull sounds by
applying large amounts of treble boost.
(Now that this has been pointed out to
you, hopefully you won't follow in their
footsteps!) What this achieves is far from

experiment with cutting and boosting

cutting rogue frequencies and applying

in lots of different regions in order to

any necessary boosts in abroad,

simply enhance the background noise of

identify the tonal changes yourself. The

modest manner. Good- quality EQ

the track, which is then blamed on the

easiest way of identifying the frequencies

plug- ins sometimes boost frequencies

equaliser itself. It's important to remember

corresponding to aparticular timbre is to

in asmoother, more natural- sounding

that an equaliser can only boost high

crank up the boost control of apeaking

way than the simple EQ that comes as

frequencies where they exist in the first

filter, with its Q value set to about three

standard with your DAW.

or four, and ' sweep' it through the

However, if you really do need to

their desired result. In fact, it tends to

place. A synthetic sound with no top end
will not respond well to high-frequency

spectrum, listening as each element of

boost, it's often best to do as little as

boosting because the high frequency

the range is boosted. It can also be useful

possible to avoid the resulting changes

contains mainly noise and interference.

to stop the peak over aparticular area

making the audio sound artificial.

and then switch the EQ in and out to get
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It's also arisk that any EQ settings you

Should you wish to brighten audio
that doesn't have enough natural top end
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can also work for instrumental parts to

surgical removal. This can be particularly

emphasise or subdue particular instruments.

successful on rhythm guitar parts, as it

EQ & Mixing

focuses the guitar sound and leaves more
space for other instruments.
As ageneral rule of thumb, electric

to use apsychoacoustic enhancer since

Although your audio should already be

it processes the frequencies present in

sounding pretty good (assuming you've

guitars and synthesizers usually cope pretty

the original signal (through compression,

set up adecent recording), EQ can further

well with being shaped to fit in with the mix,

filtering and controlled distortion) to

tweak the tone of each sound being

because they have no inherently ' natural'

produce extra high-frequency harmonics

produced ( as discussed previously) and

sound of their own. Even if EQ places heavy

designed to augment the existing signal.

also make sure that everything that should

emphasis on aparticular frequency range,

Since these added harmonics are related

be heard can be heard. In this second

it may not be aproblem, as pronounced »

to the existing audio, the human brain

situation, most improvements can be

perceives them as ' real', and the result is

made simply by cutting away unnecessary

amuch more natural sound.

parts of the audio spectrum to allow

Perception Of Distance

important frequencies to come through.
This can be as simple as using

EQ can be used in apsychoacoustic manner

ahigh-pass or low-pass filter on specific

to manipulate the perception of distance

tracks to remove any unwanted noise or

in amix. Obviously, when close-miking

hum, or it may require subtle cutting and

asound source, the resulting mix will

boosting on every channel. The ease with

make everything in the sound source

which this can be done will often depend

seem ' close' to the listener. Placing the

on how well the track has been arranged.

mic further away from asound source,
however, will start to affect the listener's

It is not uncommon to find that you
need to take alot of bottom end out of

perception of distance from various

acoustic guitars or synth- pad parts, for

frequencies. Air damps high-frequency

example, otherwise the low end of your

sounds more than low-frequency sounds.

mix can get muddy. Usually you can get

The net result is that higher frequencies

away with taking quite alot of low end

are perceived to sound further away than

away from such sounds before they start

their low-frequency counterparts, even if

to sound thin in context, and this can

they've been produced by the same sound

allow important bass instruments and kick

source. You can use this knowledge to

drums to come across much more clearly.

bring forward or push back selected parts

Similarly, if you have an instrument

of your mix. For example, if you want to

that doesn't need to be at the front of

bring alead vocal to the front of amix

the mix, try rolling oft alittle high end so

otherwise dominated by backing vocals,

that it doesn't compete with the sounds

cut the backing vocals alittle above

that realy need to stand out. You could

10kHz, and then give the lead vocals more

use ashelving equaliser to do this, or

boost above this frequency. This trick

asteep low-pass filter if you're after more

The Smile Curve
No discussion of EQ would be complete
without mentioning the ' loudness' or
'smile' curve. Our hearing mechanisms
perceive adifferent frequency balance
depending on listening level. As asound
gets louder we hear more low end
and more top end, but the mid- range
becomes progressively more subdued. It
is possible to fool the ears into thinking
something is loud and powerful at lower
listening levels by creating adeliberate
mid-range dip and/or high and low
boost using EQ. In fact, this is exactly
what the loudness button on adomestic
stereo system does.
Pulling down the mid-range
slightly can make amix appear to be
less cluttered, because alot of the
information that's clamouring for our
attention resides in the mid-range. You
often hear acongested, boxy sound if
there's too much going on in the 150 to
300 Hz region, while too much energy
in the 2to 4kHz range can make amix
sound very aggressive. If you're having
trouble sitting vocals in amix, try
applying agentle smile curve to the mix
but not to the vocals.
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boost as well as cut and is commonly used
in hi-fi system's bass and treble controls.
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F

EQ plug-in designed for
aspecific purpose, such as for bass
guitar, can be arranged so that each
filter is set to acrucial part of the
spectrum relevant to that instrument.
This is more useful than having them
equally spaced.

da
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A graphic

Paste
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2000Hz

The graph looks somewhat like ashelf,
hence the name.

Band-pass Filters
A filter that passes frequencies between

4450Hz

two extremes is known as aband-pass

0.0d8 - 17.5d3
0 4Fi

filter. A typical mixer's mid- range control

C.71

is agood example. You may also see it
referred to as abell filter, as agraph of

Channel EQ

gain against frequency, when boost is
applied, has adistinct bell- like shape.

Logic's shelving filter.
» resonances are characteristic of both these
families of sounds.

This type of equaliser has variable cut
its cut-off frequency, but affects all

and boost, typically around +/- 15dB,

frequencies above its cut-off frequency.

and on the better designs it will also

Similarly, ahigh-pass shelving filter

be tuneable so you can decide what

passes all frequencies above its cut-off

frequency needs to be cut or boosted.

stereo mixing can confuse matters alittle

frequency, but affects all frequencies

A tuneable band-pass equaliser is known

in terms of equalisation during mixdown.

below its cut-off frequency. Unlike the

as asweep equaliser.

This is because panning, like EQ, can

earlier high- and low-cut filters, however,

create acertain amount of separation

the shelving filter levels out above or

between sounds. However, there are still

below the cut-off frequency so that the

A parametric EQ is very similar to the

plenty of environments where playback

amount of attenuation can be controlled

sweep band-pass EQ just described,

systems work pretty much in mono, and in

fairly precisely. This type of fitter can also

except that athird control is added

Finally, it's worth mentioning that

Parametric EQ

such cases your mix will lose the benefit
of any panning separation and may sound
confused. It is for this reason that it's

o

r. guitar

agood idea to check the tonal balance of

e

your track in mono as well as in stereo so

rypass
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ahigh- cut filter attenuates by so many dB
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In analogue equalisers, these may be 6,
12 or 16 dB per octave. This type of filter
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is ideal for removing material above or
below the desired frequency range and
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A low-pass shelving filter, as its name
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audio spectrum.
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Sonalksis: an example of aparametric
EQ. Notice how there are many more
fine-tuning settings than on other types of
equaliser plug-in.

equaliser may have several parametric

the equaliser. Each fader ( other than the

sections flanked by additional high- and
low- shelving filters and, often, apair of

highest anc lowest) is, in effect, afixed-

high- and low-cut filters with adjustable

section of the audio spectrum, providing

bell equaliser controll -ng its own narrow

to allow the width of the filter to be

frequency and slope. That way you get

boost when the fader is moved up from

adjusted. if you were to look at the gain/

all the main EQ tools in one plug-in. It

the centre and cut when moved down.

frequency graph with boost applied,

is commonplace to be able to bypass

All the filte-s overlap slightly to maintain

you'd see the width of the bell shape

individual EQ sections when not needed. .

anominally flat frequency response when

change as you adjusted the width control.

Graphic Equaliser

The width of afilter is sometimes

the faders are set to the same level. The
outer faders usually control low- and
high- shelving filters.

described as its ' Q' value ( Q is an

A graphic equaliser gets its rame from

abbreviation of quality). The Q value is

the row of faders across its front panel

the filter frequency divided by the number

where the shape made up by the faders

provides independent control over 30

of Hz the filter affects. In other words,

corresponds to the frequency response of

frequency bands spaced one third of an

the higher the Q, the narrower the
bell. Because the filter response
follows acurved bell shape, the filter's
bandwidth is measured between

A typical 30- band graphic equaliser

octave apart. Models with fewer bands

O

guitar 2
4'5'

View

•

are easier to adjust, but the area covered

Show Channel Strip •

Show Insrt •

by each band is wider, making them
less useful for precision tasks. Graphic

Bypass

equalisers have the advantage of being

the two points on the graph where
the signal level is 3dB lower than the

easy to adjust, but they are less flexible

peak of the bell.

than the parametric EQ, which can be

High Q values are useful for

tuned exactly to specif cfrequencies.

picking out sounds that occupy

Graphic equalisers are routinely used

avery narrow part of the audio
spectrum, whereas lower Qs

¡NFL

DAW plug-in may have two or more
filter sections so that several parts

Full
Ranger

Summary
• Bring ecualisation nto play after
you've done your best to get the right

of the frequency spectrum can be

sound at source.

treated simultaneously.

• Not all equalisers sound the same:

Parametric EQs can be time

some have anoticeably more musical

consuming to set up properly, but

sound than others.

they are the most powerful and

• Solve problems by cutting areas of the

most flexible of all the common EQ

spectrum rather than boosting others,

types. A comprehensive DAW-plug-in
SPL Graphic EQ. Graphic EQs are not
widely used in studios, but they're
worth exploring along with all the other
types so that you understand the full
range of what's awailable and can be
selective for your own needs

However, plug-in graphic equalisers are
available if you'd like to give them atry.

produce asmoother, more musica•
sound. A typical parametrc EQ or

in live sound, but less so in the studio.

as the human ear is far less critical of
EQ cut than it is of boost and the result
will usually sound more natural.
• Refine EQ settings in the mix after

SPL Full Ranger

you've EO'd an instrument in isolation.
Context is everything! III
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INSTRU VENT FREQUENCIES

Where to find the fundamental and harmonic ranges
Violin
Viola

200Hz — 1.25kHz

125Hz — 1kHz

Cello I60Hz — 500Hz
Double Bass I30Hz — 300Hz

300Hz — 5kHz
Piccolo
Flute

250Hz — 2.5kHz

Oboe efflineaMill
Clarinet

150Hz — 2kHz

Accordion
Alto Sax
Tenor Sax
Bassoon

150Hz — 800Hz

120Hz — 650Hz

60Hz — 620Hz
Trumpet

Trombone

60Hz — 500Hz

French Horn

60Hz — 800Hz

Tuba

30Hz — 380Hz

Harp

30Hz — 7kHz

Harpsichord
Piano

180Hz — 1kHz

180Hz — 1.2kHz

40Hz — 1.5kHz

25Hz — 1.5kHz

Pipe Organ

20Hz — 7kHz

Keyboard/Synth

20kH — 4kHz
Female Vocal I250Hz — 1kHz
Male Vocal
Acoustic Guitar

80Hz — 1.2kHz

Electric Guitar
Bass Guitar

Hz

20

Note

60

100

1

200

2

400

3

4

CDEFGABCDEFGABCDEFGABCDEFGABCDEFGABi
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M

I
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Sub Bass
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90Hz — 1.5kHz

40Hz — 1kHz

40

o

Octave

100Hz — 800Hz
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1.25kHz - 16kHz
1kHz - 7kHz
500Hz - 7kHz

4kHz - 12.5kHz

600Hz - 4kHz

2.5kHz - 12kHz
1.5kHz - 12.5kHz
2kHz - 12.5kHz
1kHz - 7kHz
800Hz - 8kHz
650Hz - 8kHz
620Hz - 9kHz
1.2kHz - 9kHz
500Hz - 5kHz
800Hz - 5kHz
380Hz - 2kHz
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MASTERING

This is the final chance to bring out the best in your carefully
crafted mix. So, read on to find out how to master your
masterpiece with your DAIN of choice!

M

astering was originally the process

without compromising the sound quality.

have areasonably accurate monitoring

by which audio was treated to make

• To make the various tracks on an album

it suitable for cutting to vinyl. Today,

sound as though they belong together,

doing. While you may have access to

even though they may have been

stereo sound-editing software that might

it is rather more creative and might be

system and take care over what you are

better described as the stage at which the

recorded at different times or even in

be suitable for mastering, most DAWs

final polish is applied to your mixes so that

different studios.

will enable you to do the same job using

the various tracks form aprofessional and
consistent-sounding album.
A mastering engineer will also add

good-quality plug- ins, so you may not need
There's rather more to professional

to buy any extra equipment.

mastering than simply compressing and

A few quite simple mastering techniques

various technical details to arecording

limiting everything to make it sound as loud

can be employed to make typically mixed

to suit the release format, for example,

as possible, but you can still get excellent

tracks sound more like acommercial release.

by adding the PQ Pause and Cue codes

results in ahome studio providing you

The most important tool when mastering is

to aCD master. Specialist

the ear of the engineer: it takes

mastering engineers have lots

just as much skill to decide that

of experience, great monitors

nothing needs doing to atrack

and some very sophisticated

as it does to spot flaws that

pieces of equipment, so if you

need correcting. Listen critically

plan acommercial release, it's

to as much commercial music

worth getting the job done

as you can and try to figure out

professionally. If, however, you

what techniques were used at

plan on doing things yourself ( like

the mastering stage. Also keep

most of us with aproject studio),

these reference tracks on hand

then this chapter is for you!

for comparison when you do
your own mastering, just as you

Why Master?
There are several purposes of
mastering. These are:

would when mixing.
KMDST

ATIV,
I
7

5

3 ir

BOOST

5

4
1

3ir

.2 .
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ATIZN

5.

.
7
I

3

The Tools Of The Trade

5

e

2

I

• To correct any tonal defects

Aside from good ears, the

due to the monitoring system

most important requirement

used when mixing.

is an accurate monitoring

• To make mixes sound as loud
as other commercial material

LOW iNEOLlenit,

environment. This should

wax,
MAD
BANDINOTN
N. FREQUENCY

comprise accurate studio
monitors with areasonable bass

Atypical mastering chain, with a
compressor, an EQ and alimiter
inserted in series. You can see the
compressor is set to afairly low
ratio of 2:1, the EQ is performing
gentle boosts rather than any
radical tonal adjustments, and
the limiter is set to reduce the
gain by just afew decibels.
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response set up correctly in
aspace with adequate acoustic

4III>

won. ..""

I
:

Iff:r11

treatment. Computer-style

11:171r1

multimedia speakers are not

CEE1

really suitable for any serious
musical work and especially
not mastering. You should also
have apair of good-quality,

Mind The Gaps
Try to leave between 0.25 and 0.50 seconds of silence at the
start of each track so that CD players don't miss the start of
atrack when you skip through them. If the mix engineer has
left enough silence, you can always paste some in.

open- backed headphones on hand for more 'forensic' listening, as
these can show up tiny glitches and editing problems that may be
difficult to hear on speakers.

Meet the
Award Winning
Slate Digital
family...

While the pros have lots of specialised tools, you can do your
own home mastering if you have access to good- quality equaliser,
compressor and limiter plug- ins. These are the basic tools of the
trade. If you don't have the budget for anything esoteric, use
what your DAW provides but take care to listen out for any audio
problems they may introduce.

Virtual
Console
Collection

Tracks that were recorded at different times can sound very
different, especially at the bass end, so you may need to use alittle
overall EQ to even things out. If you have aspectrum analyser
plug-in, use it to examine the spectrum of your source track and

The sound of 4legendary
analog consoles, now
available in your OAW.

also the track or tracks you are using as reference material. Any
major differences in low-end energy should show up quite clearly.
The approach is to apply cut in the areas where certain frequencies
are excessively dominant, and modest amounts of boost where
they're too weak. It also helps to use alow-cut filter to remove any
unwanted sub- bass below 30Hz or so. You may also need to make
some minor mid- range tweaks to reduce low- mid boxiness or to
add gentle boost in some areas.
If you need to add brightness, use either ahigh shelving filter
or agood parametric EQ set to around 8to 12 kHz with awide
bandwidth setting. Just acouple of dB of boost can help the track
seem clearer and more airy without making the upper mid- range
sound harsh, but use any EQ in moderation. Making frequent
comparisons between your results and your reference tracks will help
prevent you going too far, as it is very easy to overdo the top end.

Increasing Loudness
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Computer Music: 10/10
Music Radar: Plugin Of The Year
Future Music Platinum Award
SOS: Editor's Choice Award
PAR Excellence Award 2010

The secret to making atrack sound loud is not just to normalise the
end result, which simply adds digital gain to bring the loudest peak
in the audio file up to digital full scale, but rather to use careful
dynamic processing applied using agood compressor, followed
by alimiter. You'll also find that the subjective result of putting the
compressor before or after the EQ is alittle different, so see what
sounds best to your ears for each song you're working on.
Using compression on acomplete stereo mix can add energy

Trigger

because it increases the average level of the sound, and our ears
respond more to averages than to peak levels. Some people

Advanced Drum Replacer
Computer Music:
Editor's Choice Award

prefer multi- band compressors for mastering (where the audio is
split into two or more audio bands with aseparate compressor on
each band), but many of the pros swear by the simpler single- band
compressor, as described in the earlier chapter in this section on
compression. It's probably best to leave multi-band compression
until you've mastered all the basics, which is why I've deliberately
not covered it here. If you would like to read more on the subject,
check out www.soundonsound.com.
The main difference between processing individual tracks and
acomplete mix is that, when processing amix at the mastering
stage, you tend to use very low compression ratios, as low as 1.1:1
or 1.2:1, and certainly no higher than 2:1.

Download demos of all the Slate
plugins at www.slatedigital.com
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»

If you now adjust the threshold to show
again reduction of 3to 6dB on the signal
peaks, you'll be somewhere close, but make
the final adjustment by ear. As the dynamics
of asong can change at different points
during the song, set the release time to

You can use aprogram such as
Roxio Jam to quickly and easily
make your master CDs. With the
playlist functionality ( shown here),
you have control over exactly how
your tracks will fit together.

02

k

a

'automatic' and the attack time to between
10 and 20 ms. Fine-tune the attack time so

silence. As arule, don't start your

that short, bright sounds, such as hi- hats,

fade until the natural fade of any

get through without being pushed down by

instruments or reverb is almost

the compressor, but set it to be no longer

complete, otherwise the track

than it needs to be to achieve this. If your

might appear to end prematurely.

compressor also has an auto attack time,

The mastering engineer also

then also try that as it might just give better

needs to match the relative levels

results than afixed attack time. Because the

of tracks on an album by ear. If you

ratio is so low, you'll find that you need to

only use the meters, tracks that are

set avery low threshold level to achieve the

loud next to the more powerful

possibly as low as - 35dB. This is perfectly

songs. Listening to the vocal levels

normal, so just keep your eye on the gain

often provides agood idea of how

reduction meter.

well matched songs are, but alot

Follow the compressor by alimiter so
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is purely down to feel.
Ilike to keep my tracks as

-1dB. The reason for this extra dB of

24- bit audio files and then do the

headroom is that it avoids distortion when

final level balance in the software

roXio

converting to MP3, which is acommon file

used for CD- burning (for example,

OK then pack it in apaper sleeve or CD box

format especially for online distribution.

Roxio Jam for Apple Mac), as this maintains

and don't play it again as you may scratch ft.

You can then increase the limiter input

the best possible audio resolution when

You can then have multiple CD- Rs or even

gain so that you get around 3dB of gain

the file is finally converted to 16- bit for CD

commercially pressed CDs made from it.

reduction on the peaks, such as the loudest

burning. If you have been provided with

drum hit. This combination of gentle

any mixes done at sample rates other than

Internet Audio

compression and peak limiting will make

44.1kHz, you'll need to sample- rate-convert

In addition to making aCD master, you

your track sound much louder but without

them to 44.1kHz in your DAW or mastering

may also wish to prepare extracts from your

the harshness introduced when engineers

software before you can make aCD.

work in aform that can be played over the

use too much processing in the pursuit of

After tidying up the starts and ends,

loudness. Multi- band limiters are available

you can assemble the tracks in the desired

compression, so the smaller the final file size

but, again, are best left alone until you have
gained experience.

order for the album using the playlist

the worse the audio quality. I'd recommend

function of the software you choose for

abit rate of at least 192kbps, and ideally

CD burning. Most of these programs start

over 200kbps, for the best results. Many

Other Mastering Tasks

Internet in MP3 format. MP3s involve data

with adefault track spacing of around two

DAWs and CD- burning programs include

seconds, but you can adjust this by ear

the ability to convert WAV or AIFF audio

you'll need to trim the starts of tracks to

if alonger or shorter gap sounds more

files to MP3s.

ensure there's no unwanted sound before

natural. There's no rule here — you'll know

the track begins. You may also need to trim

when it sounds right.

If the mix engineer hasn't already done it,

the end and, in some cases, apply agentle

Before burning your CD, listen to the

Summary
• Mastering does not follow afixed

fade to the last second or so to allow

finished master all the way through as it

recipe. Each track should be processed

any residual noise to fade gracefully into

plays back from the playlist. Double check

according to its needs and, on rare

for problems using headphones, then burn

occasions, it may be that no further

Making AMaster

atest copy and play it back on as many

If you want to have commercial CDs
copied from your master, ensure your
CD- burning software is capable of
making amaster that can be copied to
produce so-called ' Red Book'-compatible
discs for playback on commercial CD
players. Such software should also allow
you to adjust the start times of individual
tracks, and may even allow the creation
of crossfades between the tracks.

sure it sounds OK on all of them. Also,
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different music systems as possible to make
check you can jump to the start of each
track using the CD player's controls, and

processing is the best option.
• Successful mastering depends on the
ability to hear the recording played
back on an accurate monitoring system.
• Some commercial releases end up

that no track starts are missed when you

sounding worse after mastering because

do this. Once you're happy, burn another

the record companies have insisted that

master copy using agood-quality blank CD,

it be processed to sound even louder.

making sure it is free from dust. Aerosol

Don't feel your track has to sound as loud

cans of clean air are useful for this and most

as every other song out there and don't

photographic stores sell them. Label the

let the quest for loudness compromise

master correctly, play it once to ensure it is

your end result. III

iMastering
The low cost online mastering service from Metropolis Studios
The finished result is always AMAZIN3 --Chris Grabiec
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for more information & to order your mastering, visit:

www.imastering.co.uk
The Power House, 70 Chiswick High Road, London, W4 1SY
tel: + 44 20 8742 3111

Iemail: imasterrametropolis-group.co.uk
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SONODYNE

Accurate monitoring is essential to producing
high- quality mixes — but choosing apair of speakers
is only part of the equation...

A

theoretically ' perfect' monitor

While you can't expect to get very deep

speaker would reproduce the entire

bass from small speakers, awell- designed

audio spectrum with no distortion

nearfield speaker will reproduce bass

or coloration but, because of the limitations
of both physics and cost, even the best

instruments and kick drums accurately
enough to make meaningful mixing

speakers available are built on compromise.

decisions. In practice, you probably won't

In smaller studios, so-called nearfield

need an overly generous bass extension

monitors have become popular, and even

as, unless the room is acoustically designed

professional studios use them in addition

to handle it, the results will probably be

to their main monitors. These are relatively

unpredictable and may mislead you into

Reviewed by SOS in May 2010, these
Sonodyne SM SOAK active two-way monitors
are compact yet powerful, and have
agenerally well-balanced sound with o,enty
of mid- range detail and clarity.

small loudspeakers that can be used close

mixing the bass end either too high or

even though their bass response can be

to the listening position, typically around

too low.

limited compared with ported designs.

one metre away from the engineer, or even
alittle closer. This arrangement provides

Project Studio Monitors

Ultimately, it comes down to what sounds
right to your ears.

the mix engineer with adequate level and

Most monitors designed for home studios

also helps reduce undesirable effects from

are two-way loudspeakers, meaning that

the acoustics of the room. As the listener is

they have two drivers: one low-frequency

use commercial material, as your own mixes
may be incorrectly balanced because of the

close to the speakers, the ratio of wanted to

driver and one tweeter. Generally, they will

limitations of the speakers you originally

unwanted sound is higher.

have abass driver of between five and eight

used when mixing.

Unlike ahi-fi speaker, which may be
designed to flatter the sound, agood
studio monitor should sound as accurate

inches in diameter, with larger bass drivers
capable of providing more low end.
The designs and materials used when

When testing new monitors, you should

Passive Or Active?
Essentially, the difference between passive

as possible, though asmaller near-field

building speaker cabinets can also have

design may not reproduce extremely low

aprofound effect on their sound. Most

require separate amplifiers to drive them,

frequencies as well as alarger monitor.

near-field monitors feature air vents,

while the latter have amps built in. Passive

Some hi-fi speakers are suitable for

known as ' ports', which provide amore

models may be driven from asuitable hi-fi

monitoring but they must be selected for

pronounced low end. Un ported designs

amplifier, but if you go this route, make sure
you have plenty of power in hand. If you

and active monitors is that the former

accuracy rather than their ability to flatter

(sometimes called ' infinite- baffle' speakers)

the music. I'd recommend you stick to

are slightly less common, though they are

don't have enough power, the amp is likely

dedicated studio monitors where possible.

generally considered to be more accurate,

to distort on peaks, such as drum beats.
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20/20BAS

THE RETURN OF BIG ASS SOUND.
The new 20/20BAS respects the tone and character that made the original 20/20s a
stardard in studios the world over. Using the original transducer design combined
with modern manufacturing practices, and leveraging technology straight from
Event's flagship Opal monitor, the 20/20BAS is set to revolutionise the way you
hear your mix.

"The one thing Ialways liked
about the 20/20s was if you can
get it sourding good on those
speakers i: will sound good on
avariety of speakers. It'll sound
good on the TV, sound good in
the car, sound good on
headphones."
-FREDWREN
(SNOOP DOUG. 50 CENT, EMINEM, BRITNEY SPEARS)

The time has come to revive the legend.
Introducing the new 20/20BAS.
It's ready to take back the crown.

EIENI
eventelectronics.com

"A lot of limes monitors will give
you an artificial sound that will sound
really good in the studio, but doesn't
necessar4 translate outside. The
20/20s really give you that true sound
that will sound good everywhere."
-MAYER HAWTHORNE
ARTIST, PRODUCER, ENGINEER

Or

gm TECHNIQUES: MONITORING BASICS
Avoid Distortion
As arule, choose an amplifier capable
of delivering alittle more power than
your speaker rating, so that you won't
risk feeding them adistorted signal.
Don't, however, run it flat out: not only
does amplifier distortion sound bad, it
can also wreck your tweeters.

» Around 50 Watts per channel should be

Monitor controllers, such as this
one from Presonus one, are really
handy bits of kit to use with
your studio monitors, giving
you more flexibility and
control over your volume
settings.
well, but you should always follow the
instructions for setting the sub level. Users
often make the mistake of setting too
high. As arule, the sub should be just loud

considered arealistic minimum, even if you

enough that you miss it when you switch

should also be

tend to monitor at moderate levels.

it off, but when it is on you shouldn't really

symmetrically placed

be aware of it.

within the room where possible. The

It may, however, be more cost-effective
to buy arackmount power amp rather
than rely on your hi-fi. For wiring, use
heavy-duty cable so that the resistance of

The position of the sub in the room has

distance between the speakers should be

abig effect on how even the bass response
sounds. A useful tip for finding the best

from the speakers. Rigid stands are agood

roughly the same as the engineer's distance

the cables is as low as possible (don't use

spot is to temporarily place the sub where

option, but if you must stand your monitors

thin cables as the resistance is too high).

you normally sit, then play music with abusy

on ashelf or desk, one of the commercial

In my experience, however, expensive and

bass part over the system. While this is

isolation pad mounting systems, like

exotic speciality speaker cables make little

playing, crawl around the front of the room

those made by Primacoustic or Auralex, is

difference to anything other than your

until you find aspot where the bass sounds

bank balance!

the most even. That's where you should put
the sub. Most times this will be to one side

recommended to prevent low-frequency
vibrations being transmitted into the desk.

Active monitors all include built-in

Some of these are shaped foam blocks

amplifiers to power the speakers. Most also

of the centre of the front wall. Don't put

while others include ametal plate on top to

include some form of electronic protection

subs under enclosed desks as these form
aresonant chamber that will make some

add mass and to improve the mechanical

to prevent the drivers from being pushed
too hard, and to shut down the amplifiers if

notes seem way too loud. Additionally, subs

type work extremely well and the difference

they overheat. As well as being convenient,

should always be placed directly on the

can be very noticeable.

active monitors take the guesswork out of

floor, not on stands or shelves.

choosing asuitable amplifier, as the built-in
amps have been specifically designed to
power those speakers.
Although most active monitors

Speaker Placement

decoupling. Though more costly, the latter

Avoid having objects such as computer
monitors obscuring any part of the speakers
and also avoid having too much flat desk

To work correctly, monitors must be

space directly in front of the monitors,

set at the correct height and angle so

have input gain trim controls, these

their tweeters are aimed towards the

as this can bounce sound reflections
back to the listener with adetrimental

are not usually designed to be used as

mix engineer's head. Monitor speakers

effect on sound quality. In an ideal

general-purpose volume controls and

control room, there should be no monitor

are often positioned on the rear panel

speaker reflections from nearby surfaces,

where they are difficult to reach. The best
solution for working with active monitors

and though this is apretty impossible

is to use ahardware monitor control box.

the situation.

SM Pro Audio make some highly regarded
but low-cost models, while some of the

ideal, there are many ways to improve
In smaller rectangular rooms, it is
essential to have the speakers aimed down

more expensive ones may also include

the long axis of the room, otherwise the

aheadphone amplifier, and ameans of

bass response will be very uneven and will

switching between various input sources.
Some audio interfaces, such as the Mackie
Onyx Blackjack, include amonitor controller,
which reduces the amount of wiring needed
to set up your studio.

Su bwoofers
Some systems use smaller ' satellite'
speakers teamed with asubwoofer to
handle the bass end. These can work
Using asubwoofer with your monitors can
produce good- quality audio. Be careful to
place your speakers correctly though, and
don't be tempted to crank up the bass just
because you have abass speaker!
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Headphones
For checking mixes or working on
your DAW late at night, good- quality
open- backed or semi-open- backed
headphones usually give the most
natural and speaker- like sound. For
tracking, where sound leakage must
be avoided, closed- backed phones are
the best choice.
Buy decent- quality headphones,
as cheaper ones may soon fall apart
and may not accommodate the levels
demanded by some musicians.

CHOOSE

THE RIGHT

Speaker isolation pads
work wonderfully to reduce
unwanted vibrations rippling
through your desk as your
speakers rumble away.

MONITORING

change if you alter your listening
position even slightly. In most
small rooms the speakers
end up being quite close to
awall but try to leave at least
200mm of free space behind
them, especially if your monitors have
bass ports at the rear. Avoid having to sit mid-way
between the front and rear walls when mixing.
Small square rooms present areal problem as they result in
aquite uneven bass end, meaning that some bass notes sound
significantly louder than others. Furthermore, if your mixing
position is close to the centre of the room, you may find that all
the low end seems to disappear at this point. Cube-shaped rooms
are even worse in this respect.
Plasterboard walls, as well as windows and doors, allow some
bass to leak out and can improve the evenness of the low end, but
solid brick or concrete walls will reflect bass energy back into the
room and worsen the problem. Bass trapping — the practice of
placing large, sound-absorbing materials in aroom — is possible,
but it takes up alot of space and isn't practical in most small
domestic rooms.

Acoustic Treatment
Domestic living rooms and bedrooms tend to absorb quite
alot of sound due to soft furnishings (carpets, curtains and so
on), and most of us are comfortable listening to music under
these conditions. Consequently, astudio set up in afurnished
domestic room can, within limits, provide aworkable alternative to
apurpose-built studio.
However, sound reflections from walls and other hard
surfaces need to be addressed, so it is common practice to
hang absorptive panels at either side of the listening position,
to prevent sound from the monitors bouncing from the wall and
back to the engineer's ears. In rooms with low ceilings, some
absorption on the ceiling can also help. Further absorbers behind
and between the speakers at head height will reduce secondary
reflections from the front wall, which would otherwise interfere
with the direct sound from the speakers.
If absorbing panels sound abit too serious, these can be

Speakers angled to aim
at or just behind the
engineer's head

•

This diagram
shows agood
monitor setup
for afairly small
room. Angle your
speakers to direct
the sound and
try, if possible,
to have your
speakers pointing
down the longest
part of the room
to even out the
bass response as
much as possible.

Whether headphones or monitors,
KRK are true to your sound What you hear, is what you get.

KRKI
T
S

EMS

THE FOUR STEPS
TO START MAKING MUSIC
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If you can see areflection of the
speakers in amirror held flat
against the wall, there will also be
sound reflections from this point
that need to be dealt with. There
will also be areflection point on
the ceiling above the engineering
position, and this may also require
treatment, especially in rooms
with low ceilings.
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Smoothing The Bass
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Reflection Point

as simple as foam panels hung on

To check the evenness of the bass end,
play achromatic scale of pure tone bass
notes at the same volume (velocity), and
listen for individual notes being louder or
softer than the others. Asampler or synth
sequenced by your DAW is agood way to
do this. You may be able to further improve
the low-end evenness by moving your
speakers closer to or further from the wall.

the wall like apicture. You can even
make your own from medium-density

situation by all means take acloser look.

rockwool slab fixed into awooden frame

You can even hang temporary panels over

and covered in porous fabric. A thickness

windows when mixing. And when you're not

of 50mm or more is recommended, and

mixing, you might be able to redeploy them

if you can leave asmall air space behind

as acoustic screens between instruments or

the panel, it will be more effective at

to hang behind vocalists.

lower frequencies. Normally, apanel of

Summary
• A good monitoring system is
acombination of accurate- sounding
loudspeakers set up in the right place in

With the absorbers in place, you should

an acoustically treated room. The world's

this type is effective from around 300Hz

notice that mixes sound tighter, more focussed

upwards, but does little to control bass:

best speakers can still sound bad in the

and have more pronounced stereo imaging.

wrong room.

the thickness of the absorber has adirect
effect on what frequencies it can absorb.

• In smaller room, speakers with a6- inch

Pragmatism

bass driver are generally adequate.

You could, if pushed, hang up afew thick

Because no two monitoring systems or

If the speakers have too much bass

duvets to control the low end — it will make

rooms sound exactly alike, and because

extension, you may simply exaggerate

adifference. Honestly.

your home studio is unlikely to be fitted with

Mirror Points

perfect acoustic treatment, it is important to

the room problems.
• Don't aim your speakers across the width

compare your own mixes with commercial

of arectangular room unless it is at least

To find the best places to hang your

music played back over the same system.

four metres wide, otherwise the bass

absorbers, sit in your mixing chair in your

This way your ears can learn the sound

end will sound inconsistent. In home

usual position and then get afriend to hold
amirror flat against the walls and other

of your system, and they'll help you

studios, aiming the speakers down the

surfaces. If you can see areflection of the

compensate for any technical shortcomings.

length of the room is invariably best.

You may see adverts for electronic EQ

• Use some acoustic absorbers to improve
your monitoring environment, even if it's

speaker in the mirror, that's where you need

systems, which try to correct the sound of

to put an absorber. Don't worry too much

your room. Although these can work well,

about floor reflections; hard floors can work

they work best when the room has had

perfectly well in control rooms, though

some acoustic treatment applied. They

carpet is also fine.

are not asubstitute for correctly placed

To treat reflections from the wall

website (www.soundonsound.com) so

absorbers. I've never felt the need to use

you can check what is available in your

behind you, asimple solution is to use

one, but if you think one is right for your

price range before you buy. III

only duvets or blankets.
• You'll find ahuge number of monitor
speaker reviews on the Sound On Sound

partially-filled shelving or other irregular
shapes to scatter the sound. If you must
have aflat area of wall behind you, however,
just hang another absorbing panel or two.

Speaker Tweaks
Avoid putting your monitor speakers
in or close to corners as this has an
unpredictable effect on the bass end. You
may seem to get more bass by doing this,
but it will be uneven. Read the manual
that comes with your speakers as that
will include advice on positioning for that
particular model. If they're active, it will
also explain any EQ controls that may
be fitted to fine-tune the sound to your
liking, and to help compensate for the
room characteristics as well as the actual
position of the speakers within the room.
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Selected Manufacturers
Acoustic Energy
www.acoustic-energy.co.uk
ADAM
www.adam-audio.com
Alesis
www.alesis.com
AVI
www.avihifi.co.uk
Equator Audio
www.equatoraudio.com
Event
www.eventelectronics.com
Focal
www.focalprofessional.com
Fostex
www.fostexinternational.com
Frontier Design
www.frontierdesign.com

Genelec
www.genelec.com
JBL
www.jblpro.com
KRK
www.krksys.com
Mackie
www.mackie.com
M-Audio
www.m-audio.com
PMC
www.pmc-speakers.com
Presonus
www.presonus.com
Prodipe
www.prodipe.com
Quested
www.quested.com

Samson
www.samsontech.com
SE Electronics
www.seelectronics.com
Silentpeaks
www.silentpeaks.com
SM Pro Audio
www.smproaudio.com
Sonodyne
www.sonodyne.com
SPL
www.spl.info
Tannoy
www.tannoy.com
Unity Audio ( Rock)
www.unityaudio.co.uk
Yamaha
www.yamaha.com

SOS

SMART

GUIDES

FUTURE
E

quipped with all the skills,
knowledge and tips to set
you on your way, you should
be comfortable enough with your
home- studio setup to produce
high- quality music for along time.
But what about furthering your
knowledge, improving your studio and
the future of music technology? These
last chapters will provide you with
some essential advice to help you on
your way as you use your new-found
music- making skil s. ikirivij
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Years of education and
real-world experience, 13
weeks of intense training,
hours of additional
training every week, and
an ongoing passion for
excellence all add up to
make your Sweetwater
Sales Engineer your go-to
source for music gear. No
matter what you need,
your knowledgeable Sales
Engineer will help find the
right gear for you.

Who's Got Your Back

When It Co es
to Your St udio?
At Sweetwater, we hear

Option Anxiety Leads to Bad Decisions

countless horror stories

It always starts out the same. You know exactly what you need (let's say, for example, anew preamp),
and you know what you want it to do (add warmth to your vocals). Sands simple enough, right?

about good people spending
thousands of dollars on the
wrong gear, before coming to
us. Maybe it's happened to
you. The best way to keep your
studio running smoothly, is to
have ateam you can trust
ready to back you up.

Unfortunately, most brick-and- mortar stores that sell music gear don't tend to stock alot of preamps.
Logically, this makes the Internet your next stop. There, you discover azillion preamps that all boast a
"warm vintage sound," and you're totally overwhelmed with choices. You can scour the countless forums
and blogs, and find hundreds of opinions, but can you really trust them? Who are these people anyway?
The anxiety you feel often leads to aterrible buying decision.
Here's where acall to your Sweetwater Sales Engineer can save you aton of grief. You see, it takes years
of real-world experience and education to become aSweetwater Sales Engineer. Sales Engineers go
through 13 weeks of intense training, followed by several hours of additional training every week, just
to keep up with all of the latest gear. Of course, Sales Engineers are passionate about music too; they
use the gear they love in their own studios and systems, gaining invaluable hands-on experience to go
with the knowledge they already have. And they bring all of this expertise to the table the moment you
call to ask about whatever preamp you've got your eye on. You simply can't buy advice like that, and at
Sweetwater, we can't wait to share it with you for free!

Missed Deadlines
Deadlines are sneaky things. For those of us with professional lives outside of the general hubbub of the
music industry, gear- related deadlines can be as innocuous as " Ineed that new mic by the weekend;
otherwise, it's going to be amonth before Ihave the free time to get some recording done," or " I've got
agig Saturday, and it sure would be nice to have that new amp." On the other hand, it's amazing how
being the only competent sound guy or gal can quickly elevate you to tne role of volunteer engineer for

Get the best gear, service, and
resources — from one source!
Go to

your church, school, or other association. Sure, the position is flattering, but you
often end up being responsible for getting the gear your organization needs.

Sweelwafer.comiL-Lig
4

The nightmare begins when the order you thought you expedited doesn't show up in
time. Automated websites are the source of most shipping evils. For one thing, you have
no idea when your order will be processed by the system, let alone how soon it will ship. So the
wireless system you need for the Sunday service, which you ordered " in plenty of time" on Tuesday,
processes late Thursday, and it doesn't go out for delivery until Monday.
Did you know that free ground shipping may actually get your gear to you faster than 3- day air? It's true, and
your reliable Sales Engineer can sort that kind of issue out. Of course, that isn't even an issue at Sweetwater. If
the items are in stock, the order you place today will almost certainly go out today, or leave in time for the first
shipment tomorrow. That's right, we ship several times aday — an order waiting days to be processed is simply
unheard of around here, afact we pride ourselves on.

The Technological Disaster
To err is human, to err completely, you need arack of gear. Compatibility issues can
stress out even the most level-headed and experienced engineer. For example, let's say
you bought an 8-channel preamp equipped with ADAT optical output so that you can
expand your interface, which has an ADAT optical input. You just hook them up with the
right cable, and you're good to go. Sounds simple, right? But, what if that's not enough?
Unfortunately, most tech support departments pass the buck and make you call the
manufacturer for help — not an endeavor for the faint of heart.
What you need is an advocate, such as amember

Our seasoned
support veterans can
solve thousands of
common technical
problems with a

of the Sweetwater support department. Our
seasoned support veterans can solve thousands
of common technical problems with asingle call.
Mac, PC, analog, digital... you name it. And when
the support team needs to elevate the issue to the
manufacturer, they go to work for you, dealing with
people they know.
Good gear rarely fails, but when it does, it can really

analog, digital... you

take the wind out of your sails. The ordeal begins
when you contact your average service department,
whose job is to verify that you didn't just forget

name it.

to plug it in, and then to send your defective gear
to the manufacturer for them to do with it what they please. Realistically,

single call. Mac, PC,

you're looking at about a90-day turnaround time, if you're lucky.
It's awhole different story when Sweetwater is behind you. First, there's the 2-year Total Confidence CoverageTM
warranty you get for free with almost anything you buy from us. That gives your gear the kind of coverage most
pay-for protection plans fall short of. Behind that 2-year warranty is aservice crew like no other, agroup of
dedicated technicians whose job isn't just to take care of your gear, but to take care of your needs. No matter
what, we always take acustomer-first approach to dealing with gear-related problems.

The Team — Your Key to Success

Why take unnecessary risks?
When you buy gear from
Sweetwater, the most experienced
and competent service and
support crew in the industry is
standing by, ready to take care
of yout gear. If there's aproblem
with your gear, your Sweetwater
service representative will work
tirelessly to get your gear up and
running again.

As you can see, the key to success is having the right team behind you, agroup of dedicated people whn can
back you up every time. No matter where you buy your gear, you're paying for the service that company has
to offer as well as the commitment they give to customer needs. At Sweetwater, we base our value on the
experience and expertise we have to offer. Give us acall to find out more about the Sweetwater Difference.

er
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e

Sweetwater today for the trusted
service you deserve!
CALL US TODAY AT

800) 222-4700
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fyou've ever lost important work
through an unexpected computer
breakdown or something similar,

you'll know the value of having good
data backups. Let's look at the options.

Backup Regimes

A very wise man once told me that digital data doesn't really
exist until it is stored on at least two different systems and
ideally in two different locations. For this reason, having

aworkable backup regime is an absolute essential.

Backing up to aseparate internal or

• A third drive for my sample library.

external hard drive is agood way to go,

allow you to restore asystem to how it

• A fourth internal drive for backing up

was on aprevious date can be life savers

and you can always purge projects of
unused files to conserve space if you can

audio projects.
• An external USB drive for making

when you find that an OS update turns
out not to play nicely with your existing

be sure you won't need them. However,

further backups of important projects

if you have partitioned your main drive

and yet another to keep abackup of

worked on since the date you reset to

so that you can use one of the partitions

my sample library and iTunes songs.

will also be lost, so make sure you back

software« Be aware that anything you

purely for audio, don't be tempted to

There are also systems that allow you

up any essential new work before getting

store your backups on apartition of

to back up important work online to

that DeLorean up to 88 miles per hour

the same drive that holds the original,

aremote server which, though this aslow

and returning to the past!

because if the drive fails, you still lose

way to back up very large files, can give

everything.My personal backup system

you added security where the project

consists of:

backup, be aware that hard drives tend to

merits it. After all, anearby lightning
strike could take out your computer and

become less reliable if left unused for long

Machine backup system, backing up

all your local hard drives at astroke if the

your backup drives every couple of weeks

only my main system drive.

computer happens to be plugged into the

whether you need to access them or not.

• One drive dedicated to Apple's Time

• A second internal drive for audio
projects.

mains. Scary thought, isn't it?
Systems such as Time Machine that

If you're using external hard drives for

periods, so always power up and check

Other backup media such as writable
discs and USB flash drives can also
be useful, though their capacity is still

"Backing up is an essential part of working in
the digital world, not an option or aluxury!"

somewhat limited and writable discs can
become unreliable after being stored
for afew years. If you do use writable
CD-ROMs or DVDs, buy reputable brands,
label them clearly and store them carefully
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It's All In The Name
Always check that any files are saved
into the correct project folder, as the
chances are you'll have tracks called
'drums' or ' vocals' in many different
projects, and finding the right one
once it goes astray can be anightmare.
Worse still is the risk of overwriting
awanted file in an existing project. Keep
your wits about you and include dates in
your filenames wherever possible.

away from light. Also check that the data
can be recalled before putting them
away, as errors do occur. Even with the
best media, assume it won't last more
than adecade and copy to new media

There's avast array of storage media on which to back up your digital data. It
doesn't really matter which type you choose, as they all have their pros and cons.
Go with whatever backup media you find to be good value and the best fit with
your existing hardware.

as it becomes available so you don't get
left with media for which players are no
longer available ( Zip drives anyone?). If

files from all your software instrument
tracks and save those as part of your

earlier in the guide, if you want to know

you are really paranoid you can make

project so that if the MIDI instrument is

that your music computer is equipped

further copies and store them at afriend's

no longer available you can at least work

only with the stuff you need to record, is

house in case yours bums down!

from the aud otrack. You may not be

reliable and fast, and is free from viruses

able to make changes as you would to

and other problems, then you absolutely

Future Proofing

hub of your recording studio. As stressed

atrue MIDI track, but it can still be cut

must prevent anyone else from using it

The world of computers evolves very

and edited ir the same way as any other

for any other purpose. Too often I've had

rapidly, while third- party software

audio part.

companies come and go, so you may find
yourself afew years down the line trying
to play aproject backup only to find the

Your Computer Is
Not A Computer!

people corne to me asking for advice
with their latest computer problem,
only to find out later that the computer
is struggling to make sense of the 50+
games installed on it, plus apermanent

software instruments you used back then

Once acomputer enters your studio, it

are no longer supported by the operating

ceases to be ageneral-purpose family

Internet connection and outdated virus

system of the day. To safeguard yourself,

communication, games and business

scanner, not to mention their partner's

you can bounce separate stereo audio

machines and becomes the dedicated

100GB of office documents all taking up
space and power. Icannot stress enough
tnat amusic computer should just be for
making music. Pay heed to this advice and
you'll have fewer problems!

Summary
• Backing up is an essential part of
working in the digital world, not an
option or aluxury! Make at least one
copy oi important data and ideally
more. Save to new formats as they

11

become available. Hard drives and

RESTRICTED AREA

other storage media can and do fail,
usually when it is least convenient for
them to do so
• Label files in ameaningful way and
organise the way in which you store
them so that you can find them easily.
When resaving files that you have
processed using additional software,
double check that they are going to

Don't be tempted to use your music computer for anything other than recording — and
certainly not gaming or Internet browsing. Also insist that your family doesn't use it as a
general-purpose home computer, as unnecessary software and documents could lead to
problems and even viruses.

be saved in the correct place before
you hit the button.
• Just because you're paranoid doesn't
mean nobody is following you! MI
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YOUR SYSTEM

The great thing about arecording system
is that it comprises several individual
components that can be upgraded when
the old ones no longer fulfil your needs.
The less- than- great fact is that as
software becomes more sophisticated,
it also places greater demands on the
computer hardware.

B

eing realistic, you can expect to
need to update your computer
every four or five years. This might

seem expensive, especially if you're
aMac user and have to buy acompletely
new machine, but the cost is far less
than the depreciation of equipment in
the traditional tape- based studios that
computer studios replaced. Of course, if
you're happy with what your system does,
you can leave well alone and just keep
using it as it is until the computer rusts! All
you have to do is resist updating any of the
software once it is all working.
Another thing you can do to extend the
life of your computer is to add one of the
DSP-assisted plug-in platforms, such as
Universal Audio's UAD card or Focusrite's
Liquid Mix. These use either internal cards
or external hardware to host the company's
own plug- ins, and place relatively little
load on the computer's CPU. Their plug- ins
then show up alongside your usual plug- ins
within your DAW. As computers become
more powerful, it is arguable whether
additional DSP is really necessary, but if
you want to use the specific plug- ins that
rely on these systems, then there's no
option but to buy into the concept.
Another area to consider when
upgrading is the audio interface. Does
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such as Focusrite and Presonus. If you plan
to record alive band, then 16 physical
inputs should be considered aminimum
requirement, as the drum mics will
probably eat up awhole eight- channel
interface on their own.

Control Surfaces
We've covered the concept of control
surfaces elsewhere in the guide, and for
many users their tactile approach makes
working with aDAW more attractive. The
ones with motorised faders work best
for me but, now that we have devices
such as Apple's iPad, there is also DAW
software appearing making use of portable
touchscreen technology.
When choosing acontrol surface you
have to think about how you work and
which functions would be easier to control
from hardware. The simpler controllers
focus mainly on the transport section of
Here, an RME FireFace BOO audio interface
is paired up with aCreamware A16 Ultra
expander unit, to provide additional I/O.
your present interface have enough
inputs for your current and future needs,
or have you outgrown it? If you already
have amulti- input interface, or if you
have your sights set on anew model,
can it be expanded, for example, using
ADAT optical ports? If so, it may be
worth looking at some of the expansion
preamps available, most of which have
eight channels with ADAT-format digital
outputs that plug into your interface
using asingle optical cable. Some also
include eight channels of ADAT input
with corresponding line outputs, so that
you can stream more separate channels
out of your DAW if you need to. These
range from the inexpensive but perfectly
serviceable Behringer ADA8000 to more
up-market models from companies

True Cost Of Quality
The ratio of microphone quality
to price seems to follow the law of
diminishing returns: for half the price of
the best mics around you can probably
buy one that works almost as well. But
while there are some good vocal mic
buys at around $ 100 or even less, try
to budget for something alittle better
if you can. Some mics can cost as much
as the rest of your studio gear added
together, so unless you have plenty of
spare cash, think hard before buying
ahigh- end mic.

There are many cf different makes, models and types of microphone available,
covering all price ranges and suitable for awide variety of purposes. If you're hoping
to do alot of recording of different instruments it's definitely worth investing in
more than one kind of mic, so that you can make sure you're always using the one
most suited to your recording needs.

Music Technology Basics Et Beyond
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atypical DAW, with maybe one motorised

fader for the selected channel, while larger
units may provide multiple faders. Then
there are USB MIDI keyboards with limited
DAW control built in. Only you can weigh
up your needs against desk space and
budget to come up with the right choice.

Quality Upgrades
The upgrades discussed so far have been
associated with functionality, but you

iDAW
These days, everyone seems to have an
iPad, ¡ Phone or other similar i
device, so
it was only amatter of time before the
ever-expanding App Store began offering
products to appeal to music techies.
Whether it's astand-alone app, or
something that integrates with your
existing DAW, Apple hit the nail on the
head with their slogan: " There's an app for

that" There really is!
What makes the apps so great is not
only their flexbility, despite their relative
simplicity and portability, but also their
price. For just afew quid, you can get your
hands on aproduct that offers arange
of functionalities similar to existing DAW
software. And you can show it off to all
your mates when you're on the move!

may simply want to improve the quality
of your recordings. While buying amore
sophisticated audio interface might get
you better- quality A- D conversion, it
is probably fair to say that the biggest
improvements you can make are right
at the front end of the recording chain,
specifically the microphones you buy and,
to alesser extent, the preamps into which
you plug them. Some of the better audio
interfaces actually have very capable mic
amps that rival those found on mid- priced
mixing consoles, but it may still be worth
buying one really good external preamp for
recording your main vocals and instrument
overdubs. Some preamps are designed
for pristine accuracy while others impart
adeliberate sonic flavour, so check out the
reviews at www.soundonsound.com before
making any decisions.

Expanding Your Mic Collection

With th.e development and success of Apple's series of i
devices, in particular the iPhone
and iPad, and the expanding App store, came the inevitable rush of developers producing
music--elated apps for Apple users to purchase and download. Recognising the demand
for such niche products, MOTU developed an iPod/iPhone/iPad controller for DP7 ( left).
Many indie developers have also tried to break into the scene with more abstract takes
on traditional DAWs, such as this iPad music production app called TouchAble ( right).

I'm constantly amazed at the sound quality

than others. Again, you need to check

one, and one bright and airy one would be

of some of the budget Chinese- sourced

the reviews to see what is right for your

alogical choice).

microphones on the market, but some

needs and budget. A mic built in the

brands and models are much better

USA or Europe will cost more but, given

instrument recording, you m:ght consider

that microphones have aworking life of

adding some small- diaphragm condenser

many decades if cared for, buying agood

mics. It also makes sense to have at least

microphone is never awaste of money. You

one stereo pair so that you can use them

can never have too many mics! Different

both individually and to make stereo

models suit different voices or instruments,

recordings. Cardioid-pattern models are

so you can simply grow your collection as

fine for most work, but if you can afford

your budget permits.
If you record mainly your own music,

Acoustic foam panels such as these can
make ahuge difference, and are perhaps
one of the cheapest and most effective
ways of improving the sound of your studio.
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Where you plan to do alot of

models with interchangeable heads to
give you the choice of cardioid or omni

it is definitely worth auditioning as many

working, that will give you more flexibility.

vocal mics as possible to see what suits

Additionally, you'll need some dynamic

your voice. Hire them, borrow them or

mics for drums and guitar amps, with

try them in the showroom, but make sure

adedicated kick-drum mic to capture

you find some way to hear them before

those deep lows. While you can buy

you choose. Sometimes acheapo model

low-cost drum-mic kits, you do tend to get

will suit you better than ahigh- end mic,

what you pay for, so don't expect them to

so try as many mics as you can. On the

sound as good as abetter- specified set. If

other hand, if you're working with many

you must settle for an affordable drum mic

different singers :you have the choice of

set, this can be updated later by adding

buying ore good vocal mic with afairly

agood kick mic, and maybe some better

neutral character ( in the hope that with the

condenser mics for the overheads.

aid of alittle EQ, it will work pretty well

When you get to the stage where

for anything), or buying two or more vocal

you can afford the odd luxury purchase,

mics with different characters ( one warm

consider adding aribbon mic for recording

"C".••

electric guitars, bowed strings and other
sounds that would benefit from their tonal
character. Many of the newer models
respond well to EQ, so you can use them
anywhere that asmooth- but-warm sound is
needed. Ribbon mics used to be expensive
and fragile but, although it is still not
agood idea to drop one, the modern
models seem tougher than their ancestors
and are also often much cheaper.

Accessorize!
It is definitely worth buying high-quality
mic stands with metal fittings, as these will
last longer than budget models with plastic
parts, and should also be more stable
because of the extra weight. The last thing
you want is for your new vocal mic to hit
the floor as the stand topples over! If you

Interchangeable- capsule mics provide multiple por
patterns for less than you'd pay for separate mics, and allow
you to choose the pattern that best suits the recording

record vocals, buy adecent pop filter, and
also buy agood shockmount if your mic

sound if you buy third- party plug- ins? In

outlay and with minimal disruption, even

didn't come with one. Rycote's models are

my experience, the answer isn't always

in arented flat. Foam panels are light

particularly effective and light in weight, so

asimple one, though Ihave found that

enough to be hung on asingle picture nail

you could do far worse than add afew of

the better third- party equalisers and

or aself-adhesive hook, so you don't need

those to your upgrade list.

compressors generally sound sweeter

to be aDIY whiz to install them.

A simple acoustic screen behind the

than the ones in the DAWs I've used. You

Summary

singer and aReflexion Filter or similar

may also be able to buy abetter reverb.

curved screen behind the mic will also

While most DAWs include avery capable

• Upgrade the weakest links in the chain

make ahuge difference ( as will an extra

convolution reverb, some only come with

first. Often the room acoustics prevent

duvet or two!).

arelatively low- powered synthetic reverb,

the rest of the system working at its

which could most definitely benefit from

best so pay attention to this area, even

Plug- ins

an upgrade. Fortunately, many plug- ins

if it only means hanging up afew duvets

Your DAW may come with many different

are freely available as time- limited demos,

to dry up the room sound.

plug-in types, but will you get abetter

so you can try them for yourself before
making up your mind.

Monitoring
Without accurate monitors you can't hope
to make accurate mixes, so this is another
obvious area in which upgrades can

• If you can't trust your monitoring
system you can't expect to make
accurate recordings. Consider tne room
acoustics and the speakers as being
essential parts of the same system, and
pay attention to both.
• After room acoustics, microphone

improve your recordings. Choose

choice can make ahuge difference

monitors to suit your room size,

and, to alesser extent, the choice of

and pay attention to the stands or

microphone preamplifier and audio

isolation pads you use to mount them,
as these also affect the overall
sound. Our online reviews at
www.soundonsound.com
will help you find something
that fits your budget and
your room — but please
keep in mind our comments about
the acoustic environment in which the
speakers are used. If you simply stick
good speakers in arectangular room

interface. After that you can think
about adding plug- ins and maytDe
acontrol surface.
• Unless you are 100- percent happy with
your system for all present and future
needs, expect to need to upgrade
your computer every few years, as
newer software invariably places higher
demands on CPU power, drive capacity
and the amount of RAM needed.
• Finally, don't forget to upgrade

with bare plaster walls, they're not going

yourser, by trying the techniques we

to sourd good regardless of how much

cover in Sound On Sound. Regardless

you paid for them. You don't have to

of innovations in studio hardware

make permanent changes to aroom to

and software, the most important

hang up afew acoustic panels: you can

component is still, and always will be,

improve your room acoustics for amodest

the engineer. MI
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COURSES

There are plenty of audio production courses available, but
where do you find them and which should you choose?

\A/

there is money coming into the recording
industry if you know where to look.
When considering acourse, the
important thing is not simply ' getting
qualified', but rather what you can learn,
who you can meet, and what opportunities
you'll have to develop your skills. If
you are considering audio as acareer,
those skills probably need to include the
basics of financial planning, marketing
and accounting. Many universities offer
modules that cover this sort of thing.
Iknow it's boring, but if you put in the
work, you will be glad in the end!

Types Of Course
Courses aren't all about careers and

hether you're hoping to
carve out acareer in audio,
or are looking to develop

this means spelling out an uncomfortable

degrees. What options are there, how do

truth: if you're thinking of gaining an

you decide whether they'll meet your

'industry- recognised' qualification that's

your knowledge and skills, this chapter

needs, and how can you find them? Here's

recognised by ' the industry' then you're in

an overview.

is designed to help you decide if doing

for ashock, and all the more so if you think
a ' music technology' diploma or degree

1. Learning To Use Software

will act as amagic passport to acareer.
Audio production is afiercely

acomputer, then it makes sense to get

competitive industry, and music production

up to speed quickly by taking lessons.

acourse is the right approach for you. If
the answer is ' yes', it will also help you to
choose the right course.
You can learn an awful lot about music

If you're new to music- making with

production from books, magazines ( like

even more so. In the modern audio

SOS) and online forums, but many people

Self-starting types can try following aDVD,

industry, almost everyone is self-employed,

feel there's no substitute for practical,

trawling the web for video tutorials, or

which means that you're only as good

hands-on tuition, and many courses offer

reading articles like the regular DAW

as your recent work ( or, more accurately,

technique workshops in the monthly Sound

exactly this. In this chapter, I'll go through

as good as your clients say you are!).

the types of course available at different

On Sound magazine. Alternatively, you

You'll need to compete with lots of audio

might learn best from someone else, so

'levels', and discuss how to find courses

engineers with impressive CVs and bags of

and how they might or might not be

you'll get more out of structured courses,

experience, not to mention lesser- known,

right for you.

or tuition. Some DAW manufacturers, such

talented people working for free as they

as Avid, offer their own training

The advice here applies to the study
of audio at any level, not just degree

carve out their own reputation.
In short, forging acareer in music

courses. Maybe you're in high school and

production is incredibly challenging, and

are considering your next steps; perhaps

you can't count on making much money

you're older and want to re-train; or maybe

any time soon. It's important you're not

you're already in the process of applying

lulled by course- prospectus marketing into

for adegree. At the end of this chapter,

believing that adegree will lead to ajob as

there's adirectory listing some of the more

an engineer — because it probably won't.

prominent course providers for you to
check out.

If, after reading and digesting all of the
above, you still genuinely want to gain

Reality Check

aqualification that's recognised by the few
remaining large-scale employers in the

There are several reasons you might be

sector, then you need to be realistic about

seeking training in audio production,

your chances, and you should read the

but let's start with the idea that you're

'Training For A Career' box in this chapter.

training for acareer. I'm afraid that

'Reading' For ADegree
There's agood reason why they call
it ' reading' for adegree! Get hold of
your reading list as soon as you can and
start devouring the titles listed in it long
before you start your course. That way
you'll learn alot and arrive prepared.

The Good News!
It's not all doom and gloom! In fact, there's
avery positive flipside to all of this. The
good news is that if you want to record
and mix music — as acareer, or as ahobby
— then you don't need aqualification,
because it's an industry based on talent,
hard work and ahealthy dollop of luck. For
all the talk of recording studio closures,
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courses in using their software.
Courses can usually be found in local

very well, but it's no use until you develop
general production skills like composing,

course directories (such as Floodlight and

arranging, recording and mixing. There

Hot Courses in the UK). ' Free ads' websites

are plenty of adult and further education

like Gumtree or Craigslist list evening

courses that'll teach you the basics. Local

or weekend courses, or one-to-one

course directories are agood source of

tuition. Online course providers such

information. Also check college websites

as Berklee also offer software-specific

for more up-to-date information.

tuition, as do many further education

Get Stuck In
Don't wait until you're on acourse:
take every opportunity you can to get
some hands-on experience under your
belt. The sooner you make your mistakes
the sooner you'll learn from them.

As well as music departments, many
Course quality varies according to

colleges. It's also worth asking on the SOS

colleges will have dedicated adult and

Music & Recording Technology forum
(www.soundonsound.com/forum), as some

community education departments. Some
of these offer courses in music and/or

forum members are happy to provide

music technology at competitive prices,

research. Ideally, you want the training

tuition on an ad hoc basis.

and suit people with day jobs. It might

to take place in areal studio and you

also be worth contacting your council
or jobcentre to find out if there are any

want it to be focused on skills, not on

2. Brushing Up On Your Music Skills
Finding your way around apiece of

subsidised course places.

considering the cost of the course. There's

software is all

If you're anovice, courses should

the staff delivering the training and the
facilities available, so it pays to do your

specific pieces of software. It's also worth
nothing to say acheap course is abad

give you hands-on experience with

thing per se, but one thing I've noticed is

MIDI keyboards and microphones,

that acourse that requires even amodest
fee and time commitment generally

teach you some practical basics such
as studio wiring, choosing and placing

attracts amore committed type of student.

mics, sampling and synthesis, and using

This is important if you're hoping to make

amixing desk (good preparation for

the most of your time there or are looking

using DAWs and EQ).

to collaborate with fellow students.
3. Remote Learning
An alternative approach, which is
becoming increasingly popular in
all fields of education, is to enrol »

Music Technology Basics Er Beyond
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attainment. They have entry requirements,
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and you'll be expected to do research
Course directories such as UK- based sites
Floodlight ( left) and Hot Courses ( right) offer
lists of appropriate courses.
» with an online course provider. Its easy to

musicians, composers

and write essays. In short, it won't all be

and producers.

working in the studio.

ThinkSpace (www.thinkspaceonline.com)

Another benefit that you need to

also offer training specifically targeted at

consider is that the universities that run

creating commercial-quality music for the

and/or accredit these courses invest

media. There are similar online courses for

dismiss the idea as abad one, by making

in facilities and further developing the

related disciplines like music and electronic

the assumption that the lack of human

courses. That's got to be good, right?

engineering.

interaction will be aproblem. In fact, this

At first sight, such courses may not

But if your course fees subsidise the
university's latest purchase of Neve

option offers some advantages, and is

look particularly cheap, given the lower

genuinely worth investigating.

consoles, it's only useful if you plan to

cost involved in online delivery. However,

use them in the future. lf, however, your

Some institutions offer excellent
courses where the majority of the
support material is delivered online,
but real- life, experienced tutors set
genuine assignments, mark them and

"The important thing is not simply 'getting
qualified' but rather what you can learn."

give you constructive feedback. Perhaps
the best-known courses are by Berklee

the costs are usually justified in relation

(www.berkleemusic.com), who offer

to more traditional courses at the same

abroad range of courses for would-be

main interest is composition, synthesis
and sound design, or you plan to operate

level. They're just as structured and

as amix engineer working largely ' in

labour-intensive as most degrees or

the box', you should question whether

Have Confidence

diplomas, and they're also more flexible
than traditional courses — not least in

you're going to get good value from that
particular course.

Its not unusual for people to lack
confidence in their abilities when they
start acourse If that sounds like you.
I'm afraid you have to get over it. The
more you meet people and collaborate,
and the more mistakes you make along
the way, the more you'll get out of
your course.

terms of being able to fit your studies

As afinal thought, I've always felt that

around your job, or giving you access to

three years can be along time to study

something that is not available in your

for adegree for anyone who already has

area. Finally, the same technology that

some experience. It's possible to do the

makes these courses deliverable online

same work in ashorter time period. Some

also means that students are able to

institutions offer ' condensed' two-year

collaborate remotely. In fact, an increasing

degrees, so it's worth researching.

number of people operate online in the
music industry. The contacts you develop

5. Postgraduate Courses

on online courses can be just as valuable as

A number of institutions also

those made elsewhere.

offer postgraduate degrees and
even doctorates.

4. Degrees & Diplomas

expected to have asuitable first degree

delivering audio and other media courses.

or equivalent experience. If you have

The School of Audio Engineering (SAE)

adegree and relevant experience of

is probably the best-known example

playing and recording music you should
stand agood chance.

worldwide, but there are plenty of others,
and music production courses aren't
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For amaster's degree, you'll be

A number of institutions are dedicated to

But what more does amaster's degree

limited to specialist institutions — most

offer than abachelor's degree? Usually,

universities and colleges offer amusic

it will offer more access to the studio

Everything you
see or hear,
every device
you hold or
app you buy
that makes
some sod of
noise that's
apotential job.
—John Scanlon, Program Director,
Sound Arts

Alan Parsons Studio 2

Learn more at expression

edu

The Alan Parsons Studio

Offering

2

is one

of 40+ rooms devoted to audio
at Ex'pression College, including
7recording studios, 24 audio

Ba

chelor's Degrees in:

Sound Ads
Interactive Audio

production suites, and alive

Learn the principles of audio

music venue.

production, mixing and recording.
Earn your Bachelor's Degree in just

ex'pression
COLLEGE FOR DIGITAL ARTS

over 2.5 years.
1-877-833-8800 toll free
66oi Shellmound St.,
Accredited by th cAccrediting Commission
of Career Schook and Colleges ( ACCSC).

Emeryville, CA 94608
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» facilities, it might offer you collaborative
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Some music
technology
institutions offer
'workstation' facilities
to their students,
usually including
computers equipped
with DAW software,
aMIDI controller,
and speakers ( or
headphones). These
workstations might
be in isolated booths,
in an open-plan
classroom, or separate
from the main
teaching spaces.

opportunities with students at other
institutions — some London universities
link up with filmmakers and animators from
the Royal College of Arts, for example —
and, most importantly, the final project
should be more stretching. A master's
degree is typically ayear long (full-time) or
two years ( part-time). Course fees are high
compared with bachelor's degrees, but the
shorter duration means you pay less for
your living costs!
As far as doctorates are concerned,
you'll already have gone through at least
adegree, if not amaster's degree, before
you contemplate doing adoctorate. They
are very academic and research- based, and

change your mind. A lot of people who

rather than letting them pick up dust on

are not just another step up the practical

start out chasing the ' glamour' of being

the shelves!

education ladder.

amusic producer find they actually prefer

Question Time
To decide if acourse is right for you,

working with audio or music for picture, or

How much money can Iinvest in

radio production. It's important to know

acourse?

what you like, and where your talents lie.

think about what you want from it and

Some courses are as cheap as chips, and
some are very expensive. Even if you're

how you learn best. From there, you'll be

What equipment do Ineed before Istart?

ambitious, it may be agood option to start

able to start considering questions to ask

You'll probably need adecent laptop,

with some basics on amore affordable

yourself and course providers so that you

aDAW, and aportable hard drive that

course and build on that later, whether

can narrow down your choices. Here are

you can use with the institution's studio

that be on another course, on building

some example questions to help you focus
your mind:

and library IT systems. Before you buy

your home studio, or hiring professional

afancy new system, though, remember

facilities. You might find that the pricier

that some courses will be able to get

(within reason) the course, the more

Why do Iwant to do acourse?

you educational discounts on arange of

Think hard about what you want to learn.

committed your fellow students are. A few

equipment, so don't rush into apurchase.

hundred dollars spent on acourse rather

Most courses offer modules in various

On apractical note, it is worth making sure

than afew tens may serve you better.

aspects of production, but they'll often

you have abroadband Internet connection

tend to focus on one area. Read course

if you plan to be working or collaborating

How much time do Iwant to devote to

descriptions carefully, and ask tutors for

online. Also get hold of your reading list

my audio education?

specific details about the content.
Remember that it's not acrime to

long before you start (shop around to get

Do you only have aspare evening each

the best prices), and then read the books,

week, or perhaps at weekends? Maybe you
have aspare few weeks in the summer to

Training For ACareer
There are only afew courses worldwide
that offer an industry-recognised audio
qualification, and they all offer something
more tightly defined than ' Music
Technology' or ' Music Production'. They
tend to be more engineering-orientated as
well: it's no coincidence, for example, that
the Tonmeister course (regarded as the
leading audio course in Europe), has entry
requirements including attainment in both
music and science disciplines.
There are also more specific
qualifications which might be worth
considering. You can find courses in
acoustics and psychoacoustics, electronics
engineering, or software development, for
example. These academic qualifications
are useful in service, technology and
manufacturing industries that support
music production.
Alternatively, if the idea of

do something more intensive, or perhaps
you can afford the time and money to go
ascience- based qualification puts you
off, you could do worse than studying
for adegree in ' music'. This is abetter
preparation for general music production
than anything else, as you'll learn alot
more about composition, arrangement and
instrumentation, and learn how to work and
communicate with musicians. What's more,
you'll also meet talented musicians on
your course, with whom you can develop
relationships that will last many years!
If you manage to secure aplace on one
of these more prestigious courses, your
chances of successfully applying for grants
and scholarships may be higher. Institutions
such as the AES and individual universities
may offer scholarships. Bear in mind
that competition for these will be fierce,
though. I'll leave you with your library
and the Internet to do more research into
sources of funding!

through afull three-year degree? And if you
do have plenty of spare time, maybe you'd
be better off studying for part oe it, and
then setting more time aside to practise.
This is one for you to decide, but you need
to be realistic and decide whether you
need ashort course, along and formal
course, or something more flexible.
How skilled and experienced am Ireally?
Do you know alot about recording and
production already? If you're considering an
advanced course, it's afair bet that you've
got some experience. It's agood idea to
ensure acourse will stretch you, rather than
simply reaffirm what you already know.
You need to be honest with yourself:
there's no shame in going on abeginners'
course if it's what you really need; and
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» there's no point trying to get on amaster's
degree course if you don't know the basics.

& COURSES

necessarily just the subject matter. Were

Try Everything

you working on your own, or with other
people? Did you have alot of direction and

How far am Iprepared to travel?

You might think you know what you
want to do, but unless you try other
things you'll never know. Maybe radio
drama production or foley is more up
your street than you think!

support from your teachers? Did you only

Unless you live in or near amajor city, it's

get the best out of yourself when there

likely that you won't have your pick of

were peers to learn from or compete with?

the best courses. There's certainly more
choice in London than Derby, or LA than

Am Igood at absorbing technical

Smallsville or wherever. This might be

information and theory, or am

afactor in deciding whether to opt for an

Ibetter diving in and learning from

of what calibre and experience? Are they

online course or one-to-one tuition.

hands-on experience?

academics or ' practitioners'? The more

Bear in mind that most degrees will require

people with industry experience that teach,

It's not just the course itself you need
to think about. You should
also investigate nearby
opportunities (extra- curricular
activities, collaboration) for
gaining experience while on
the course to enhance your
learning or subsequent career.
It might be that there are loads
of live venues where you can
get some hands-on experience,
and scout for good bands

speak, and do Q&A sessions on

"Music production courses aren't
limited to specialist institutions
— most universities and colleges
offer amusic technology course
of some kind."

with whom to collaborate as
aproducer, for example. Think not just of

acourse, the better.

When You're On
A Course
Let's assume it's all gone well
and you've made it on to your
chosen course. If it's ashort
course, I'd recommend going
to it all and lapping up every
bit of information you can.

you to demonstrate an academic approach.

However, if you're on adegree, here's

the location of an institution in educational

If that puts you off, maybe you'd be better

terms, but also the potential the local area

abit of contraversial advice: you don't

looking at adifferent type of training. But if

offers you.

need to go to every lecture. This doesn't

you're strong on the theory and technical,

mean that you can slack off whenever you

Do Iwork better in aclassroom or in
areal- world situation? Do Iprefer group
work or one-to-one tuition?

then you need to make astrong effort to

like. Remember that the piece of paper

do some practical work — it's the best way
to make sense of all that information!

you get at the end means nowhere near

This question's ano-brainer, really, but

Who teaches on the course?

you'd be surprised at how many people

You might be dazzled by the names that

as much as what you learn and what you
experience.
In my book, if you miss one or two
lectures on asubject you feel confident

fail to consider how best they learn.

are referenced on awebsite, but try to

Think about which subjects and projects

in to enable you to put time in to areal

find out how lessons are delivered. Does

appealed to you at school and why. It's not

session, applying your knowledge and

acourse bring in guest lecturers and, if so,

learning from your mistakes then it's
worthwhile. You could even talk to your
tutors about projects forming part of your
learning plan — that way they'll see that
you're committed and not just bunking, so
they'll be more likely to give you help and
support when you need it!

What To Do Now
You might not want to start your course for
awhile, or you may be thinking of enrolling
very soon. Either way, it's agood idea to
start putting out feelers. Most courses have
'cut-off dates' for applications, meaning
they will not accept any for the next
academic year past acertain date. These
are often earlier than you'd think!
Universities and colleges will be more
than happy to forward you acopy of their
glossy prospectus. More often than not,
you can find the information you need
online on individual institutions' websites.
Make sure you take full advantage of the facilities on offer to you. Your institution should
give you access to recording studios — either on site or at an external location.
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Selected Course Directory
United Kingdom
The Music Producer's Guild ( MPG) and

& COURSES

School of Audio Engineering (SAE)

New York University ( NYU)

Institute

Offer arange of courses in music, music

SAE have many campuses in the UK, and

technology and music composition.

offer courses up to postgraduate level.

www.nyu.edu

www.sae.edu

the Association of Professional Recording
Services (APRS) run ascheme called JAMES,

Pyramind
Thames Valley University

San Francisco- based courses in audio.

which accredits anumber of education

Courses up to postgraduate level.

www.pyramind.com

courses in the UK. MPG also run the ' Mic To

www.tvu.ac.uk

Master' training workshops tour.

Ex'pression College For Digital Arts

www.jamesonline.org.uk

University of Salford

www.mpg.org.uk

Courses from foundation to postgraduate

recording, production and creative arts.

level. Includes JAMES-accredited courses.

www.expression.edu

Alchemea College of Audio Engineering

www.smmp.salford.ac.uk

Offer arange of courses from weekend

Offer arange of courses to degree level in

Worldwide

sessions to full diplomas.

University of Southampton, Institute of

www.alchemea.com

Sound Vibration & Research

SAE (see UK entry) have campuses in several

A specialist provider: one of the world's

countries.

Deep Blue Sound, Plymouth

leading acoustics research centres.

www.sae.edu

Offer arange of courses and tuition

www.isvr.soton.ac.uk

packages up to degree level. Includes

SAE Institute

Tonmeister (Germany)

JAMES-accredited courses.

University of Surrey, Institute of Sound

http://dbsmusic.co.uk

The German Tonmeister is an established

Recording

qualification, offered at anumber of

Offers UK Tonmeister course and others.

universities in Germany.

Goldsmiths, University of London

www.surrey.ac.uk/msr/iosr

Offer arange of courses up to postgraduate

JMC Academy (Australia)

level including electroacoustic music

University of Westminster

Offer courses in audio up to degree level.

composition. They also offer courses via

Performance, production and music business

www.jmcacademy edu

their PACE ( Professional And Community

courses at degree and postgraduate level.

<
ILI

Education) department.

Includes JAMES-accredited courses.

Online Course Providers

www.gold.ac.uk

www.westminster.ac.uk/schools/media/music

Berklee College of Music

Leeds College of Music

North America

Offer arange of courses from foundation to

SAE Institute

postgraduate level in music technology.

SAE (see UK entry) have several US

www.lcm.ac.uk

campuses, including in Nashville.

ThinkSpace

www.sae.edu

(Formerly ' Music For The Media'). Online

Offer arange of courses to degree

Full Sail University

film, TV and other visual media.
www.thinkspaceonline.com

Leeds Metropolitan University

Offer ahuge range of music, music
technology and production courses.
www.berkleemusic.com

courses aimed largely at composition for

and postgraduate level. Includes

Wide range of courses to degree level in

JAMES-accredited courses.

audio and associated sectors (eg. games).

www.Imu.ac.uk

www.fullsail.edu

Liverpool Institute for Performing Arts

Berklee College of Music

(LIPA)

Offer summer courses, degree level courses,

LIPA offer degrees in sound technology

and online courses for which they're famous.

The Open University

and music, as well arange of courses in the

www.berklee.edu

The UK's original distance learning university

SAE Institute
Some online courses offered.

performing arts.
www.lipa.ac.uk

http://online.sae.edu/

offers anumber of music courses.
Conservatory of Recording Arts, Arizona

www.open.ac.uk

Cover arange of disciplines, including live
London School of Sound

sound and career management.

Point Blank Online

Intensive, hands-on course with small class

www.audiorecordingschool.com

Offers arange of online courses from

sizes in the Britannia Row studios in London.
www.londonschoolofsound.co.uk

amonth to 36 weeks in length.
Los Angeles Recording School

www.pointblankonline.net

Courses in audio, film and recording arts.
Point Blank

www.recordingcareer.com/home.html

Courses range from summer school to

Check out the education section on the
Sound On Sound website for further

two-year diplomas in subjects including radio

McNally Smith College of Music, Minnesota

information on institutions offering music

production and music business.

Courses to degree and postgraduate level.

technology courses.

www.pointblanklondon.com

www.mcnallysmith.edu

www.soundonsound.com/education
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GLOSSARY
ADAT
Best known today as awidely used optical
digital audio transfer format, 'ADAT
Lightpipe' was developed by Alesis for the
company's digital eight-track tape machines
in the early ' 90s (Alesis Digital Audio Tape).
ADAT transfers up to eight channels of
24- bit digital audio at base sample rates
(44.1 or 48 kHz) via asingle fibre-optic cable,
physically identical to that used for the
Toslink optical S/PDIF stereo interface found
on many digital consumer hi-fi devices. The
interface incorporates embedded word and

pass audio (and sometimes MIDI) data to

enclosed in an all-embracing grounded

and from the computer. Audio interfaces

screen. The screen plays no part in passing

are available with awide variety of different
facilities including microphone preamps,

the audio signal or providing avoltage
reference. Instead, the two signal wires

DI inputs, analogue line inputs, ADAT or S/

provide the reference voltage for each other.

PDIF digital inputs, analogue line and digital

Signals conveyed over the balanced

outputs, headphone outputs, and so on.

interface may appear as equal half-level

The smallest audio interfaces provide just

voltages with opposite polarities on each

asingle channel in and two out, while the

signal wire. However, modern systems are

largest may offer 30 or more each way.

Automation
(eg. of faders)

increasingly using asingle-sided approach,
where one wire carries the entire signal
voltage and the other aground reference.
An advantage of this is less complicated

Automation refers to the ability of asystem

bit clocks, and padding zeros are introduced

balanced driver stages. The connection to

to store and reproduce aset of control

automatically if digital word lengths lower

an unbalanced destination still provides the

parameters in real time. Fader automation is

correct signal level, yet the interference-

than 24 bits are being transmitted.

Amp/Amplifier
An amplifier is an electrical device that
increases the voltage or power of an
electrical signal. The amount of amplification
can be specified as amultiplication factor
(eg. x10) or in decibels (eg. 20dB).

Analogue
(see also Digital)
The origin of the term is that the electrical
audio signal inside apiece of equipment can
be thought of as being ' analogous' to the
original acoustic signal. Analogue circuitry
uses acontinually changing voltage or
current to represent the audio signal.

asystem involving moving faders (virtual or

rejection properties are unaffected. For

physical) in which adjustments made by the

interface balancing to provide effective

user are recorded and can be reproduced

interference rejection, both the sending

in exactly the same way at alater time, or

and receiving devices must have balanced

modified if necessary. Most modern DAW

output and input stages respectively.

software allows all fader, mute, routing and
plug-in parameters to be automated.

Auxiliary Send/Aux Send

Bit Rate
The number of data bits replayed or
transferred in agiven period of time

A separate output signal derived from a

(normally one second), normally expressed

mixer channel, usually with the option to

in terms of kbps ( kilobits per second) or

select apre- or post-fader source and to

Mbps (megabits per second). The bit

adjust the level. Corresponding auxiliary

rate of astandard CD is (2channels x16

sends from all channels are bussed together

bits per sample x44.1 thousand samples

before being made available to feed an

per second) = 1411.2kbps. Popular MP3

internal signal processor or external physical

file-format bit rates range from 128 to 320

output. Auxiliary sends are often used either

Arming
(eg. for recording)

kbps, while the Dolby Digital 5.1 surround

to feed effects such as reverb, or to create

soundtrack on aDVD-Video disc typically

alternative mixes for performers.

ranges between 384 and 448 kbps.

Arming atrack or channel on arecording

Balanced/Unbalanced Cables

Buffer
(computer memory & processing)

device places it in acondition where it is
ready to record audio when the system is
placed in record mode. Unarmed tracks
won't record audio even if the system is
in record mode. When atrack is armed,
the system monitoring usually auditions
the input signal throughout the recording,
whereas unarmed tracks usually replay any
previously recorded audio.

Audio Interface

Most audio gear operates internally with
unbalanced signals sent via single-core
screened cables. The signal voltage is
passed on the inner core and aOV (ground)
reference is conveyed by the outer screen
(an all-encompassing metal or conductive
plastic braid). The screen ' catches' radio
frequency interference ( RFI) and prevents it
from influencing the audio signal.
For greater protection from

Essentially ashort-term data-storage facility
used to accommodate variable data read
or write periods, temporarily storing data
in sequence until it can be processed or
transferred by or to some other part of the
system.

Channel
A portion of an audio system dedicated

A device which acts as the physical bridge

electromagnetic interference and freedom

to accommodating asingle audio signal.
Normally used in the context of an audio

between acomputer's audio software and

from earth references, abalanced interface

the external recording environment. An

is used. ' Balanced' refers to identical

mixer, where each channel provides arange

audio interface usually connects to the

impedances to ground from each of two

of facilities to process asingle audio signal

computer via PCI, PC1e, Firewire or USB to

signal-carrying conductors, which are

(gain, EQ, aux sends, fader etc). A hardware
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» mixer might incorporate 6, 12, 32 or more

according to adefined ratio. The speed

channels, whereas software mixers are often

of response and recovery can usually also

limited in size only by computer power.

be controlled.

Click Track

Converter

A rhythmic audio signal, often comprising

A device that transcodes audio signals

clicks or pops, intended as an audible cue

between the analogue and digital domains.

to assist musicians in keeping accurate

An analogue-to- digital (A- D) converter

time during aperformance. It is the audible

accepts an analogue signal and converts

equivalent of visual guides to an painter,

it to adigital format, while adigital-to-

and would not normally be heard by

analogue ( D-A) converter does the reverse.

the audience.

The sample rate and word length of the

Clipping
When an audio signal is allowed to
overload the system conveying it, clipping

digital format are often adjustable, as is the
relative amplitude of analogue signal for a
given digital level.

Dl Box
Direct Injection Box: adevice that accepts
the signal input from aguitar, bass, or
keyboard and conditions it to conform to
the requirements of amicrophone signal at
the output. The output is balanced and with
alow source impedance, capable of driving
long mic cables. There is usually afacility
to break the ground continuity between
mic cable and source to avoid unwanted
ground- loop noises. Both active and passive
versions are available, the former requiring
power from internal batteries or phantom
power via the mic cable. Active DI boxes
usually have higher input impedances than

is said to have occurred, and severe

CPU

passive types, and are generally considered

distortion results. The ' clipping point' is

Central Processing Unit: the number-

to sound better.

reached when the audio system can no

crunching heart of acomputer or other

longer accommodate the signal amplitude

data processor. It may contain one or

— either because an analogue signal

more processing cores.

Digital
(see also Analogue)

Daisy Chain

or currents to represent the audio signal

An arrangement for sharing acommon

at specific moments in time (samples). A

data signal between multiple devices.
A ' daisy chain' is created by connecting

properly engineered digital system has
infinite resolution, the same as an analogue

either an output or 'thru' port of one

system, but the audio bandwidth is

voltage nears or exceeds the circuitry's
power supply voltage, or because adigital
sample amplitude exceeds the quantiser's
number range. In both cases, the signal
peaks are ' clipped' because the system
can't support the peak excursions. In an
analogue system, clipping produces strong
harmonic distortion artifacts at frequencies
above the fundamental. In adigital
system those high-frequency harmonics
cause aliasing, which results in harmonic
distortion where the distortion artifacts
reproduce at frequencies below the source
fundamental. This is why digital clipping
sounds so unlike analogue clipping, and is
far more unpleasant and less musical.

Clocking
The process of controlling the sample
rate of one digital device with an external
clock signal derived from another device.
In aconventional digital system there
must be only one master clock device,
with everything else ' clocked' or ' slaved'
from that master.

Digital audio circuitry uses discrete voltages

device to the input of the next. This

restricted by the sample rate, and the signal-

configuration is often used for connecting

to-noise ratio (or dynamic range) is restricted

multiple MIDI instruments together:

by the word length.

the MIDI Out of the master device is
connected to the MIDI In of the first slave,
then the MIDI Thru of the first slave is
connected to the MIDI In of the second
slave, and so on... A similar arrangement
is often used to share amaster word- clock
sample-synchronising signal between
digital devices.

DAW
Digital Audio Workstation: originally applied
to any integrated digital production tool,
including hardware, this term now more
commonly refers only to elaborate software
running on abespoke or generic computer
platform, which is designed to replicate the
processes involved in recording, replaying,

Comping

mixing and processing real or virtual audio

The process of recording the same

signals. Many modern DAWs incorporate

performance (eg. alead vocal) several

MIDI sequencing facilities as well as audio

Editing
The process of changing aMIDI or audio
performance after it has been recorded, for
instance to correct timing problems. Once,
audio recordings were edited by chopping
up the magnetic tape on which they were
recorded; nowadays, all DAWs provide ' nondestructive' editing tools for digital audio.

Equaliser
(see also Filter)
A device which allows the user to equalise,
balance or adjust the tonality of asound
source. Equalisers are available in the
form of filters, shelf equalisers, parametric
equalisers and graphic equalisers — or as a
combination of these basic forms.

Filter
(see also Equaliser)

times on multiple tracks, and choosing the

manipulation and arange of effects and

Filters remove unwanted parts of the

best sections to assemble a 'compilation'

sound generation.

spectrum above or below aturnover

Delay

frequency, and the rate of attenuation

performance to be constructed on a
final track.

(1) The time between asound or control

Compressor

signal being generated and it being

A device (analogue or digital) that is

auditioned or taking effect, measured in

designed to reduce the overall dynamic

seconds or milliseconds. Often referred

range of acomplex varying audio signal

to as latency in the context of computer

versus frequency is called the filter's
slope. A high-pass (or low-cut) filter
removes frequencies below the turnover
frequency and usually has aslope of 6, 12
or 18 dB/octave.

by detecting when that signal exceeds a

audio interfaces. (2) An echo effect,

Firebvire

defined threshold level, and then reducing

commonly used on vocals and instruments

A computer interface format based upon

the amplitude of that portion of signal

in mixing.

the IEEE 1394 standard and named Firewire
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where multiple software program-

by Apple computers (Sony's i.Link format is

equipment is plugged into the same

also the same interface). Firewire is aserial

socket or mains distribution board, thus

authorisation dongles must be connected

interface used for high-speed isochronous

minimising the loop. In extreme cases

to the computer.

data transfer, including audio and video.

it may be necessary to disconnect the

Firewire 400 ( IEEE 1394-1995 and IEEE

screen connection at one end of the audio

1394a-2000) or S400 interface transfers data

cables or use audio isolating transformers

at up to 400Mbps and can operate over

in the signal paths. The mains- plug earth

cables up to 4.5m in length. The standard

connection must NEVER be disconnected

'alpha' connector is available in four and

to try to resolve aground- loop problem,

six-connector versions, the latter able to

as this will render the equipment

provide power (up to 25V and 8W).
The Firewire 800 format ( IEEE 1394b-

potentially LETHAL.

2002) or S800 interface uses anine-wire

GUI

Impedance
The ' resistance' or opposition of amedium
to achange of state, often in the context
of electrical connections or acoustic
treatment. Signal sources have an output
impedance and destinations have an input
impedance. In analogue audio systems the
usual arrangement is to source from avery
low impedance and feed adestination of a

Graphical User Interface (GUI is often

much higher (typically 10 times) impedance.

pronounced ' Gooey'): asoftware designer's
way of creating an intuitive visual operating

This is called a ' voltage matching' interface.
In digital and video systems it is more

Flash Drive
(see also Solid-state Drive)

environment controlled by amouse-driven

normal to find ' matched impedance'

pointer or similar.

interfacing where the source, destination

A large- capacity solid-state memory

Hard Disk Drive
(see also Solid-state Drive)

and cable all have the same impedance (eg.

'beta' connector and can convey data at
up to 800Mbps.

configured to work like aconventional hard
drive. Used in digital cameras and audio
recorders in formats such as SD and CF2
cards, as well as in ' pen drives' or ' USB
memory sticks'. Some computers are now
available with solid-state flash drives instead
of normal internal hard drives.

General MIDI ( GM)
A universally agreed subset of the MIDI
standard, created to enable manufacturers
to build synthesizers, synth modules and
plug-in instruments that exhibit an agreed
minimum degree of compatibility.

Ground Loop &
Ground- loop Hum
A condition created when two or more
devices are interconnected in such away
that aloop is created in the ground circuit.
This can result in audible hums or buzzes
in analogue equipment, or unreliable or
glitchy audio in digital equipment. Typically,
aground loop is created when two devices
are connected together using one or more
screened audio cables, and both units are
also plugged into the mains supply using
safety ground connections via the plug's
earth pin. The loop is from one mains
plug, to the first device, through the audio
cable screen to the second device, back
to the mains supply via the second mains
plug, and round to the first device via the
building's power wiring. If the two mains
socket grounds happen to be at slightly
different voltages (which is not unusual), a

The conventional means of computer data
storage, consisting of one or more metal
disks ( hard disks) hermetically sealed in an
enclosure with integral drive electronics
and interfacing. The disks are coated in
amagnetic material and spun at high
speed (typically 720Orpm or more for
audio applications). A series of movable

750 in the case of S/PDIF).
Microphones have avery low output
impedance of 1500 or so, while microphone
preamps provide an input impedance of
15000 or more. Line inputs typically have an
impedance of mown and DI boxes may
provide an input impedance of as much as

t000,coon to suit the relatively high output

impedance of typical guitar pickups.

arms carrying miniature magnetic heads is

Insert Point

arranged to move closely over the surface of

The provision on amixing console or

the discs to record (write) and replay ( read)

'channel strip' processor of afacility to

data.

break into the signal path through the unit

Headroom

to insert an external processor. Budget

The available ' safety margin' in audio
equipment required to accommodate
unexpected loud audio transient signals.
It is defined as the region between the
nominal operating level (OVU) and the
clipping point. High-quality analogue
audio mixers or processors will have a
nominal operating level of +4dBu and a
clipping point of + 24dBu, providing 20dB
of headroom. Analogue meters don't show
the headroom margin at all; in contrast,
digital systems normally do — hence the
need to restrict signal levels to average
-20dBFS when tracking and mixing with
digital systems to maintain sensible
headroom. Fully post- produced signals

devices generally use asingle connection
(usually aTRS jack socket) with unbalanced
send and return signals on separate
contacts, requiring asplitter or Ycable to
provide separate send (input to the external
device) and return (output from external
device) connections. High-end units tend
to provide separate balanced send and
return connections.

Latency
(see also Delay)
The time delay experienced between a
sound or control signal being generated
and it being auditioned or taking effect,
measured in ( milli)seconds.

no longer require headroom as the peak

Limiter

signal level is known and controlled. For this

An automatic gain- control device

reason it has become normal to create CDs

used to restrict the dynamic range of

with zero headroom.

an audio signal. A limiter is aform of

small current will flow around the ground

Hub

loop. Although not dangerous, this can

Normally used in the context of the

compressor optimised to control brief,
high-level transients.

result in audible hums or buzzes in poorly

USB computer data interlace. A hub is a

Loop

designed equipment.

device used to expand asingle USB port

A small section of audio that is played

into several, enabling the connection

over and over again, usually from adigital

of multiple devices. Particularly useful

sampler or within aDAW.

Ground loops can often be prevented
by ensuring that the connected audio
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Loudspeaker
(see also Monitor)
A device used to convert an electrical audio
signal into an acoustic sound wave.

disabling sub- programs that access the

can be ' inserted' into the notional signal

Internet regularly or intermittently, such as

path of aDAW. Plug- ins are available in a

email hosts, automatic program- update

myriad of different forms and functions, and

checkers and so on. It might also involve

produced by the DAW manufacturers or

structuring the hard drive in aparticular

third- party developers. Most plug- ins run

MIDI

way, or the separation of program data to a

natively on the computer's processor, but

Musical Instrument Digital Interface: a

system drive and audio data to aseparate

some require bespoke DSP hardware. The

defined interface format that enables

drive to minimise access times and maximise

VST format is the most common cross-

electronic musical instruments and

data throughputs.

computers to communicate instructional
data and synchronise timing. MIDI sends
musical information between compatible
devices, including the pitch, volume and

Overdubbing

platform plug-in format, although there
are several others.

Recording new material to separate tracks

Polyphony

while auditioning and playing in synchronism

The ability of an instrument to play two

with previously recorded material.

or more notes of different pitches at the

many other aspects of the instruments that

Patch

same time.

lend themselves to electronic control. It

A specific configuration of sounds or

does not carry any actual audio. MIDI can

other parameters stored in the memory

also carry timing information in the form of

A device placed between asound source

of asynthesizer or signal processor, and

MIDI Clock or MIDI Time Code for system

and amicrophone to trap wind blasts, such

accessed manually or via MIDI commands.

as those created by avocalist's plosives ( Bs,

duration of individual notes, along with

synchronisation purposes.

PCI Card

Mixer

Peripheral Component Interconnect:

A device used to combine multiple audio

an internal computer bus format used

signals together, usually under the control

to integrate hardware devices such

of an operator using faders to balance

as soundcards. The PCI Local Bus has

levels. Most mixers also incorporate facilities

superseded earlier internal bus systems such

for equalisation, signal routing to multiple

as ISA and VESA, and although still very

outputs, and monitoring facilities.

common on contemporary motherboards

Modelling
A process of analysing asystem and using a

has, itself, now been superseded by faster
interfaces such as PCI-X and PCI Express.

Pop Shield

Ps and so on), which would otherwise cause
loud popping noises as the microphone
diaphragm is overdriven. Most are
constructed from multiple layers of afine
wire or nylon mesh, although more modern
designs tend to use open-cell foam.

Preamp
Short for ' pre-amplification': an active gain
stage used to raise the signal level of a
source to anominal line level. For example,

different technology to replicate its critical,

Phantom Power

desired characteristics. For example, a

A means of powering microphones such as

popular but rare vintage signal processor,

capacitor, electrets or dynamics with built-in

such as an equaliser, can be analysed and its

active impedance converters. Phantom

properties modelled by digital algorithms to

power normally provides 48V ( DC) to the

allow its emulation within the digital domain.

microphone as acommon- mode signal

Monitor

screen carries the return current). The audio

(1) In the context of digitising an analogue

signal from the microphone is carried as

signal, the process of describing or

Adevice that provides information to an
operator. Used equally commonly in the

(both signal wires carry 48V while the cable

amicrophone preamp.

Project Studio
A relatively small recording-studio facility,
often with acombined recording space and
control room.

Quantisation

adifferential signal and the mic preamp

measuring the amplitude of the analogue

ignores common- mode signals so doesn't

display unit) — such as an LCD screen —

signal captured in each sample.

'see' the power supply — hence the ghostly

and ahigh- quality loudspeaker.

(2) Automatically moving recorded MIDI

name, phantom. This system only works with

notes onto abars and beats grid to make

MTC

balanced three-pin mic cables.

them play perfectly in time.

context of both acomputer VDU (visual

MIDI Time Code: aformat used for
transmitting synchronisation instructions
between electronic devices within the
MIDI protocol.

Consumer recorders, such as MP3
recorders, are often equipped with a
microphone powering system called ' Plug-in
Power'. This operates with amuch lower
voltage (typically 1.5V) and is not compatible

Rackmount
A standard equipment-sizing format
allowing products to be mounted between
vertical rails in standardised equipment bays.

Multitimbrality

with phantom- powered mics at all.

The ability of an electronic musical

Pitch Bend

Random Access Memory: the default

instrument to generate two or more

A means of detuning asignal generator,

short-term data storage area in acomputer,

different sounds simultaneously.

Optimisation
(of computer)
Configuring acomputer in such away as

either manually via acontrol wheel or under
MIDI control. The electronic equivalent
of pushing aguitar string sideways
when playing.

RAM

normally measured in gigabytes (GB).

Reverb
Short for ' reverberation': the dense
collection of echoes that bounce off

to maximise its performance for certain

Plug-in

tasks. In the context of amachine being

A self-contained software signal processor,

to direct sound arriving from asignal

used as aDAW, optimisation might involve

such as an equaliser or compressor, which

source. Reverberation can also be created
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acoustically reflective surfaces in response

artificially using various analogue or,

mechanical vibrations are prevented from

interface (using phono connectors and 750

more commonly, digital techniques.

reaching the microphone, where they would

coaxial cable), or as an optical interface

Reverberation occurs ashort while after

otherwise generate unwanted low-frequency

called Toslink.

the source signal because of the finite time

noise and distortion.

Synthesizer

SMPTE Time Code

A device used to create sounds

A means of affording recordings with

electronically. The original synthesizers

reliable positional information coded to

were hardware devices and used analogue

taken for the sound to reach areflective
surface and return, the overall delay being
representative of the size of the acoustic
environment. The reverberation signal can
be broadly defined as having two main
components: agroup of distinct ' early
reflections' followed by anoise- like tail

resemble clock time, originally used to

signal generation and processing

identify individual picture frames in video

techniques, but digital techniques

and film systems.

took over and most synthesizers are

Solid-state Drive
(see also Hard Disk Drive)

of dense reflections.

Sample

A large-capacity solid-state memory

(1) A defined short piece of audio that can

configured to work like aconventional

be replayed under MIDI control (such as a

hard disk drive. Some computers are now

Loop). (2) A single discrete time element

available with solid-state 'flash' drives

forming party of adigital audio signal.

instead of normal internal hard disk drives.
Also used in digital cameras and audio

Sample Rate
(see also Bit Rate)

recorders in formats such as SD and
CF2 cards, as well as in ' pen drives' or

The rate at which adigital audio signal is

'USB memory sticks'.

intended to operate, normally denoted
either in terms of kilo-samples per second
(kS/s) or kilo- Hertz ( kHz). The audio
bandwidth must be less than half the sample
rate, which in high-quality audio systems
operates at 44.1 or 48 kHz to provide an
audio bandwidth of at least 20kHz.

A device that captures and replays short
audio excerpts under MIDI control.

Sequencer
A device that records and replays MIDI
instructions. Original sequencers were
hardware devices, but most are now
software and are integrated into DAWs.

USB
Universal Serial Bus: acomputer
interface standard introduced in 1996 to
replace the previous standard serial and
parallel ports more commonly used. The
original USB 1interface operated at up
to 12Mbps, but this was superseded in
2000 by USB 2, which operates at up to
480Mbps. Most USB interfaces can also
provide a5V power supply to connected
devices. USB 3was launched in 2008

Soundcard

and is claimed to operate at rates up to

A dedicated interface for transferring

5Gbps, but it is only now (2011) starting to

audio signals in and out of acomputer. A

appear on hardware.

soundcard can be installed internally, or
connected externally via USB 2or Firewire,
and they are available in awide range of
formats, accommodating multiple analogue

Sampler

now software tools.

or digital audio signals (or both) in and out,
as well as MIDI data in and out.

XLR
A connector design developed by US
manufacturer, Cannon. The original
X-series connector was improved with the
addition of alatch (Cannon XL) and amore
flexible rubber compound surrounding

S/PDIF

the contacts to improve reliability (Cannon

Sony/Philips Digital Interface: pronounced

XLR). The connector format is now available

either 'S-peedif' or ' Spudif'. A stereo or

in numerous configurations, from many

dual-channel self-clocking digital interfacing

different manufacturers, and with several

standard employed by Sony and Philips in

different pin configurations. Standard

consumer digital hi-fi products. The S/PDIF

balanced audio interfaces — analogue

Shockmount

signal is essentially identical in data format

and digital — use three- pin XLRs with the

A device used to support amicrophone

to the professional AES3 interface, and is

screen on pin 1, the ' hot' signal on pin 2

in such away that unwanted external

available as either an unbalanced electrical

and the ' cold' signal on pin 3. MI
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